COSMIC TRIGGER
Final Secret of the 1!luminati
Fact surpasses fantasy as Robert Anton Wilson ex- .
pi ores Space Migration, psychedelics, immortality, the
Gurdjieff Work, Crowley Magick, meditation, UFO con··
tact and more in the most outrageous journey of our
time, COSMIC TRIGGER.
Wilson, best-selling author of the ILLUMINATUS
trilogy, bares his ultimate secret in COSMIC TRIGGER,
non-liction sequel. A pan-galactic mix of Vonnegut,
Joyce and Burroughs, Robert Anton Wilson focuses the
myths and fahles of our age through the lens of expanded consciousness as COSMIC TRIGGER casts the
~hadows away with penetrating insight and scathing
humor.
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emerging voice of the '70s" -San Francisco
Review of Books.

"We thank you Robert Anton Wilson, for this
timely and timeflll treasure"
-Dr. Timothy Leary.
•~ stunning synthesis . .. enjoyable and moving"
-New Realities Magazine.
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FOREWORDS
by Timothy Leary, Ph.D.
Robert Anton Wilson is a man whose time has come.
/! is true of all good things-they are a long time coming.
Intelligence on this planet has evolved in metamorphic
stages-long periods of quiescent preparation, then sudden,
slam-bang flashes of change.
The personal evolution of Robert Anton Wilson has followed the same rhythm. It's always like that with sages, evolutionary operatives, Intelligence Agents.
/! has been axiomatic since Haeckel that ontology recapitulates phylogeny-that the individual in Hir- development repeats, step-by-step, the evolution of the species.
We now understand the mystery and paradox of the
great alchemists, philosophers, mystics, sages. They pre-capitula te. They prospectively live out in their own nervous systems the future of evolution, the stages which ~wait in the future of the species. Their nervous systems get into communication (via reverse transcriptase) with DNA. They learn how
to decode the genetic blueprint. They experience what is to
happen in the future. This , surely, is the royal road to wisdom, the highway of evolution-the two-way traffic between
the Central Nervous System (CNS) and the DNA archives, via
RNA messenger molecules.
Consider Lao-tse. In the 6th Century B.C., SHe realizes
Einsteinian relativity, senses that all is flow and evolutionary
change; anticipates (in the I Ching) what computer designers
will understand 2,500 years later-that energy comes in the
binary code of yin-yang (off-on); forecasts (in the Ching trigrams) what micro-geneticists will discover 2,500 years laterthe triplicate function of amino-acid binding.
Now reflect on the poignant destiny of Lao-tse. SHe
·Editoc's note: Dr. Leary prefers the forms SHe (she or he) and Hif (his or her) 10
the traditional habit of referring to the general human being as masculine.

knows that SHe will not be around in biological form when
Watson and Crick decipher the DNA code. The time-lag problem is solved by transtime neurogenetic signalry. Symbolism.
The Intelligence Agent called Lao-tse teaches the I Ching codes
to domesticated primates, injects some fortune-telling hocuspocus and thus sends down the 2,500-year CNS-RNA-DNA
teletype channel this basic code. SHe knows that the Confucians will distort the signal with Boy Scout moralisms (dutifully preserved in the inane Baynes-Wilhelm commentaries),
knows that countless charlatans will peddle vulgar r Ching fortunes for a nickle in Oriental bazaars. But SHe knows, also,
tha~ when external technology catches up, 20th Century IntellIgence Agents will receive the dot-dash trigram message
a.nd r~alize that binary codes and triplicate trigrams are geneIIc gUIde posts explaining the direction and molecular structure of evolution, from the terrestrial, ==:, earth, to the extraterrestrial, heaven.
Now consider the Buddha.
. Also in the 6th Century B.C., SHe realizes t1wt consCIOusness creates reality; that all is maya, i.e. an internal
dance of neurons, an external dance of protons. SHe advises
detachment from tribal imprints (local reality-tunnels), announces the octave nature of evolution (again knowing it will
be corrupted by moralists into the 8-fold path of domesticated
virtue and marketed eventually as the 8 x 8 chessboard). SHe
kno:-vs that Mendeleyev and the octave division of quarks
awaIt 100 generations in the future.
We are awed by this unbroken chain of generational signalry. In each of the 100 generations since Buddha a few Intelligence Agents are born and spend their brief Iive~, detached from the hive, poring over the octaves. In response,
we a~sume, to some RNA suggestion about the sequence of
the eIght penods of evolution-from heavy to light, from slow
to fast, from water to fire, from terrestrial to post-terrestrial,
from Kun
to Olien :, from earth metals to noble gases.
Next, consider the plight of G.!. Gurdjieff, who , 40 years
before the Apollo Lunar Landings and 50 years before the
s~a~e shuttle, writes Beelzebllb 's Tales to His Grandsoll, predlctmg the post-terrestrial future of the species.
Recall the last lines of A1eister Crowley's Confessions,
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where he sadly recognizes that scientific experiment~ of t~le
next generation will manifest precisely what hl~ ,?aglcal ntuals could only internalize and ceremonially antIcipate.
This book Cosmic Trigger, and its author, Robert Anton
Wilson, can best be understood as modern links in ~his unbroken chain of alchemical philosophers and Inte~hgence
Agents who have systematically learned how ~o dIal ~nd tunc
their own nervouS systems and (via internal bJOche,?lcal a.utoexperiments) learned how to converse, via RNA, WIth th~lr
own DNA, decipher the genetic Ros~tta Stone and get dIrect
experiential knowledge of the evolutJOn.ary pro~ess.
Wilson describes 30 years of expenmentatJOn ?n and
with his own brain. Most important, he recounts hIS attempts
to correIa te inner, subjective vision with the external, obJec.
.
tive language of the energy sciences.
And here is the issue, the classic challe~ge ~f p~i1osophY .
to expand inner neurological reality and to I.mk It WIth the
outer realities measured by scientists. IntellIgence ev~lves .
when the occult and magical become the objective-scientIfic.
I recall clearly mv first conversation with Robert Anton
Wilson in 1964. He w~s the first and lonely journalist who
had actually read my writmgs and understood the steady development of my own research-from interpersonal psychology to interstellar neurogenetics.
.
.
Wilson's ability to open himself up and receIve Signals
both from within his own expanding neurology and from the
broadcasts of scientists defines him as one of t~e key pe.rsonalities of modern neurological philosophy. He IS becomlllg
a major literary figure,
.
There are two words which always define a great WrIterphilosopher:

encyclopedic
and
epiC.
Each civilization, we are told, produces at its high-water
mark one or more ell cyclopedic works which summarIze the
knowledge, technology , culture, philosophy o,f the epoch:
Such books are like neurogenetic manuals which su~maflZe
and explain a primitive planetary culture to an IntellIgence
Agent from another world. Dante, Boccaccio , James Joyce ,

Hesse. As American civilization moves from its adolescence
into the final terrestrial stages of technological centralization
preceeding Space Migration, it is beginning to produce such
encyclopedic writings. For example, Thomas Pynchon's Gravity's Rainbow. the Illuminatus trilogy of Wilson and Shea,
and the book you hold in your hand.
Please consult this book if and when you wish a modern,
personal summary of such basic concepts as: the Illuminati
conspiracy, the Sirius phenomenon, UFOs, mind-changing
drugs, new experiential perspectives on Lee Harvey Oswald,
lim Garrison, Hugh Hefner, the 24 clones of Timothy Leary,
the meaning of the number 23, Aleister Crowley, Aldous Huxley, Carl Sagan, Gurdjieff, Alan Watts, William Burroughs, immortality, Nikola Tesla, modern quantum theory, the physics
of consciousness, the eight evolving circuits of the nervous
system, etc.
In each of these academic references there is an anecdotal flash so that these important names and topics become
alive on the page. This is good writing.
Cosmic Trigger is also an epic work .
An epic is a story of exploration, voyaging, adventurous search for meaning.
Cosmic Trigger is an odyssey recounting the personal
quest of the author. He explores the labyrinthine regions of
his own brain with drugs and many other neuro-activating
methods. He experiments with magick, ritual, ESP, isolation.
He continually consults his most treasured traveling companions- his beautiful red-haired wife, Arlen, and his sparkling,
wise children.
Wilson realizes (as do all alchemists) that he must evolve
as the work develops. He knows that the motto solve et coagule means that he, too, must accept personal dissolution, that
he must vary his own temperature and pressure, test his own
sanity in the crucible of change. He gives up a deluxe-sexy
job and retreats to social isolation. He plunges unflinchingly
into outcaste poverty. He becomes that most recklessly heroic person-the self-employed intellectual! He turns his back
on faculty salary and establishment grant and lives by his wits
and wisdom . Reading this book, we share his grinding Blakean
poverty, his highs and lows.
o

Cosmic Trigger sparkles with hu~or, ope?ness of mindjcourage, understanding, tolerance. It IS the .ehl~ .adventure 0
a man who invites us to grow and cWhan ge w~~r t~~·timelY and
We thank you, Robert Anton I lson ,
timefull treasure.

Los Angeles, California
Summer, 1977

Thinking About the Unthinkable

Everything you know Is wrong.
-The Firesign Thea tre
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As the late, great H.P. Lovecraft might begin this narrative : It is now nearly 13 years since the ill-fated day when I
first began investigating the terrible legends surrounding the
enigmatic Bavarian Illuminati, an alleged conspiracy that some
people believe rules the world. Like a Lovecraft hero, I embarked on my research with no suspicion of the perils awaiting
me: I thought I was just investigating a notable case of political paranoia and expected to find only some insight into the
psychology which causes otherwise sane individuals to subscribe to such absurdly ridiculous conspiracy theories.
Eventually, in collaboration with Robert 1. Shea, I wrote
a three-volume satirical novel on the conspiracy,Illuminatus!
Completing such an exhaustingly long book should have terminated my interest in the subject, but my researches continued nonetheless, evidently propelled by some myst.erious momentum . (Rising organ music, please.) I had become psychically hooked to the Illuminati. Like a tarantula in the bedsheets or the laugh of a woman you once loved, the accursed
Illuminati simply could not be forgotten or ignored . This was
most annoying to the Skeptic, who is one of the 24 selves who
live within me and the only one who usually possesses veto
power over all the others.
Eventually, my interest in the Illuminati was to lead me
through a cosmic Fun House featuring double and triple
agents, UFOs, possible Presidential assassination plots, the
enigmatic symbols on the dollar bill, messages from Sirius,
pancakes from God-knows-where, the ambiguities of Aleister
Crowley, some mysterious hawks that follow Uri Geller
around, Futurists, Immortalists, plans to leave this planet and
the latest paradoxes of quantum mechanics. It has been a
prolonged but never boring pursuit, like trying to find a cobra in a dark room before it finds you.
Briefly, the background of the Bavarian Illuminati puzzle
3

is this. On May I, 1776, in Bavaria, Dr. Adam Weishaupt, a
professor. of Canon Law at Ingolstadt University and a former JesuIt, formed a secret society called the Order of the
Wumtna tl with~n the existing Masonic lodges of Germany.
Smce Masonry IS Itself a secret society, the Wuminati was a

secret society within a secret society, a mystery inside a mystery , so to say. In 1785 the Illuminati were suppressed by the
Bavanan government for allegedly plotting to overthrow all
the kings in Europe and the Pope to boot. This much is generally agreed upon by all historians. Everything else is a matter of heated, and ~ometimes fetid, controversy.
I t has been clrumed tha t Dr. Weishaupt was an a theist a
~ab.alistic magician, a rationalist, a mystic; a democrat, a ~o
clahst, ?n anarchist, a fascist; a Machiavellian amoralist an
alchemist, a totalitarian and an "enthusiastic philanthr~pist."
(TIle last ~as ~he verdict of Thomas Jefferson, by the way.)
The IIIumtnatl ha~e also been credited with managing the
French and Amen~an revolutions behind the scenes , taking
o~er the world, betng the brams behind Communism, con tinutn~ underground up to the 1970s, secretly worshipping the
Devil, and ~opery. with intent to gawk. Some claim that Weishaupt dldn t even mvent the Illuminati, but only revived it.
The Order of Illuminati has been traced back to the Knights
Templar, to th~ Greek and Gnostic initiatory cults, to Egypt,
even to .Atlantl~. The one safe generalization one can make is
that Weishaupt s mtent to maintain secrecy has worked' no
two students of lIIuminology have ever agreed totally about
what the "inner secret" or purpose of the Order actually was
(or is .. ')'. TIlere isendless room for spooky speculation, and
for pedan~lc paranOIa, once one really gets into the literature
of the subject; and there has been a wave of sensational "exposes" of the IIIumin.ati every generation since 1776. ' If you
we~e to beheve all this sensational literature, the damned Bavanan conspirators we~e responsible for everything wrong
With the world, tncludlllg the energy crises and the fact that
you can't even get a plumber on weekends.
~or instanc~, the first explosion of an ti-IIIuminati hysteria
.
III. thIs country, III the 1790s, was stirred up by fanatic FederalIsts and centered on the charge that Thomas Jefferson and
the Democratic RepUblican party were pawns of the European
4

Illuminati. The second major cluster of excited exposes came
in the 1840s, and was circula ted by the An ti-Masonic Party ,
who believed that the Illuminati still controlled the Masons
and had infiltrated our government at all levels. In both of
these instances, the Illuminati were portrayed as radical democrats or outright anarchists in the tradition of the ultraleft wing of the French Revolution. Current anti-Illuminati
literature, which is mostly distributed through the anti-Semitic, paramilitary Right, portrays the Illuminati as the masters
of both international Communism and international banking.
A separate and weirder strain of anti-Wuminati theory, occasionally interacting with this political conspiracy literature,
portrays the Illuminati as Nazis, black magicians, astral mindfuckers and Satanists.
But these are only the major themes of the anti-illuminati symphony . There are countless individuals who have.
tooted some be-bop riffs-e.g., Philip Campbell Argyle-Smith,
editor of a bizarre journal called High IQ Bulletin, claims that
the Illuminati, known as "Jews" on this planet, are actually
invaders from Vulcan. I have also seen a book (author and
title now forgotten, alas) which argued that the Illuminati are
a Jesuit conspiracy which infiltrated Masonry and then took
over the world , using the Masonic front to keep anybody from
guessing that the real control actually comes from the Vatican, heh-heh-heh. Typical of the ingenuity of such conspIracy theories, the facts which most glaringlv contradict i.t
(namely, the anti-Masonic fulminations and excommunications by all the Popes for the last century, and the tons of
anti-Catholic propaganda circulated by Masonic lodges) are
explained as "part of the cover-up."
And, of course, anti-Illuminati diatribes of all schools
somberly agree that "accidents have a way of happening to
those who find out too much about the Bavarian Illuminati."
(Let's have that rising organ music again, and an eldritch
laugh, like The Shadow's on the old radio series.)
Once when I was appearing on a radio show on KGO-Sall
Francisco where listeners call in and talk to the guests, a woman pho;ed to say I knew so much about the Illuminati that
I must be one of them.
I became whimsical. "Maybe," I said, "the secret of the
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IUurninati is that you don't know you're a member until it's
too late to get out."
This was too metaphysical for the caller. "Furthermore,"
she said triumphantly, pursuing her own script, "you're the
people who control the Federal Reserve and the Morgan and
Rockefeller banks."
"Well," said the Writer of Satire, temporarily displacing
the Skeptic, '" certainly won't deny that. It can't help but
improve my credit rating."
That woman is probably still telling her friends how she
got one of the Illuminati to confess right over the radio.
Actually" no longer disbelieve in the Illuminati, but'
don't believe in them yet, either. Let us explain that odd remark quickly, before we go any further in the murk. 'n researching occult conspiracies, one eventually faces a crossroad
of mythic proportions (called Chapel Perilous in the trade).
You come out the other side either a stone paranoid or an agnostic; there is no third way. 'came out an agnostic.
Chapel Perilous, like the mysterious entity called " ',"
cannot be located in the space-time continuum; it is weightless,
. odorless, tasteless and undetectable by ordinary instruments.
Indeed, like the Ego, it is even possible to deny that it is there.
And yet, even more like the Ego , once you are inside it, there
doesn't seem to be any way to ever get out again, until you
suddenly discover that it has been brought into existence by
thought and does not exist outside thought. Every thing you
fear is waiting with slavering jaws in Chapel Perilous, but if
you are armed with the wand of intuition, the cup of sympathy, the sword of reason and the pentacle of valor, you wiu
find there (the legends say) the Medicine of Metals, the Elixir
of Life, the Philosopher's Stone, True Wisdom and Perfect
Happiness.
That's what the legends always say, and the language of
myth is poetically precise. For instance, if you go in to that
realm without the sword of reason, you will lose your mind,
but at the same time, if you take only the sword of reason
without the cup of sympathy, you will lose your heart. Even
more remarkably, if you approach without the wand of intuition, you can stand at the door for decades never realizing
you have arrived. You might think you are just waiting for a
6

bus, or wandering from room to room looking for your cigarettes, watch ing a TV show, or reading a cryptic and ambiguous book. Chapel Perilous is tricky that way.
I entered Chapel Perilous quite casually one day in 1971
while reading The Book of Lies by the English mystic A1eister
Crowley? Crowley aroused my interest because he had indubitably been a high adept of both yoga and occultism, was regarded as a Black Magician by many and as the Magus of the
New Aeon by some, and had a contradictory reputation as
heroic mountain climber, poet, bisexual pioneer Hippy, alchemist, sadistic prankster, worker of wonders and charlatan.
I was especially charmed by the persistent legend that Crowley had once turned poet Victor Newburg into a camel, and
the testimony of many that he had smashed a glass across a
room by staring at it, in a demonstration at Oxford. All of
Crowley's books are witty, paradoxical, brilliant, obscure and
deliberately enigmatic in varying degrees, but The Book of
Lies is by all odds the most mystifying of all, and hence a
favorite of mine since I love to solve puzzles and mysteries.
Facing the title page of Th e Book of Lies is a nonchalant
announcement informing the reader, "There is no joke or hidden meaning in the publisher's imprint." This seems to be a
veiled warning about what will follow , but is actually the first
lie in the book; occult historian Francis King has carefu lly determined the date on the imprint is inaccurate by at least a
year. This type of perverse artistry is typical of Crowley's
dealings with the reader, and I have enjoyed myself over the
years deciphering his similarly gnomic jokes in other books.
I always return to The Book of Lies, however, because Crowley claimed that somewhere in that book he had revealed the
inner secret of freemasonry and Illuminism, coded so that
only those with "spiritual insight" would be able to decipher
it. In 1971, , had already read the book many times without
finding the secret, but I was still trying, since Crowley is regarded as a ringleader of the Illuminati conspiracy by many
writersJ and, indeed, used the title "Epopt of the Illuminati,"
along with a few dozen other honorifics, when he was in the
mood to put on some swank.
Suddenly, in a "blinding nash" or at least a mini-Satori ,
I knew Crowley's secret. It was in Chapter 69 and deals with
7

Tantric Sex. It will be explained, you may be sure , at the appropriate place in our narrative. The effect on me was that I
entered a belief system in which the anti-Illuminati authors I
had studied so ex tensively were no longer seen by me as simple paranoids. They were looking at someth ing quite real, [
now felt, and were only misinterpreting it a little bit. They
were those wi thout the pen tacle of valor who stand in terror
outside the door of Chapel Perilous, trembling and warning
all who would enter that th e Chapel is really an Insect Horror Machine programmed by Death Demons and dripping fetidly with Green Goo.
I immediately determined upon a course of neuro-psychological experiments which would, [ thought, demonstrate
objectively whether or not [ had really guessed the true secret. The principal results of these experiments are presented
in this book. TIle outstanding result was that [ entered a helief system, from july 1973 until around October 1974, in
which [ was receiving telepathic messages from entities residing on a planet of the doub le star Sirius.
[ also began to find - sometimes by the most implausible
coincidences-va rious documentary leads firmly tying th e
long, mysterious history of Illuminism to occult beliefs about
Sirius. TIlese "lucky coincidences" - or synchronicities as they
are called in Jungian psycho logy - are commonplace among
those who get involved with occult secret societies in general
and Chapel Perilous in particular. As Neal Wilgus notes in
The llIuminoids.
From the beginning 771e JIluminoids was shaped by
coincidence, from the discovery of Da rau!'s Secret
Societies . .. to the publication of Shea and Wilson's
fl/uminatus . ... A book by another Wilson - Colin
Wilson's 771e Occult - was also discovered a t just the
right moment and often "fell open at the right page"
just as Wilson says other references did for him'
That last se ntence is a fitting overture to the ambiguities
we sha ll soon confront. Not even [ am sure whether the last
clause refers to me or to Colin Wilson.
After October 1974 (due to a meeting with Dr. Jacques
Vallee , an extraordinarily erudite astronomer, cyberneticist and
UFOlogist) , [ began to develOp new belief systems to explain
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my Sirius experience, not necessarily involving the breathtak ing assump tio n that [ was literally receiving actual transmissions from an ESP-broadcaster in the Sirius star system .
Dr. Vallee has been concerned with UFOs since the carll'
1960s. when he saw two of the beasties. Over the years Vallee ha s broadened his investigations to include "psychic" experiences that relate in one way or another to the UFOs, such
as my Sirius experiences. He believes tha t this whole area of
othe r-wordly communications has been going on for centu ri es
and will probably not turn out to be extraterrestrial. The extraterrestrial content of the experience these days, he says, is
just an adapta tion to 20th Century beliefs. The phenomenon
took other and spookier forms, his data indicate, in other
epochs.
'This made perfect sense to me, since I had originally gotten in touch with "the entity" by means of Crowley an occultism. The extraterrestrial explanation was not the real explanation , as I had thought; it was just the latest model for the
Experience, as angels had been a model for it in the Middle
Ages, or dead relatives speaking through mediums had been a
model in the 19th century.
Then, on Sunday, March 13, 1976, a dispatch from Reuters News Service appeared in newspapers around the world .
I read it in the San FranciSCO Examiner-Chronicle and it was
like opening a door in my own house and finding Ming the
Merciless shooting it out with Flash Gordon.
The dispatch concerned Robert K.G. Temple, a Fellow
of the Royal Astronomical Society of England, a scientist of
dignity and status, who was propounding a theory wild enough
to come from the pages of von Diiniken himself. Temple
claimed that Earth had been visited by an advanced race fcom
a planet in the system of the double star, Sirius, around 4500
B.C. Temple based this assertion on the fact that definite allli
specific knowledge of the Sirius system can be found in the
mythology of the Babylonians, the Egyptians, and some surviving African tribes- knowledge which modern astronomy
has only rediscovered with the fantastically delicate instruments of the last two decades.
Now, anybody would be taken aback to see an astronomer of Temple's status expressing 's uch a Hearst Sunday Ma9

gazine theory, but I was beyond surprise; I was discombobulated.
I mentioncd the Reuters dispatch a few days afterward
to a friend, Saul Paul Sirag, a monstrously erudite physicist
who usually knows more about any other science you mention than most of the experts in that field.
"Oh, Temple's data aren't all new," Saul Paul said. "Anthropologists have known for years that several African tribes
have very advanced knowledge about the Sirius system. For
instance, some of them knew about the companion of Siriusa dwarf star-long before we discovered it with our telescopes."
"And how do the anthropologists explain that?" I asked.
"They don't," Saul Paul said with a Groucho Marx grin .
"/t's regarded as a mystery." Saul Paul, who was a theologian
before he became a physicist, is also the author of a hilarious
theological-psychedelic novel called Jumped by Jesus. He is
an even more advanced case of Aggravated Agnosticism than
your humble narrator, and loves data that won't fit into anybody's theories.
I quickly obtained a copy of Temple's book from England , and was staggered by it. 5 Temple's evidence which we
will summarize later, could be interpreted to indi~ate the arrival of people from Sirius who had come here in a physical
space ship around 4500 B.C. According to Temple, inlormatlon about this had been passed on through various initiatory
order~ in the ancient Mediterranean and in Africa to the present lime. But the eVidence could also be interpreted to mean
that methods of interstellar telepathy between Earth and the
Sirius system had been discovered back then and that many
have been tuning in on that channel ever since. In other words,
through Crowley's secret teaching, I might have tuned in on a
nearly 6,500-year-old cosmic dialogue, after all.
Chapel Perilous, as I said before, is tricky that way.
When you think you're out of it, you're just in another hall
of illusions painted to look like the safe forest outside; and
when you think you're inside again, you'll suddenly discover
you're actually walking on the road back home. As the traditional Zen saying sums it up:
First there is a mountain,
Then there is no mountain
'
Then there is.
lO

In this context, we don't expect anybody to belie~e in
the Sirius transmissions just because the author see.ms like an
honest guy. Richard Milhous Nixon once seemed hke an hon ·
est guy, at least to the folks who voted fo~ him . We are ~m
phatically not competing for the True Believer Mark.et Wlt!1
Nixon (or Erich von Diiniken). We hope to ~ho~, w~th obJective and documented evidence, that somethlllg IS g?lIIg. all.
Something more physical and palpable than hallucmatlOn .
The semanticist raises his eyebrows and mutters that the
expression "something more physical and. palpable t~an hallucination" does not convey a very precise Idea; one might as
well talk of something more tangible and objective than rei':
ery. We wiII become more specific as we proceed, ~~t at thiS
stage we must define our god-awful ignorance expliCitly before we dare to propound our speculations: It is i1l?port.ant to
state unambiguously that our data are not m con~lct Wlt~
"science" as the naive wiII imagine-in fact, we Will prOVide
several s~ientific explanations for all of it, in P~rt T~o-but
it is grotesquely and awkwardly, in total conflict wlih COIllmo~ sense. It is perverse, paradoxical and prepostero~s. One
if a child asked mnomight say , "It's damned funny," and
•
'ji
/' '?" I'd
cently, "Do you mean 'junny-haha or unny-peeu wr .
have to answer, "B 0 th"
.
.
Let us illustrate with an example of the kmd of mystery
we will be confronting-the Case of the Pancakes from Outer
Space . Like a pig with wings, this is definitely ~unn~; we
leave it to the reader to decide whether to conSider It funnyhaha or funny-peculiar.
..,
Joseph Simonton of Eagle River, Wlsconsm, claims that
a flying saucer landed in his back yard one day and an extraterrestrial got out and gave him some pan.cakes.
There were no other witnesses to thiS remarkable occur·
rence, so it is certainly tempting to say that Simo.nton must
have been hallucinating. There is no reason to thmk that he
was consciously perpetrating a hoax, however. He has not
tried to commercialize on his encounter in any way and seclllS
to be baffled by the whole experience, just as you would be:
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, a skeptical astronomer, who expl~1l1 (". 1
other UFOs as "swamp gas," was sent by the Air Force to 111 vestigate the Simonton mindfuck. Dr. Hynek took some of
II

the damnable pancakes back to the Dayton Air Force base
where the UFO investigation is headquartered and scientists
there dete.rmined that the pancakes were perf~ctly normal
and contained nutntlOus wheat germ, perhaps indicating that
the Space Brothers are Ralph Nader fans. Dr. Hynek himself
says he thinks that S.imonton was telling the truth , i.e., he
beheved 111 IllS expenence.
Dr. Ja~ques Vallee also investigated this case and says
that he too IS convinced that Simonton is honest.
Simonton himself has no idea why he, of all the people on
Earth, was singled out for this perplexing gift.6
If Simonton merely hallucinated the whole episode
where did the accursed astral pancakes actlla"y come fro'm?
~nswer me that, 0 ye skeptics. On the other hand , if the flyIng saucer ,,:as really there in the yard, why in the name of all
the pot-bellied gods of Burma did the extraterrestrials decide
On th~s occasion t? present a ~uman being with a gift of pancak~s. The S!ory IS equally blazarre and unsatisfying however
we IIlterpret It.
Simonton 's adventure is more characteristic of UFO contacts than readers who are unfamiliar with the subject will
reall~e. The newspapers and TV generally cover only a tiny
fractIOn of UFO reports and usually publicize only the contactees who establish quasi-religious movements around themselves, ?ased on doctrines of peace and pop ecology allegedly
transmItted by the UFOnauts. Such messianic accounts are
comfortable reading, since most of us secretly would like to
believe that benevolent·Space Brothers are trying to save this
planet from the various disasters that seem to threaten it bllt
they are a minority. The Simonton pancakes are much ~ore
tYPical.
One classic ~ontact involved two Naval Intelligence offic~rs of hIgh p~oblty. There was also a "coincidental" (but
hIghly mystenous) radar blackout of the whole area-almost
as If Ch~pel P~rilous in this case was using a technology that
renders Itself invISIble to radar. TIle officers seemed to have
co~tacted a benevolent being from the planet Uranus. The
naIVe belle~er in loving Space Brothers will rejoice a t such a
yarn, espeCIally Since the communications received included
the usual peace propaganda. The more analytical will detect
12

the pig-wilh-wings element in the facts that (a) Uranus is almost certainly incapable of supporting life and that (b) the
co mmunicating entity gave a name which sounds suspiciously
like a joke at the expense of any student of Cabala who studies
the transcript. The name was "AFFA," which in a Cabalistic
language called "angelic" means /lathing or the void. The Contact, in this case, was 99% "telepathic," as in my Sirius experience, but the officers were given a view of what looked like
a real spaceship outside their window at the climax of the experience. And that was the point in time when the radar blackout "coincidentally" occurred in the area.'
Others have had classic "hallucinatory" or "psychotic"
experiences with the Space Brothers, such as meeting Jesus on
a /lying saucer or being taken a hundred light years and back
in a half-hour; so that the hurried investigator would be inclined to dismiss such yarns as imaginary. Unfortunately, these
people often have ambiguous but definite evidence that something happened-independent witnesses saw a UFO at the
same time, or there were weird mechanical failures in the
neighborhood . Once two people involved in different Contacts hundreds of miles away from each other and a.year
apart told the same absurd details. Each alleged a visit to a
planet named "Lanalus," where all the natives are humanoid
and go naked. TIlis yarn was told by both a West Virginia
salesman and a Washington, D.C. law student, independently
of each other. 8 In such a case the most ardent reductionist
can't reduce what happened to less than a hallucinatioll shared
by telepathy. which is staggering in itself. (How many independent witnesses have to be involved before any event can no
longer be dismissed as shared hallucination? As Berkeley,
Hume and others have indicated, it is logically impossible to
prove that our everyday experience isn't all fantasy. Since
only telepathy can explain the shared space-journey in this
particular case, data may be called shared hallucination by the
determined skeptic even when witnesses are independent of
each other. That way lies solipsism, if not paranoia.)
To claim that both witnesses were liars would be convenient, of course, but one has the uneasy feeling that it is a
weird coincidence for two liars to independently invent the
same lie. You could reject any data that way, including any
13
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laborat.ory experiments'you don't like. For instance, those

wh~ reject ~ven telepathy have reached the point where they

are Im~ugnmg either the honesty or the sanity of several thou-

~and sCIentIfic researchers on all major continents over a per-

. lod of decades. Such expedient ways of disposing of data are
shared only b.y the most ardent anti-Evolutionists among the
FundamentalIst sects.
r PI;ase note that we promised several scientific explanalon~ 0 our data, not one explanation. There is at this point
no .sIngle theory that will account for all of the Damned
'
ThIn~S we are ~oing to bring forth and parade for your inspectIOn. To gIve you some perspective in advance, let us list
a ~ew .of the Ideas that ~a~e passed through this investigator's
ll1I~d In the course of hIs Journey into and out of Chapel
Penlous.
Either . ..
(a) the evidence assembled here can be explained b
Bell's
. phYSICS
. suggesting a basic
Y
. . . Theor
. . . em, a brea k th rough In
mdlvlSlblltty o[ all things. Bell also allows for three submod;)IS we shall be discussing: (1) the observer-crea ted universe;
( parallel unIverses; (3) information-without-energy;
and/or
" (b) soz:ne ~~man beings of highly evolved psychic powers
( ~he lIIummatl ) are playing head-games with other human
beIngs, sometimes passing themselves off as (c) or (d) below;

and/or
(c~ we re~lIy are being contacted, experimented upon or
otherwIse malllpulated by Higher Intelligences from Outer
~pace, ~robably from Sirius (or the Illuminati are creating a
sImulatIOn of such extraterrestrials);
and/or

r

(d)

w~ have always shared this planet with another intel-

Ig~nt speCIes, ~hich can either remain invisible or manifest to

us In any form .It chooses. UFO researcher John Keel calls
these hypothetical entities "ultra-terrestrials" Ea I·
II d th
..
.
r ler ages
ca e
em fames, angels, demons, the weird people, etc.
and/or
14

(e) we are all evolving into the use o[ new neurological
cirCllits, which will make us superhuman in comparison to our
present average state. The activation of these new circuits
creates a great deal of temporary weirdness until we learn to
use them properly. This is the theory of such scientifically
oriented yogis as Sri Aurobindo and Gopi Krishna, and of Dr.
Timothy Leary .
and/or
(f) a combination or permutation of the above is going
on simultaneously.
Some of our data fit one of the above theories better
than another; some fit equally well into two or three theories;
some don't fit any theory yet. The multi-theory approach (or,
as it is called in physics, the multi-model approach) is the
only way to deal adequately with all the facts. Any sing/etheory approach is premature and causes a truncation of our
intelligence; it forces us to ignore or belittle parts of the data
that might be crucial.
The multi-model approach began in sub-atomic physics
and is chiefly due to Nobel laureate Niels Bohr. In dealing
with certain mysterious entities on that quasi-astral plane,
physicists had found hard evidence that these entities were
particles. Good. Unfortunately, other evidence, equally persi stent, showed that the entities were really waves. Not so
good. Some physicists held to the particle theory, and insisted that all evidence supporting the wave theory would
eventually be explained away . Others, however, accepted the
waves and rejected the particles. Still others, somewhat facetiously, began talking of "wavicles." Bohr suggested that the
search [or one correct model was medieval, pre-scientific and
obsolete. We can best understand sub-{ltomic events, he said,
if we accept the necessity of allowing [or more than One model. As Marshall McLuhan has pointed out, in The Mechanical
Bride and other works, the multi-model approach has now influenced all the sciences and even appears in modern art (e.g.,
cubist paintings show several views at once; Joyce's Ulysses
describes the same day in various styles-epic, dramatic,journalistic, subjective, naturalistic, etc.). McLuhan has even proclaimed, in his usual apocalyptic style, that the multi-model
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approach is the most important, and most original, intellectual discovery of the 20th century. Count Alfred Korzybski
said that it marked the transition from Aristotelian civilization (dogmatic, monistic, authoritarian) to non-Aristotelian
civilization (relativistic, pluralistic, libertarian).
For convenience, all of the models discussed above and
to be discussed as we proceed can be summed into two metamodels. (I) It is all done by our own nervous systems. As we
advance toward Higher Intelligence, our brains can increasingly affect the universe, by quantum inseparability, creating
first coincidences, then Jungian synchronicities, then seemingly external Superhuman Beings, who are really masks of
the greater selves we are evolving into . (2) It is not all done
by our nervous systems. As we advance toward Higher Intelligence, our brains can increasingly contact other Higher Intelligences. By Bell's quantum monism , this includes contact
with advanced adepts who are both human and inhuman, terrestrial and extraterrestrial, and located temporally through.out what we call past, present and future.
But such philosophical questions can best be postponed
until after we have examined the chrono-Iog of my own adventures in Chapel Perilous. Remember: it is tricky in there.
Some of th e time we will not seem to be passing through th e
Gates of Mystery but merely wandering about in a Fun House
at a rather seedy Amusement Park.

Part I:
The Sirius Connection

r

The Sirius Connection:
IN THIS BW", IT IS SPOijEN Of THf 5fPHIROTH &
.
IHE PMH5,Of5PIRIT5 & CONJUMTlONS,or GODS, 5PHf/\E~

PlfiNE5 "'1AH~ Ol"(R THINGS WHICH MAY O. MA1 NOT EXIST.

IT 15 IMMATffllAl WH[1HEfI TH[Y fXI5T OR NOT. 6Y DOING
CERTRIN THINGS CERTAIN IIESUITS fOllOW; STUDENT5 RilE
MOST fRflNfSm WARNED flORINST ATTRIBUTING OBJECTIVE
~EAll1Y OR PHIlOSOPHICAL Villi OilY TO AMY Of THEM. ,"OWlEY

INTRODUCTORY FABLES
(Let's stretch those mental muscles a bit, fellers.)
From the Sufi:
Mullah Nasrudin once entered a store and asked the proprietor, "Have you ever seen me before?"
"No," was the prompt answer.
"Then," cried Nasrudin, "how do you know it is me?"
From the ancient Babylonian:
It was the sad time after the death of the fair young god
of spring, Tammuz. The beautiful goddess, ishtar, who loved
Tammuz dearly, followed him to the halls of Eternity, defying the demons who guard the Gates of Time.
But at the first Gate, the guardian demon forced Ishtar
to surrender her sandals, which the wise men say symbolizes
giving up the Will. And at the second Gate, Ish tar had to surrender her jeweled anklets, which the wise say means giving
up Ego. And at the third Gate, she surrendered her robe,
which is the hardest of all because it is giving up Mind itself.
And at the fourth Gate, she surrendered her golden breastcups, which is giving up Sex Role. And at the fifth Gate, she
surrendered her necklace, which is giving up the rapture of
Illumination. And at the sixth Gate, she surrendered her earrings, which is giving up Magick. And finally, at the seventh
Gate, Ish tar surrendered her thousand-petaled crown, which
is giving up Godhood.
It was only thus, naked, that Ish tar could enter Eternity.
From the Zen tradition:
A monk who had meditated long in search of illumination finally received a great flash of insight. Rushing to his
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roshi (Zen Master), the monk cried out, "I have it! I have it!
TIlat rock there is inside my head."
"You must have a big head," the Master replied "to hold
'
a rock tha t size."

r
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TIle Door to Chapel Perilous
I was born into a working-class Irish Catholic family in
Brooklyn at the brutal bottom of the Great Depression. As a
child, I seem to have had no odd psychic abilities and I remember no weird experiences. The only religious event of
my childhood-my first Holy Communion-was a total failure; I experienced none of the rapture and contact with God
which the nuns had promised me.
At I 4, I became an atheist, and in college I majored ori.
ginally In Electrical Engineering, switching later to Mathematics when I realized my basic temperament was analytical rather than practical. In my twenties I underwent three forms
of psychotherapy in order to clear up the remaining conllicts
between my atheistic hedonism and the Catholic indoctrination of my childhood.
Once at the age of 18 I had a strange experience of coming unstuck in time, like Billy Pilgrim in Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five. Again , at 24, I had a kind of spontaneous Sa tori
a sudden awakening to the immanent divinity of all things. I'
regarded both of these experiences as hallucinatory and was
so ashamed of them tha t I never discussed them with any of
my three psychotherapists.
. T~en in I ~62, at the age of 30, I began to experiment
wlth mlnd-altenng drugs. This area is only a little less controversial than nuclear power plants, to put it mildly, but let us
remember that there are three schools of scientific thought
about those chemicals.
.
I. Some regard these potions as psychotomimetic: that
IS, the altered consciousness they produce is considered an
imitation (mime) of psychosis.

i
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II. Some regard them as hallucinogens: that is, the new
mental state created by ingestion is considered a hallucinatory
experience, but not quite a psychosis.
III. Some regard them as psychedelics (a word coined by
Humphrey Osmond, M.D.) or as metaprogramming substances
(coined by John Lilly, M.D.) ; that is, the new state is considered one in which we can reorganize or re-imprint our nervous
system for higher functioning .
Science will eventually determine which interpretation is
most correct through future research. This decision will unfortunately not be reached by any amount of verbal debate
or throwing the dissenters into jails, no matter how loud the
denunciations or how many heretics are imprisoned. This is
very inconvenient for the government, which always wants to
settle every issue by outlawing disagreement, but that is not
how science works.
I originally got interested in mind-altering drugs due to
an article in the most conservative magazine in the U.S.A.,
the National Review, edited by Roman Catholic millionaire
William Buckley, Jr. Later, of course, Buckley and his magazine would attack drug experiments with neo-Inquisitorial
fury, but back in innocent '60 or '61, they naively printed an
article, by conservative historian Russell Kirk, reviewing Aldous Huxley's The Doors of Perception, in which Huxley recounted how he had transcended time and space and experi-

enced "Heaven."
Huxley did it under the inlluence of mescaline, a drug
derived from the "sacred cactus," peyote, used in American
Indian rituals. Russell Kirk thought this was good scientific
evidence to support religiosity in general against the "liberal
humanists," whom he regards as the prime villains in history.
Kirk said, among other things, that "only the most dogmatic
old-fangled materialist" would reject Huxley's report a priori
without duplicating the experiment. Being a dogmatic oldfangled materialist at the time, I resented this and argued
about it a lot inside my head over a period of months. It
seemed that , as a materialist, I had to accept one aspect of
Huxley's book that Kirk had not noted: the strong implication that conseiousness is chemical in nature and changes as
its tjemistry changes. That was provocative.
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The Materialist had his rust drug trip on December 28,
1962, in an old slave-cabin in the woods outside Yellow
Springs, Ohio. With my wife, Arlen, and our four small children, I had rented the cabin from Antioch College for $30 per
month and had an acre of cleared land to grow food on, 30
acres of woods to seek Mystery in. Farming was only partly
supporting us; I was working as Assistant Sales Manager for a
microscopic business, the Antioch Bookplate Company in
Yellow Springs. But we had found (we thought) a way to escape the regimented urban hive without starving to death .
Before eating the first peyote button , the Materialist
asked his supplier (a black jazz musician), "Is this stuff dangero us a t all?''
"The fuck," he said. "The Indians been eating it every
full moon for thousands of years."
"Oh, yeah, that's right," the Materialist said, remembering also Huxley's glowing description of his first trip. I
quickly ate seven buttons and for the next 12 hours whirled
through an unrehearsed and incoherent tour of the vestibule
of Chapel PeriIous-a most educational and transcendental
experience.
A few years later, it would have been different, of
course. The Materialist would have said, "But the newspapers
claim that people sometimes go crazy on this stuff and flip
out for months."
And the Supplier would have said, "The newspapers also
say our troops are in Vietnam to help the Vietnamese. Man,
don't believe any of the crap they say."
And, being of a curious and experimental nature, I would
have gone ahead anyway, but with a lot of doubt, and that
could easily have turned into anxiety or outright panic. We
later saw exactly that happen to others, after the press really
got into gear on this story and built up the hysteria to feverpitch.
As it was, the Materialist simply suffered the usual delusion of the first trip: he thought he was reborn. After all,
back then, he had Russell Kirk and the NatiolUJl Review- the
certified sages of sanctified conservatism-on his side.
When, in the following weeks, it became sadly obvious that
I was not entirely reborn, and that many neurotic, depressive
22
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and egotistic programs still remained in my central computer,
I was somewhat disillusioned. But the trip had been so interesting and ecstatic ... Like the Lady of Spain in the poem, I
tried " again. And again . And again and again and again." By
mid- 1963, I had logged 40 trips to inner space and it was obvious that peyote was, indeed, a magical chemical, as the Indians claim, but that one had to be a shaman to know how to
use it profitably.
We don't propose to enthuse about those 40 peyote voyages in technicolor prose. There was more than enough of
that kind of writing in the 1960s. In Dr. Timothy Leary's
terminology, each trip involved a transmutation of consciousness from the "symbolic" and linear terrestrial circuits of the
nervous system to the somatic'genetic future circuits. · The
Materialist learned to experience rapture and bliss, to transcend time. In each trip , the Body was Resurrected, Osiris rose
from his tomb ; I was godly and eternal for a while. Each time ,
th e yo-yo effect (as Dr. Richard Alpert calls it) occurred within a day or so: I came down again . The next trip brought me
back up, of course, but then, once more. I came down again ;
up-and-down, up-and.{jown - the yo-yo effect. It wasaIternately in spiring and exasperating.
But a change in my mind (my "neurological functioning,"
Dr. Leary would say) was, slowly and subtly, beginning to
happen.
The Materialist frequently had the hallucination of telepathic communication with plants , both when flying on the
wings of peyote and when he was straight. Hallucination was
the judgment of his engineering-trained rational mind; it
seemed real as all get-out each time it happened. But the Materialist knew too much to take it seriously .. . and he continued to know too much until later in the '60s, when Cleve
Backster's research with polygraphs produced some hard evidence that human-plant telepathy may be occurring all the
time, usually outside the conscious attention of the human
participant.
Several times the Materialist contacted an Energy or an
Intelligence that seemed to deserve the description superhuman . I) was obvious to me that I could easily, with a less
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.Or. Lea'i'y's circuit theories are explain ed in Part Two, "Models and Metaph ors ,"
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skeptical cast of mind , describe these trans-time dialogues as
meetings with actual gods or angels. (Quanah Parker, the
great Cheyenne war-chief, who was converted to pacifism by
a peyote trip and later founded the Native American Church,
used to say, "The white man goes into his church and talks
to Jesus. The Indian goes into his tipi, takes peyote, and
talks with Jesus. ") I regarded the entities contacted as X'sunknowns- and tried, in each experiment and in retlections
between experiments, to find a psychological, neurological ,
or even parapsychological explanation.
The strangest entity I contacted in those twenty-odd
months of psychedelic explorations appeared one day after
the end of a peyote trip, wh en I was weeding in the garden
and a movement in the adjoining cornfie ld caught my eye. I
looked over that way and saw a man with warty green skin
and pointy ears, dancing. TIle Skeptic watched for nearly a
minute, entranced , and then Greenskin faded away, '~ust a
hallucina tion ... "
But I could not forget him. Unlike the rapid metapro·gramming during a peyote trip, in which you are never sure
what is "real" and what is just the metaprogrammer playing
games, this experience had all the qualities of waking reality ,
and differed only in intensity. TIle entity in the cornfield had
been more beautiful, more charismatic, more divine than anything I could conSciously imagine when using my literary talents to try to portray a deity. As the mystics of all traditions
say so aggravatingly, "Those who have seen, know."
Well, I had seen, but I didn't know. I was more annoyed
than enlightened.
But that was not to be my last encounter with that particular critter. Five years later, in 1968 , the Skeptic read Carlos Castaneda's The Teachings of Don Juan, dea ling wi th traditional Mexican shamanism and its use of th e sacred cactus.
Castaneda, an anthropologist, saw the same green man several
times, and Don Juan Matus, the shaman, said his name was
Mescalito . He was the spirit of the peyote plant. I 0 But the

Materialist had seen him before he ever read a description of
him. TIlat was most perplexing to the Materialist.
A fairly plausible explanation is that Mescalito is an archetype of the collective unconscious, in the Jungian sense. He
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has been reported by many others besides Castaneda and me,
and he always has th e same green warty skin and is often
dancing. II
However, might we dare consider that Mescalito may be
just what the shamans (who know him best) always say he isone of the "spirits" of the vegetation? Too silly an id ea for
sophistica tes like ourselves? Paracelsus, the founder of modern medicine, believed in such spirits and claimed frequent
commerce with them. So did th e German poet Goethe and
the pioneer of organic agriculture, Rudolph Steiner-and the
ideas of Goethe and Steiner, once rej ec ted as too mystical,
are currently being seriously reconsidered by many ecologists"
Or consider Gustav Fechner, the creator of scientific psychology and psychological measurement. Fechner lost his
sight and then regained it, after which he asserted that with
hi s new vision he saw many things normal people do not see including auras around humans and other living creatures, and
vegetation spirits just like Mescalito. George Washington Carver also claimed a link with spirits in the vegetation, and so
did the great Luther Burbank. Thomas Edison became so convinced of th eir literal existence that he spe nt many years trying to develop a photographic process that would render th em
visible. 13
Marce l Vogel (whose corporation, Vogel Luminescence,
ha s developed the red color used in fluore scent crayons, and
the psychedelic colors popular in 1960s poster art) has been
studying plant consciousness and vegetative "telepathy" for
ten years now. In one experiment, Vogel and a group of psychologists tried concentrating on sexual imagery while a
plant was wired up with a polygraph to reveal its electrochemical ("emotional"?) responses to their thoughts. The
plant responded with the polygraph pattern typical of excitement. Vogel speculates that talking of sex could stir up in the
atmosphere some sort of sexual energy, such as the "orgone"
claimed by Dr. Wilhelm Reich. If this is true, the ancient fertility rites in which humans had sex ual intercourse. in freshly
seeded fi;.Ids might indeed have stimulated the fertility of the
crops, and the shamans are not as naive as we like to think . "
Mescalito could be both an archetype of Jung's Collective Unconscious and an anthromorphized human translation of a
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persistent signal sent by the molecular intelligence of the vegetative world. Naturally, the ability to decode such orgonomic or neuro-electric signals would be eagerly sought by
all shamans in societies dependent on agriculture. In other
words, according to this model, Mescalito is a genetic signal
. in our collective unconscious, but activated only when certain
molecular transmissions from the plant world are received.
This shamanic kind of selective attention, or special perception, has been duplicated in the modem world by Dr. Vogel, who has given many demonstrations before audiences, in
which he accurately reads vegetative signals from plants. It is
no more spooky than the selective yogic trance of the average
city.{fweller, which allows him to walk in mindless indifference
through incredible noise, filth, pandemonium, misery, neurosis, violence, psychosis, rape, burglary, injustice and exploitation, screening it all out and concentrating only on robotrepetition of his assigned role in the hive-economy. One can
train oneself to receive or ignore a far wider variety of signals
than the neurologically un trained realize.
. A third model would be that Mescalito and all his kith
and kin (the fairies and "little people," etc.) are all extraterrestrials who have been experimenting upon us for millenia. nus
does not necessarily mean that they come here in spaceships.
Consider the following speculations:
#1. Clarke's Law (by science-fiction writer Arthur C.
Clarke): "Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magick. "
Imagine a technology a hundred years beyond ours. A
thousand years beyond ours. A million years beyond ours.
And then remember that many stars, which might have planets
and civilizations, are literally billions of years older than our
sun. There might be races in this galaxy advanced as much as
10 billion years beyond our technology.
An old Arizona joke asks, "How many Apaches are hiding in this room?" The answer is, "As many as want to." Advanced communication technologies would be far more subtle
than the stalking techniq ues of the Apaches. If Clarke is righ t,
even on a materialistic level, the only answer to "How many
Advanced Civilizations are monitoring the events in this room?"
must be "As many as want to."
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#2 . Wilson's Corollary to Clarke's Law (by R.A.W.): Any
sufficien tly advanced parapsychology is even //lore indistinguishable from magick.
Consider the slow advance of parapsychology, despite entrenched opposition, during the past 70 years. Project it forward another hundred years. A thousand. A million. And
imagine races in this galaxy 10 billion years ahead of us in
this area.
Extraterrestrials with advanced psionic knowledge may
have been experimenting on us and/or aiding our evolution
and/or playing ontology games with us for millions of years,
projecting any form they desire from Mescalito to the Lord
God Jehovah, without ever leaving their home planets. If a
salesman in West Virginia and a college student in Washington,
D.C. can both share the same "hallucination" of faster-thanlight UFO abduction to a planet called Lanalus where everybody goes naked, then maybe there is one interstellar broadcaster of such educational dramas.
Maybe.

~
Did a leprechaun leave the Simonton pancakes?
The greenish-skinned, pointy-eared man I saw in 1963
has appeared in the folklore of many cultures who do not
even use peyote. He has been seen most frequently, in recent
years, as a humanoid extraterrestrial in various flying saucer
reports by alleged Contactees. And, in the late I 960s, he began to appear regularly on TV, known as "Mr. Spock" on the
Star Trek show, and has remained on the tube ever since, despite flllquent network attempts to cancel the show and get
rid ol'him. The fans always insist on bringing him back, and
noW in 1977, as I write, "Mr. Spock" is scheduled to appear
either in the first Star Trek movie or a revival of the series on
TV. He is an image, or as lung would say, an "archetype" that
that cannot be erased from the human mind.
By coincidence, in his guise as Spock, this pointy-eared
godling has given us a slogan that has become widely used in
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Mescalito takes many forms in many myth·systems. Here he is as
sketched from descriptions by American Indian shamans, as Peter Pan
in a commercial advertisement, and as Mr. Spock on Star Trek. He is
one of the most widely-reported denizens of Chapel Perilo us and is
known in dozens of shamanic traditions.

correspondence among Immortalists-scientists dedicated to
the search for longevity and eventual physical imm or tality .
The slogan is, of course, "Live long and prosper." We have
seen' that slogan on letters from the Cryonics Society of Mi·
chigan, the Bay Area Cryonics Society , the Prometh e us Society and other Immortalist groups. This "coi ncid ence" will
appear, possibly, to be more than a coincidence wh en we
have examined further da ta . . .
The Irish form of Mescalito is the leprechaun , noted for
playfulness, trickery, and-oddly-for leaving behind gifts in
the form of food,just as the alleged "UFOnaut" left Joe Simonton a gift of pancakes.
It need s to be emphasized tha t whether we are talking
of an experience involving Mescalito or one involving a kitchen chair, all of our perceptions have gone through myriads
of neural processes in the brain before they appear to our consciousness. At the point of conscious recognition, the identified image is organized into a three-dimensional hologram
which we proiect outside o urselves and call " reality." We are
much too modest about our own creativity if we take any of
these projections literally. We see the sun "going down" at
twilight, but science assures us that nothing of the sort is happening; instead, the earth is turning. We perceive an orange as
really orange, whereas it is ac tually blue, the orange ligh t being the light bouncing off the real fruil. And, everywhere we
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look, we imagine so lid objects, but science find s only a web
of dancing energy .
.
TIle grea t and venerable Sufi sage, Mullah Nasrudm, once
raced through Bagdad o n his donkey, galloping as fas t as th e
poor beas t co uld travel. Everybody got excited and people
rushed into the streets to find out why the philosopher was
in such a grea t hurry .
/
"What are you looking for , Mullah?" so meboa y shouted.
"I'm looking for my donkey !" Nasrudin answered.
Like most Sufi jokes this seems calculated only to annoy
us like a Marx Brothers routine that doesn 't quite succeed in
be~lg funn y . Actually, Nasrudin was much given (perhaps
overmuch) to ac ting o ut his parables, and he was merely dramatizing the most common error of seekers after the Cosmic
Sec rel.
,
We look for the Secret- the Philosopher s Stone, the
Eli xi r of the Wise, Supreme Enlightenment, "God," or whateve r the final answer might be - in all directions, no rth , east:
so uth, and west, and all the time it is carry ing uS about. It IS
the human nervous system itself. the marvelous IIl strument
through which we create o rd er o ut o.~ chaos,. sc!~nce out of
ignorance, meaning ou t of mys tery, Mescallto (or a chair)
ou t o f whirling energy.
Dagen Zenji an 18 th century Zen master, used to ask
,
I?"
tra inees "Who is the Master who makes t Ie grass green.
.
Again, tile answer is as close as our visual cortex.
Psychologists have performed thousands of expenments
revealing the presence of "the Master who makes the grass
green" which Dr John Lilly calls the metaprogrammer III the
nervo'us system. Two actors rush in to a Psychology 101 class
apd one makes a stabbing motio.n a! the other, W?o falls . Almost all the students "see" a klllfe III the stabber s hand . Later it turns out the actual implement was a banana. Apparently the stabbing motion itself creates the knife: the nervo us
syste:n "knows" that nobody stabs anybody w.ith a banana,
just as it still "knows" (despite 300 years of sCience) that the
sun "goes down" in the evening .
Or: a picture is fla shed on a screen for one seco nd . It .
shows a white man struggling with a black man , and the wlute
man is wielding a razor. Again, the nervous system "k nows"
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converting everything into humanoid Gestalts. That's because,
at that level, it is still a human chauvinist.

i
i

•

I
!

You can see this at least two ways. Our inability to see the world more
than one way normally is due to cultural conditioning- according to
modern behavioral scientists-or to the ract that we are all asleep, ac.
cording to the mystics.

what it is programmed to see. The majority of students, even
those who will swear until blue in the face that they are not
racists, will see the razor in the black man 's hand : our national stereotype. And we still see the orange as orange, even
though we know it isn't.
Of course, we all realize that other people are frequently
inclined to what Freud called "projection"- seeing what they
expect to see. That our own experience of reality might be
equally self-created-that, as Nietzsche said , "We are all greater artists than we realize" - is hard to believe, and even harder
10 remember momenl-by-momenl, even after we have had
enough experience to believe it.
Learning to remember the invisible donkey who carries
us about-the self-programmer-is the first step in awakening
from conditioned, mechanical consciousness to true, objective
consciousness. Whether or not there are fairies, elves and extraterrestrials hiding behind every bush, awakening reveals
that the universe is full of invisible intelligence. It is very hard
for us to learn to contact that intelligence without clothing it
in projected humanoid forms .. .

•

*

•

lri early stages of work on consciousness, the Master Who
Makes The Grass Green (the Metaprogrammer) insists on
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The Kennedy Assassination and the Net
While I was conducting peyote research in Yellow Springs,
Ohio, weirder business was afoot in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Two young men who had served in the Marines together were
"coincidentally" living in The Quarter, a few blocks apart,
without meeting again. The more famous of the two was
named Lee Harvey Oswald and, during the summer of 1963,
while I was having my first encounters with the leprechauns,
Mr. Oswald ordered a Carcano rifle through the mail. What
Oswald did with that rifle is still a matter of much controversy and endless conspiracy-mongering. The other young man
was named Kerry Thornley and was in the process of creating
a new religion called Discordianism, which later became a central theme in the novels and plays collectively called J/lumi/latus. HawaII that happened is the oddest part of our whole
narrative.
Later that fall , Oswald's wife separated from him and
went talive with Mrs. Ruth Payne in Fort Worth. Mrs. Payne
was th e Sisler of my family doctor.
When this connection came to light, after the enigmatic
events in Dealy Plaza on November 22, the Materialist regarded it as an amusing coincidence. I hadn't gotten heavily
enough into Jung yet to call it "synchronicity."
(As for Kerry Thornley, I didn't meet him until 1967,
whereupon I embraced Thornley's religion of Discordianism,
and also became a close friend. And then some .conspiracy
buffs announced that Thornley was part of the Kennedy
assassination team-that he was, in fact, the "second Oswald ."
A "second Oswald" theory was suggested by Prof. Popkin in
the book called The Second Oswald. But we'll come to that
later.)
It was also in 1963 that Alan Watts, Zen philosopherclown , came through southern Ohio, to visit his sister in
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after the assassination . The Skeptic read it with interest, and
it did not co nvin ce me.
Wh en the Warren Report ca me o ut finally , the Skeptic
also studied that with so me care . It also did not convince me.
In fa c t, I was often amazed that so many people did have
so many s trong opinions on the subject. I began to und erstand
why the Sufis arc always attacking "opinions." Everybody
nowadays think s they mus t have an "opinion" on everything,
whe ther th ey know anything about it or not. Unfortunately ,
few people know the difference between an opinion and a
proo f. Worse yet, most have no knowledge at all about the
difference in degree between a merely legal proof, a logical
or verbal proof, a proof in the soft sciences like psychology,
and a proof in the hard physical-mathematical sciences. They
are full of opinions, but they have little ability to distinguish
the relative degree of proof upholding all these various opinions.
We say "seeing is believing," but actually, as Santayana
poinled out, we are all much better at believing tha n a t seeing. fu fa ct, we are seeing what we believe nearly all the time
and o nly occasionally seeing what we can't believe.

~

• Seemingly. Maybe such peo ple merely Decome more o wore of the coincid ences
in the Nel. Since sy nchro nicity is meoningful coincidence, and meaning is sub.
jcctivc, this may be a question objective science can't answer.
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A visit to Millbrook
The next link in the Ne t was a meeting with Dr. Timothy
Leary , th e man who either brainwashed a whole generation
with mind-warping dnlgs (opinion of his enemies) or discovered how to free the mind of humanity from culturally conditioned limitations (opinion o f his fri ends).
I met Leary through Ralph Ginzburg, who in 1964 offered me a job as Associate Editor of Facl magazine. Although
I was in love with our little Ohio farm , and my children protes ted bitterly against going ba ck to New York, Ralph dangled
a tempting $8,000 per year, and between the farm and a job
in tow n I was neve r making more than about $4,500. I bought
so me polite city clothes , gave away my last peyote buttons,
and returned to the urban hive . The Shaman redomesticated
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himself, so to speak.
I wanted to interview the controversial Dr. Leary for
Fact, but Ralph, with that strange prescience which marks
his career, said that the psychedelic drug excitement was all
over (1964) and nobody was interested any more (1964) and
. Timothy Leary would soon be forgotten (1964). Still, I
wanted to meet Dr. Leary. I finaUy finagled a free-lance assignment from Paul Krassner of The Realist and made the
journey (soon to be repeated by countless psychologists, clergymen, rock stars, Oriental gurus and young seekers-afterWonder) up the Hudson to the Millbrook Ashram.
This was still early on in the history of what Charles
Slack later called "the Madness of the Sixties." Timothy
Leary, although already an arch-heretic fired from Harvard
for original research and poor usage of the First Amendmen t,
was not yet into his Oriental trip; he was studying the Tibetan
Book of the Dead that summer, but he was otherwise still
heavy into Scientific Oinical Psychology. Not once during
the day the Reporter spent with Dr. Leary did Tim say "when
I used to be a psychologist," as he was occasionally given to
saying later on in the frantic '60s.
So many accounts have been written of the Millbrook
Ashram that we won't go into all the incredible details. There
was a black guy standing on the roof of the Main Building,
playing beautiful jazz trumpet all by himself, as we drove up,
and the famous psychedelic collages were hanging on walls in
virtually every room, but by and large it was much like any
place where scholars hold learned seminars. If G. Gordon
Liddy was already hiding in the bushes, peeking through his
binoculars for Sex Orgies and other heinous crimes, he must
have been very bored that particular day.
Tim seemed, on first meeting, a typical middle-aged academic type, although more athletic than most. We mention
this because he looked much younger in later years. When we
discuss metaprogramming theory later, and Paul Segall's investigations of amino acids related to psychedelics and aging,
we will find some evidence that Dr. Leary's youthful image
may have a biochemical explanation.
Besides being an athletic young-middle-aged man, Tim
was singularly free of the space-time compulsions of normal
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Americans. He sometimes stands as close as a Mexican when
he talks to you, and he is apt to look straight at you without
the usual American eye-shifting. If this makes you nervous,
he backs off and allows you to relax; but, basically, he is most
comfortable himself within the intimate relationship. And,
of course, the famous Leary grin was already part of him .
"The best results come when you fuck someone you really love, during the acid trip," he said that day. "Thafs when
the nervous system is most open, most unconditioned, and
ready to take a completely new imprint."
Tim was delighted that the Reporter understood enough
psychology to translate tenns like "zero-sum gam~," "reinforcement," "transaction," etc., and he was espeCIally pleased
that unlike any other interviewer he had ever met, this Re,J port~r was familiar with his book Interpersonal DiagnosiS of
, Personality, and wanted to question him about how the spacetime transformations of the psychedelic voyage correlate with
his space-time definitions of personality types in that work.
"LSD takes you out of the normal space-time ego," he
said concisely. "I always go through a process in which the
space game comes to an end, the time game comes to an. e?d,
and then the Timothy Leary game comes to an end. ThIs IS
the peak, and at this point a new neurological imprint can, be
made, because all the old imprints are suspended for a whIle
then. "
The Reporter asked about the impression that he had encountered on peyote and others had encountered on LSD,
that one is actually out of the body at that crucial moment.
"Until I can design an experiment to really test that one
out," Timothy said, "I just don't know. It's merely subjective
at this point."
Indeed, the Reporter's most persistent impression
throughout the day was that Timothy Leary was a man who
ha ted, loathed and despised anyone who would commit the
epistemological sin of "speculating beyond the data.~' Every
question asked him was answered either with a summary of
experimental results or with a promise that he hoped to find
a way to check it experimentally as the work proceeded.
Leary emphasized, as he did to all reporters, that the psychedelic drug experience is a synergetic product of three non-
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additive factors: (I) the dosage of the chemical used; (2) the
set- the subject's expectations, emotional status games, personality profile, etc.; and (3) the selling- the actual events in
space-time. TIl is Reporter understood him perfectly and
quoted him accurately; we have often wondered why other
reporters understood him so poorly and misquoted him so
outrageously. TIle synergetic theory of "dosage, set and setting" may be Dr. Leary's outstanding contribution to the
science of psycho-pharmacology (we will talk later about his
contributions to other sciences), but journalists in general understood him about as well as one who might write that Einstein discovered e = something-or-other.
Mostly, we talked about game theory that day. TimotllY
had, indeed, been playing baseball on the Millbrook lawn
when we arrived, and baseball thereupon haunted our conversation on the metaphoric level. He had thrown out the concepts of "psychologist" and "patient" back in '57, replacing
them with "research team," because he was convinced that
the hierarchy implied in "psychologist" (top dog) and "patient" (bottom dog) predeternlilled certain conclusions. Now
he wanted to examine all interpersonal relations in terms of
the Morgenstern-von Neumann game model.
(According to economist Oscar Morgenstern and ma thematician John von Neumann, in their epochal Theory 0/
Games and Economic Behavior, most human transactions can
be analyzed mathematically by treating them as if they were
games. Leary had written his Ph.D. on group therapy - at a
time when one of his faculty advisors indignantly told him ,
"Young man, group therapy is a contradiction in terrns!"and had analyzed personality as a group process defined by
rules 0/ interpersonal politics; more simply, he refers to these
stereotyped group processes of reality-definition as games.)
"What are the players actually dOing in space-time?"
Leary asked rhetorically that day. "Who's at bat? Who's pitching? Wha t are the rules of the game? How many strikes before
you're out? Who makes the rules? Who can change the rules?
These are the important questions. Anybody around here
caught talking about 'sickness' or 'neurosis' or 'ego' or 'instinct' or 'maturity' or any of that metaphysical ja bberwocky
gets thrown the hell out."
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Leary went on to reject virtually all psychologica1.terminology as pre-scientific and vague. "We've got a contract
among ourselves," he said, "that we 're going to talk sense, and
that means specifyillg where the bodies are in space-time and
what sort of signals they're exchanging."
This was the basic methodological position of post-Einstein physics but Leary was carrying it as far as it could be
taken. Nobody was "sane" or "insane," "right" or "wrong,"
"hallucinating" or "not-hallucinating"; all those words were
value-judgments, relative to the observer's prejudices. What
was happening in interpersonal relations, described objectively and relativistically, was various parties or coalitions
bargaining for control of neuro-muscular space (ethnological
territory) or the right to define the game for all other players
territory) .
.- (ideological
Leary's arch-rival at Harvard, Dr. B.F. Skinner, had been
!
a pioneer of the Behaviorist approach, which rejected the inruitive and poetic psychologies of Freudians and Jungians as
unscientific. While Leary agreed with this, he felt that Skinner
himself had taken an equally wrong turn, using as model the
push-pull (action-reaction) mechanisms of Newtonian physicS.
"Psychology doesn't become scientific by copying the physics
of past centuries," Leary said to me. "We've got to learn to
use the best models in the physics of this century." Such models, he felt, would be relativistic, describing differing realitycoordinates experienced by different bodies as they exchanged signals in space-time.
So many people were bemused or bewildered by Leary
the Guru in the next few years that this background of his
work was never fully understood.
During the prisoner rehabilitation project of 1961-62,
for which Dr. Leary was commended by the Massachusetts
Department of Corrections, Timothy refused to let any coworkers speculate on whether their cons were getting "sicker"
or " better." "Where are their bodies in space-time? What signals are they exchanging?" he would ask again and again. He
had developed a seven-dimensional game model and insisted
on analyzing all behavior in terms of the (I) roles being played;
(2) rules tacitly accepted by all players; (3) strategies for winning (or for masochistic winning-by-Iosing); (4) goals of the
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game, purpose served; (5) language of the game, and the
semantic world-view implied; (6) characteristic space-time locations, and (7) characteristic movements in space-time.
"If you can't describe those seven dimensions of a
group's behavior, you don't understand their game," Leary
told the Reporter. "Most so-called 'neurosis' is best analyzed
as somebody programmed to play football wandering around
in a baseball field . If he thinks football is the only game in
the universe, the other players will seem perverse or crazy to
him; if they think baseball is the only game, he'll seem crazy
to them."
The Tibetan Book of the Dead, Leary added, was "the
manual for one type of consciousness-altering game." It was
useful for LSD-reprogramming sessions because LSD "suspends imprinted neurological games" and allows us to "imprint new games."
.
(Roubecek, a Czechoslovakian psychiatrist, had proposed
111 1957 that "LSD suspends conditioned reflexes." Leary
was the first to suggest that LSD acts below the conditioning
level and directly changes basic imprints, Le., neurogenetic limits usually not changed by either conditioning or counterconditioning.)
"You're really talking about using these drugs to change
the Whole personality," the Reporter said at one' point. "Ego
and l11ind and emotions and all ... "
"Yes," Tim said. "11lat's the whole point. LSD with the
righ t set and setting can change anything we consider ourselves. 11lerefore, it's the most potent brainwashing agent in
the world. 11lat's what my Two Commandments are all about."
,Leary's ''Two Commandments for the Neurological Age,"
published III several of his books and articles of the '60s are:
"1. Thou shalt not alter the consciousness of thy ~eigh
bor without his or her consent.
"2, Thou shalt not prevent thy neighbor from altering
his or her own consciousness."
Leary wanted psychedelics regulated and controlled by
~edical and psychological clinicians, according to a professIOnal code of ethics which would protect the subjects. (In
fact , h~ didn't even like the word "subjects," and preferred,
111 egalltanan fasll1on, to call the trippers in each experiment
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"research associates.") He was convinced that the drugs would
be abused and misused if control were placed in the hands of
the government. Some of the recent revelations about C.I.A.
research dramatize what Leary fears.
An ideal re-imprinting clinic, as Leary visualized it, would
work like this. Assume you have a personality problem that
you want to change. Maybe you're a foot fetishist, or you
drink too much, or you feel you can't learn mathematics, or
you're incompetent with tools, or whatever. You go to the
clinic and discuss the problem with a Behavior Change expert.
S/He explains the theory behind psychedelic imprinting and
gives you a batch of literature, clearly stating the pros and
cons of the theory (Le., including articles by those who claim
it doesn't work or is too dangerous). You think it over for a
week. If you decide the theory looks good, you make another
.J
! appointment and, if the staff has decided you are a safe subject (not pre-psychotic or otherwise vulnerable), the program
for the trip is worked out jointly between you and the Behavior Change expert assigned to your treatment. The program
will probably include music and ritual-bu t may be as simple
asjust relaxing your tense muscles one by one. At the peak,
the imprint is made. You emerge with a new reality: what
was invisible or impossible before is now part of your self and
your perceptual field.
Leary used this technique with the prisoners in the convict rehabilitation project and claims to have cut the recidivism (new crime) rate by 80 per cent. 16 Leary had defined
success or failure in terms of where the bodies were in spacetime two years after release from prison. At that time, he
noted gladly, over 80% of them were still outside prison,
whereas the majority of released convicts are back inside prison within two years. Dr. Walter Huston Clark, in 1976, noted
that the bodies of most of Leary's convicts known to him
were still outside prison in space-time after 15 years. 17
Dr. Richard Alpert used the same methodology to treat a
compulsive homosexual who wished to become capable of
sexual relations with women. Three sessions only were required-one of them spent in creating the program in collaboration with the patient. Two LSD trips with (a) pornography
and (b) a female sex therapist imprinted the new reality; the
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man became mostly heterosexual. No Behavior Mod ifier
working without LSD has claimed such a transformation in
less than several months of conditioning. 18
Please note, one more time, that Dr. Leary never claimed
such outstanding results could be obtained without the proper
set, the proper setting, and full cooperation and communication between the person seeking Behavior Change and the clinician(s) on the case. Within these parameters, and guided by
his "Two Commandments," he claimed highly beneficial results could be obtained. He specifically warned that ignoring
these parameters was a kind of mind-rape which could be severely traumatic to the subject, being experienced as both
coercive and terrifying.
"The most important rule ," he told the Reporter vigorously, "is that the tripper decides what behavior change is desired. Nobody else has the right to decide for him."
That day in 1964, I found this Einsteinian and anarchistic variation on Skinner's 1984-ish Behavior Mod both exciting and hopeful. I decided that Dr. Leary would definitely
need to be watched; here was a man, I said to myself, who
will do important work in the next ten years. I had no intuition at all that Dr. Leary would actually spend four of those
years fighting to stay out of jail and the other six struggling
to get out of jail.

A
111e Queen of Space
A few weeks after my meeting with Dr. Leary at Millbrook, my family had our first UFO experience. Post hoc,
ergo propter hoc?
We were living in northern New Jersey (and I was commuting daily to my job at Fact magazine). Our house was at
the bottom of a hill and one Saturday morning, while I was
home, the kids came running in to tell me that a flying saucer
had just landed up near the top of the hill . I went to the back
yard to find a neighboring family equally excited.
Altogether, six adults (the Author and his wife plus four
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from the neighboring clan, which was Appalachian and huge),
toge ther with seven children (ours and theirs), had seen "'hat
looked like a silvery, saucer-shaped craft landing . Everybody
was taking turns looking at the landing site through a pair of
binoculars. When it was my turn, I saw what looked like a
Bucky Fuller geodesic dome (where none had been before),
and no human (or humanoid) figures. Others saw a more
saucer-shaped craft and some saw humanoids in silvery cosIlIlIles.
111en "it" (whatever it was) took ofr. (It definitely was
not a geodesic dome.) Watching it take off, I decided it was
probably only a helicopter.
That afternoon, my son, Graham, encountered an "extraterrestrial" in the woods behind our house, at the foot of
the hill. She was a female, with silvery skin, and she told
Graham (he was five at the time) that he should become a
physicist when he grew up.
Prof. Jacques Vallee, who has analyzed all such Contact
stories that have occurred since 1890 with a computer to find
statistical patterns, informs us that this is drearily typical. The
majority of child contactees, Vallee has discovered. report
female extraterrestrials. (The majority of adults report males,
in two standard types-small green men or giant blue men.)
In fact, Dr. Vallee has found 44 parallels (similarities of
image, word and detail) between the average experience of
child Contactees and the miracles attributed to the Blessed
Virgin Mary in Catholic countries. 19 "The UFO and the
BVM," he has said, only half jokingly, "seem to be the same
phenomenon." The Lady most often appears to children,
whether She comes in a "space ship" or "from Heaven"; She
is accompanied by flashing white lights, usually; and, at Her
best, She is capable of suspending the laws of physics in clear
view (or telepathically shared hallucination) of huge crowds.
I have asked Graham , who is now studying to be a physicist in accord with the Lady's urging, to retell the tale again,
to check the accuracy of my memory. Graham especially emphasized the odd silvery costumes of the humanoid figures
seen on the mountain before the Lady appeared. An old
friend , Marilyn Pooler, of Las Vegas, who was living in that
part of New Jersey at that time in 1964, "coincidentally"
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arrived to visit us in Berkeley two days after the above account
was written. Quite spontaneously, with no knowledge of Graham's experience, she told of two seeming extraterrestrials
she had seen, about the same time in 1964-late summer-approximately 30 miles from our home. She is one of the many
Contactees who suffered amnesia and can recall only seeing
the critters without further details. Twenty minutes later,
she awakened as if from trance, and they were gone. Both
wore silver uniforms.
Catholics now call the BVM "Our Lady of Space." She
is, of course, ano ther archetype from J ung's collective unconscious, and was around long before Christianity. The Egyptians called her Nuit and connected her specifically with the
star Sirius. But depictions of her go back at least to cave statues dated c. 30,000 B.C. Robert Graves, in his famous (and
highly controversial) The White Goddess, tried to prove that
worship of Her was humanity's oldest religion, and originally
involved the use of the psychedelic mushroom, Amanita
muscaria.
American Indian shamans knew her, too, and call her
Peyote Woman. She is the female version of Mescalito.
She also appears, amusingly enough, in The Wizard of
Oz. as the Bubble Witch. In the film of that novel, each of
her appearances begins with a bright silvery globe descending
from the sky, after which She appears where the globe lands.
This is the way child Contactees generally report Her, according to Vallee, and the silvery globe was also around in some
of Her miracles, under the guise of the B. V.M., at Lourdes
and Fatima.
In one of Her miracles at Fatima, She caused ' the sun to
plunge directly toward Earth, in the shared experience or hallucination of over 100,000 witnesses. If you believe the sun
really did plunge toward the Earth you are naive (in my estimation). But if you accept that 100,000 persons can telepathically share the same hallucination, you must then answer the
Big Question (or perhaps I should call it the Wig Question): how
much of consensus-reality is similarly created?

~
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The 23 Enigma
I spent five years (1966-71) as an Associate Editor at
Playboy. You all want to know, of course, does Hef really
fuck all the Playmates, and is he really homosexual? (These
are the two most common legends about the Playboy of the
Western World.) We have no real inside information-but our
impression is that Hef has made love to a lot of the Playmates,
though by no means all of them, and that he is not homosexual.
Sorry.
My job was editing the letters in the "Playboy Forum,"
and also writing the italicized replies in which the Playboy
position was stated. This position is straight old-fashioned
mind-your-own-business John Stuart Mill libertarianism, and
(since that is my philosophy as well as Hefner's) I enjoyed
the work immensely.
More important to our narrative, William S. Burroughs
introduced me to the 23 Enigma while I was at Playboy.
I had said, on first seeing the unpublished manuscript of
Naked Lunch in 1956, "This man is the greatest prose stylist
since James Joyce." (I am still rather proud of being the flfst
to make that comparison.) I didn't meet Burroughs until
around 1966, and found Bill a much more charming and ordinary individual than his books suggest- one had been prepared
for a mad genius and found instead a rather prosaic, almost
academic, quite gentlemanly genius. Here's his story of the
23 mystery:
In the early '60s in Tangier, Burroughs knew a certain
Captain Clark who ran a feny from Tangier to Spain. One
day, Clark said to Burroughs that he'd been running the ferry
23 years without an accident. That very day, the feny sank,
killing Clark and everybody aboard.
In the evening, Burroughs was thinking about this when
he turned on the radio. The first newscast told about the
crash of an Eastern Airlines plane on the New York-Miami
route. The pilot was another Captain Gark and the flight was
listed as Flight 23.
(Aha! Now you understand the line, "Captain Clark welcomes you aboard," which appears, always with sinister overtones, in various of Burroughs' surrealistic novels.)
Burroughs began keeping records of odd coincidences.
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To his astonishment, 23s appeared in a lot of them. When he
told me about this, I began keeping my own records-and 23s
appeared in many of them. (Readers of Koestler's Challenge
of Chance will find that there are a great many 23s in that
encyclopedia of odd coincidences also.)
This, of course, illustrates Jano Watts' concept of "The
Net"-the lines of coincidence-synchronicity that connect
everything-wilh-everything. It is also an analogy (and maybe
more than an analogy) with what physicists call QUIP-the
Quantum Inseparability Principle. QUIP, which is accepted
by some and denied by other physicists, holds that every particle does affect every other particle, everywhere.
A plausible extension is given by Dr. Fritjof Capra, a
young Berkeley physicist who experienced quantum inseparability during an altered state of consciousness. In The Tao
of Physics. Dr. Capra defends the "Bootstrap ll1eory," which
holds, in effect, that everything is the cause of everything,
every which way in time. 20
Quantum inseparability and the Bootstrap Theory are
differing ontological navors of what are called "non-local"
model s in modern physics. Non-local models are not limited
by Einstein's speed-of-Iight barrier; they allow, for instance,
that the future may determine the present as mu ch as the past
does, as in the famous limerick,
There was a young lady named Bright
Whose speed was much faster than light;
She departed one day
In a relative way
And returned on the previous night.
The latest convert to the non-local or non-chronological model is the .f~mous astronomer-cosmologist Sir Fred Hoyle,
who explIcItly advocates a non-local trans-time theory of causality in his latest book, Ten Faces of the Universe. 21
Non-local theories, lik e Jung's synchronicity, take us
out. of the Newtonian action-reaction machine and bring us
eerily close to the logic of I Ching and Taoism in which the
seem ingly random tossing of three coins may ;eveal an archetypal patte~ of both personal and cosmological significance.
WIth that kInd of rationale (or rationalization) I accepted the
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23 enigma as a signal that I should attempt to decipher.
After a while my passion for jotting down every significant 23 that came my way began to annoy my Beautiful RedHeaded Wife, Arlen.
"It's all in your mind," she told me on several occasions.
"You're just noticing the 23s and ignoring other numbers."
Of course. But she was annoyed by being implicated in
the 23 mystery even before she met me. Our two oldest
daughters (by her previous marriage) were born on February
23 and August 23 respectively.
Once the Numerologist went to see the Academy Award
film, Charly, with a friend who was particularly dubious about
this 23 obsession. The story of the film concerns a low-grade
moron (IQ around 70) who is transformed by neuro-surgery
into a superhuman genius (IQ 200+). In the crucial operation
scene, the number on the operating room is visible, and it is,
of course, 23. The friend sat bolt upright.
"Jesus H. Particular Christ," the friend said hollowly,
"How do you do it?"
Most of the 23 data were incorporated into lIIuminatus.
10 which the reader is referred . Here are a few examples:
"Mad Dog" Coli was shot on 23rd Street when' he was
23 years old; a year later, Dutch Schultz (who paid for the
Coli assassination) was himself fatally shot on October 23,
1935. Marty Krompier, king of the Harlem numbers racket,
was non-fatally shot on the same October 23 , 1935. ("It's
got to be one of them coincidences," he told police.) Schultz's
kille r, Charlie Workman, served 23 years of a life sentence and
was then paroled.
When the donkey metaprogrammer has noticed a few
oddities of this sort, the key signal becomes prominent everywhere. I soon noticed the 23 axioms that open Euclid's Geometry; the fact that the mad bomber in the film,Airport. has
Sea t 23; that in the old stage productions of A Tale of TIVO
Cities. Sydney Carton is the 23rd man guillotined in the gory
climax (some lexicographers believe this is the origin of the
inscrutable slang expression "23 Skiddoo!"); 23, in tel egrapher's code, means "bust" or "break the line ," while Hexagram 23 in the I Ching means "Break Apart." I was even
thrilled by noting that in conception Mom and Dad each

1
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contribute 23 chromosomes to the fertilized egg, while within
the DNA coil of genetic meta programming instructions there
are unexplained bonding irregularities every 23rd angstrom.
A1eister Crowley's Cabalistic Dictionary later excited weird
speculations about 23 perhaps being somehow involved with
reproduction by defining 23 as the number of "parting, remo-

val, separation," "joy," "3 thread," and "life."
Run the following, from Professor Hans Seisel of the
University of Chicago, through your most skeptical filter:
My grandparents on my mother's side lived in
Gablonz, Mozartstrasse 23; we lived in Vienna at
Rossaurelaende 23; our law office at Gonzagagasse 23; my mother at Alserstrasse 23, tuer (apartment) 23, and so it went - - .
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Professor Seisel's mother, while visiting Monte Carlo,
purchased a book, lIya Ehrenburg's Die Liebe der Jeannie
Ney, in which the heroine wins a great deal betting on number
23 at roulette. She decided to experiment; 23 came up on
the second try. 22
This is archetypical. We shall see, as we advance, that
the peculiar entities in charge of Dr. John Lilly's hypothetical
Cosmic Coincidence Control Center pay special attention to
those who pay attention to them.
Meanwhile the Numerologist had a new rationalization
for his obsession: the famous story of how Dr. James Watson,
coming down a spiral staircase at Oxford, suddenly flashed intuitively on the spiral shape of the DNA. All the micro-photographic evidence at that time seemed to contradict his theory, but Watson irrationally trusted his intuition and kept
working on that model. Eventually he won the Nobel Prize
for proving that the DNA is a double helix (two spirals interwoven). 23 was my spiral staircase, my intuitive signal.

A
The 23 enigma and its recurrence in the story of Dutch Schulz's death
was reported by the author in fl/uminalUs.
'

The heresy hunt begins
One day in 1966, Tim Leary popped into the Playboy
office and the Numerologist and the Mad Scientist lunched
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together. I had recently found quite a few references to
"Leary" and "LSD" in Finnegans Wake and asked Tim what
he thought of that. He replied that Leary is a common Irish
name and LSD in Ireland means "pounds, shillings, pence."
TIlen we got into serious rapping and talked about LSD
in cancer research. Tim was very excited and hopeful about
various successful applications of LSD in treating terminal
cancer patients.
The Numerologist mentioned a TV show about the
Spring Grove research on LSD and alcoholism. "Did you notice Dr. Unger hugging that one tripper?" Tim asked. "That's
the sign that he's been to Millbrook. Any therapist who hugs
an LSD tripper has studied with us." He seemed to regard
this as at least as important as any of his theoretical-methodological contributions to psycho-pharmacology. Actually,
the taboo against touching the lowly patient was breaking
down in psychotherapy generally throughout the '60s· but
Timothy, typically, was more enthusiastic and exuber~nt
about it than anyone else.
. A few nights later, the Playboy Editor ran into Tim again,
at Hefner's wild jet-set mansion. Tim was boozing it up and
had his eyes on a Bunny he Obviously in tended to prong as
soon as possible, so the Editor had no lengthy conversa tion
with him.
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. ?f course, the Vietnam war had begun to heat up by
thiS time, and the government's insistence on lying about everything connected with the war had begun to erode the social fabric of the U.S. Systematic lying creates what communications scientists call a "disinformation situation ," in which
everybody eventually begins to distrust, demonize and diabolize everybody else.
Paul Watzlavik, among others, has performed classic experiments in which totally sane people will begin to behave
with all the irrationality of hospitalized paranoids or schizophrenicS- just because they have been lied to in a calculated
and systematic way. This sort of "disinformation" matrix is
so ty~ical of n~any aspects of our society (e.g., advertising and
organized rehglOn, as well as government) that some psychia-
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trists, such as R.D. Laing, claim it is the principal cause of
psychotic breakdown s. When the politics of lying becomes
normal, paranoia and alienation become the "normality" of
the day. The government, as the principal liar of the 1960s,
was of course more deluded than anyone else, since its reality-:nap had b~come a classic disinformation system. The establishment began looking around for the villains to blame for
the escalating social disintegration. Tim Leary got elected, by
unanimous acclaim, Villain #1 .
The "war on drugs"- i.e., a war on research - began. That
is to say, it was called a war on drugs, but the total effect of
all the hysteria and witch-hunting was that the number of
drug users steadily escalated each year, especially among the
young , the ignorant and the ill-prepared, with predictably uninspiring results. The only experiments that were stopped
were those by intelligent scientists who were beginning to
learn something new about the nervous system when they
were ordered to desist. Ironically but typically, Dr. Leary,
who had warned about all this in his Senate testimony in
1966, was blamed for it by the same government that caused
it to ha ppen .
.
Here's some of Dr. Leary's 1966 Senate testimony:
Senoror Edward Kennedy: You feci that there ought
to be control over at least importation?
Dr. Leary: The sale, manufacture or distribulion, yes .
Kennedy: .. . You have testified. Now why do you

think they should be?
Leary: I feel that activity, particularly commercial

activities involving the manufacture, sale and distribution of these substances should be controlled be·
cause you do not know about quality, you do not
know about safety, you do not know wha t you are
buying. Obviously you have to have laws, just as
you have laws about Ihe amphetamines ...
Kennedy: You said you do not know about the qualily . Whal is it aboullhe quality thai you arc fright·
ened aboul?
Leary: We do not want amateur or black market sale
or distribution of LSD.
Kennedy: Why nol?
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Leary: Or the barbiturates or liquor. When you buy
a bottle of liquor-Kennedy: This is not responsive. As to LSD ... why
do you not want the indiscriminate manufacture and
distribution? Is it because it is dangerous?
Leary: Because you do not know what you are getting.
Kennedy: Is it because it is dangerous?"

And so on. Leary continually tried to point out the horrible black market that would be created by across-the-board
criminalization of LSD, and Kennedy continually heckled him
and tried to trip him into an "incriminating" admission. The
government went ahead and illegalized LSD research. The
black market sprang up on a nationwide scale almost immediately. Nobody knew what they were buying, and bad trips
multiplied horrendously, especially among those who had the
bad fortune to be arrested during the moments of imprint vulnerability, in which case they quite naturally imprinted helplessness, terror and paranoia . TIle same results were obtained
in the CLA.'s clandestine experiments, in which the subjects
dld not know what was being done to them. Those who began to suspect, correctly, that they were being experimented
upon by persons who were lying to them also imprinted paranoia. All of this could have been preven ted if Leary's work
on set, setting and dosage had been correctly understood .
Alas, Leary's ideas never did get across in thr mass media . There, he was portrayed as a madman who wanted eveiybody to take LSD and, later, as the Criminal Genius behind the black market which he had tried so hard to prevent.
Nor was it ever publicized that in Leary's research with LSD
there had been exactly zero bad trips, zero psychotic bniiiks,zero suicides.
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Multiple realities
One of the writers in the Playboy promotion department
was taking a trip every weekend, on something his black
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market dealer told him was LSD. (Real LSD was illegal by
then .) One day, this writer, whom we shall call Joseph K., told
me that he had received telepathic messages from outer space
on several of his recent trips. The Materialist did not perfectly hide his instant skepticism, and Joseph K. clammed up immediately. We never heard another word from him on that
subject, and he later quit Playboy and went off to try to write
in Hollywood.
At the time, I had put "all that mystical stuff' behind
me and was playing the game of urbane, sophisticated, successful Playboy Editor. Weirdness was something that, like
poverty, only happened to other people. I was targeted directly at Hedonic Gratification, mostly due to a new drug
that had entered my life, the seductive lady known as Maria
Juana, goddess of sex , rapture and doing-your-own-thing.
By the time of the Democratic Convention Horrors of
1968 , the Materialist was smoking pot fairly regularly-like
everybody else in Playboy's editorial department, and at every
other magazine we knew, and throughout the communications
industry.
One night the Hedonic Materialist was happily spaced
out on the weed and alone at home-the kids were asleep and
Arlen (paradoxical for a Playboy editor's wife) was out at a
Women's Liberation meeting. I abruptly made a neurological
discovery . Most of the phenomena of self-hypnosis are quite
easily replicable on grass, without the tedious training involved
in ordinary hypnosis. Instead of being an unplanned voyage
into unexpected sensory thrills, pot became a deliberate program of sensory enrichment. One could turn music into colors, into caresses, into tastes; one could grow to gigantic size,
or shrink down inside bne's own cells and molecules; one
could tune one's nervous system like a combination microscope-TV set.
Several extraordinary months of experiment soon revealed that one could do much of this without pot (although
it remained easier with pot, of course), 3nd the shaken Materialist began at long last to understand what Freud meant by
projection and Buddha by maya. It became clear as vodka
that whatever "reality" means philosophically, our everyday
experience (the common-sense definition of "reality") is
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almost entirely self-programmed. This cinematic editing occurs so rapidly that we are normally not aware of doing it;
thus we add many things that aren't there at all (Freud's pro·
jection) and leave out millions of things that are there (Freud's
censorship). Confusiflg the finished product with an accurate
reflection of externality is exactly what Buddha meant when
he said normal consciousness is delusion (maya).
One soon discovered that pot could be a tool by which
one might adjust the nervous system as casually as one adjusts the picture on a TV set. I had achieved what the semanticist Korzybski calls "consciousness of abstracting," awareness of the usually-unconscious mechanism by which each of
us makes the world over in his/her own image.
The Neurologician now took up yoga, quite unmystically and with hardly a grain of piety . I understood that yogic
training-whatever else it might comprise- is a method of freeing the nervous system from conditioned perception. Combining pot and yoga, I quickly demonstrated to myself by
direct experience that the nervous system can be freed from
virtually every perception and reflex that makes up our ordinary spectrum of possibility.
Our old friend, Alan Watts, a most skeptical theologian
and experimental mystic, was doing similar research in those
years, and coming to similar conclusions. During one of his
visits to Chicago, he said to another Playboy editor, "But, my
dear man, reality is only a Rorschach ink-blot , you know."
Alas, to those who haven't done the research personally on a
neurological level, this is hardly comprehensible; the editor
remained cynical. Later Paul Krassner, editor of The Realist,
put the same thought more colorfully: "Reality is silly-putty."
Those without direct experience could not understand ; they
quickly concluded that a certain segment of the intelligentsia
was going mad . ..
This is why pot-heads develop a certain inevitable alienation from society. They begin to feel like one-eyed me n in
the Kingdom of the Blind.

£
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TIle Murder of Christ: aRe-run
Along about this point in my career as an amateur yogi ,
Tim Leary came to Chicago with his "Death of the Mind"
road show and I must admit I did not find him nearly as impressive as earlier. He walked on stage barefoot, burned incense, did a lecture on Buddha illustrated with psychedelic
slides and weird lighting effects, and more or less came on lik e
an Oriental Billy Graham. It seemed that a brilliant scientist
had turned himself into a second-rate messiah, but a day or
so later I met Tim on the street outside the Playboy building
and we lunched together again. Tim was more turned-on, vibrant, joyous and grandiose than ever, but he also had even
more sense of humor than previously and kept poking fun at
his own Guru act. Neither of us said it aloud, but it was understood that much of Tim's current persona was just agitprop for the one cause he really believed in: the possibility
that LSD, wisely lIsed by professionals, could reprogram
enough nervous systems to accelerate consciousness and intelligence before we laid ourselves and our planet waste.
Somehow, we got talking about Dr. Wilhel!11 Reich, and
I compared Tim's growing legal problems with Reich's. Dr.
Rei ch had been the first Freudian to take Freud's discoveries
literally and say explicitly that most neuroses are caused by
Judaeo-Christian sex-repression . Worse, Reich had insisted
that these neuroses are direct causes of racism , sexism, rape,
violence and warfare. Sexual repression, he concluded, is Public Health Problem Number One and should be fought as
vigorously as polio or cancer. Reich began promulgating this
heresy back in the I 920s. He also began actual research on
couples having sexual intercourse in the 1930s (30 years be·
fore Masters and Johnson). For these and other radical
stances, Dr. Reich was expelled from the International Psychoanalytic Society, thrown out of the Communist and So·
calist Parties in Austria, driven from Germany by the Nazis,
smeared by the press in Sweden to the extent that he could
no longer work in that country, defamed by the American
Medical Association after coming here and finally died in Fed·
eral prison in 1957. All this had convinced many persons, including me, that scientific freedom was no more secure in the
20th Century than in the Dark Ages, if a scientist became too
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revolutionary in his thinking.
The Reich case did not frighten Timothy.
"rm in great health in aU respects," he self-diagnosed,
with the wide and genuine Leary grin. "I ful1y expect to live
past the hysteria and persecution, tiJl everything I've claimed
is confirmed and accepted, tiJl it's used every day in every
clinic in the world, tiU it becomes dull truism." Then he
grinned even more broadly. "But then I'll be espousing some
new heresy, I hope, and be in hot water again. "
This may prove to be an accurate forecast.
It is rather peculiar to look back, in 1977, at a book like
David Solomon's anthology, LSD24, pubJished in 1964-only
13 years ago. Here we fmd scien tists such as Dr. Humphrey
Osmund, Dr. James Terrill, Dr. Charles Savage, Dr. Donald
Jackson, Dr. Sanford Unger (whose willingness to hug patients is mentioned above), Dr. Jonathan Cole, Dr. Martin
Katz, Dr. Eric Kast, etc., reporting beneficial and interesting
changes in consciousness (and behavior) ind uced by LSD in a
proper set and setting. Here we find philosophers like Aldous
Huxley and Alan Watts contemplating the potentials of these
chemicals with optimism and hope. We also find Dr. Leary
writing the introduction to the volume and treated as a muchrespected coJleague by most of the scientific contributors.
In short, the whole volume seems to have fallen out of a timewarp from another universe.
Was all this published only 13 years ago? Weren't all
the contributors thrown in jail at once? What kind of world
was it back then, when LSD could be discussed scientificaUy,
objectively, rationally?
As Dr. Leary writes in The Curse of the Oval Room,
Very few Americans, even in these post-Watergate
days, understand how Nixon set up his very own Special Secret elite police. Under the guise of "drug control" this Orwel1ian coup was accomplished with the
approval of middle-aged liberals. It was so Simple.
The Narc budget jumped from 22 million to 140 million .... Constitutional rights were suspended and
martial law (no-knock, stop-and-frisk, curfew, etc.)
was imposed selectively on one easily iden tifiable segment of the population .•.. Fear descended on the
land. The spokesmen for the counter-culture were
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arrested, harassed, silenced. The press cooperated
completely ... 25

In the course of the terroristic campaign described by
Leary, he himself was repeatedly arrested, convicted of owning two joints of marijuana (he claimed it was a frame-up, but
the liberals weren't interested in his claims, since the cops are
the new gods of corporate Iiberaldom), was sentenced to 30
years, had the highest bail in U.S. history ($5,000,000), was
kidnapped in Afghanistan in violation of 148 court rulings
holding such body-snatchings illegal where extradition treaties are not in force, was put in chains for a while and then
kept in solitary confinement for 19 months, and was held incommunicado for 10 months with none of his friends allowed
to send messages to him or receive messages from him.
,J
All this happened in broad daylight, with the liberals' and
J
the ACLU unable to recognize that the Coristitiiiion was being
mauled and mangled in a fashion similar to the famous "Red
Terror" of the early 1950s.
I had observed with horror the destruction of Dr. Reich
by the forces of bureaucracy and bigotry in the 1950s. It was
a kind of Awakening experience, the first dawn of the apprehension that our government, like any other, is more bad than
good. To others, this awakening came through the Vietnam
War, or through working with blacks and Indians in the civil
rights struggle and discovering that the misery of these minorities is not just a dramatic political "issue" but a very painful
reality. To some, it only came with Watergate. To some, it
hasn't come yet. To me, as a Libertarian, it came when agents
of the Food and Drug Administration dumped all of Dr.
Reich's books-30 years of scientific research-into the Vansivoort Street incinerator in New York City, in 1957, and
burned them.
Book-burning was a scene out of Nazi Germany, the horror of all the anti-Nazi movies the Libertarian had seen as a
child, coming alive In his own country, In his own time.
The Libertarian wrote many defenses of Reich in those
years, for small oddball political and occult journals-the only ones who were willing to print articles claiming that the
U.S. government might possibly have played the Holy Inquisition role to a new Galileo. The only effect of all this earnest
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writing was that I got to meet quite a few Reichians, and
found them a dreary lot -emo tionally addicted to paranoid,
dogmatic and intolerant head trips (an imitation, un co nscious
but brilliantly accurate, of all the stress symptoms Reich himse lf had developed after seven years of hounding and harassment by Washington).
Now , as the I 960s moved past, I began to see the same
kill-the-heretic script emerging again, with Tim Leary typecast for the starring role. It was all as rote and repetitious as
the yearly sacrifice of the virgin to the corn-crops. Reich had
called this bloody ritual "the murder of Christ" and sa id it
would be played over and over again as long as humanity remained "muscularly armored" against the free play of love
and sexuality. One began to think he might have been right
about that ...
In 1966-67 I had a few articles of subversive intent published in a little magazine called The New Libertarian, and
struck up a friendship (by mail) with the editor, Kerry Thornley. We began writing quite long letters to each other (Thornley being in Los Angeles and I in Chicago), astonished at how
totally our political philosophies agreed - we were both opposed
to every form of violence or coercio n against individuals, whether practiced by governments Or by people who claimed to
be revolutionaries. We were equally disenchanted with the organized Right and the organized Left while still remaining
Utopians, without a visible Utopia to believe in. At times we
discussed free-floating libertarian communes in international
waters, which in my case gave birth to th e anarchist submarine fantasy in J/luminatus, and, later, to enthusiastic support
of the Space Migration plans of Leary and Prof. Gerard
O'Neill.
Thornley mentioned in a letter that he had served in
the Marines with Lee Harvey Oswald and that they had been
buddies. I mentioned that Oswald's wife had been living with
my doctor's sister at the time of the assassination. We were
amused and intrigued by the coincidence and didn't (yet) call
it sy nchronicity .
Eventually, through 1l1Ornley and other California libertarians, I got initiated into the mysteries of Disco rdianism,
the fust true "true religion," which Thomley and Gregory Hill
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had invented in 1958 . Discordianism is based on worship of
the Greek goddess of chaos and confusion, Eris, also called
Discordia in Latin . Since readers of flluminatus already know
a great deal about this sublime faith, we will give only an abbreviated summary here, quoting a "Manual for Discordian
Evangelists" which Thornley wrote:
"The SOCRATIC APPROACH is most successful when
confronting the ignorant. The Socratic approach is what you
ca ll starting an argument by asking questions. You approach
the innocent and simply ask, 'Did you know that God's name
is ERIS, and that He is a girl?' If he should answer 'Yes,'
then he is probably a fellow Erisian and so you can forget it.
If he says 'No,' then quickly proceed to:
"THE BLIND ASSERTION and say, 'Well, He is a girl,
and His name is ERIS" Shrewdly observe if the subject is
conv inced. If he is, swear him into the Legion of Dynamic
Discord before he changes his mind. If he does not ap pea r
convinced, then proceed to:
"THE FAITH BIT: 'B ut you must have faith! All is lost
without faith! I sure feel sorry for you if you don't have
Faith.' And then add:
"THE ARGUMENT BY FEAR and in an ominous voice
ask, 'Do yo u know what happens to those who deny Goddess?'
If he hesitates, don't tell him that he will surely be reincarnated as a precious Mao Button and distributed to the poor in
th e Region of Thud (which would be a mean thing to say),
just shake your head sadly and, while wiping a tear from your
eye, go to:
"THE FIRST CLAUSE PLOY wherein you point to all
of the discord and co nfusion in the world and explain 'Well
who the hell do you think clid all of this, wise guy? ' If he
says, 'Nobody,just impersonal forces,' then quickly respond
with:
"THE ARGUMENT BY SEMANTICAL GYMNASTICS
and say that he is absolutely right, and that those impersona l
forces are female and that He r name is ERIS. If he , wonder of
wonders, still remains obstinate, then finally resort to:
"THE FIGURATIVE SYMBOLISM DODGE and confid e that sophisticated peopl e like himself recognize that Eris
is a Figurative Symbol for an Ineffable Me taphysical Reality
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and that the Erisian Movement is really more like a poem than
like a science and that he is liable to be turned into a Preciolls
Mao Button and Distributed to The Poor in The Region of
Thud if he does not get hip. Then put him on your mailing
list.
Discordian atheology got more and more complicated
as it was worked over and developed by Thornley , Greg HilI ,
and various others who were drawn into it-Bob Shea, another
editor at Playboy; Camden Benares (author of Zen With out
Zen Masters); poet ludith Abrahms; Dr. Robert Newport, a
psychiatrist; and quite a few similarly whimsical souls. Eventually, Greg Hill produced a Discordian Bible called Principia
Discordia. None of this was merely a parody of religion per
re. It was an exercise in guerrilla ontology-an attempt to
make Nasrudin's Donkey visible. A Marx Brothers version of
Zen. Operation Mindfuck, we called it.
(We were all having a lot of fun with Discordianism.
None of us were aware, yet, that Operation Mindfuck could
get out of hand ... )
One of the first Discordian catmas· was Kerry Thornley's Law of Fives, which holds that all incidents and events
are directly connected to the number five, or to some multiple of five , or to some number reI a ted to five in one way or
another, given enough ingenuity on the part of the interpreter.
USllally , we would state this to novices without the crucial
(italicized) final clause; it was up to them to discover the
meta programmer and figure that part out for themselves.
I added the Law of 23s, derived from Burroughs, on the
grounds that 2 + 3 = 5, and Discordians were soon reporting
23s and 5s from everywhere in current history and the past.
You have achieved Discordian enlightenment when you
realize that, while the goddess Eris and the Law of Fives are
not literally true, neither is anything else. Out of the hundred
million buzzing, bright, busy signals received every minute, the
human brain ignores most and organizes the rest in conformi ty
with whatever belief system it currently holds. One can select
lawful-and-orderly signals and claim that all is projected by a
Cosmic Intelligence as in Thomism, or select chaotic signals
U

·Other religions have dogmas, which are absolute beliefs. Discordianism has
ca tmas, which are rela tive meta-beliefs.
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and claim God is a Crazy Woman as in Discordianism. The
Brain will adjust incoming signals to either belief system ...
or to dozens of others.
In the seminars on Exo-Psychology which I teach these
days, I dramatize this point by having the entire class visualize the hall they came through in entering the seminar room,
Then I ask how many people visualize five distinct items, ten,
fifteen .. . When we find the person with the largest num ber
of distinct signals in memory storage, we list the elements of
that person's hall on the blackboard. We call this number X.
Then we collect all the signals from the rest of the class that
were not on the list, X. TIle new list is always higher than 2X.
That is, if the memory champ of that class had 14 signals in
the hall, the total class had 28 or more.
This illustrates that one way to double your practical
intelligence (awareness of detail) is to try to receive as many
signals as possible from other humans, however wrong-headed
their reality-map may seem, however dumb or boring they
might sound at first. Our usual habit of screening out all human signals not immediately compatible with our Own favorite reality-map is the mechanism which keeps us all far stupider than we should be.
The experiment also illustrates the Leary principle of
neurological relativism. No two people ever report exactly
the same signals. Whatever the "objective" hall might be
(probably a dance of energy, if we trust modern physics),
each person walking through it created a separate tunnel-reality, a hall that suited their olVn neurological habits. No two
people were in the "same" hall existentially.
It is, incidentally, great fun to argue the Discordian position against either a Thomist theologian or an old-fashioned
deterministic Materialist. There is just as much evidence of
chaos and play in the universe as there is of law and order;
you just have to start looking for it.
Naturally, I did not suspect for a long time that our Lady
Eris, goddess of confusion, was just the Space Lady coming
back to haunt me in a different guise.
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_.- Jim Garrison and the /Iluminati
Discordianism is in direct contradiction of the monotheory-monotheist foundations of Western religion, Western
logic and Western law, all of which assume that there IS o!le
correct model that is true in all cases. People who are religious in the dogmatic Judaeo-Christian sense, logIcIans who
haven't gotten to G6del's Proof yet , and lawyers ?f all sort~
are the last persons on Earth to be able to apprecIate the Dlscordian philosophy.
Nonetheless, in a totally Quixotic way, Kerry Thornley ,
dragging his Discordian history behind him: inSISted on gettlllg
himself involved in the Kennedy AssassinatIon Mallia of the
'60s and went straight to a lawyer- New Orleans D.A. JIm
"Th~ Jolly Green Giant" Garrison. He might as well have
gone to a Thomist theologian .
Kerry decided in 1967, after reading Mark Lan,e'sRush
to Judgme/Jt and a few otller of the Kennedy assassmallon ,
books, that perhaps his old friend Lee Harvey Oswald hadn t
killed the President after all; maybe there really was a conspiracy. Kerry naively went back to New Orleans and had severallong talks with District Attorney Garnson , who had
ope ned a new investigation which seemed to be uncovenng
such a conspiracy.
TIlOrnley and Jim Garrison did not make ~ goo~ team
together to put it mildly. In fact, at their last mtervtew, each
told the ~ther to go to hell. Discordianism and law do ~ot
mix . Kerry left New Orleans and angrily informed all hIs
friends and correspondents that Garrison lVas an un~crupulous
demagogue who was organizing a witch-hunt to eX~lte ,the.
gullible and advance his own political career. Garrison s aIde s ,
struck back with a series of ridiculous charges agamst Thornl c) ,
Naturally, I got drawn into the controversy.
,
That was when I really began to understand how arbItrary are the reality-constructs of the average human .nervous
system. The establishment press was 100% antl-Gamson alld
denied all of his charges. The underground press was 100%
pro-Garrison and supported all of his ch~rges .. In Le,~ry's I,~n.
guage, all the signals that could be orgalllzed mto ~ . good
Garrison Gestalt were transmitted freely and omllldlfecllon:
ally in the underground press game, while all signals suggestlvc
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of a "bad" Garrison, or inconsistent with a "good" Garrison,
were smoothly, efficiently reserved for the Establishment
press game.
"My God," the Libertarian said to himself one day in
early 1968, when this had become clear, "the left wing is as
robotic as the right wing." (We apologize for our naivete in
taking until 1968 to figure that out.)
It certainly illustrated the first law of Discordianism:
"Convictions cause convicts." Whatever you believe imprisons you.
Thornley, as I had gotten to know him through the mails
and then through visits, was a humorous, agnostic, libertarian
person who was dogmatic about only two things: anarchism
and pacifism. It was against his personal ethic to destroy life
in any form. It was impossible for one to consider him seriously as a participant in a conspiracy to murder anybody.
And yet, in the underground press, Thornley and the
other Garrison suspects were pictured as a weird gang of
homosexual Satanic C.I.A. Nazi fanatics. It was the McCar. thyism of the '50s allover again, coming from the left this
time.
("There seem to be a lot of different realities going
around these days," Abbie Hoffman said during the Democratic Convention horrors of 1968; that may well be the only
intelligent thing he ever said.)
From that time to this the Skeptic has made it a point
to read one or two periodicals every month put out by so me
political or religious group he despises, just to see what sort
of signals are being screened out by his habitual reality-maps.
It is most educational . (A1eister Crowley and Bertrand Russell, respectively the outstanding mystic and the ou tstanding
rationalist of the 20th Cen tury, have also recommended this
practice. It is one of.the best ways to discover how Nasrudin's donkey-the self-meta programmer-works.)
Meanwhile, Thornley discovered that Allan Chapman, of
Texas, one of Garrison's aides, believed the JFK assassination
was the work of the Bavarian Illuminati. Of course, I had been
an expert on that subject (J thought) for a number of years,
and Garrison 's involvement in it encouraged me to enter the
belief system tha t Garrison was a paranoid or a demagogue or
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both. There simpl} were no reallllumirtati; it was all a rightwing fantasy-a sartltized version of the tired old Elders-ofZion mythology.
Although the underground press was absolutely fundamentalist in its allegiance to the Garrison Revelations, it was
also intensely gullible and eager to believe all manner of additional conspiracy theories, the weirder the better. Most Discordians, at this time, were contributors to underground newspapers allover the country. We began surfacing the Discordian
Society, issuing position papers offering non-violent anarchist
techniques to mutate our robot-society. One was our "PURSE"
plan (fermanent !Jniversal Bent Strike Exchange) in which
everybody simply stops paying rent forever. (Can they dispossess us all into the Atlantic and Pacific?) Another was our
"PUTZ" plan (ferrnanent !lniversal Iax Zap), in which everybody stops paying taxes. Along with this we planted numerous stories about the Discordian Society's aeon-old war against
the sinister Illuminati. We accused everybody of being in the
Illuminati-Nixon, Johnson, William Buckley, Jr., ourselves,
Martian invaders, all the conspiracy buffs, everybody.
We did not regard this as a hoax or prank in the ordinary
sense. We still considered it guerrilla ontology.
My personal attitude was that if the New Left wanted
to Hve in the particular tunnel-reality of the hard-core paranoid , they had an absolute right to that neurological choice.
I saw Discordianism as the Cosmic Giggle Factor, introducing
so many alternative paranoias that everybody could pick a
favorite, if they were inclined that way. I also hoped that
some less gullible souls, overwhelmed by this embarrassment
of riches, might see through the whole paranoia game and decide to mutate to a wider, funnier, more hopeful reality-map.
The distinguished poet Ed Sanders, author of Fuck God
Up The Ass and other immortal works, once sent me an urgent
message, warning, "There's nothing funny about the Illuminati. They're real! "
I laughed immoderately, as the Fool always does before
the doors of Chapel Perilous swing shut behind him.

£
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Operation Mindfuck
The Discordian revela tions seem to have pressed a magick button. New exposes of the Illuminati began to appear
everywhere, in journals ranging from the extreme Right to
the ultra-Left. Some of this was definitely not coming from
us Discordians. In fact , one article in the Los Allgeles Free
Press in 1969 consisted of a taped interview with a black
phone-caller who claimed to represent the "Black Mass," an
Afro-Discordian conspiracy we had never heard of. He took
credit, on behalf of the Black Mass and the Discordians, for
all the bombings elsewhere attributed to the Weather Underground.
Other articles claimed the Illuminati definitely were a
Jesuit conspiracy, a Zionist conspiracy, a bankers' conspiracy, etc., and accused such worthies as FDR, J. Edgar Hoover,
Lenin, Aleister Crowley , Jefferson and even Charlemagne of
being members of it, whatever it was.
All this inspired Bob Shea and me to start work on the
gigantic novel which finally emerged as the lIIumillatlls trilogy.
We made the Discordians the Good Guys and the Illuminati
the Bad Guys in an epic of convoluted treachery that satirized
all conspiracy theories of Left and Right.
A good omen early in the writing cheered us vastly . A
search through the Discordian Archives revealed tha t the earliest of Discordian holy books- How tlte West Was Lost, by
Malaclypse the Younger (Greg Hill) - was originally printed,
after office hours, on the Xerox machine of D.A. Jim Garrison, in summer 1963. (Greg's girlfriend was Garrison's secretary .J
That would be about the time when Oswald was ordering the Carcano rifle and [ was having my experience with
the green man in the cornfield, and by this time we were all
too sophisticated to dismiss such a pattern as "mere coinci-

dence."
Synchronicity, by Goddess, was afoot ... and the weirdness was increasing. For instance , we Discordians had a mystic sign, like the Masons and everybody else. Ours was blandly
lifted from good old Tory warmonger Winston Churchill; it
was the V-for-Victory Winnie had used all through World War
II. Of course, to us, it had special Discordian meanings: the
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Y, being the Roman numeral for 5, illustrated the Law of
rives. The way the sign is made, with 2 fingers up and 3 benl
J own, exemplifies the hidden 23 within the Law of Fives.
TIle fact that this sign is also used by Catholic priests in blessing and by Satanists in invoking the devil illustrates the esse ntial ambiguity of all symbolism, or the Cosmic Giggle Factor.
Between the first edition of the Principia Discordia, run
off on Jim Garrison's Xerox machine in 1963, and the fourth
edition, published by Rip-Off Press in Berkeley in 1969, only
3, 125 copies of that basic Discordian text were ever distributed. Nonetheless, the V sign, somehow, got accepted by the
whole counter-culture, especially circa [966-70. One saw
hundreds of thousands of protesters using it at the Pentagon
demonstration in October 1967 and again at the Democratic
convention of 1968. TIle odd part was that virtually nobod y
using it was aware that we Discordians had revived it ...
The Pentagon itself, of course, is a sacred Discordian
shrine, both because it is five-sided· and because the Byzantine bureaucracy there enshrined illustrates so wonderfully
the basic Discordian sociological law enunciated by Kerry
Thornley in The Gospel According /0 Fred: "Imposition of
Order = Escalation of Chaos." I attended the Pentagon protest in October 1967-where the Yippies attempted to expel
the Demon, Yog-Sothoth, by chanting, "Out, demon, out!"
- and all of it, especially the V signs, seemed as if the Discordian version of surrealism was becoming a new political reality.
TIle next year the Yippies ran a pig for President.
A psychologist named Richard Ryan, in New Jersey ,
read some of the Discordian literature and wrote to tell me
another 23 mindfuck. Ryan had overheard a psychiatrist , in
a mental hospital where they both worked, giving a royal asschewing to a nurse who'd made a mistake. "When I say 23
cc.," the psychiatrist had shouted, "I want 23 cc. - not 24 cc."
Ryan heard this on his way to visit a ward with chronic schi7.o phrenics. When he entered the ward, one of the schizzies said
to him , in a tone of anxiety, "Yes, yes, 23 cc."

• All members of the J oint Chiefs of Starr arc hon orary Discordi3n sain!s, belonging to the Order of Quixote. also known 3S the Knights of the five-Sided C:lsllc.
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The Horrible Secrets of the Wicked A1eister Crowley
One day in 1970, I had lunch with Alan Watts and his
lovely wife , J ano.
Toward the end of the lunch, Alan asked me about my
current writing projects, and I told him a little about Illuminatus, happening to mention the Eye in the Triangle, which
is said to be the symbol of the Illuminati.
"That reminds me," Alan said. "The best book I've read
in years is called The Eye in the Triangle. It's about A1eister
Crowley." He went on to recommend the book highly.
All I then knew about A1eister Crowley was vague and
unfavorable. He was said to be a Satanist, a Black Magician, a
sadist, a nut, a heroin addict and a sexual degenerate of monstrous proportions. I had somehow or other also heard that
Crowley had climbed higller on Chogo Ri than any other
mountaineer in history and had set several other climbing
records, and that intrigued me. Few junkies have the stamina
for such exertions, and one wondered a bit if some of A1eister's
. infamous reputation was exaggerated.
The Skeptic bought The Eye in the Triangle, which was
by Dr. Israel Regardie, Crowley's secretary in the I 92 Os and
now a Reichian psychologist in Los Angeles. Dr. Regardie emphasized the link between Crowley's Tantric magick· and
Reich's bio-energetic psychology, and the Skeptic assumed
therefore that the "astral" energies used in Crowleyan magick
were the same phenomenon as the "orgone energy" used in
Reichian therapy. I'd soon plowed my way through all of
Crowley's books still in print and began a correspondence
with Dr. Regardie.
I also began experimenting with the methods of magick
training given in Crowley's books. Many of these exercises
were frankly borrowed from Hatha Yoga, in which I already
had some experience; some were similar to the methods of tribal shamans, such as Don Juan Matus, whose training of the
an thropologist, Carlos Castaneda, is full of Crowleyan techniques; others came from Tibetan and Indian Tantra, the art
of turning sexual ecstasy into mystic mind-expansion.
·Crowley·s speUing . (The k is to establish a distinction from ordinary "stage rna·
gie" or conjuring.) Pronounced magt'-ick.
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Some forms of the eye-triangle design. The first is the emb~e.m ~f ~ow;
le), 's magick society, the Drdo Templi Drientis. The sec.o n IS e . rea
Seal of the United States, Illuminati docum~nts and vanouS MaSOniC
buildings. The third appears in every Ma,,?",c lod~e. D.ther forms are
used by Vietnamese Buddhists, Theosophists. ROSicrUCians, etc.

r
Crowley never refers to these Tantric practices directly
in his books, but only obliquely I'ia codes, puns, metathesis,
acrostics, obscure symbolism and every manner of indirection.
I first began to understand this, as mentioned earlier, while
reading Chapter 69 of The Book of Lies. which is called "The
Way to Succeed - and The Way to Suck Eggs." As is usual
with Crowley, the chapter number is related to the subject
(usually Cabalistically , but in this case via sexual slang). The
title is a typical Crowleyan pun (the way to suck seed . . . ).
The chapter describes the descent of the dove on Pentecostcalled "The Gift of Tongues" (!) by Christian theologiansbut can also be read as a description of Crowley and his mistress (called Laylah in the text) engaged in mutual oral sex.
Crowley was actually saying that oral sex could be a method
of meditation. 26
Once one got the message, further browsing soon showed
that countless other chapters were describing other sex acts as
forms of meditation. TIle same technique appears again and
again in almost all of Crowley's books.'
The idea behind Tantric sacramental sex (or sex-magick,
as it is also called) is tha t postponing normal orgasm by various postures, meditations, incantations, and especially prayers, enables one to produce eventually a new kind of orgasmthe polyphase orgasm, Leary has called it. " The Ascent of
the Serpent" is the traditional Hindu metaphor for this neurological explosion . The experience is much like nitrous oxide
in that it seems to condense an LSD trip into a few minutes,
and like prolonged hatha yoga in that it seems to produce a
permanent change in neuro-physiology. In Leary's terminology, this Tantric mutation gives you a fifth neurological circuit , where most humans have only four, and it can also
launch you onward toward even higher circuits.
Marijuana, of course, also puts you on the fifth circuit right-brain rapture-but only temporarily. It was one of Crowley's secret teachings, only passed on verbally to promising
students, that the combination marijuana + tantra was the key
-AJthough I obtained this knowledge by intuition . yo u do n', have to take my
word for it. Louis CuUing, a disciple o f O owley. has de scribed the Cro wlcyan
me thod s ofTantra without codes " f ambiguity in A Malltlal of Sex Magick ,
Llewellyn Books . 51. Paul , 1972.
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Aleisler Crowley. the Great Beast 666.

to rapid mutation into a permanent Rapture Circuit.
It occurred to me tha t I finally had the secret of the Illuminati. They were not the fantasy of right-wing paranoids.
"The Illuminati" was one of the names of an underground
mystical movement using sexual yoga in the Western world.
The veils of obscurity and mystery around such figures as
Giordano Bruno, John Dee, Cagliostro, the original Rosicrucians (17th century), Crowley himself, and various other key
figures in the "conspiracy," had nothing to do with politics
or plots to take over the world. It was a screen to protect
them from persecution by the Holy Inquisition in earlier centuries and from puritanical policemen in our time_
This historical pattern of persecution and cover-up has
confused the transmission considerably. Some of the groups
called "The Illuminati" at one time or another have not had
this particular secret in their mind-programming syllabus.
Some groups not called "The Illuminati" have had it, to confuse matters further (e.g. , the Brothers and Sisters of the Free
Spirit, to which Hieronymus Bosch belonged and which
greatly influenced his paintings, had the secret, as did some
but not all of the Rosicrucian and Freemasonic orders). I
have done wha t I could to clear up the historical picture in
another book _27
The Crowleyan system, very briefly , is a synthesis of
three elements:
I. Western occultism _ The secret "illuminated" teaching
out of 19th century Rosicrucianism, possibly going back
through Renaissance magick societies, medieval wit chcraft,
the Knights Templar, European Sufis, etc., to Gnosticism,
and thence back possibly to the Eleusinian Mysteries and
Egyptian cults. Basically, as Crowley says, this method consists of dangerous "physiological experiments"-using ritual,
sometimes drugs, sometimes sex, to jolt the nervous system
into "higher" functioning (new neurological circuits).
2. Eastern yoga, including meditation plus physical exercises to make meditation easier and more natural. Another
system of activating higher circuits.
3_ Modem scientific method. Crowley taught total skepticism about all results obtained, the keeping of careful objective records of each "experiment," and detached philosophical

analysis after each stage of increased awareness.
It is this synthesis of Eastern and Western occult traditions with modern scientific method that is probably Crowley 's major achievement. His notorious anti-Christian philosophy-a blend of Nietzschean Supermanism and anarchofascist Darwinism-is quite distinct from his methodology .
Whether you like that philosophy or not (and the Libertarian
does not) , you can still use the methodology of research Crowley devised _
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A Discordian signal from Aldous Huxley, deceased
As Shea and I went on working on IIIuminatus, the Materialist began his first experiments with Crowley's techniques
of mutating consciousness.
In one experiment, I banned the use of the word "I"
from my conversation for one week. Mad A1eister recommends what Skinner later called "negative reinforcement" in
cases of relapse; he violently slashed his arm with a razor
every time he slipped and said "I." Your less hardy narrator
substituted a less heroic control: I bit my thumb , hard, at
each slip . By about the fourth day, I had a very sore thumb
and an even more painful ego. The subjectivity and self-centeredness of normal human consciousness was hideously obvious to me. By the seventh day I had entered an altered
state of consciousness and regarded ego as something of an
inconvenient fiction_
In another experiment, the Shaman bought a deck of
Tarot cards, announced that he was psychic, and started giving divinations- This rapidly forced me to use portiOns of
my brain normally not used, and I became aware of neurological functions growing in a quite astonishing manner. Of
course, I was here running head-first into the brick wall of
my own ingrained Skepticism and it was two years before
anything happened of a really dramatic nature. Meanwhile, I
became alert to all sorts of signals previously invisible; my
empathy with others was becoming intensified. I also learned
71
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a great deal about how easy it is to deceive those who lValll
to believe; and this showed how easily I might be deceived if
I lVallled to believe.
The Shaman also experimented extensively with Crowley's method of achieving and transcending religious visions.
This is based on Hindu bhakti yoga and the Spiritllal Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, with a typically Crowleyan difference. In bhakti yoga, you form a love-bond with a particular divinity, dedicate every waking moment to Him (or
Her) and invoke that Divine Being by every method possible,
especially vivid "isllal imagillation. Loyola's method is similar, except that you have no choice about which Divinity to
invoke. Crowley's twist is to carry this through until you experience a real manifestation of the God (a "Contact" in UFO
jargon), and then immediately SlOp, and start over with a differelll god. After you have run through three or four divinities in this manner, you will understand Nasrudin's Donkey
(the neuro-programmer) and you will be in creasingly skepti. cal about everybody's real ity-maps , including your own.
Other Crowley exercises the author tried are not described here , because they are too dangerous for ordinary or
casual experimenters. Crowley always insisted th at nobody
should try his more advanced techniques without (a) being in
excellent health, (b) being competent in at least one athletic
skill, (c) being able to conduct experiments accurately in at
least one science , (d) having a general knowledge of several
sciences, (e) being able to pass an examination in formal logic and (f) being able to pass an examination in the history of
philosophy, including Id ealism , Materialism, Rationalism,
Spiritualism, Comparative Theology, e tc. Without that kind
of general knowledge and the self-confidence and independence of thought produced by such study, magick investigation will merely blow your mind. As Brad Steiger has said,
the lunatic asylums are full of people who naively se t out to
study the occult before they had any real competence in dealing with the ordinary.
111e first results of the author's Crowleyan experiments
were a vast increase in his already abundant skep ticism - to the
point where he was skeptical at last even of skepticism itself
-and an ability to achieve ecstasy and contact mysterious
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"entities" wi thout psychedelic drugs.
Coincidences-in-23 also began to multiply more rapidly
than th e National Debt. For instance, my first meeting with
~lal aclypse the Younger (Greg Hill), creator of the great Prillcipia Discordia, occurred on April 23, and, while w~ were ?IScussing this, a glazier who was repairing a broken w/lldow 111
th e apartment presented his bill. The bill was numbered
05675 (5 + 6 + 7 + 5 ; 23) and the price was $7.88 (7 + 8 +
8 = 23) . In commemoration of that Triple Whammy, we rearranged the chronology to have IIlLl/ninatlls beg/ll on Apnl
23.
The 23s accumulated faster. For the first time, the
Shaman began to wonder: was this all the meta programmer
(selec tive perception) or was there an element of PK (psychokinesis) about it? Was one unconsciously making it happen,
the way a "poltergeist child" makes furniture fly around?
One couldn't yet take the second hypothesis serio usly, but
the fact that one was capable of wondering about it indicating the direction the experiments were taking .
Then came the Huxley synchro-mesh.
I was readi ng Laura Archera Huxley's This Timeless Moment and came to the last chapter, concerning Laura's attempts to communicate with AJdous after hi s death . Abo.ut
that possibility I was (and still am) a rather hardened cymc;
I know too much about how mediums operate. In thIS case,
Laura got her results from Keith Milton Rinehart: a mediu~
who has performed credibly in scientific tests. Rinehart saId
to Laura that Aldous wanted to transmit "classic evidence of
survival," which in parapsychology means something that.
COllld I/Ot be explained by the alternative theory of ESP-I.e.,
Rinehart reading Laura's mind. After a time, he announced
that he had a signal: Laura should go to Aldous' private
study, which she seldom entered, and there pick up the fifth
book on a certain shelf, which she had not read . RInehart
sa id that the message was on page 17 , /ine 23.
.
The Numerologist sat up straight when he read that.
Laura got the book, and indeed it was one that she
hadn' t read - a co llection of essays on modern writers. On
page 17 , Iine 23, she found :
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in 1975 and discovered that he had been initiated into a mag·
ickal order, using Crowley-style sex-yoga, way back in the
1930$. Alan describes his initiator as "a rascal-guru in the
tradition of Crowley and Gurdjieff," and gives his name as

Aldous Huxley does not surprise us in this admir·
able communication in which paradox and erudition
in the poetic sense and the sense of humor are inter·
laced in such an efficacious form."

~fitrinovic. 30

The Net or the Network?
I must admit that some eerie thoughts went through my
head on reading that exquisitely worded sentence, somehow
transmitted through Keith Milton Rinehart in his attempt to
pick up a signal from the dead Aldous Huxley.
Among other things, the Shaman wondered for a crazy
moment if the whole 23 enigma might not be a world-wide
astral plot by Aldous and other humorous sages to produce
cumulative evidence over decades that they were, indeed,
alive-though-dead and still communicating with us.
The resolute anti-Spiritualist need not bail out at this
point, or throw the book away; after all, it was only a passing thought.
And the 23 Mystery was to get much more mysterious a
few years later, as we shall see.
Meanwhile, the complexity of the synchronicity mesh
(lano Watts's "Net") was gradually dawning on me. Aldous
Huxley's first book on psychedelics, through conservative
historian Russell Kirk's review of it, originally got me interested in chemical neuro-programming. Aldous was a personal
friend of J ano and Alan Watts, and of Tim Leary. Aldous died
on .the same day as John F. Kennedy. Kerry Thornley, widely
belIeved among Garrisonite conspiracy buffs to be "the second Oswald," named his son Aldous Wilson Thornley-after
Aldous and me. And Aldous had originally been turned on to
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After the initiation, Watts became an Episcopal priest
for a while, and did a great deal to re-introduce exotic ritual
(magickal ... ?) elements into the ceremonies, so much so
that he was occasionally criticized for it. Later, he left the
(llurch and became a leading popularizer of Zen Buddhism,
Taoism, and Gnostic Christianity. He turned me on to Zen in
1957, to Leary in 1964, to Crowley in 1971.
"
"I am not a Guru or a philosopher or even a teacher,
he told me earnestly on one occasion. "I am merely an entertainer. "
One wonders whom Alan was entertaining? And was he
part of a Net of coincidence or a Network of adepts?
And who was the mysterious Mitrinovic who initiated
Alan? Was he a Sufi or one of the Illuminati-or are the Illuminati merely the European branch of the Sufis?
The latter theory-that the Illuminati are Sufis-is
31
claimed as historical fact by Sufi author Idries Shah.
Indeed, Shah goes further and says that the Illuminati
were originally a Sufi sect who discovered the Secret of Secrets coded into the famous lamp-and-light verse in the Korall,
which they interpret symbolically. The verse reads:
Allah is the Light of the heavens and earth. His
Light is resembled by a lamp within a niche. The lamp
is within a crystal, like a shining star. [Italics added.)
Aleister Crowley referred to the Illuminati also as the
Argentum Astrum, or (Order of the) Silver Star. We will soon
find reasons to think we can identify the star that is referred
to in both cases.

peyote by Aleister Crowley in 1929. 29
Crowley, remember, styled himself Epopt of the Illuminati. His magazine, Equinox, bore the masthead on each
issue: "A Journal of Scientific Illuminism."
TIle synchronized Net began to look even more like a
conscious Network When I read Alan Watts's autobiography
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The Lady of Guadalupe
In 1971 , 1 quit my job at Playboy because doing th e
same thing , every day, five days a week, 50 weeks of the year,
is a damned bore, no matter how int e res ting th e work intrinsically is. After fiv e years, even at $20,000 per, you will becOllle a zombi if you don ' t seek adventure and change.
The only reason most people remain in the same jobs,
the sallle towns, th e same belief-systems, year after year, decade after decade, is , of course, that cultural conditioning, in
every tribe, is a process of gradually narrowing your tunnelreality. The way to stay young (comparatively; until the
longevity Pill is discovered) is to make a quantum jump every
so often and land yourself in a new reality-matrix .
I jumped from the Bunny Empire to San Miguel de Allende, a town in the mountains north of Mexico City which
has been declared a national monument by the government
and is d eliberately kept as it was at the time of the 1810
Revolution .
Of co urse , one could not escape the Illuminati. I soo n
found that Father Hidalgo , who started the 1810 re bellion
in San Miguel, was both a Mason and a Jesuit- the Church had
not outlawed Masonry at that time - and had decorated many
churches around the area with the Eye-in-the-Triangle design.
I got interested in Father Hidalgo, who liked to quote
the heretic, Voltaire, and who used the slogan, "Viva Nuestra
Senora Guadalupe y mueron gubernacion mala" (Long live
Our Lady of Guadalupe and death to bad government'). The
Lady of Guadalupe is officially believed to be the Virgin
Mary, of course, but many skeptical archaeologists regard Her
as an old Aztec sky-goddess in very slight disguise Oust as
Saint Brigit is the old Celtic goddess, Brigit, in disguise). Sh e
has more miracles to Her credit than any other BVM manifestation; Jacques Vallee has found num e rous parallels between
He r and the modern UFOnaut Space Lady who has appeared
to many child Contactees in recent years. Most recently, in
the 1920s, an anarchist a ttempted to d estroy th e "miraculous" painting of Her in Her basilica outside Mexico City by
throwing a bomb at the painting. Everything around the painting was damaged , but the painting "miraculously" survived.
Or so the Church claims.
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At this point, the Shaman had a good "astral" wntact
.oin. with Nuit, the Egyptian goddess of the ~tars, usmg ,
C-ro\~ley's method s of invocation (and followmg Crowley ~
injun ction not to attribute "objective reality or phl!osopillcal
\ 3lidity" to any communication so rece ived). Hedld not
k ow yet that Nuit was especially related to SJrlU S by the
E;ypiians: but he did know, from Frazer and other anthropologists as well as from Carl Jung's books, that NUlt and the
BVM were the same archetype under two different names.
lie began addressing Her as Nuestra, Senor.a de ?uadalupe and
trying to tune in to Father Hidalgo s relatIOnship With H~r.
She informed the questing Shaman, on one astral triP,
that She had cured him of poliO in his childhoo? .
Checking back with his mother, the SkeptiC discovered
that indeed his mother had made special devotions to the
Virgin at that time, to achieve his cure. Offlcmlly, of course ,
he was not cured by these medieval and supershtlOus offerines: but the truth is even more amusing than that.. I was
( u~ ed by the Sister Kenny method -which at the time was
being denounced as witchcraft and delusi,~n by,,'he American
Medical Association. My parents had by luck or c~mcl
dence found a doctor who believed in and used the Sister
Kenny tec IlIlIque
. - .•
f··1
I· I
·
Meanwhile, Tim Leary's struggle to stay ou~ 0 .lal , w lIC 1
had begun when G. Gordon Liddy first busted 111m m 1964,
had finally come to its inevitable end . Dr. Leary was placed
in a cage on January 27, 1970. Nine months later-a few
weeks before his fiftieth birthday , and already a grandfat~er
Timothy justified his "youth-culture" image by an athletic
climb across a fifty-foot cable over the p"son wall to freedam . He left behind a pious note to the prISon staff.

In the name of the Father and the Mother and the
Holy Ghost- Oh, Guards- I teave now for freed om. I
pray that you will free yourselves. To hold ~lan cap·
tive is a crime against humanity and a Sm agamst God.
Olt, guardS, you arc criminals and sinners. Cut It
loose. Be free. Amen.
-'I osl of the ch ildren who had poliO in th e 1930s, Iike th e author , 3n~lter.e t1~~
,;caled by the Kenny method but by ort hodo.x A.M .A. therapy, arc sll CriPP C .
I am quite mobile and need a cane only occasionally.
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Within a few months, Tim was again imprisoned, by the
Black Panther Party in Algiers. A second escape brought him
to Switzerland, and a new imprisonment. The search for free·
dom was beginning to look barren. But, then, under a propa·
ganda campaign by American intellectuals,led by playwright
Arthur Miller and poet Allen Ginsberg, the Swiss government
released Timothy, allowed him to remain in their territory,
and refused to extradite him back to his cage in the California
Archipelago. He was the first scientist since Kropotkin to
make such a stylish escape from tyranny and still remain
at large.
We were still in Mexico at the time, and I was writing
two books under contract to Playboy Press. The whole family celebrated-in spite of Nixon and Kent State and Cambodia and everything, Tim Leary was free and there seemed
to be some hope for this backward planet.
The Shaman's whole family had now become involved
in yoga and magick; weirdness was commonplace. One day
during the Mexican sojourn, the author was meditating and
two of his daughters walked through the room without seeing him. We were all quite struck by this, at the time, although
I do not think I was literally invisible (as some of Crowley's
disciples claimed occasionally happened to him during heavy
meditation). Rather, I feel fairly sure that what happelled
was merely that I was so silent, externally and internally, that
I was as easy to ignore as a chair. I was not giving off a human vibration.
More puzzling was an incident involving my youngest
daughter, Luna-who had always seemed, from birth onward,
to have more intuition , ESP and strange powers than all the
rest of us together. Luna was meditating in a room with our
son, Graham, and our second-oldest daughter, Jyoti. Suddenly there was a thump which jarred Graham and Jyoti out of
their trances. Luna, who had been on the right of them, was
suddenly on the left. Naturally, they entered the belief-system
that Luna had levitated, or teleported herself.
Luna said she couldn't remember moving.
I don't know what happened; I wasn't there, But when
I discussed it with Luna, she said, "You believe in ESP, so it
happens around you. You don't believe in levitation, so it
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doesn't happen around you." Then she laughed, and I felt not for the first or last time-that Luna, whose favorite read ing was still comic books, knew more about some things than
I did.

~~

I continued my devotions to Our Lady of Guadalupe,
delighted that I could again play the Catholic game (which I
had left in high indignation at 14, when it connicted with my
sex drive), but now without taking it seriously. It was only
one tunnel-reality and, with Crowley's metaprograms (invocations), I could just as easily change channels and tune in to
an Egyptian god-system or to the Buddhist system. I could
also analyze all of these from outside, by re-entering the Scientific Materialist system.
Synchronicity again appeared. One day in the San
Miguel library , I met a woman who was also obsessed with
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe even though a non-Catholic. She
was writing a book on the Lady's miracles and hoped to prove
that the Lady was really an extraterrestrial. Although I never
heard of this woman or her book again, the idea later popped
up in one of the most influential Women's Lib books of the
decade, The First Sex, by Elizabeth Gould Davis. It is now an
article of faith . with some Welsh feminist witches I met after
moving to California.

~
Sirius Rising
In his book on the Israeli psychic Uri Geller, Dr. Andrija
Puharich, a neurologist of some professional reputation which
he is presumably not eager to destroy by going out on a limb .
asserts that both he and Geller have frequently received communications from extraterrestrials. 32 The learned community
by and large assumes that Dr. Puharich has nipped out.
Dr. John Lilly, internationally known psychoanalyst,
neuro-anatomist, cyberneticist, mathematician and delphinologist, gently hints that he has also received such communications. Academia, relieved that Dr. Lilly is only hinting and no t
saying it outright, happily ignores the potential breakthrough. J J
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Dr. Timothy Leary asserted interstellar telepathy in
1973.34 Since Leary was already in disgrace and prison,
nobody paid any attention.

R. Buckminster Fuller, the most renowned scientistphilosopher alive, was the next to state that he sometimes
thinks he receives messages from interstellar telepaths. 3S
Despite Fuller's world-wide status, nobody seems to have
heard this message from him.
Most recently, Dr. Jack Sarfatti, physicist, described his
own ~xtraterrestrial ESP /lashes, in an article in the San Francisco magazine City.36 Nobody paid any attention. A1I,¥
grocer or state policeman who has such an experience will immediately be reported in tabloids or even on TV, but nobody
seems to want to hear this from trained scientific observ~is.
Is it that we are afraid we cannot dismiss th em as nuts so
easily as we do the grocers and sta te troopers?
Suppose I were to tell you that over 100 scien tists in the
United States have by now had this experience? That figure
was supplied by Saul Paul Sirag. Sirag says that so far most
of these scientists are only willing to discuss the matter with
trusted colleagues, but that more of them lately are considering the possibility of coming out of the closet and talking
about it in public.
Sirag adds tha t many of this group no longer believe the
experience is literally extraterrestrial, although that is still one
of the favorite models for describing it.
Let me record my own "Contact" experiences, from the
beginning. Try to be open to the possibility that I might conceivably be sane. The data developed gradually over the years
from Jungian "synchronicity" to "ESP" to ... something
else.
For instance, in the summer of 1972, during a visit to
Yellow Springs, Ohio - the town where I had tried to be a
farmer for three years in the early '60s-I was doing a Tarot
"divination" for my oldest daughter, Karuna. All Tarot readings to this date, however pleasing to my subjects, had been inconclusive to the Skeptic; every hit could be explained as intUition, reading the subject's body-language subliminally, or
just lucky guessing. This time, th e Oracle told Karuna - some_
what surprised at his Own audacity-that her previous boy80

friend, Roy, would suddenly contact her. (She hadn't see n
him in a year.) The next morning, the phone rang, and the
Shlman sa id at once, again surprised at his self-confidence,
"That's Roy." It was.
A happy coincidence? My magick diary (Crowley insists
on keeping such a record of all experiments) soon contained
similar direct hits, on a we ekly basis. TIle Oracle also developed what all occultists call "inner certainty"; that is, I kllew
when this faculty was operating and could be trusted. TIlis
sense of being tuned in is exactly as specific as the inner knowledge that you are about to become ill and vomit, or that a
head cold is coming on, or that you are reaching sexual climax and will ejaculate ... it cannot be mistaken.
January 18, 1973 was my 41st birthday , and we were
living on a farm again. Karuna , our oldest daughter, informed
us in the morning that, in addition to the sun being in Caprico rn (my sign), the moon was in Cancer (my wife's sign). AJthough I am extremely skeptical about astrology, I decided
[0 keep careful records of anything significant that might occur [hat day . A few hours after awakening, we heard on the
radio tha t Tim Leary (nearly two years after escaping jail)
had bee n kidnapped in Afghanistan by American agents. I
was plunged into depression , and realized for the ve ry first
lime how much I cared for that brilliant but incautious man,
whom I had actually met fewer than a do zen times in the
decade. A few hours later, Luna, our youngest daughter, had
her first menstrual period. "The blood of the lamb," I thought,
wond ering what Carl Jung would make of this bundle of synchronicity.
In the afternoon, still depressed about Leary's bad luck,
Arlen and I were walking in the woods behind our farm. Sud denly , I had a flash of Timothy grinning. ('They'll put him
in maximum security now ," Arlen was saying. "He'll probably commit suicide within a year.") Tim grinned more impudently.
"No," the Oracle said quite happily. "The very first
photo we'll see he'll have the old Leary grin flashing again."
I was totally convinced , precognitively, that Dr. Leary's neuro logical researches had brough t him to the pain t where he
had control over emotional programs and could transcend
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Dr. Timothy Leary, who received the St S d '
.
days when Wilson was receiving th S .. ar . ee SI~n.als during the Dog
e Inus 1 ransmlssJOns.

suffering of all sorts. I "saw" it in a photo of Tim, handcuffed but grinning.
A few hours later, we drove into a pizza parlor in Men·
docino to celebrate my birthday. On the way, we bought an
evening newspaper. There, on page one, was the Leary Grin.
And he was in handcuffs.
On June 6, 1973 (six months after the above experience).
the Neurologician took a programmed trip on something an
underground Alchemist told him was LSD. The program was
in two parts, basically: I remained in a dark room , eyes closed ,
lying on a bed, during most of it. Part one was the playing
back, on a tape recorder, of Dr. John Lilly's "Beliefs Unlimited" hypnosis-tape; this was repeated several times during
the first three hours of the ex peri men t. During hours 4 to 5,
a tape of Aleister Crowley's Invocation of the Holy Guardian
Angel was played.
Dr. Lilly's tape repeats over and over that there are no
limits to your mind and that anything you can imagine, you
can do. The tape is a valuable aid to break down our condi·
tioned expectations about the boundary between the possible
and the impossible.
Lilly's tape is deliberately encouraging gullibility, of
course; but it is quite easy to re-establish scientific skepticism
about results o btained , after the expe riment is over. Sk ep ticism during th e experiment prevents any interesting results.
The Crowley invocation , frankly, looks like pretentious
n1bbish if read silently. Read aloud, it vibrates, moans and
sings with eerie power. It programs the shaman to alternately
envision the "Holy Guardian Angel" as a solar-phallic lion of
terrible energy; as an erotic sex-goddess; as the Great Wild
Beast Pan; as a green and earthy mother-spirit; and finally as
a Total Void at the heart of everything.
The Shaman achieved a rush of Jungian archetypes,
strongly influenced by the imagery of Crowley's Invocation,
but nonetheless having that peculiar quality of external reality and alien intelligence emphasized by Jung in his discussion
of the archetypes. I also "lived" through several "past lives"
- including additional details about one "past life" as a Grand master in the Bavarian Illuminati, previously unearthed under
hypnosis by New York hypnotist Jack Rowan, and also Sufi
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saint-lives, medieval witch-lives, and, finally, an uprush of
"memories" of animal existence. I was an ape-creature, a rodent, a slug, a bug, a fish. I experienced a series of deathsand-rebirths as animal, human , void, Star; molecular intelligence vibrating through time, and, at the peak, as union of
Shiva and Kali, twin gods linked in eternal org~sm according
to Bengali Hinduism. TIle Neurologician saw and understood
quite distinctly that Shiva was also Brahma and'Jehovah and
Pan, etc., while Kali was also Nuit and Aphrodite and the
Blessed Virgin Mary, etc. The universe was experienced as
the iiJ>ing embodiment of this Divine Couple and not a dead
machine.
The Yogi entered Samadhi and believed, at last, that the
wisdom of the adept is truly beyond the floating body-rapture
of mere Hatha Yoga. Based on understanding of and participation in a planet-wide Consciousness, Samadhi opens the
neuro-atomic memory which is in all living beings, and in that
dancing quantum energy mistakenly called "dead ma tter."
TIle Mystic understood Gandhi's insistence, "God is in
the rock, too - in the rock!" Hell, I was in the rock with God.
The Poet appreciated Eckhart's paradox, "Split a stick
of wood, and the Christ is in there, too!"
The Shaman laughed merrily at Crowley's joking seriousness in telling one disciple, Frank Bennett, that the Holy
Guardian Angel invoked in this ritual is merely "our own unconsciousness" and meanwhile telling another disciple, Jane
Wolf, that the Holy Guardian Angel is "a separate being of
superhuman intelligence." It is both/and; it is the "bornless
one," as Egyptian priests said_ TIle Satirist even more appreciated Crowley's boffo one-liner in Magick in Theory alld
Practise, where he speaks of sexual yoga (in code as usual) as
a form of sacrifice and says that he thus sacrificed "a male
child of perfect innocence and high intelligence" 150 times a
year since 19 I 2_ The sacrifice in sexual yoga is the semen,
which is, indeed, a "male child" and does indeed contain,
within the DNA code, a very high intelligence, the genetic
blueprint of planet Earth.
The Robot staggered in bliss to his desk and typed out,
"Few of our ancestors were perfect ladies and gentlemen.
The majority of them weren't even mammals and looked like
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alligatorS or Gila monsters." TIle normal paranoia in our culture I rear of animals) has not bothered me since then; I took
a rro-life imprint and I am now as cuddly with snakes as with
dogs or
Thecats.
Shaman lost all fear of death, knowing it to be literally impossible. He understood the wit of Yeats's fine line ,
"Man has created death."
The SkeptiC was whacked out of his skull.
The next day, and in the following weeks, my yoga me
ditations were vastly enriched, and I occasionally went for
days on end conscious of the two minds thinking, my mind
and the "bornless" Mind , or, as Suzuki Roshi used to say,
Little Mind and Big Mind.
On July 22, 1973 - six weeks after the trip - the Wizard
was ready to try again, without the supposed LSD (which
might have been mescaline, or STP, or PCP, or fly-paper for
all we know). (Stay AWAY from black-market acid, my
friend; don't let these experiments lead you astray. If you
must experiment in this dangerous area, use organiC plants
whose puri ty is known, such as the peyote cactus or the psilocybin mushroom.)
This time, I used the Lilly tape and the Crowley invocatio n again , without drugs, but with prolonged and holy ritual S
or Tantric sex-tran ce involving the cooperation of the Most
Beautiful Woman in the Galaxy.
The Investigator remembers thinking, during the six
weeks between major experiments, that whatever he had
tuned in to was Iwt "cosmic Consciousness" but a kind of
1,lalielar>, consciousness; he wondered who coined the teml ,
"co smic consciousness," and what it contained ...
This time I moved in space-time fan-wise, unlike the
backward-in-time movement of the drug trip. TIle Yogi became almost conscious of a kind of galactic star-network, an
intelligence that seemed not fully formed but e1'oll';lIg. SOI"" how , this resonated in my mind with the Sufi teaching that
Allah is constantly recreating Himself every second. The trip
wa s full of light and joy, the White Light of the Void jazz
yo u've all heard, but dim, not fully achieved. The Research c l
went off into sleep not quite satisfied .
The next morning, July 23, the Shaman awoke with all
H~

urgent message from Dreamland and scribbled quickly in his
magickal diary, "Sirius is very important." There was more,
almost at the tip of my tongue, but I couldn't remember it.
During the A.M . I looked through my occult books, seeking references to the Dog Star, Sirius; although skeptical about
astrology, I assumed that the Dream-message was some hint
that the Sirius cycle should be part of my magick experiments
in the future . Astrology seemed like nonsense to me, but I
was willing to give it a try, in the open-ended manner of Dr.
lilly's "Beliefs Unlimited" exercise.
In The Magical Revival by Kenneth Grant, who is one of
the five claimants to being Crowley's successor as world leader
of the Ordo Tcmpli Orientis, I found:
Phoenix was Crowley's secret name in the Ordo
Templi Orientis ... . The Phoenix was also an ancient
constellation in which Sothis, or SiriUS, was the chief
star . .

, 31

In a later passage, even more strikingly, Grant makes thi s
point about Crowley and Sirius:
Crowley identified the heart of (his magical) cur·
rent with one particular Star. In Occult Tradition,
this is "the Sun behind the Sun," the Hidden God , the

vast star Sirius , Of Sothis . . ? 8
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TIlis was interesting, no doubt, but, since I had already
skimmed parts of Grant's book, it didn't prove anything.
Nonetheless, it was definitely intriguing. The Skeptic
went to town and browsed in the public library. Imagine my
state of mind when I discovered that this very day, July 23.
when I had received the message "Sirius is very important," is
the day when, according to Egyptian tradition, the occl/lt lillk

(through hyperspace?) is most powerful between Earth alld
Sirius.

Celebrations of the Dog Star, Sirius, beginning on July
23. are the origin of the expression "dog days," meaning the
days from July 23 to September 8, when the last rituals to
Sirius were performed.
TIle Skeptic was spaced-out for hours after reading tha t.
Was it possible ... had he actually, through Crowley's invocation, turned on and tuned in to an Earth-Sirius channel used
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Was the whole purpose of this four-dimensional coinciden ce,hologram to make "me" realize that both "Hans Zoessl'1
Jnd "Rubert Anton Wilson" were fictions? Many people hay('
hJd the experience of not knowing who they are or where th l' l
Jrc; it usually happens in the first moments after awakening in
the morning, The Sufis say that you are closer to Illumination
in that instant of micro-amnesia than at any other time ,
Was this at last the illumination of the Illuminati - the
experience of skepticism carried to the point where it abolishes itself and, since you can't believe anything fully, you art'
as frce of skepticism as of any other philosophy and finally
open to thinking the unthinkable?
Or was the final secret simply and bluntly that there
really is an interstellar ESP channel to which you can tune in
by metaprogramming your nervous system?
At this point in the internal voyage the Shaman knows
that he is far, far into the underground vaults of Chapel!'erilous and that the way back to the robot-reality of the dom es·
ticated hive is not going to be easy, Or as a black pot-head
once said to me (in an earlier period when' was playing YOllll !!
White Hipster who hangs around with jazz musicians), "Man ,
you only know you are laid, relayed and PARJayed, fucked ,
nustered and far from home,"
It was necessary to conduct some experiments to deter·
mine that one was still able to communicate effectively with
the hive - with those locked into what Blake called "single
\'i5ion and Newton's sleep," When it was established that
such communication had not broken down, the Shaman and
the Skeptic conferred at length, decided we were not actlla")
going mad, and continued occult experimentation, The neur" ,
",elJprogrammer adopted a belief system in which there wa s
J reJI contact going on with Higher Intelligence - i.e .. with
t~< extraterrestrial from Sirius-or with the Holy Guardian
\ngel - or whatever it was, , ,
Some of the intensified experiences were '''merely sub·
I~ ,:tilc, .. but nonetheless tremendously important to the
1',II1or, in ways that even the Skeptic would admit were 11011 '
pthological. For instance, on one occasion, the entity spok e
Jlfectly, in a melodious and angelic voice, to say ,
l1,ey iil'e happiest who have forgiven most,

•

This is rather trite, one admits; all the major religions
preach forgiveness. What was impressive was (a) the timingthe Struggling Writer was very pissed off, that week, at certain publishers who were slow in paying monies owed; and
(b) the pragmatic emphasis, tailored to the Libertarian's hedonic philosophy at the time. It did not say, "Forgive, because 'God' demands it"; it said, "Forgive, and you will be
happier. " The Libertarian Hedonist tried it, and still is trying
it, and it works. The fewer resentments you harbor, the happier your life will be. Why are we all such fools as to ignore
this obvious lesson, which a truly rational person would have
figured out by the age of 8 or 9, if not sooner?
Other experiences were more objective. One day in
1974, when another publisher was late with monies owed,
the Shaman decided to try a ritual <if money-magick, to cause
the check to arrive in Monday's mail. In the climax of the
ritual, It spoke again, in the same richly solemn "angelic"
voice, saying, "TIlursday." This was accompanied by a vision
of the check in the mailbox. The Skeptic immediately communicated the prophecy to Arlen and to two neighbors,
Charles Hixson and Stephen McAuley, who will confirm this.
The check did arrive on Thursday.
Mostly, the Holy Guardian Angel still communicated by
synchronicity. I would look on page 23 of a new magazine,
and there would be a line from a dream of the night before.
I must admit that most of these messages were nauseatingly
moralistic and childishly optimistic by the standards of our
cynical, swinish and despairing age. A lot of them involved
the paradoxes of time.
Occasionally, the Angel would speak, to give me utterly
trivial information. For instance, I'd meet somebody and the
Angel would say, "Gemini." I would ask, to check out the
Angel's credibility, "Are you a Gemini?" The answer would
be yes. These cases I firmly classified as my own mind expanding its ESP powers through the convenient fiction of an
alien entity, and I disliked them intensely, as show-offy,
corny and tending to tum me in to a damned carnival act.
Then, abruptly, the entity would be quite exterior again,
manifesting when I was depressed or worried, to pass on messages of cheer and love that were too moving to be ignored.
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I could not help but be grateful to it, whatever the hell it was.

~
Beings of Light, talking dogs, more extraterrestrials
and other weird critters
The entity or entities contacted by me during July 1973October 1974 had most of the characteristics of the "being or
light" described by persons who have been resuscitated after
what is called near-death experience. Dr. Raymond Moody
has collected 150 cases of this sort of vision, including many
by persons who were declared "clinically dead" during the
interlude.'o
Many cases showed real ESP-the revived subjects remember things they couldn't have observed while in the state
of coma or clinical death, including things in other rooms of
the hospital. Christians generally describe the "being of light"
as JesuS, Jews as "an angel," and nonbelievers agnostically say
it is luminous, telepathic and intensely loving. The author
found it to possess all of these qualities and also a damned
peculiar sense of humor. For instance, it talked apparent
gibberish at times Uust like the alleged extraterrestrials encountered by Uri Geller and Dr. Puharich). Most of the seeming gibberish concerned time, the future, and infinity, three
phenomena on which everybody, including our greatest philosophers, seems to talk nonsense. But the entity always intently
urged that I should try to understand time better.
I often had the feeling that the communicating entity
was not incoherent at all but, rather, one's own mind could
not grasp what it was trying to communicate.
This is typical of UFOs and of Fortean phenomena generally. Let us give some examples of the experience of others.
I. Consider the following illuminating dialogue between
a "UFOnaut" and a human being:
UFOnaut: What time is it?
Human: Two·thirty .
UFOnaut : You lie. 11 is four o'clock.
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This incident occurred in France in 1954, and the UFO
sped away immediately after the dialogue . The time actually
was 2 :3 0 41
Why did the "UFOnaut" ask the time if It knew the answer already? Why lie about ii, when the human had a watch
and could detect th e lie? Are we being invaded by the galactic equivalent of the Marx Brothers maybe? And why that
damned 23 in 2: 30?
Is somebody using Zen Discordianism to illuminate us?
II. One day in 1908, a dog walked up to two police detectives on a street in Pittsburgh, said "Good morning" politely, and then vanished in a puff of green smoke."
In keeping with modern cybernetic model s of neurological processes, we can recoun t this story more objectively by
saying tha t certain sigllals rece ived by the nervous system of
the detectives were organiz ed by their metaprogrammer into
an impressioll of a dog saying "Good morning" and vanishing
in a puff of green smoke.
In keeping with the same cybernetic approach, it would
not be perfectly objective to say that you are reading a book.
Rather, you are receivillg sigllals lVilich your m etaprograllllll er
is organizillg illto the impressioll that you are reading a book.
II J. I n Brazil in 1971, two young men were rid ing in an
automooile when they had th e impression that a bus was
pulling up rather closely behind them. 111en their metaprogrammers diverged _ One man had the impression that a flying saucer landed. He thought he was taken aboard and had
the usual "trip to an alien planet" Next he found himself
standing behind his car, which somebody had parked by the
side of the road_ The other man had the impression of a lapse
of memory (or a jump in time?) and simply found him self
standing behind the car, with no recollection of who had
stopped th e car or how or when he had gotten out of it 43
There are at least three models for this experience.
Olle, a flying saucer grabbed both of them, experimented
upon the m, and then used a defective "memory-e rasing nlUchine ," which malfunctioned and only worked to erase th e
memory of one of the victims.
TIVO , there was some kind of abnonnality in the Earth's
electronic or magnetic field at that spot which administered a
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I specifically mentioned these experiences of ESP-contact with Leary in an article on Tantric yoga, published in the
Chicago Seed in September 1973. *
It was/our years later, in 1977, that Lynn Wayne Denner, who was Leary's closest friend in Folsom, told me \of the
events of that August of 1973. According to Benner, Leary
and he were not only doing the intersteUar ESP experiments
described below but also tried experiments at levitation, in
which they attempted to fly over the walls of Folsom.
I wrote to the warden of Folsom in late August, and
asked for permission to correspond with Dr. Leary. Bureaucratic red tape being what it is, this pennission was delayed
for several weeks .
Shortly after the telepathic flashes of Leary (July-August
1973) ended, Walter Culpepper, the attorney for P.R.O.B.E.a Leary-created organization to abolish prisons-had a benefit
for the Leary Defense Fund and P.R.O.B.E. Two rock groups
played and then we were shown "At Folsom Prison With
Timothy Leary, Ph.D.," produced by Joanna Leary.
The film blew the Skeptic's mind. Timothy came on
screen and immediately flashed the famous Love-Peace-Bliss
grin at the camera-as if he were greeting visitors to his home.
We never saw a man look less like a suffering martyr. Tim
took a chair and answered the interviewer's questions in a
serious and thoughtful manner, explaining that he wasn't interested in drugs any more since they had only been "microscopes" to him: tools to reveal the focus and re-focus possibilities of the nervous system. He wanted to talk about something more exciting now-Outer Space. The interviewer kept
leading him back to drugs, and Leary kept maneuvering back
to Cosmic Dimensions.
I began to notice an odd thing: Timothy looked younger
than he had in the I 960s.
Tim led the interviewer to ask about the strange design
on his prison uniform. "This is Starseed," Tim said, proud as
a new father. The emblem was that strange miniature infinitysign, the nucleotide template formed as DNA imprints messenger-RNA to start a new growth program.
·Copies of the Seed can be found in the colJection of radical and underground
political publications at Northwestern University in Evanston, lUinois.
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-Grant here quotes, in a footnote, from Fort's 1 ne DUUA ".1 •••• - .
some olber world i. nol altempling bul bas been, for cenlurl.,,1n
edC commw':..lion with a secl, perbaps, or • secrel society, or certaiilesol
ones of ibis

earth's inhabitants."
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a variation on the Lovecraft mythos. Lovecraft has written
several stories and novelettes in which the "Cthulhu cult" or
some other secret society was aiding the schemes of hostile
Aliens; I had attached this theme to the Illuminati as a kind
of deadpan put-on and laughed like hell at the thought \hat
. some naive readers would be dumb enough to believe it. Now
here it was being proclaimed by Kenneth Grant, who alleges
that the Ordo Templi Orientis was formed in the 1890s by
amalgamating P.B. Randolph's Hermetic Brotherhood of
Light with the original Bavarian Illuminati. I thought for the
first time (as I was to think again, many times, during the
Watergate Scandals), "My God, can't I invent any preposterous
paranoid fantasy that doesn't have some truth behind it?"
But Grant goes on to cheer us up, if we are willing to trust him
a t this point:
Crowley dispels the aura of evil wi th which these
authors (Lovecraft and Fort) invest the fact; he prefers to interpret it Thelemically, not as an attack
upon human consciousness by an extra-terrestrial and
alien entity but as an expansion of consciousness
from within, to embrace other stars and to absorb
their energies into a system that is thereby enriched
and rendered truly cosmic by the process.
And then he adds, quite nonchalantly again, that one star
is especially important:
The Order of the Silver Star is thus the Order of
the Eye of Set, "the Sun behind the Sun." ... The
Silver Star is Sirius.45

~
Magick, Technology or Both?
It is interesting, at this point, to attempt to argue, at
least tentatively, that the phenomena we are discussing are
reducible to J ung's categories of the "collective unconscious"
and synchronicity. Certainly, these Jungian notions cover a
great deal of whatever-the-hell-is-going-on, but they do not

cover all of it. Jung was brilliantly right in saying, in the
1950s, that the flying saucer phenomenon would become lOan
important spiritual and religious transformation of humanity. "46 -and many UFOlogists, including Jacques Vallee and
John Keel, have noted that the majority of Contactees eventually became embroiled in mystical or occult groups, sometimes even as the founders of Messianic new cults. But let
nobody assume that the weirdness is, therefore, "merely"
subjective.
UFOs have been reported by NASA mission in the following tabl~.41
Feb. 20, 1962: John Glenn, Mercury capsule flight.
Three UFOs followed him.
May 24, 1962: Scott Carpenter, Mercury VII. Pho·
tograph taken by Carpenter of UFO he saw.
May 30, 1962: Joe Walton, XIS. Photograph taken
by Wal ton of five UFOs.
July 17, 1962: Robert White, XIS. White photographed several UFOs.
May 16, 1963: Gordon Cooper, Mercury IX. Cooper
saw a green UFO, also tracked by radar on the
ground.
October 3, 1963: Walter Schirra, Mercury VIII.
Schirra reported several UFOs.
March 8, 1964: Russian Voshkod II. One UFO reo
ported.
June 3,1964: Jim McDivitt, Gemini IV. McDivitt
photographed several UFOs.
November 14,1969: Apollo XII. Conrad, Bean and
Gordon reported a UFO that followed them from
Earth to within 130,000 miles of the moon.
[ This is only a partial list from 77ze Edge of Reality.
by J. Allen Hynek and Jacques Vallee, Regnery:
Chicago, 1975.)

NASA cases fall in the category of craft that look and
act like spaceships from elsewhere, as Dr. Hynek, who collected them from Air Force files, has indicated. The trouble
is that Hynek and Vallee, in the saple book, have numerous
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c.ases of thing~ that. behave in a way that no machine can posSJbly behave-JumpIng around at impossible accelerations or
appearing and disappearing like a ghost in a horrqr movie. As
Vallee, Keel and others have emphasized, the UFO is an adaptable beas~, acting in a technological fashion when dealing with
, technologIsts and acting occult when dealing with occultists.
Brad Steiger proposes that the only safe generalization about
UFOs is that they always fit into the cosmology of the human
observer ...
I even read a Freudian once, somewhere, who pointed
out that the UFOs corne in two major types-round discoid
ones and long, cigar-shaped ones. The round ones, he said,
were breast symbols and the long ones were phallic symbols.
Maybe.

Those mysterious Sufis
A man without God is like a fish without a bicycle.
-Found on the men's room waJI,
larry Blake's Pub, Berkeley, J977

Before the summer of 1973 ended, the spookiness accelerated.
. Bluminatus, .stHI unsold two years after completion, was
beIng proven partially true in the daily headlines. Shea and I
ha~ based our ultra-paranoid version of governmen t on two
maln sources: (1) our own surrealistic imaginations and (2)
letters to "The Playboy Forum" by individuals complaining
that the government was conspiring to destroy their civil liberties. The Jatter, of course, were subdivided, by ourselves and
~y N~t Lehrman and the executives of the Playboy FoundatIon, mto two sub-classes: (a) the documented or documentable ca~s br sane individuals who really were catching he))
fr~m NIxon s c~unt~r~revolution and (b) the obviously paranOId who we~e ImaginIng vast and incredible world-wide plots.
Only (a) got mto the Forum or received imanciaJ aid from the
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Playboy Foundation; (b), however, served the purposc:s ?f IIIuminatus. If a story was paranoid enough, we adapted It In to
our epical satire, which was supposed to portray the. ~ost
totally evil and devious government that the most chnlcal
paranoid could imagine.
Every day in 1973 the Watergate story made headlines.
Every day it appeared that the worst, the most absurd, the
most incredible, the most depraved ideas in Illumi~alus ~ere
the actual policies of the Nixon regime. ~e .had Ined .10 Imagine Total Evil combined with Total Stupidity, but NIXon had
actually lived out our fantasies.
.
The Shaman began to wonder: were all the paranOlds
righ t, or was his ESP more highly developed than he had ever
dared imagine?
Meanwhile, I was gettjng poorer and poorer, and began
to regret bitterly that I had quit Playboy. I had been on unemployment for six months once, in my early 30s, and that
was unpleasant. I always knew that I would be employed
again, soon, and would be a great author some.day. Now, ~he
Poor Fool found himself unemployed, not seIling any of hIS
writings for months on end, and forced to apply ~or Welfare.
I was brutally turned down, and spent nearly ~ whole day seriously considering the possibility that I, my WIfe and our rour
children might actually starve to death. It could happen~ It
did happen occasionally in this great and prosperous nation;
and it was commonplace in Asia.
The Fool appealed and got on Welfare. It was not ?nly.
bloody unpleasant but Goddamned frightening. A man In hIS
40s does not have the optimism of a man in his 30s. ~he Fo~1
began to wonder if he would ever get off Welfare ... J! Illumlnotus would ever be published ... if he had finally amved at
the bottom of the heap in America, the True Failure fAmericanus Nondesirabilis}.
I was continuing to investigate the Illuminati, now filtering the evidence through the hypothesis. th.at they were a group
of mystics who functioned as secret SOCIeties, not only because
they were using sexual yoga (as I had deduced from Crow- .
ley's writings in J 971) but also because they had contact WIth
Higher Intelligences elsewhere in space-time. Natu~ally, Metaprogramming Center found evidence to support thIS.
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Akron Daraul, in his History of Secret Societies traces
the .llIumin~ti ~ack to the Ishmaelian sect of Islam, a' quasiS~/flc organizatIon which used sex-and-hashish to program
hIgher states of consciousness. Louis Culling also traces Crowley's magick tradition back to medieval Sufis who were con~emporarie~ of,.and presumably influenced by, the Ishmael!ans. FrancIs KIng, the leading (non-paranoid) occult historIan of our time, quotes official Ordo Templi Orientis documents, written either by Crowley or under Crowley's supervision, ~hich claim that the O.T.O. was founded by Mansur
el HaUcu, a medieval Sufi saint. 48
The Sufis have always claimed to be in communication
with Higher Intelligences, just like the early Gnostics, from
whom many historians believe Sufism derives. A Sufi philosopher, Idries Shah, in a book of strange parables called The
Dermis Probe, says his purpose is to illustrate "some of the
peculiarities of thought in the country which is today's world
seen by its inhabitants and by those who call themselves visi- '
tors. " (Italics added.)49
.
As soon as the Fool entered the belief-system in which
the Illuminati were Sufis living in the Western world and continuing this millennia-old contact with Higher Intelligence, the
p~enomenon intersecting his life adjusted itself to support
this theory. He had a weird experience with a Sufi.
My son Graham went to Berkeley to visit with friends
for the summer. He was supposed to phone home once a week
but of course he didn't always do so. One day, I got a lecture '
engagement at the First Unitarian Church in Berkeley and Arlen asked me to try to find Graham and insure tha t he was
~ot in any troub~e. Finding one 14-year-old boy in a city the
sIze of Berkeley IS not easy, but after my lecture I tried wandering around, hoping my ESP would click into action and
direct me on the right path.
Greg Hill, Bill Broadbent and I wandered into Tilden
Park, wa tching some clowns perform. Graham was not in the
crowd, so I wanted to move on. Bill insisted that we wait a
while. The Shaman became in terested in one particular clown
'
Parcifal, recognizing some of his stunts as Sufi exercises to
activa te higher-circuit consciousness.
The Sufis are notorious for disguising themselves as

clowns, but this was the first time I had actually seen it done.
"That guy~s a Sufi," I said to Greg and Bill.
After the act, Greg went up to Parcifal and asked directly, "Are you a Sufi?"
"Are you also on the Path?" Parcifal rejoined.
"No," Greg said, indicating me, "he said you're a Sufi."
Parcifal turned. "Are you on the Path?" he asked.
"Well, I'm on some Path or other," I said. We got into a
rap about Sufism and the Western occult tradition and how
both link up with Gnosticism and the Egyptian mysteries.
Finally, the Father said, "I have to leave. I'm looking for my
son."
"You'll find him," Parcifal said.
The Father walked about ten paces and saw Graham sitting in Hardcastle's restaurant on Telegraph Avenue.
"We're going back to Telegraph," I told Bill and Greg.
The trip took a half-hour. When we arrived, Graham and
two friends had just entered before us. Graham was not in
Hardcastle's when I saw him there. The Oracle had seen accross time as well as across space.
Graham, Greg Hill and Bill Broadbent will all confirm
this story. Good old Martin Gardner, spokesman for the Fundamentalist wing of the Materialist church, will say they're all
liars. So it goes.
That evening, the Numerologist looked up "Parcifal" in
Crowley's Cabalall, just for the hell of it. Cabalah, of course,
is all superstition and nonsense, but it is alleged, by those
who believe in it, to be a decoding system for discovering the
occult meaning of strange events. By Cabalah, Parcifal =418
= "The Great Work Accomplished," i.e., the total awakening
of all humanity.
When I tried to find Parcifal again, he had left America.
He was in Israel, other Sufis told me, operating a home for
Jewish and Arab children orphaned in the continuous IsraeliArab wars.
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A message from Cosmic Central?
In October 1973, I finally received permission to begin
corresponding with Dr. Leary at Folsom Prison. I started out
with a letter about the general philosophical implica tions of
tuning the nervous system to higher fidelity of signal-reception and very carefuJly did not mention my July 23 experience with Sirius. (I was fairly sure that my July-August impressions that Timothy was doing telepathic experiments had
been accurate, but I had no idea yet that he was attempting
interstellar telepathy.) Tim's answer was full of characteristic
humor:
The prison administration is perfect. They act as a
Van Allen belt protecting my privacy, screening out
distractions ... The people they refuse visiting privileges are exactly those people who come to exploit
me or whose love for me is flawed.
(My gratitude toward the prison warden must not
be misunderstood. They are too possessive and jealous-terrible states to be in. Their love and dependence on me are too restricting. They are terrorized
that I might leave them ... in the lurch, so to say.
This is unhealthy for them ... )*
I wrote back, but remained mum about Sirius. Instead,
just for the heJl of it, I used my official Discordian Society
letterhead.
The stationery bears the imprint of the Joshua Norton
Cabal, this being a Cabal of the Discordian Society located in
the Bay Area-other Cabals including the Tactile Temple of
Eris Erotic in Los Angeles, the Colorado Encrustation in Denver, the John Dillinger Died for You Society in Chicago, etc.
Timothy, however, seems to have thought Joshua Norton
Cabal was the name of a living person. Actually, Joshua Norton-or Norton I, as he preferred-was a San Franciscan of the
last century who elected himself Emperor of the United States
and Protector of Mexico. Bay Area historians stil1 argue as to
whether Norton was a psychotic or a clever con-man; in any
event, he was "humored" by the citizenry of the time and, in
·Because Leary had already escaped from one California prison, the authorities
at Folsom originally placed him in "the hole," a solitary confinement cell in the
basement of the maximum security buDding.

effect lived like an Emperor. As Greg Hill, co-foun~er of Discordi;nism, has written, "Everybody understands MIckey
Mouse Few understand Herman Hesse. Hardly anybody understa~ds Einstein. And nobody understands .E~peror Norton" (The Discordian Society, we repeat agaIn, IS not a complic~ted joke disguised as ~ new r~ligion but really a new religion disguised as a comphcated Joke.)
Timothy replied:
Dear Bob...
. .
Quick response ... to indicate that transrruSSlon
is working well from this galaxy to yours.
.
Your stationery amazed me ... could you e~plam
any of it? Uke ODD3140Aft II bii? And who IS
Joshua Norton Cabal?
.
Actually the Warden here is very protective of me.
He is like a gruff Zen abbot. He doesn't want.me to
be bothered with visits or correspondence which
would bring me down, slow up my sc~en ti~c work
etc. As long as I sit in my cell and wnte sCIence fiction books •.. everyone is happy.
Yes, G.I. Gurdjieff is my direct successor. I have
never doubted that his baraka was trans~erred to me. : .
perhaps by some intermediary. I love Him, and I reso
nate to his wisdom more than anyone else .s ...
Crowley ... the coincidences-sy~chrom~ltieS between my life and His are embarrassmg. Bnan Barritt and I had a visionary experience Easter Sat-~un
in Bou Saada, the Algerian town where C. had his.
Etc.
The Libertarian wrote back discussing the od~.links b;tween Leary's work and that of Crowley and GurdJleff, an
mentioning the evidence that the latter two were bot~ taught
certain advanced techniques of consciousness~xpansl0n b~ _
the Sufi lodges of the Near East. He also ment!o.ned th~t a~
putin might have had the same sort of Sufi tramlng dunng his
wanderings.
Leary's reply blew his mind:
Dear Bob ••.
Loved your letter ..•
Are you in touch with teachin~, methods, teachers, etc. that transmit Higher intelligence. That you
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are totally hooked into?
If so , would you tell me .
I don't believe in secrets ...
I believe that Higher Intelligence can be contacted
and have described how to do it and what TIley transmit , etc. Have you contacted Joanna. Ask Her to
sClld YOll a cOJlY of Tcrra I I.
YIlll Illt'lltioll th3t Crowley, G. and Rasputin may
have had contact with some Sufi lodge. Do you think
this "l odge" ac tually exists in tile human sense of
Masters in the Middle East who send G and C and R
out as emissaries? TIlis is tile most exciting idea I've
puzzled over for ten years.
I have seen wha t can be transmi tted through one
unit. TIle one that I belonged to. Where are tile
others? ...
I am amazed that you haven't contacted Michael
Horowitz.

Mike Horowitz , a thin, intense, brilliant guy, is Director
of the Fitzhugh Ludlow Memorial Library in San Franciscoa psychopharmaco logical archive full of rare literature on
drugs-scien tific, propagandistic (government), literary, or
just journalistic. When the Investigator got in touch with Mike
Horowitz, he heard, for the first time, about the Starseed
Transmissions.
Meanwhile, Dr. Leary was shifted from Folsom to Vacaville and communication with him temporarily shorted-out.
Once again, I had to apply for permission to correspond, fill
out the right forms when they were finally mailed, and then
wait for the new warden's decision. The Libertarian felt increasingly like one of the scholars of the Middle Ages, trying
to keep up communication with a fellow investigator while
the Holy Inquisition created as much static as possible.
It should be remembered , in evaluating the Starseed signals, that, a few months before this experience, three government psychiatrists testified (at the escape trial) that Dr. Leary
was perfectly sane and possessed a high I.Q_ Since so many extrem ists of Left and Right have impugned Dr. Leary's sanity,
it should also be entered in the record that Dr. Wesley Hiler,
a staff psychologist at Vacaville , who spoke to Dr. Leary every
day (often to ask Tim's advice) emphatically agrees with that
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verdict. "Timothy Leary is totally, radiantly sane," he told
me in a 1973 interview.
As recounted in Terra II, during July-August 1973, Dr.
Leary had formed a four-person telepathy team in an attempt
to co ntact Higher Intelligences elsewhere In the galaxy. (ThiS
was in the middle of the "dog days," when I was having my
first (real or hallucina tory) Can tacts with Sirius.) The persons
involved were : Dr. Leary and his wife , Joanna ; fellow pnsoner Wayne Benner: and Wayne 's girl-friend, a journalist who
prefers to be known as Guanine.
The Starseed Transmissions- "hallucinations" or whatever-were received in 19 bursts, seldom in recognizable English sentences, requiring con~iderable meditation and discussion between the four Receivers before they could be summarized, eventually, into the following message:
It is time for life on Earth to leave the planetary
womb and learn to walk through the stars.
Life was seeded on yo ur planet billions of years
ago by nucleotide templates which contained the blueprint for gradual evolution through a sequence of blOme chanical stages.
The goal of evolution is to produce nervouS systems capable of communica ting with and returning
to the Galactic Network where we, your interstellar
parents, await you.

Life on planet Earth has noW reached this halfway
point , established itself, and evolved through la~a1
mutations and metamorphoses to the seven bram
stages.
At this time the voyage home is possible.
Assemble the most intelligent, advanced, courageous of your species, divided equally between men
alld women . Le t every race , nationality, and rehglOn
be represented.
You are about to discover the key to immortality
in the chemical structure of the genetic code, within
which you will fin d the scripture of life. The time
has come for you to acce pt the responsibility of immortality. It is not necessary for you to die.
You will discover the key to enhanced intelligence
within the chemistry of the nervous system. Certain
chemicals, used wisely , will enable your nervous system
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to decipher the genetic code.
AllUfe on your planet is a unity. All life must
come home.
Total freedom, responsibility and interspecies harmony will make the voyage possible. You must transcend larval identities of race, culture and nationality.
Your only allegiance is to life. The only way you will
survive is to make the voyage home.
The Japanese people are the most advanced race
on your planet and will give protection to the company.
We are .sending a comet to your solar system as a
sign that the time has come to look to the stars.
When you arrive back home you will be given new
instructions and powers. Your sperm ship is the flower of terrestrial life. As soon as the company is formed
and the voyage begun, war, poverty, hatred, fear will
disappear from your planet and the most ancient prophecies and celestial visions will be realized.
Mutate!
Come home in glory.
In the following months, Comet Kohoutek, as predicted
in the Transmissions, arrived in the solar system and sped inward toward the sun, while astronomers announced an unprecedented spectacle and Leary's disciples chortled at the confirmation.
Then the comet fizzled, leaving us wondering.

Some Egyptian gods intrude on the narrative
and Our Lady of Space speaks again
In 1904, in one of the most extraordinary magickal experiences of his life, Aleister Crowley contacted a Higher Intel1igence named Aiwass, who dictated to him The Book of the
Law. In what follows, we win show some imagistic links between this Book and the Starseed Signals-but iust, a few details about how Crowley r~ceived this strange document:
Aleister and his iust wife, Rose, were in Cairo, Egypt,
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when Rose began going spontaneously into trances and muttering "They are waiting for you," and similar urgent but unintelligible phrases. Crowley did not like this at all, since it is
typical of the uncontrolled, quasi-hysterical trances of spiritualist mediums (whom he despised) and lacked the elements of
willed concentration and rational control that he demanded of
his magick experiments. Nonetheless, despite his attempts to
banish the phenomenon, it kept coming back, and finally, in
one of Rose's trances, Crowley set a series of tests for the alleged communicating entity. He asked Rose, for instance, to
describe the aura of the being, and she said "deep blue"; he
asked the character of the being, and she said "force and fire";
he asked her to pick the being from drawings of ten Egyptian
gods, and she picked Horus. She also identified Horus' planet
(Mars), and so forth for a series of similar questions. Crowley
then calculated the odds against her being right in all casesfor instance, guessing Mars had a 1/9 probability, there being
9 planets, picking Horus out of 10 drawings had a 1/10 probability, etc. The chance of her guessing right on the whole
series by chance was, rna thema tically, 1/21,168,000. (The
long-suffering skeptical reader may resist the hreality" of
Horus by accepting the less bizarre theory that Rose was
simply reading Aleister's mind.)
The nex t day, Crowley took Rose to the Boulak Museum
and asked her to identify the communicant from the statues
and paintings there. She walked past several depictions of
Horus-the ever-cynical Aleister watching, he says, in "silent
glee"-and then stopped at a stele showing a dark woman
bending over a winged globe, a hawk-headed god and a human
male. "This is the one," she said, pointing to the hawk-headed
god, Horus. The stele was numbered 666 by the museum officials, and that was a synchronicity that got Aleister's immediate attention. He had been using 666 as his own magick number for years. so
Crowley decided to cooperate, and back at his hotel accepted a light trance in which The Book of the Law was dictated to him in a "rich baritone" by an invisible being. The
book opens:
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Had! 111e manifestation of Nui\.
The un veiling of Ihe compa ny of heaven .
Every man and every woman is a star.

Nuit , the Egyptian divinity of the stars, seems to tell us,
in these opening verses, that we are Her children. She goes on
to declare:
I am above you and ill you. My ecslasy is in yours.
My joy is 10 see your joy. [llalics added.]

The union of mankind with the stars is precisely fore cast :
llJeY shall galher my children inlo Iheir fold; Oley
shall bring the glory of Ole slars inla 010 hearls of men.
And the sign shall be my ecstasy, Ihe conscious·
ness of Ole cantinuily of existence, the omnipresence
of my body ...
For I am divided for love's sake, for the chance of
union.

This seems a vividly poetic pre-statement of Leary's theory that Highe r [ntelligence is "divided," by sending out DNA
seed to fertilize every womb-planet in the galaxy, "for the
chance of union," the return of these "children" after they
have evolved past the larval circuits into higher modes of consciousness.
I love you! I yea rn to you! .. . Pul on Ihe wings,
and arouse the coiled splendor within you: come unto
lIIe I ] Italics added .]

The Star-Mother, Nuit, is definitely calling us home, to
Galactic Center. The "coiled sp[endor" may even suggest the
DNA helix within which, Leary and other investigators now
think, is the secret of immortality. But shortly comes a more
interesting text:
Is a God to live in a dog?

A reference to the great Dog Star, Sirius? Instructions
on contacting this Intelligence are quite specific :

--

III~-~-.
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Stele 666 from the BOlllak mllseum, Cairo. The goddess is Nuit the
deity Horus, and the human appears to be one

Ankh.f.na-Khon~u

a

priest, whose tomb this originally adorned . Note the winged glob~ and

see the illustrations on page 112.

To worship me lake wine and slrange drugs where·
of I witl tell my prophet & be drunk there or!

The Immortality Pill is directly mentioned:
Think nol , 0 King, upon Ihat lie: That 1110U Musl
Die: verily 010U shalt nol die, bullive.

[09

In Chapter Three, Horus, the war-god, takes over and
makes some ferocious predictions about the 20th century:
Now let it be understood flrstthatl am a god of
War and Vengeance . I shaJl deal hardly with them .. .
I am the Warrior Lord of the FOrlies; the Eighties
COwer before me & are abased ."

Now, this is not terribly bad as prophecy of the 20th
ce~t~ry, for a book produced in 1904-when the majority

opmlOn of Europe was that war had been banished from the
civilized nations forever.
It seems clear that the Starseed Transmissions acquired a
rather heavy Timothy Leary flavor in passing through the
Leary nervous system,just as the Book of the Law took on
an undeniably Crowleyan aroma in passing through Aleister's
neurons; but the underlying message is hauntingly similar.
A few other oddities about the Book of the Law and the
Stele ?f Revealing are worth noting. Crowley was an avid
CabalIst and spent years examining the Cabalistic numbers
. for key words in the tex I. This is based on the traditional assumption that Cabalistic numerology is a code worked out
mille~nia ago for communication between humans and Higher
IntellIgence. Be as cynical about that as you will, but consider
~he data : All the important words, Crowley gradually realIZed, had the value of 93 in Greek Cabala. (He thereafter referred to. his magick work as "the 93 current ," and Crowleyans to tIllS day speak of their work as carrying on the 93
curren I.)
93 is also the cabalistic numeration of the word Thelema
the."word" of the New Age, according to the communicating '
entIty. The Abbey of Thelema, in Rabelais, had the motto
"Do what thou wilt." The Book of the LalV says "Do what
thou wilt shall be the whole of the law." Thelem~ in Greek
means either will or the casting of a magick spell. Aiwass the
"Holy Guardian Angel" presiding over this Contact, also
~he v~/ue 93; And Agape (love), another key word in the text,
IS agam 93. The name of "God" in Genesis (Alhim) contains
the value of 11' to four places (3 . /415); add Crowley's 93 and
you get 11' accurate to six places (3./41593).
The second major number in the book is 418 which "coincidentally" was the number of Crowley's home i~ Inverness,

has
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Scotland. Its standard Cabalistic meaning is "the Great Work
accomplished," or the Illumination of all humanity. Crowley
interpreted this to mean that his mission was not to illuminate
a few, as other gurus have done and are doing, but to set in
motion occult forces which would result in the illumination of
all, by the end of this century; 418 is also the value of "Parcifal," the Sufi whose life so oddly interesected mine in that
mad summer of 1973.
The Stele of Revealing contains, in addition to Nuit,
Horus and Ankh-f-na-Khonsu, a mysterious winged globe. Dr.
Jacques Vallee, in The Invisible College, gives several other
forms of the winged globe from Egyptian and Gnostic sources
and points out the similarity to modem sketches of UFOs by
witnesses or Contactees.
The winged globe, with an eye in it, appears in an ancient
Assyrian seal found by astronomer Temple and reproduced
in his Sirius Mystery. In this case, it is accompanied by Oannes,
the water-god, whom Temple identifies as probably an extraterrestrial visitor from Sirius. Note the fish-tail on Oannes .
Now look at illustration on page 113, which is a drawing from
the Dogon tribe of Africa, showing Nommo, whom they claim
was a visitor from Sirius; note the similar fish-tail. '
Dr. John Lilly, who has duplicated much of Timothy
Leary's research and supplemented it with hypnotic methods
and Sufi yoga , describes many encounters with what seem to
be extraterrestrial intelligences in his Programming and Metaprogramming the Human Biocomputer. Dr. Lilly agnostically
examines also the possibilities that these transmitters are timetravelers from the future, very advanced Illuminati Adepts
alive now on earth, "angels" in the traditional sense, or projected aspects of his own mind. In The Center of the Cyclone
he says clearly:
Such a network [of Adepts) exists and functions . ..
throughout this planet. I suspect it extends farther than
our earth, but this is yet to be publicly demonstrated
unequivocally beyond the private experience of myself
and others. [Italics added.) 52

A network of adepts that extends far beyond our Earth
. .. that was what your narrator was gradually coming to believe, and here it was being said, with only slight reservation,
I II

The Winged Globe from the Stele of Revealing appears in many ancient
Medilerranean initiatory cults. Here are two examples collected by Dr.
Jacques Vallee.

The design pictured at the top is from Assyria and is several thousand
ycars old . That at the bottom is from the Dogan tribe and is contemporary. The Dogan say their fishtailed figure is from Sirius, and astronDiller Temple claims that the Assyrian design shows the same extraterrestrial with a fishtail.

by Dr. John Lilly-the man once defined by the New York
Times as "a walking one-man syllabus of Western civilization."
But permission to visit Dr. Leary had finally been granted
by prison authorities and I was to hear even more extraordinary theories from him.
(And just as I finished typing the above section, psychologist Jean Millay dropped by for a visit. With no prompting
on my part, and not knowing what I was writing about, she
spontaneously launched into a story about a time she had
painted Nuit on the ceiling of a friend's bedroom. "And on
her beHy," she said, "I put the Eye of Horus. " Look back at
page I 08 and note where Horus' head is on the Stele of Revealing. Jean had never seen the stele and was intrigued when
I showed it to her. Cosmic Coincidence Control Center is
working overtime on this case ... )

£
A visit to eMF
Vacaville is one of those little California towns that
look as conventionally pretty as a brand-new starlet just getting the taste of producer's semen out of her mouth and
flouncing merrily through a screen test. When you get there
in the morning, on Greyhound, the birds are singing and the
sun is high and golden, and everything is clean and bright and
you can't believe you're heading toward a combination prison-and-madhouse where men are caged like beasts.
The cab from the Greyhound station to the prison costs
exactly a dollar and the cabbie caUs your destination "CMF"
when he speaks on the shortwave to his office. CMF-California Medical Facility-has a reputation in some quarters that
Dr. Frankenstein's laboratory can hardly beat. Gay libbers,
radical therapists, civil libertarians and other soreheads have
commented, on occasion, that the methods of psycho-surgery
and aversive therapy that have been used there to "cure" sexual deviates have more in common with Bull Conners' cattleprods than with anything therapeutic; but that's the psychiatric side of Vacaville, where they keep the people they think
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they are trying to help. The other side, the purely punitive
side, is more humane; the inmates are merely caged until their
time is up, and then let go. Nobody is trying to "cure" them,
and it's only a medium-security setup; getting shipped there,
from another prison, is a reward for good conduct.
After going through the usual red tape, the Libertarian
was shown into a visiting room considerably more decent
than many prisons provide. Cons and visitors sat at tables,
without screens or glass between them, and shared coffee and
sandwiches from machines. It was not much different from
any school cafeteria in the land, except that some men held
their women's hands so hungrily that you almost reeled from
the pain of sexual frustration.
Timothy Leary came in the door at the other end of the
room with an Irish grin spread across his face.
He looked into the Author's eyes, with the inoffensive
curiosity of an infant. He looked me up and down, with the
same innocent awe; I expected him to sniff me next, like a
dog. Instead, he grinned again and said that I was in great
shape. From anybody else, that would have been mere politeness; from Tim Leary, after an intense inspection, it was a
favorable diagnosis.
He led me to another visiting area, where we sa tat a
table with our sandwiches and coffee. He was commenting
excitedly on my most recent letter to him, and insisting that
I must begin corresponding at once with an English poet
named Brian Barritt. Leary is very sober indeed when explaining a technical point; the famous grin goes away entirely, and
his concentration goes into intense commitment to total clarity. It was made obvious that neither Barritt nor I could afford to write another line until we had gotten our heads in
synch, since we were exploring the same elephant from two
sides.
The elephant was named Aleister Crowley, and Leary
himself had been scrutinizing that odd Beast for the past few
years also.
In Switzerland, during his exile, Leary was shown a deck
of Crowley's Tarot cards. To test its divinatory power, he
asked "Who am I and what is my destiny?" Then he cut to a
single card and got the Ace of Discs. This shows a large disc
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bearing the Greek letters TO MEGA THERION' (The Great
Beast), Crowley's name for himself. Leary interpreted this to
mea n that he is Crowley Reborn, and is supposed to complete
the work Crowley began, preparing humanity for cosmic consciousness.
(The Confessions of a Hop e Fiend. Leary's account of
his jailbreak and his months in Algiers with Eldridge Cleaver,
is deliberately titled to recall Crowley's Diary of a Dope Fiend)
Dr. Leary of course did not take the doctrine of reincarnation literally . In his terminology, everybody who makes a
strong impression on your nervous system reincarnates with
you. In this sense, Leary feels that he reincarneates everyone
from Socrates onward who has sent a time-binding signal that
changed his nervous sys tem on reception.
Dr. Leary was explaining this when David Hilliard wandered over to our table . David is a former Black Pan ther who
once got busted for say ing in public that Nixon should be
assassinated. He was in Vacaville for "assaulting" a policeman.
Tim and David rapped abo ut Eldridge Cleaver fo r a
while, and David seemed rather embarrassed about Cleaver's
treatm ent of Tim in Algiers.
"I didn't understand Eldridge until I got to Fo lsom,"
Tim sa id . "lIe'sjust th e toughe st guy in the ce ll-block , that's
all. The King , you know."
Hilliard nodded with profound sadness. "We've all got
the Oppressor inside ourselves," he sa id.
Tim introduced the Libertarian . "This is Robert Anton
Wilson , one of the wises t men on th e planet Earth," he sa id.
David and I shook hands. I felt somewhat overwhelmed
by the introduction and wondered inanely if I should try to
say so mething Wise to justify Tim's hyperbole.
I was remembering what Dr. Israel Regardie once said
about Aleister Crowley: that the Beast go t into most of his
troubles by trusting the wrong people. When you turn on the
higher neurological circuits, Regardie sa id, yo u are quite apt
to imagine that everybody else is there with you. "Some of
the Hindu gurus honestly believe every body they see is in
Samadhi with them," Rega rdie added, "a nd Crowley often
'By Caba la. TO MEGA THERION = 666.
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had the same illusio n."
.
.'
After we chatt ed some more with David HillIard and he
fin ally went off to see so meone else, Ti~othY started to Oll t·
line his ideas about the higher neurological circuits ~urned on
by psychedelics. It was his opinion tha t t~ese c~rcUJts evo lved
for use in outer space, not me rely for gettmg bhssed -out on
the earthside trip. All the shamans and myslIcs who open ed
these circuits knew they had something to do With cosmic
energy, he said, but they didn't know the why, the how, anti
the next step.
.
. f
We potentially have eight circuits, he said. The fmt our
are linear and designed for use on Earth . They underlIe. Euclul·
can space, Newtonian time , the whole "square" mentalIty.
Imprinted with the local, "tribal" games .or val~e-systems,
these circuits narrow the polymorphous mfant mto an adjusted adult with one personality, one sex-role, one system of
coordinat es- "usually conservative and mildly paranoid , to
mesh with the conservative and mildly paranoid local valuesystem," he said iron ically. .
.'
.
The four later, still-cvolvmg circUits actIvated by shaman s
and mystics are not just an "escape" fro m the a~xlety of the
dualistic ego, he said. "You aren't suppo~ed to J~st turn them
on, go int o bliss, and sink into a hedonistic sIlk-lIned womb.
That'sjust the input stage, co mparable to th e adolescen t dropout into compulsive masturbation when the Sex CIrCUit first
turns on.
"You should then go on to find the program, the proper
use of the new e nergies," Tim continued. "The pot-h~ad who
sits around blissed-out hasn't found ou~ yet wh~t pot IS for:
what rapture imprints do to all the earlIer ImprInts. ~he aCid·
head or the guru who has turned on the ecstasy CirCUit and
just blissed himself out is again just takmg the mput and not
doing anything with it. Transcendental Masturbat~on . .
"The real meaning of acid won't be clear untIl we lIve
normally in free-fall ," Leary insi~ted . "When the up-down
dualism of the domination-submission CirCUit goes, the other
dualisms start to go also. The first four im prints - statIstIcall y
normal consciousness through most of our 11Istory-wiII
crumble. Right now , the astronauts all show some kmd of
altered awareness, to a greater or'lesser degree. Ed Mitchell
11 7

already realizes the linkage between his spiritual experience in
space and the old occult and mystic traditions. That's why
he's formed the Institute for Noetic Studies and plunged into
parapsychology and ESP. n
The most important events of the next three decades,
Leary predicted, will be the invention of an immortality pill
and a pill that simulates the death experience without killing
the person taking it.
Tim forecasted the longevi ty pill in Terra II, puhlished in January 1973, saying it would appear around 1980.
One month later, in February, Michigan State University released the information that they were researching a pill that
might extend life to 200 years. In April, Dutton published
The Immortality Factor by Osborn Segerberg, Jr., which reviews current research on aging and predicts a life-extension
pill by 2000 or so.
Dr. Leary doesn't insist that a literal immortality formula will be found that quickly, of course. Rather, he feels
th~t extension of life to around 400 years is most probable;
then, those who live a few centuries will acquire further medical technology expanding life into millennia, hundreds of
thousands of years, millions ...
"I expect to be alive when the solar system has burned
up 5~ billion years from now," he said happily. "Nobody in
this generation has to die, unless they want to."
A simulated death-pill, creating the neurological equivalent of death without actually killing the body, will also be
along in a few decades, Leary also predicted that day in Vacaville. This will complete the work of LSD in re-imprinting
old circuits through ritual death-and-rebirth in one body. "I
call it serial reincarnation," he said.
Interstellar ESP may have been going on for all our history, Tim went on, but we just haven't understood. Our nervous systems have translated their messages in to terms we
could understand. The "angels" who spoke to Dr. Dee, the
Elizabethan scientist-magician, were extraterrestrials, but Dee
couldn't comprehend them in those terms and considered
them "messengers from God." The same is true of many.
other shamans and mystics.
Leary spoke warmly of Carl Sagan, the astronomer, who
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visited him at Vacaville. "A brilliant man, brilliant," Tim
said. In fact Tim has recently renamed his own specialty ExoPsychology in imitation of Dr. Sagan's coining of the term
Exo-Biology. Both sciences attempt to deduce the characteristics of life and consciousness throughout the galaxy, based
on mounting astronomical evidence that Earth is more typical than atypical. The galactic intelligences who are more advanced than we are, Tim said, can be regarded as our own
genetic future-the 'embodiment of levels of consciousness
toward which we are still evolving.
But Leary was not keen about Sagan's Project Cyclops,
an attempt to contact Higher Intelligence by building enormous radio receivers to scan the galaxy for meaningful signals. "Why passively wait for them to make the first move?"
Tim asked rhetorically. "Are we adolescen ts so unsure of ourselves that we can't take the initiative? I want to go cruising, "
he said emphatically, emphasizing the sexual metaphor with
a lustful grin.
Only once in five hours did Leary mention the fact that
he was in prison. "I'm so high," he said briefly, "that I forget where I am. Then, occasionally, there are kinds, of research I can't do here, and I realize I should really try to get
out." But he didn't enlarge on the subject; he got off on
another scientific-mystic speculation about the Einstein spacetime circuits and the neurological functioning of men and
women living deep in space.
The Investigator has seen other people in the high-energy
high-consciousness state that Dr. Leary lived in at Vacaville.
They were all Oriental gurus, expert in one or another of the
Buddhist, Hindu, or Sufi training systems for expanded awareness. None of them had Tim's scientific background and, accordingly, their verbalizations were less startling; they spoke
of vast undefined abstractions which have no operational
meaning except in reference to their own mutated consciousness. Leary is trying to define these free mental states in precise neuro-genetic terms; but nobody can understand him
fully without sharing in both the higher states of awareness
and the scientific systems Leary knows so well.
Toward the end of the visit, I showed Tim my equation
Bn =Bo + Pn + MS
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where Bn is new behavior B . Id b
new program for self_cha~geOa~dOMS ~havior, Pn is a deliberate
IS a metaprogramming
substance such as LSD.
Leary approved of the equatio warm I "
y. You could
write another one" he added " . hnC
"F
'
,wit
and C "
or consciousness?" I asked
n
o·
"Exactly. And another one f~r I and I "
I thought of ideology and d 'd
o·
he is aware that ideology and
ec;. e he couldn't mean that;
1ty
of human suffering. "lntensl'tym.,~~aI h arde the two chief causes
. r•
azar ed
T1m lolded his hands in r d '
exaggerated worship "Intelr p ayer,~n looked upward with
.
Igence, he said, naming his God.
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The prospects of immortality
~~e

people want to achieve immortality through

im~o;t~~~~ ~y~:: :;~~:~dants.

I prefer to achieve

-Woody Allen in the ImmortaIist magazine

As soon as my first interv'
.hD
r. Leary appeared
in the San Francisco Phoenix lew wIt
was
about that group which Carl SI a
delllu~;d with information
Underground" n
p nn ca s the Immortalist
.
lese are scien tists mo tI
in the field of molecular b i O i ' s y young and mostly
turned on by Professor R C ~gy o~ ger~ntology, who were
Immortality, published w~ . b' it!mger s The ~rospects of
quite firmly, that the disc!ve;cO/~h 199~ ThIs group believes,
double helix) by Crick and W t e A structure (the
of reprogramming biological a son has opened the possibility
immortality.
processes and achieving literal
Howd close
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d is immortart
I y.? We call a few witnesses'
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.
eca e or two from
u ert Humphrey has
said, "we may look back t now,
death as 'primitive' and 'mod~resale~!-day attitudes toward
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research on immortality. 53
"No less than three separate branches of science are doing research in prolonging life," says the Abolish Death Committee of Berkeley, "namely the sciences of cryobiology,
biology and cybernetics ... Which one will be successful?
No one knows. But because more than one science is hard at
work on this problem, an early solution is forecast."
"Immortalism," says Carl Spann, an Immortalist activist,
"is a tremendous step in the evolution of man. It's the development of an immortal state of consciousness ... stoned
people in a stoned world, high on life ... Mortal man, like
Nixon, is still committed to nation-states and power-bloc
thinking which is ultimately globally destructive. Mortal man
pollutes the planet because he won't be around to suffer the
conseq uences.
"Getting stoned on dope," Spann adds thoughtfully, "is
a defense-mechanism against global insanity. And yet, marijuana, hashish, acid and the consciousness-expanding drugs
have opened the way to the Immortal state of consciousness:
Samadhi, satori, alpha and theta states, the whole enlightenment trip that provides an escape from Mortal man's tight
little illusions of himself. "54
Way back in the Dark Ages, on September 24, 1964, the
Abolish Death Committee from Berkeley staged a demonstration in front of a funeral parlor, carrying such signs as "Death
is a disease and can be cured," "Don't buy the lie," "Millions
Now Living May Never Die" (an old slogan of jehovah's Witnesses, who probably never expected either scientific types
or hippies to take them up on it), "Immortality NOW!" and
"Why die? You Can Be Immorta1."
PresumablY, most of the 1964 audience who saw this on
the TV news figured the demonstrators were all crazy.
In The bnmortaiit), Factor, by Osborn Segerberg, Jr., an
amusing chapter called "Prognosis" deals with recent guesstimates by knowledgeable scientists about when extended life
will become available. Arthur Clarke (who in 1947 correctly
predicted the first unmanned moon-landing for 1959, but was
too conservative about the first manned moon-landing and
predicted it for 1978) guessed· in 1962 that actual immortality
would be achieved near the end of the 21st Century. Three
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years later, in J964, with more research accomplished, a group
of 82 scientific experts was poJJed, and the majority of them
were willing to predict "chemical control of the aging process"
by the early part of the 21 st Century.
In 1969, two similar poJls of expert opinion found "significant extension of life span" predicted by various scientists as occurring between 1993 (the low estimate) and 2017
(the high estimate). By 197 I, Dr. Bernard Stehler predicted
that we would understand aging within 5 to J 0 years and be
able to reverse it in J0 to 30 years. 55
As leary points out in Terra II, the greatest bulk of
scientific work on this subject, with the most optimistic conclusion emerging, has been done since Dr. Stehler made tha t
guess in I 97 J•

The Foundation for Research on Immortality, in Sacramento, California, declared in a press release: "It is becoming
increaSingly clear that we stand literally before an unprecedented shift in our evolutionary direction and poten tial ...
The pursuit of immortality as a personal goal is no longer just
religious aspiration but has become an actual possibility."
Pauwels and Bergier, who blew the mind of Europe and
America with their incredible Morning of the MagiCians, prophesy in their newest book, The Eternal Man, "Perhaps we
are even now in the process of building a culture tha twill
know immortality on earth and in heaven ... "56
Robert Prehoda, M.D., says in his Extended Youth, "It
is possible tha t we may be able to slow down biological aging,
doubling or tripling the average life-span .... If every case of
aging can be corrected and prevented, we might aU be potential Methuselahs, living J ,000 years or more. "57
Dr. Bernard Strehler, who has devoted most of his life
to longevity research and predicts that we will have life extension in this generation, says also that his ultimate goal is
immortality. "Man," he states flatly, "wi)] never be contented
until he conquers death. "58

a

Novelist Alan Harrington has been calling for a national
commitment to death-elimination since 1969, when he published his brilliant polemic The Iml1lorta!ist (calJed "the book
of the century" by Gore Vidal). "Mobilize the scientists,"
Harrington implores us, "spend the money, and hunt down

death like an outlaw."s9
Dean F. Jumper, in Man Against Mortality, suggests that
humanity may have been specially designed to conquer death.
In the war between life and death, Jumper says, "man may be
life's ultimate weapon. He may be designed to make himself
and life immortal, the necessary skills and motivations having
been built into him. "60 (Italics added.) Achieving immortality not just for ourselves but for all living species is a staggering thought, but it would be the achievement of the Buddhist
vow to deliver "all sentient beings" from suffering.
Dr. Alex Comfort, generally regarded as the world's leading gerontologist by his peers (but better known to the general public for his lubricious The Joy of Sex), said in 1972,
"I am confident techniques for slowing and reversing the aging
process are close at hand. "61 In 1973, with the synergetic
product of another year's worth of life-extension research
achieved in laboratories around the world, Dr. Comfort was
wil1ing to be more specific than merely saying "close at hand."
He said, in fact, "If the scientific and medical resources of
the United States alone were mobilized, aging would be con.
quered within a decade. "62 (Italics added.)
Of course, for every I 0 or 20 scientists who will admit
they believe in possible longevity, there is only one who wiJJ
go so far as to speak of physical immortality. Nonetheless,
every breakthrough in life extension means that some of us
wiJIlive long enough to be around for the next breakthrough,
and the next, until immortality is actually achieved.
Dr. Leary points out in this connection that most of the
life-extension talk in scientific circles these days is earth-bound,
terracentric, a hangover of what Leary calls "closet Ptolemaicism. "
The Lorentz and Einstein equations of space-time relativity leave no doubt that a cruise around the galaxy, such as is
projected by Leary and Benner in Terra II, might occupy 400
years elapsed time aboard ship and return to earth circa A.D.
4,500,000,000, Earth-time. Space travel is time travel. If the
crew members have Jjfe-extension to several hundred years
when they bJast off early in the next century, they may encounter Higher Intelligences with more advanced life-extension techniques. If not, they will return to an Earth-science
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fOllr-<Jnd-one-half billion years in advance of Ollrs, and rea p
whatever techniques of life-ex tension, inhibition of aging, cryonics, rejuvenation, etc. that human ingenuity can devise in
four thousand million years.
Current research on inhibition of aging or potential immortality includes:
• The cryologists whose slogan "freeze-wait-reanimate"
has gained some notoriety in recent years. (This is only the
tip of the ice berg.)
• Dr. John Bjorksten, working on proteins in his own
lab in Madison , Wisconsin. In 1973 , Dr. Bjorksten spoke of
finding a drug that would extend human lifespan to 140
years; in 1976, while this chapter was being written, Bjorksten
said, in a San Francisco Chronicle interview, that he hoped
human life could be extended to 800 years.
• A group at the University of Michigan who are already testing a drug that might ex pand life to 200 years or
longer.
• Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which is researching
BHT, a chemical that might increase longevity 50%.
• All the orga n-transplant people.
• The cyberneticists, who may find a way to " code a
tot al perso nality , keep it on file in an electroni c circuit , and
reanima te it a t any time."
• Microwave Instrument Co. in Del Mar, California.
They are researching anti-aging drugs, and might have some
on the market in three years.
• The parapsychologists, who are collecting data which
challenges the bedrock of physics, indi ca te that all scien ce
may be revolutionized at any time, and thus open possibilities
that have previously been unthinkable.
• And, finally , nobody knows how much work the Russians are doing in this field, but we have evid ence that they
are probably ahead of us.
During another visit to Vacaville, I told Dr. Leary that
some o f the people who were most e nthusiastic about his
drug research in the early '60s are most hostile to his current
neurogene tic and cosmic projects.
"I can't help that ," he said. ''The drugs were tools to me,
microscopes. I used them to cha nge fo cus in various ways, to
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learn the full potentials of the human nervous system. Those
who imprinted my first transmissions may have stopped growing at, say, the Fifth Circuit, Body Rapture. They have become Hedonic Engineers, and no more.
"But the Turn On is just the first step. The message now
. is that the message keeps changing. Intelligence must increase
as consciousness expands, or we get burned-out. I'm just beginning, in the last year, I've just wised up ... "
"Yes," he added, "I got rid of my own fears in the '60s,
but now I have no fear of other people's fears. Truth. Truth.
Truth. That's the highest circuit of all ... "
He mentioned a prominent counter-culture hero: "He
hates me now, because I'm not suffering. If I were in misery,
he'd love me. He suffers every time he drags himself out of
bed, I'm sure. But g10rifica tion of suffering is one of the larval renexes we must lose. I'm free, you see, and those people
can't stand that. They want to feel sorry for me. But I'm too
busy trying to free the rest of humanity out there.
"They don't have to keep repeating the old misery imprints. They can become immortal and go to the stars .. . "

£
Stopping the biological clock
Carl Spann put me in touch with another local lmmortalist, Paul Segall, Ph.D., a researcher at U.C.-Berkeley. Dr.
Segall has been involved in Iife-extension work for 17 years.
Dr. Segall looks and dresses exactly like anybody's idea
of a Hippie New Leftist. He belongs to Earth People's Park,
an association of former '60s radicals which owns several
houses in Berkeley and land in Oregon. E.P.P. runs a rescue
service for people in trouble, runaways, dopers and others
who can't deal with the kind of help you get from government
offices. In a very real sense, Earth People represents the survival, despite the Nixon counter-revolution, of the early, nonviolent New Left in all its anarchist idealism and grass-roots
Populism.
With one difference. Due to Paul's innuence, almost all
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the Earth People are Immortalists, and many of them have returned to college to seek science degrees.
Paul says he was "drenched in science from the cradle"his father and an uncle were both engineers, and another
uncle was a chemist. Paul himself set out to be an engineeruntil a Turn-On experience in an art class. As he tells it , "They
were showing slides of cave paintings from 30,000 years ago ,
and I suddenly felt this urgent inner question, 'What the hell
am I doing here?' I mean, 'What am I doing with my life?' I
became an immortalist then and there, years before I read
any of the immortalist literature."
Paul changed his major to biology and set out to find
out precisely why every complex organism must die and what
he could do about it. Over the past 17 years he has spent time
in research on seven approaches to longevity-immortality:
I. Suspended-animation studies, in which life processes
are turned off and then restored.
2. Gerontology , the study of the processes of aging on
biological and chemical levels.
3. Transplantation, which might eventually allow us to
go on replacing organs until the point at which "we" are still
there but "our" whole body is new . ..
4. Prosthetics and cyborgs (human-machine combinations) .
5. Resuscitation - literally bringing back the dead. In
the last decade this has been moved upward from resuscitation
a few seconds after " clinical death" to five minutes later, and
Paul thinks we will soon have it up to a half-hour.
6. Identity-reconstruction througll cloning.
7. Regeneration, the study of the processes by which
cells renew themselves.
Paul is also an executive of the Bay Area Cryonics Society, which is a group of scientists who have arranged to have
their bodies frozen at "clinical death" in hopes of resuscitation
by techniques to be discovered in the future.
In the mid-sixties Paul attended a lecture by Dr. Leary
which he found to be a turning point in his own intellectual
development. What Leary had communicated, Paul says, was
that "everything we experience is hallucination, maya. The
reality is a structural-mathematical-logical principle that we
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don't see. That is, each person creates his own univ erse out
of his own neurological processes. Scien ce is nothing else but
th e sea rch for the unseen structural integrities that underlie
these appearances."
Paul generalized this Buddhist-scientific synthesis into
the theory that we are information.
"TIle ultimate reason that Immortality is possible," Paul
told me, "is that wearenollhesluffwe'remadeo! Literally.
You can trace a chemical through the body with radioactive
tracers, but the body goes on after the chemical has left. We
are not the chemicals but the pattern, the mathemati ca l construcl. You might say that the formula for Immortality is
Cybernetics + DNA. But DNA is itself Cybernetics, the first
application of cybernetic information theory to biol ogy.
DNA is entirely an information system, a programming system . Cybernetics is the key, the realization that we are programmed and can be re-programmed. "
In recent years, Pau l's studies have concentrated on finding the chemical trigger that sets the senesce nce-dea th program into action. In fact, he believes he was the first One to
introduce the concept of "programmed death" into scie ntific
literature .
"Back in the '60s," Paul reminisces, "biologists were
still regarding aging as a stochastic process- th e random decay
of random cells. One day I met a woman I hadn't seen in a
year, and the change in her was so co mplete that I immediately
thought of the word 'metamorphosis.' I suddenly realized I
might have found what I was looking for. Suppose aging isn't
stochastic and random . It might be a definite, pre-programmed me tamorphosis just like the evolution from fertilized egg
to new-born infant , or the biopsychic mutation at puberty, or
the tadpole-to-frog or ca terpillar-to-butterny transforma tion."
Paul developed the theory that all ontogeny is preprogrammed. "I think I was the very first to put this idea on
paper, and I am delighted that it is the working hypothesis of
increasing numbers of investigators," he says.
"Traits are not naturally selected only for individual survival, as Darwin thought," Paul insists. " Some are selected for
species survival. Pre-programmed dea th was an unthinkable
concept when we regarded the individual as our monad; how
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could natural selection produce such a ge ne ti c program if
selection is only for the advantage of the individual ? But if
some traits are for the advan tage o f the group, and for group
evolution, it all falls into place. TIlroW out the '77 models,
bring in the '78 mod els. Once again, I found Dr. Leary and
Alan Watts, with their holi sti c tran s-ego concepts, very helpful in firming up my thought."
Dr. Segall has found three ways to reverse the aging trigger in ex perimental rats·- to stop aging for periods equal to
the nOTJ11al life-span of the animal and then allow normal
aging to begin. He believes that his research will soon isolate
the exact trigger that starts or stops aging.
Curiously, all three of Paul's methods dep rive the brain
of tryptophan , directly or indirectly. lie believes this is a
significant clue. "Tryptophan," he says , "is very closely related to serotonin, the basic brain-bonder, and to th e psychedelics like LSD, psilocybin, DMT, mescaline and so forth.
The SlOpping of time experienced by psychedelic users may
be related 10 /Iyptophan deprivation while th e psychedelic is
in the system. "
In one optimistic mood, Paul told me that his current
work will resu it "in 15 years maximum" in extending human
life "to 400 or 500 years average."
One reason I am so confident that something will come of
this kind of research "in 15 years maximum" is that Paul has so
many competitors. (As mentioned a few pages ago, Dr. Johan
Bjorksten is currently talking of raising lifespan to 800 years.)
Whoever gets there first may pick up a Nobel prize as a resull.
The rest of us will ge t a shot at living long enough for immortality to be achieved.
Consider also the acceleration of scientific breakthroughs:
Dr. Isaac Asimov notes, in his The Genetic Code, that
th ere seems to be a 60-year cycle between the first understanding of a new scientific principle and the transformati o n
of the world by applications of that principle. TIlU S, he instan ces the di scovery of electromagnetic equivalence by Ocrsted in 1820; 60 years later, in 1880, elec trical generators and
1110tors were in wide use and the Indu strial Revolution had
occllrred in the Western nations; the telegraph was also widespread and Ollr age of Mass Com munications was dawning.
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Similarly, in 1883, Thomas Edison first noted the socalled "Edison effect, although he never understood it or
realized its importance. Within 60 years, by 1943, the technology of electronics, as distinguished from electricity-tech. nology based entirely on the "Edison effect" -had spread
radio everywhere and was already beginning to replace it by
televis'ion.
Again, in 1896, Becquerel noted the sub-atomic behavior
of uranium. Sixty years later, in 1956, two cities had been destroyed by atom bombs and nuclear generating plants were operating in many places.
In 1903, the Wright Brothers got their monoplane off
the ground for a few minutes. Sixty years later, in 1963, jetliners carrying over 100 passengers were circling the earth
daily.
In 1926, Goddard frred his first rocket into the air; in
1986, obviously, WoManned landings on nearby planets will
be commonplace.
Sixty years, Dr. Asimov concludes, is the normal time
between a scientific breakthrough and the remaking of the
w6rld by the new technology derived from that breakthrough.
Since DNA was discovered in 1944, the biological revolution
(including longevity, and possibly immortality) should be
peaking in 2004. We are now three years past the midpoint of
that cycle (1974) and the new technology should be coming
faster and faster.
Some of the readers of this book-the more detennined
ones-may never die at all.
It

Appearances and disappearances
It gets even spookier now.
People who claimed to be messengers of God, of the extraterrestrials, or of various Ascended Masters, began to contact me, sometimes in weird ways. Most of them were nuts.
Some of them still leave me wondering.
For instance, one chap who claimed to be a representa130

tive of the real Illuminati, and who struck the Skeptic as quite
possibly a professional con-man, took Arlen and me out to
dinner at the most expensive restaurant in Berkeley and spent
$70 on it. He assured us that he was protecting us at all times,
dropped a few hints that he might be God, and slipped me
$200 before he left, assuring us that our poverty would not
continue much longer.
He never came back or tried to exploit the Poor Fool in
any way. What kind of con-game is it where the Mark ends
up richer instead of poorer?
This skeptic still believes this fellow as a benevolently
inclined fellow psychic with a taste for drama and mysterY.
I do not believe he was in the "real" Illuminati (except for four
or five minutes a week, when the Shaman wonders about all
the impossible theories he usually screens out as too melodramatic to be true ... ).
In our last meeting at Vacaville Prison, I told Tim Leary,
"Giordano Bruno, the first philosopher in history to suggest
that there were Higher Intelligences in this galaxy, used Tantric yoga."
"Yeah, I know," he said.
"Oh," I asked, "you've read Francis Yates' Giordano
BnUlO and the Ilennetic Tradition?"
"No," he said. "It was obvious from Bruno's own writings. Sex-magic is always the first of the Secrets."
At Uta t meeting, Timothy was exuberant and, for him,
strangely secretive. "I'll be out soon," he said. "It's all failing into place."
The following week he was moved from Vacaville to
Terminal Island, near Los Angeles. Joanna Leary told his
friends in the Bay Area that letters to him were pointless,
since he would be moved again shortly.
The Great Silence began.
Weeks passed.
Mike Horowitz, of the Fitzhugh Memorial Library, came
to the Poor Fool one night with a strange story. Joanna Leary
had appeared at his house with three men who she claimed
were from a photocopying company. She had a letter in Timothy's unmistakable handwriting, instructing Mike to turn
over Leary's archives for photocopying and permanent storage.
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"They were cops," Mike told me. "I could smell it."
"What the hell . .. "
"I don't know," Mike said . "I just don ' t know ... "
We chewed on it for hours. If Timothy was making a
deal with the Feds, what sort of deal? Paranoia drifted in
and out of the room as we discussed, theori zed, reco nsidered.
The Oracle did a Tarot divination, at Mike's insistence.
(I distrust my own readings, when personal emotion is involved.) I forget my own interpretations but I remember that
the card showing "resultant (,f the affair" was the Star. According to Kenneth Grant's Magical Revival, this card represen ts Sirius. Coincidence?
I performed another divination on Timothy, for another
barned friend, a week or so later. The Star came up as "the
resultant" again.
Coincidence again?
In September 1974 paranoia desce nded in full force.
Leaks began to appear in th e Hearst press, planted by the
Federal cops, that Timothy was ready to testify against any
and all of his former friends to get himself out of jail.
Damnably, those of us who had watched the metamorphoses of Leary from Scientist to Guru, from Guru to Marxist Revolutionary, from Revolutionary back to Scientist,
knew that he was capable of virtually any furth er transformation, however unlikely it would appear in ordinary
psychology.
The Berkeley Barb printed an und ocumented story that
Joanna had been busted for cocaine. "Aha," voices said ,
"that's how the Feds got Timothy to crack . .. " But the
story wasn't checkable. "It's all a skam," other voices
claimed, "the Fed s are trying to panic the co unter-culture . .. "
Then the Second Wave of rumors began .
The Fiendish Psychologists at Vacaville had tampered
with Tim's head, voices sa id around San Francisco. lie was a
zombie, like McMurphy at the end of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest; Kesey, like the true shaman he was, had unknowingly predicted Leary's fate ten years before it happened .
Wa tergate was still erupting ; even the most resolute antiparanoids and skeptics about Conspiracy Theories were pushed,
more and more, into admitting that the Government was
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Capable of Anything . ..
And none of us were able to get a message in to Timoth y
or an answer out. He was totally incommuni cado with the Fe ,l;.

A lesson in Karma

I

I
I

Lao-Tse says (at least in Leary's translation) that the
Great Tao is most often found with parents who are willing
to learn from their children. This remark was to cause me
considerable mental strain and dilation around this time in
our narrative, because my chi ldren had become very self-directed adolescents and were getting into occultism with
much more enthusiasm and much less skepticism than I
thought jUdicious.
. For a few years, we could not discuss these subjects
WItho ut arguing, despite my a ttempt s to remember good old
Lao-Tse and really listell to th e kids. They believed in astrology, which I was still convinced was bosh; in reinc.arnation ,
which I considered an ex travaga nt metaphor one shouldn't
tak e literally ; and in that form of the doctrine of Karma
which hold s, optimistically, that the evil really are punished
and the good really are rewarded, which I considered a wishful fantasy no more likely than the Christian idea of Heaven
and Hell. Worst of all , they had a huge appetite for various
Oriental "Masters" whom I regard ed as total chariatans, and
an enormous disdain for all the scientific methodology of the
Wes t.
My own position was identical to that of Aieister Crowley when he wrote:
We place no reliance
On Virgin or Pigeon;
Our me thod is Science,
Our aim is Religion.
After every argument with one of th e kids I would vow
aga in to Iiste.n more sympathetically, lessj udgm'entally, to
th eir Pop Onentalism. I finally began to succeed. I learned a
grea t deal from them.
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A "miracle" then happened. 1 know this will be harder
for the average American paren t to believe than any of my
other weird yarns, but my horde of self-willed and self-directed adolescents began to listen to me. Real communication was established. Even though 1 was in my 40s and greying in the beard, 1 was able to talk intelligently with four
adolescents about our philosophical disagreements, and our
mutual respect for each other grew by leaps and bounds.
This,1 think, is the greatest result 1 have obtained from
all my occult explorations, even if the unmarried will not appreciate how miraculous it was.
Luna, our youngest-the one who might have levitated
in Mexico and who had her first menstrual period synchronistically on the day Tim Leary was busted in Afghanistantaught me the hardest lesson of all. She had begun to paint in
watercolors and everything she did charmed me: it was always
full of sun and light, in a way that was as overpowering as
Van Gogh.
"What do all these paintings mean?" I asked her one day.
"I'm trying to show the Clear Light," she said.
Then, returning from school one afternoon, Luna was
beaten and robbed by a gang of black kids. She was weeping
and badly frightened when she arrived home, and her Father
was shaken by the unfairness of it happening to her. such a
gentle, ethereal child. In the midst of consoling her, the Father wandered emotionally and began denouncing the idea of
Karma. Luna was beaten, he said, not for her sins, but for the
sins of several centuries of slavers and racists, most of whom
had never themselves suffered for those sins. "Karma is a
blind machine," he said. "The effects of evil go on and on but
they don't necessarily come back on those who start the evil."
Then Father got back on the track and said some more relevant and consoling things.
The next day Luna was her usual sunny and cheerful
self, just like the Light in her paintings. "I'm glad you're feeling better," the Father said finally.
"I stopped the wheel of Karma," she said. "All the bad
energy is with the kids who beat me up. I'm not holding any
of it."And she wasn't. The bad energy had entirely passed by,

and there was no anger or fear in her. 1 never saw her show
any hostility to blacks after the beating, any more than before.
The Father fell in love with her all over again. And he
understood what the metaphor of the wheel of Karma really
symbolizes and what it means to stop the wheel.
Karma, in the original Buddhist scriptures, is a blind machine; in fact, it is functionally identical with the scientific
concept of natural law. Sentimental ethical ideas about justice
being built into the machine, so that those who do evil in one
life are punished for it in another life, were added later by
theologians reasoning from their own moralistic prejudices.
Buddha simply indicated that all the cruelties and injustices
of the past are still active: their effects are always being felt.
Similarly, he explained, all the good of the past, all the kindness and patience and love of decent people is also still being
felt.
Since most humans are still controlled by fairly robotic
reflexes, the bad energy of the past far outweighs the good,
and the tendency of the wheel is to keep moving in the same
terrible direction, violence breeding more violence, hatred
breeding more hatred, war breeding more war. The only way
to "stop the wheel" is to stop it inside yourself, by giving up
bad energy and concentrating on the positive. TIlis is by no
means easy, but once you understand what Gurdjieff called
"the horror of our situation," you have no choice but to try,
and to keep on trying.
And Luna, at 13, understood this far better than I did , at
43, with all my erudition and philosophy ... I still regarded
her absolute vegetarianism and pacifism as sentimentality.

~
Witchcraft
Another kind of occult experience occurred on April 26.
1974. The Shaman was working a ritual with a group of Bay
Area witches, who call themselves the New Reformed Orthodox Order of the Golden Dawn. During the part of the ceremony in which the group "raises the Cone of Power" (molds
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the "astral" or o rgone field into a cone which can be seen and
directed at will by the members), I had a vision of my son ,
Graham, who was then in Arizona with some friends. Graham was lying on the ground and cops were walking toward
him. I could see no more; but the Shaman hastily placed a
smalle r "cone of power" around him as a protective device
and tried to leave a telepathic message that he should phone
me in the morning . The Father was somewhat frightened,
imagining that Graham might have been in an auto accident.
The next morning when the phone rang, I said at once,
"That 's Graham." (I often announce phone calls before answering them, these days·) He told us of his adventure with
"the pigs," as young people call our gallant law-enforcement
officers. He and his friends had been sleeping in the woods,
when some cops drove into the clearing and discovered theIr
car. The kids expected, at the minimum, to be chased out of
the woods and sent on their way; more likely, by previous experience, they feared being jailed overnigh t, un til paren ts of
each and every one of the m were contacted and it was proven
conclusively that none of them were runaways. (Nobody under 21 has any civil liberti es in the U.S.A.)
The cops walked toward the spot where the kids were
sleeping. Those who had awakened, including Graham,
watched them come. 111en, abruptly, the cops turned around,
walked back to their car, and drove away.
We checked the times. The incident occurred a few minutes before midnight. So did my astral vision. Whether or
not my "cone of protection" pushed the police away "astralIy" is an experimental question to be determined fully only
when a lot more rigorous scientific work in this area has been
accomplished. I was sa tisfi ed, at the minimum, that there is
somewhat more to witchcraft than mere self-hypnosis.
I had gotten involved with the witches as part of a concerted effort to gain initiation into as many shamanic schools
as possible, another id ea I had acquired from dear old Uncle
Aleister. In Liber Aleph, Magick and other books, Crowley
urges the stud en t of higher consciousness to become involved
·Some readers are sure I'm lying lik e a diplomat. Others believe because they
wa nt 10. Don't believe or disbelieve . Get Crowley's books and Iry the experiments.
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with as many gods and goddesses as possible, so as 110t III t;1I1
into the error of monotheism. He himself left us so me rr all)'
superb invocations to various divinities, together with a vari·
ety of poetic and prose accounts of his love affairs with '\ll:1h .
Nuit. Pan. Kali. the Virgin Mary and quill' a f,'w ,'tlwrs.
("Thank God I'm an atheist." he wrote also. ill an ,",,;1)' <'11
"The Psychology of Hashish.") My working hypothe sis was
still that any "luminous being" I con tacted was probably suhjective, if there was no objective supporting evidence; and pussibly extraterrestrials (converted into anthropomorphic form
by my nervous system), if they produced objective results
like my being in California and Arizona at the same time.
Or sending my "astral body" to Arizona while my physical
body was in California. Or however you account for the above
experience.
Meanwhile , I was researching other Contactees, not just
those who got pan cakes from the stars, like Joe Simonton, or
messages of brotherly love, like the notorious George Adamski, but the myriads who were not normally considered Contactees at all.

Nikola Tesla, secular shaman
The first claims of extraterrestrial communication, I had
found, were made by the electronics pioneers Marconi and
Tesla. Both were ridiculed and simply stopped discussing the
subject.
Tesla is an especially interesting case for our purposes.
Many (including his principal biographer) regarded Tesla as
virtually superhuman, and yet he was so naive in practical
matters that he was cheated again and again by the busin essmen to whom he sold his inventions. TesJa's major goal in
life was to make abundant energy so cheap that all the world
would live in affluence; he came so close to this in his later
work that the corporations which had funded him withdrew
their support, fearing he would undermine the monopolie s
which made them rich . He is also one of the only two men to
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have refused the Nobel Prize (the other was Je~n-Paul Sa~tre).
Tesla's greatest discovery was the mechamsm by winch
alternating current can be electrically generated and used ; far
more than Edison's direct-current machines, Tesla's A.C. generators unleashed the modern technological revolution. This
illumination came to Tesla in a series of quasi-mystical visions
during his adolescence. The key events were:
I. The visions themselves, in some of which Tesla literally went into trance and talked to entities nobody else could
see.
2. A series of mysterious illnesses between the visions.
In some of these, Tesla became acutely sensitive and felt all
perceptions as painful (colors were. too bright, noises too.l~ud,
etc.). Several times, Tesla nearly dIed of an apparen t drammgaway of life energy which his doctors simply couldn't explain.
3. After the final vision, in which Tesla "saw" that everything in the universe obeys a law of Octaves", Tesla was
transformed into a kind of secular seer. He developed a most
peculiar inner vision . He could litera~ly "see" in per~ect de- .
tail any machine he thought about, nght down to mIcroscoPIc
measurements and dimensions, as if he were using actual tools
to measure an actual machine. He patented dozens of these
3
devices and became a millionaire before he was 30 .•
Compare this with the experience of Gopi Krishna, a typical yoga adept.
I. Like Tesla, Gopi Krishna had a series of visions and
illuminations over a period of years.
2. Like Tesla, Gopi Krishna simultaneously suffered a
series of mysterious illnesses, almost died several times, and
occasionally became painfully sensitive to all sensations.
3. After the final vision, Gopi Krishna became a psychic
prodigy, able to write poetry in several languages which he
couldn't read or speak normally . 64
We seem to see the same mutational process occurring
in both cases, slightly modified by cultural influences. Take
it on a broader scale:
I. In every tribe there are occasional shamans who are
prone to visions and illuminations.

2. These shamans usually begin having their visions during or right after a prolonged illness which nearly kills them.
3. After recovery , the shaman has odd psychic abilities"wild talents," as Charles Fort said.· s
The whole process can be condensed to the formula
near-<ieath plus "rebirth" on a higher level.
'
In the course of my investigations, I have undergone a
number of occult initiations and have become aware of the
basic similarity of such rituals in all traditions. This is the
pattern of death-rebirth which even today appears symbolically in the Roman Catholic Mass and the Masonic "raising"
ceremony. The Investiga tor is betraying no secret when we
say that, in serious occult orders, such performances are not
mere rituals but real ordeals. Insofar as possible within the
law, the candidate is often brought to a state of terror similar to the emergency condition of the nervous system in neardeath crises. What occurs then, and is experienced as rebirth ,
is a quantum jump in neurological awareness. In Leary's terminology, new circuits are formed and imprinted.
Obviously, the first shamans had no teachers; they simply went through the illness-rebirth transition accidentally , as
It were. Later, schools of shamans developed techniques (psyched elics, rituals of terror, yoga, etc.) to catapult the student
into such experience. In most of these schools there is great
reliance on an entity or entities of superhuman nature who
aid in the initiatory process, sometimes for years. ("A real
initiation never ends," Crowley said once.)
Tesla, incidentally , remained a strict Materialist all his
life. When his biographer pointed out to him once that Tesla's
own ESP had been demonstrated on numerous occasions, Tesla replied that ESP also had a material medium.
Obviously, the whole shamanic process of near-death and
rebirth on a higher level will become commonplace by the
1990s, if Leary is right and we have then both a Simulated
Death pill and an Immortality pill.

'We wiU see Ole importance of Octaves later.
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Other starry signals
In 1927 J orgen Hals, a Norwegian radio engineer, received signals' which have never been explained; in the 1950s,
various Russian scientists tried to prove that the Hals SIgnals
were of interstellar origin, but this theory is still being debated
and no consensus has emerged_
.
In October 1971, L. George Lawrence, an Amencan electronics engineer, was investigating the "Backster effed" (telepaUlY in plants) in the desert near Mount Palomar, CahfonlJa.
He was using specia l equipment, deSIgned by hImself, co nsIderably more sensitive than Backster's polygraph. To IllS astonishment, Lawrence picked up signals which seemed to ~ome
from the skies , in the region of the Big Dipper. Unwlillllg to
publish such a finding at first, Lawrence sp.en~ several months
checking his equip ment for bugs and redeslgnlllg to r~le out
other possible ex plana tions. In April 1972 , the expenmen t
was repeated in the Mojave Desert. The same results were
obtained. Lawrence's report to the Smithson ian InstitutIOn
. in Washington says:
An apparent train of interstellar communication
signals of unknown origin and destination has been
observed. Since interception was made by blOlolf/cal
sensors, a biological-type signal transmission must be
assumed. Test experiments were conducted 10 an
electromagnetic deep-fringe area, the equipment itself being impervious to electromagnetic radiation .
Follow-up tests revealed no equipment defects. Because interstellar listening experiments are not conducted on a routine basis, the suggestion is advanced
that ve rification tests should be conducted elsewhere,
possibly on a global scale. The phenomenon is too
d .66
·
important to bC Ignore
Carl Sagan of Cornell University, along with others concerned with interstellar communications, have inves ted most
of their time and energy in radio signal reception. All the current projects of this sort, those funded or seeki ng funding, are
based on the assumption that interstellar commUJ1lcatlOn
would involve th e radio-wave energies. Lawrence's results
suggest that there might be a considerable amount of cosmic
communication going on that involves the "biological" or
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cellular level of consciousness.
Lawrence is now building a gigantic Stellartron to seek
further starry transmission s.
The Backster Effect and other related considerations,
Lawrence says, lead to the idea that psi is part of a "paranormal matrix" -a unique communications grid which binds all
life together. 67
To accept the possibility of Lawrence's signals is to rai se
the charge of "electromagnetic chauvinism." which Dr. Jack
Sarfatti has made against Carl Sagan and most others who are
interested in the search for interstellar signals. Sagan . Sarfatti
says. should not assume that such signals must be carried by
the electronic technology we already know. nlis chauvinism.
Dr. Sarfatti points out, is as naive as assuming advanced races
would speak English.
Consider the Higher Int elligence contacted by Jack Parsons. the American rocket pioneer who co-founded Cal Tech
and is reputed to have contributed as much basic innovative
techn ology to aerospace as Goddard or von Braun. Parsons.
who was a member of the Ordo Templi Orientis. back in the
I 930s-40s when Aleister Crowley was still alive and acting as
Outer Head. subsequently published The Book of the AlltiChrist-a strange. beautiful . revolutionary document which.
like Crowley's Book of the Law, was allegedly dictated by a
Higher Intelligence. This entity is described by Parsons only
as "most Holy and beautiful": it urged Parsons to declare war
on "all authority that is not based on courage and manhood
.. . the authority of lying priests. conniving judges. blackmailing police." and called for "an end to restriction and inhibition, conscription, compulsion, regimentation and the
Iyranny of laws."
Part Two of this strange document urges all truth-seekers
to practice Crowleyan sex-yoga: "Concentrate all force and
being in Our Lady Babalon. Light a single light o n her altar.
say ing Flame is our Lady; flam e is her hair. I am flame." Etc.
Babalon. in Crowley's Tarot . is Th e Star, which Kenne th Grant
says is Sirius.
Grady McM urty . an o ld friend of Crowley and Parso ns.
and cu rrently Caliph of the Ordo Templi Orientis ill the United
States. has kindly placed in my hands various manuscripts of
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O.T.O. private publications during the I 940s. In one of them
Parsons states !tis devotion to the shamanistic-psychedelic
quest in poetic terms that might have seemed extreme even go
to Crowley. The poem begins:
I hight Don Quixote, I live on peyote,
marijuana, morphine and cocaine,
I never know sadness but only a mad ness
that burns at the heart and the brain.
I see each charwoman, ecstatic, inhuman,
angelic, demonic, divine.
Each wagon a dragon, each beer mug a nagon
that brims with ambrosial wine .
This was printed in the February 21, 1943 issue of Th e
Oriflamme, journal of the O.T.O., two months before Hofmann discovered LSD.
Parsons died in a laboratory accident in 1949 . According to Kenneth Grant, Parsons' last year was devoted to the
attempt, with a mistress, to conceive a moon child - an entity
magickalJy separated from earth-innuence at the instant of
conception and from then on dedicated to higher, outer-space
innuences. (Crowley describes t!tis operation in his novel,
Moonchild. To my knowledge, it has no t been successfu lly
perform ed to date.)
Jack Parsons' life, midway between Crowl ey's and
Leary's, was a testament to the faith : il is time to gel off Ihis
planet. For his countless co ntributio ns to aerospace sci ence,
Parsons is honored by having a crater on th e moon named after him. 68

~
The footsteps of the Illuminati
One day, browsing in a bookstore , I ca me upon Gurdjieff" Making a New World. by J .G. Bennett. Guess my state
of mind when I came upon the following passage:
After Gurdjieff di ed I was aske d by some of the
old pupils to write a commen tary all Beelzebub. When
I had written a few chapters and sent til em around for
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comment, almost all agreed Olat it would be a mistake
to publish th em. If Gurdjieff had intended his mean·
ing to be readily accessible to every reader. he would
have written the book differently. He himself used
to listen to chapters read aloud and if he found the
key passages taken too easily-and therefore almost
inevitably too superficially-he would rewrite them in
order. as he put it . to "bury the dog deepe r." Wh en
people corrected him and said he surely meant "bury
the bone deeper," he would tum on them and say it
was not "bones" but the IIdog" that you have to find.
The dog is Sirius the dog star. which stands for the
spirit of wisdom in the Zoroastrian tradition .·'

Sirius again. "Coincidence," says the Skeptic, one more
time. Beelzebub's Tales 10 his Grandson. the book in question, concerns extraterrestrial Higher Intelligences who intervene repeatedly on Earth to accelerate evolution here. But,
of course, that's just a story . ..
Or is it?
J .G. Bennett, in another book on the Gurdjieff teachings called Is Th ere Life on Earlh ? claims that Gurdjieff was
initi ated into a mystic society, unnamed, which began in
Babylon around 4500 B.C. Grant also traces the Crowley
tradition back to Egypt and Babylon around that time.
"Coincidence, coincidence, coincidence," mutters th e
Skeptic; but is there a growing uncertainty in !tis voice?
Wait. 1l1ere's a lot more to come. In July 1975, I pub·
Iished an article about all this in Gnoslica, an occult newspaper. A few weeks later, I received a letter from Edward
Gardiner of the Detroit Film Collective. Mr. Gardiner wrote
that he attended the Fourth International Festival of Yoga
and Esoteric Sciences in Dallas. Dr. Doug/as Baker, in a lecture, said that Sirius is the Ajna center of a galactic being and
our sun is the Heart center. Our planetary evolution depend s
on raising the energy from the Heart (our sun) to the Ajna
(Sirius).
Dr. Baker represents the Theosophical Society, founded
by Madame H.P. Blavatsky, based on alleged transmissions
from a Secret Chief named Koot Hoomi. That Gurdjieff was
educated by the Sufis is now generally accepted . Crowley wa s
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directed by a Secret Chief named Aiwass. I would estimate
that about 90 per cent of the occult groupS in the Western
world today are wholly or partially derivative from Blavatsky
or Gurdjieff or Crowley, who together make up the indispensable Big Three of 20th century occultism. And now we have
all three of them tied in, one way or another, with Sirius.
Of course if shamans of any school are going to develop
delusions about stars, they are likely to pick Sirius, which is
the brigh test star in the sky and hard to ignore . It is also in
the constellation of the Dog, "man's best friend."
Nevertheless, such is the repressed gullibility of even the
most hardened Skeptic, I have found myself wondering once
or twice about new meanings in the ancient Zen riddle, "Does
a dog have the Buddha-nature?" And, on rereading Joyce's
Ulysses for the first time in several years, the Metaprogrammer
was struck by the Black Mass in which the souls of all the
saved chan t "Gooooooooooooood" while all the souls of the
damned chant "Doooooooooooooog."
This palindrome (God-Dog) also appears in The Book of
·the Law, reme mber, in the question , "Is a god to live in a
dog?" My fantasy leaped and I asked myself why Joyce set.
Ulysses in spring 1904 , the same time that Crowley was receIving The Book of the Law. (19 + 04 = 23 ... )
TIle same palind rome, again, appears in Chapter One of
Dr. Leary's High Priest, published in 1968. The chapter is
titled "God sdog."
Coincidence? Synchronicity'! Higher Intelligence?
Then Brian Hanlon, San Francisco UFOlogist, called my
attention to a book called Other Tongues, Other Flesh, by
George Hunt Williamson .
Williamson, an early 1950s Contactee, claims to have met
some Oying saucerites from Sirius. He prints vast huge chunks
of their language - the "other tongues" in his title - and I found
that a few of the words were almost identical with some word,
in the "angelic" language used by Dr. John Dee, Aleister Crow·
ley and other magi of the Illuminati tradition. For instance ,
Williamson transcribes one of the words he receIved as leshtal:
Crowley has "Iashta!." TIlis is more striking when we remelllber the two Naval orficcrs who got "affa" (nothing) frolll the
7o
same "angelic" language.

William so n al so informs us that the Sirians have been in
contact with Earth for "several thousand years" and that their
allies here use as insignia the Eye of Horus-the origin of the
Illuminati eye-in-triangle design. 71
Like every other Contactee, Williamson may , of course,
be suspected of hallucinating or just of being a damned liar.
Even the most hard-headed skeptics, however, must be a bit
puzzled if we ask a few questions at this point, such as: what
are the chances of Williamson , either as a hallucinator or as a
hoaxer, picking up words in the "angelic" language, known
only to advanced students of Cabala? Well, maybe he could
have read a bit of Cabala in his time; sure. But what are the
chances, by coincidence or whatever, that two Naval Intelligence officers of high security rating should also , in a separate Contact, get a word in the same language? How could
Williamson have known that Crowley was in any way connec ted with Sirius in 1953 , when he wrote his book, since
Kenneth Grant was the first to link Crowley and Sirius in
1973? Was it only by coincidence of lucky guessing th~t Williamson picked the eye-in-the-triangle (used by Crowley and
the Illuminati) as the alleged sy mbol of the secret society in
conta ct with Sirius? Was it only another coincidence ·that
that symbol was used by Adam Weishaupt and TIlOmas Jefferson? And is it another coincidence that Dr. Baker, the
Theosophist, should declare Sirius "the third eye" of a cosmic being?
,
When lIIuminatus was being written (1969-1971), I had
no interest in Sirius at all and no delusions about contact with
extraterrestrials. But we now find that both the number 23
and the eye-in-the-triangle motif- the two most mysterious enigmas in that novel - have a long history of linkage with
the Illuminati-Sirius mystery. I didn't know that when working
on fIIumil/atus-but evidently something that is part of my
mind or in communication with my mind did know it.
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Dope and divini ty
After all this, I began to restudy Gurdjieff avidly. Beelzebub Tales to his Grandson, Gurdjiefrs major prose work,
concerns interstellar Higher Intelligences who seek to aid and
advance evolution on Earth . I had previously regarded this
framework as mere allegory, a convenient scaffolding for
Gurdjieff's serious teachings, but now I began to wonder if
he were hiding his real secret out in front where nobody
would think to look for it. A Purloined Letter from Sirius?
I was even more intrigued by the step diagram of the
vibratory levels. Above mankind, Gurdjieff placed "angels,"
"archangels" and "the Eternal Unchanging." Dr. Kenneth
Walker, a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons and a hardheaded scientist, has an odd comment on these higher beings
in his book, A Study of Gurdjieff's Teaching:

s

These squares represent higher entities than aUfselves of which we have no knowledge al all, and we
can caillhem angels and archangels if we like . . . .
Some oU,er members of the SI. Pelersburg group had
agreed to equate "angels" with planets and "archangels" with suns ... 72

If we substitute for "planets" and "suns" the concept
"intelligent, more evolved entities in other solar systems" we
have the 1973 Leary theory of interstellar telepa thy.
Gurdjieff's system, in brief, holds that human beings
are evolving from mammalhood to immortality. Almost all
of us, he says repeatedly (and with evident joy in annoying
our self-esteem), are still on the mammalian level - robots controlled by conditioning. We think we are conscious, but we
aren't. We are asleep, hypnotized, sleep-walking-the metaphors vary, but they all mean that we can't see outside our
conditioned reality-tunnel. When we begin to awaken, we perceive that the world is nothing at all like the myths and superstitions our sOciety has imposed on us. And, if Gurdjiefrs
allegory be taken literally, a group of Interstellar In teUigences,
who have already evolved to stages less mammalian than ours,
are watching us all the time and, occasionally, intervening to
accelerate our evolution toward their level.
In this context, let us recall that there are two great

mysteries in anthopology, and that they do not concern minor matters at all but are, rather, two of the biggest questions
we can ask-namely, how did language begin? and how did
civilization begin? There are dozens of theories, but not one
hypothesis has yet achieved anything close to majority acceptance. Talking to anthropologists, I often get the feeling that
each of them has a personal theory different from all the
others. We simply do not know.
But language and civilization are functions of the symbolizing or semantic faculty, which also produced that other
great mystery: shamanism-out of which grew religion and the
whole web of artificial (human-made) Ideas which differentiate us from the other land-mammals.
The cumulative evidence in such books as Dr. Andrija
Puharich's The Sacred Mushroom, John Allegro's The Sacred
Mushroom and the Cross, R. Gordon Wasson's Soma: Diville
Mushroom of Immortality. Robert Graves' revised fourth edition of The White Goddess. Professor Peter Furst's Flesh oj
the Gods. Dr. Weston LaBarre's The Peyo te Cult and Ghost
Dance: Origins of Religion. Margaret Murray's The Witch
Cult in Western Europe. etc., leaves little doubt that the beginnings of religion (awareness of, or at least belief in, Higher
Intelligences) is intimately linked with the fact that shamans in Europe, in Asia, in the Americas, in Africa - have been dosing their nervous systems with metaprogramming drugs since
at least 30,000 B.C.
The pattern is the same, among our cave.<Jwelling ancestors and American Indians, at the Eleusinian feas ts in
Athens and among pre-Vedic Hindus, in tribes scattered from
pole to pole and in the contemporary research summarized
by Dr. Walter Huston Clark in his Chemical Ecstasy: people
take these metaprogramming substances and they soon assert
contact with Higher Intelligences.
According to laBarre's Ghost Dance. the shamans of
North and South America used over 2,000 different metaprogramming chemicals; those of Europe and Asia, curiollsly ,
only used about 250. 7J Amanita muscaria (the "ny agaric"
mushroom) was the most widely used sacred drug in the Old
World, and the peyote cactus in the New . Over the past 3()'
to-40,000 years countless shamans have been trained by older
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shamans (as anthropologist Carlos Castaneda is trained by
brujo - witch-man-Don Juan Matus in the famous books) to
use these chemicals, as Dr. Leary and Dr. Lilly have used
them, to metaprogram the nervous system and bring in some
of the signals usually not scanned. (On the visual spectrum
alone, it has been well known since Newton that we normally
perceive less than 0.5 (one-half of one) per cent of all known
pulsations.) It can safely be generalized that the link between
such sensitive new scannings and personal belief in Higher Intelligences is the most probable explanation of the origins of
religion.
That the turned-on mind is cosmic in dimension is stated
directly by Carlos Castaneda's shamanic teacher, Don Juan
Matus, in Tales of Power:
"Last night was the first time you new all the wings
ofycur perception. A sorcerer can use those wings to
touch other sensibilities, a crow's for instance, a coy-

Ole's, a cricket's, or the order of other worlds in that
infinite space. (Ilalics added.)
When Professor Castaneda asked directly, "Do you mean
other planets, Don Juan?" the old shaman answered without
reservation: "Certainly. "74
As Captain James T. Kirk once remarked, "Can all this
just be an accident? Or could there be some alien intelligence
behind it?"

£
The horrors begin
At this point in our adventure, I was entering my second
year on Welfare and approaching my 42nd birthday. mum;lIatus was still not published. Sometimes when I looked into
the mirror I could imagine the words FAILURE: TOTAL,
ABJECT, COMPLETE FAILURE written on my forehead . I
fully appreciated Mae West's famous verdict: "I've been rich
and I've been poor, and rich is better."
I was doing Sufi heart-chakra exercises every day, to
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open myself more and more to love for all beings. It was not
that I really wanted, or hoped, to become a saint, but merely
that, without such self-work, I could easily crumble into the
bundle of paranoia and self-pity that many a 1960s idealist
had become during the Nixon Counter-Revolution. The heart
chakra opened, at times, and light poured out,just like it says
in the textbooks, and the Mystic loved every living creature.
The whole world was my body. It was gorgeous. Two days
later, despite continued work on heart-opening, money worries would overcome the Poor Fool again and I would feel the
onset of the classic Anxiety Syndrome-dizziness, wet palms,
rapid heartbeat, the whole works.
According to William F. Buckley, Jr., and various other
philosophers who have never been poor, this kind of thing is
supposed to build character and keep America strong. The
Poor Fool saw a lot of other people on Welfare in those
months- if you live in a poor neighborhood, you meet poor
people-and I made a detailed study of the kind of character
this experience builds. In my judgment, they would all have
been less paranoid if, instead of being poor seven days a week,
they were allowed to be comfortable six days and were subjected to the Chinese Water Torture on the seventh.
The Poor Fool continued his Sufi heart-chakra exercises,
concentrating on loving people like Buckley, Nixon and Rockefeller. Meanwhile, he attacked his anxiety symptoms with
pranayama, a yogic breathing method which Crowley (among
others) promises will banish any negative emotion. After a
month of dOing prallayama for 30 minutes every morning,
the anxiety symptoms went away. The heart chakra also became more active and I started falling in love with everybody
I met.
Then Kerry Thornley, high priest of Eris, re-en tered my
life, dragging the Kennedy Assassination horrors with him.
As a result of Thornley's feud with D.A. Jim Garrison in
1967-68, Thornley had entered a belief system in )Vhich Garrison was, like Joe McCarthy, an unscrupulous power-seeker
willing to defame any number of innocents in order to make
headlines and advance his own political career. By the time
Garrison's conspiracy theories had collapsed in court (he
never convicted a single "conspirator"), everybody, even
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Garrison's most devout followers in the underground press,
was more or less willing to accept that belief and forget all
about Garrison's bizarre investigations.
By 1973 Thornley had begun to enter a different beliefsystem. He w~s puzzled over many aspects of the case Garri'son had tried to manufacture against him, and kept brooding
over the details. Basically, the case rested upon what ordinary
people call coincidences. Jungians and parapsychologists call
them synchronicities. Garrison called them "propinquities"
and said they proved the existence of "a conspiracy so vast as
to stagger the imagination."
Thornley began to believe in the conspiracy. The coincidences-synchronicities-propinquities hadn't "just happened";
they had been manipulated and therefore Thornley had been
set up, like Oswald, as a fall guy to drive independent investigators (like Garrison) off the real scent.
According to Garrison, these propinquities indicated that
Thornley had been part of a conspiracy that managed the
assassination and framed Oswald. Thornley, for years, was
convinced that it was all coincidence-but then he began to
wonder. He and Oswald had both come to the atten tion of
their superiors in the Marines because they were avowed Marxists at that time and were labeled "bouble-makers." Could
Naval Intelligence have noted their physical resemblance and
started concocting a plot to exploit this resemblance later?
The more Thornley thought about this, the more alanning the propinquities (or coincidences) seemed. At one point,
he went to a hypnotist to attempt to discover if Naval Intelligence could have brainwashed him, erased the memory of
that, and controlled him for years ... could he have been part
of the plot without knowing it? Naturally, the hypnotist was
unable to find a definite yes or no answer to this question.
Then early in 1975, Thornley remembered an odd conversation i~ 1963 with a New Orleans man whom we will call
Mr. M. The subject was-are you ready?-how to assassinate a
President and get away with it. It was all abstract and theoretical (both Thornley and Mr. M. were aspiring writers, and
the idea was to construct a plot that would convince th~
reader it could work in real 1ife) , but at one poin,t Mr. M. said
that the best technique would be to use individuals who didn't
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even know they were being used.
Thornley later heard rumors that Mr. M. was actually a
lower-level member of the New Orleans Mafia.
A t the time Thornley remem bered this, the la test idea
among professional Kennedy Assassination buffs was that the
Mafia had collaborated with the C.I.A. on the job.
Had the assassination actually been a Mafia-Naval Intelligence job, and had Mr. M., in that odd conversation, been
testing Thornley to see if any memory of the hypothetical
brainwashing lingered near the surface of consciousness?
About that time one of the Assassination Investigation
organizations put out a paper suggesting multiple Oswaldsan elaboration on the "two Oswalds" suggested by Professors
Popkin (The Second Oswald) and Thompson (Six Seconds in
Dallas). According to this model, Oswald ei ther died or was
murdered shortly after leaving the Marines, and his 1.0. had
then been used by Naval Intelligence as a cover for a variety
of agents who more or less looked like him.
And some very intelligent, academic and non-paranoid
conspiracy researchers began to point out an interesting pattern surrounding the Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr.
assassinations: a series of false trails which were never followed
up by the official investigations but which later served to befuddle and confuse the numerous citizens' investigations (including Garrison's). Some of these false trails, it was alleged,
led to Fidel Castro. All of these red herrings had been dragged
across the trail, according to this school, as fail-safes, in case
the original "deranged lone assassin" scenario fell apart. 7S
Thornley began to wonder how much of his life in and after
the Marine Corps had been manipulated as part of such a red
herring.
Then Thornley read about the case of Robert Byron
Watson.
Watson, a convict, has charged that he overheard a plot
to kill Martin Luther King Jr. in a shop in Atlanta in 1968.
One of the conspirators described by Watson seems to match
Thornley's memories of Mr. M.
Watson's story has been investigated and pronounced
worthless by the F.B.I. Naturally.
It has also been investigated and pronounced true by
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Dea r Sir ,
On August 9th, 19 75. twe lve days after I deli vered a statement to the

black activist, comedian and conspiracy buff Dick Gregory.
Naturally .
You can predict , with about 99% accuracy , whether a
given individual will believe Watson's story, irrespec tive of
the evidence, or lack of evidence-just on the basis of that
individual's political orientation. (Whatever you believe imprisol/s yo II.) The one percent whose reaction to Watso n's
charges cannot be predicted from their previous politics- the
one individual in a hundred who would like to know what the
hell is really going on - are the only persons on Earth not included in Gurdjieff's dismal declaration that this is a planet
of conditioned robots.
Thornley , you will remember, is one of the inventors
of the theology of Discordianism, which is expounded at some
length inllluminatlls; and Volume I of the trilogy is dedi ca ted
to him (and to Mr. Gregory Hill, another great Discordian
theologian). This dedication , it now appears, is unfortunate,
because Mr. Thornley, believing he has solved the John F.
Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. assassinations, is somewhat worried that his attempts to reveal th e truth will be mistaken for a publicity gimmick to promote lIIuminatus.
Any public statement by Shea and myself that Thornley's charges are not a publicity gimmick for our book will,
of course, only increase suspicions abou t that possibility.
I must point out that two weeks after Thomley first
made his charges against Mr. M. (to the Atlanta police) he
wa s robbed, pistol-whipped and had his J.D . taken .
That coincidence (or propinquity) is not funny at all.

Ishtar's Walk: a guided tour of Hell
All conspiracy buffs are persecuted eventually. This is a
soc iological law on which I would stake my life, beca use I
have seen it confirmed in every conspiracy-seeking group I've
eve r known . Perhaps the persecution is crea ted by th e conspiracy-seekers the mselves (in the sense that every neuroti c
creates his own problems), or perhaps the mad satire in
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Allanta Po li ce sUPPoriing allegations ma de by Robert Byron Watson
concerning the assassinations o f John F. Kennedy an d Martin Luther

King, two armed men wea ring ski masks ent ered the home of my exmate during a pa rt y at which I was one of the gues ts. These masked
individual s stoIc. among othe r thin gs, al l m y identification.
Thi s inci den t was repor ted 10 the An tlanta Police w ho later captured
four men who they claim arc the 'ski mask bandits.
I had no pa rticular reason · · except for my genera l knowledge of how
the JFK assass ins have ope rat ed in the pas t (regarding the imperson ation-incrimination of Oswald, for example l - - for concluding thai
anyone had sent th ese bandits exp ress ly to steal my 10. Nevertheless
I did mention to a cou pl e of friends th at I was somewhat co ncerned
that my ID _. rega rdless of w hy it was stolen in th e first plac e· - might
end up in the hands of the Mafia, the CIA, of the Naval Intelligenc e
Command fall three of which groups seem to have been involved in the
JFK murder/ .
Yes terda y I was finally able to read - - no thanks to the Atlanta Police
- . R obe rt Byron Watson's entire st atemen t concerning how he
overheard some hero in dealers associated wi th the synd icate plaiting
the MLK murder and how, at a later date, he wa s framed by syndicate
and DEA people who sent heroin to his home through th e mail, and
then busted hi m, in order to discredit an y future testimony he might
de liver re lative to the King murder.
Watson's statement con tains this sentence : 'Ju st be fore the heroin
was sen t to my home through themail.fourarmed.skimasked men
broke down th e back door one night abou t 9.00 p .m. whi le my
mother and I were watchi ng the T. V.' T hese four arm ed me n then
robbed Watson and his mot her using exact ly Ihe same heavy·handed
tactics and threats - . such as that they were 'going to blow your
goddamn brains out ' - - as did the ski masked men who robbed us.
Watson says he was told that h is assai lants were 'hit men' from th e
syndicate.
Watson's mother was knocked down; I wa s pisto l whipped, once,
under the left eye.
In another part o f his statement, Watson men tions th at someone was
arrest ed in New Orleans w ho was using his name and his soci al secu ri ty
number at a time when he could prove conclusively that he was not
in New Orleans .
So I have decided it would be a good idea to wa rn eve ryone that there
may indeed now be a 'Seco nd Thornle y' wandering around. Eff ective <IS of the 9th of August I have no 10 and anyone who shows up
anywhere w ith my identificati on foperator's license, studen t card,
social security and library cards, etc.) is an impersonator. I shall not
replace my 10 as, under su ch unusual circumstances as these, that wi ll
onl y comp licat e matte rs .
Henceforth, my identifica tion sha ll be my right thumb print .

Kerry Wendell Thornley

6 Septe mber 19 75
Bo x 827
Atlanta

GA 30301

A le tter distributed to the underground press and various conspiracy
invesligalors by Kerry Thornley afler he was bealen and had his I.D .
taken .
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lIIuminalus is true after all and every conspiracy ever imagined actually exists. The fact remains tha t those who believe
the world is run by the Jesuits get persecuted as much as those
who believe it is run by the Elders of Zion; and those who believe it is run by the Rockefellers get persecuted in exactly
equal measure. People who believe the Air Force is deliberately hiding the facts about the UFOs get persecuted by a
special group of sinister beings known as the Men in Black,
who claim to be Air Force officers-but who are (naturally)
denied by the Air Force. There almost seems to be a neurotic-psionic law: whatever you fear most will eventually corne
after you.
The shaman, of course, lives through this process on
more levels than the ordinary paranoid, because the shaman is
determined to confront every terror and conquer it. Many,
however, are shamans without knowing it, and invoke their
private demons in total ignorance, thinking it is all corning
from outside themselves.
Thornley began writing to me regularly about his solution to the assassinations, and insisted more and more often
that his life was in danger. I tried to calm him down a bit by
reminding him of the difference between theory and proof.
It soon became evident, from his subsequent letters, that he
was now half-convinced that I was part of the assassination
conspiracy team.
I have a bad leg, from my polio in childhood, and it now
began acting up worse than ever. Sometimes, I could not
walk without a cane. Other times, pains and spasms kept me
from writing in the day and from sleeping at night. "This is
psychosomatic," I told myself. I quoted a Sufi proverb, "We
do not walk on our legs but on our Will." The leg perversely
got worse. I tried yoga, chiropractics, ordinary M.D.s, faith
healers, polarity therapy, acupuncture and staying spaced out
on pot for days. The leg got worse.
Dell, which had announced publication of lIIuminalUs,
changed their minds and said they wouldn't print it unless we
cut 500 pages.
I thought in anguish that we were ruining a masterpiece
(such is the artistic ego), but we cut the 500 pages. I would
rather have a flawed lIIuminalus in print in 1975, I said, than
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no Illuminalus in print.
Thornley's letters to me became increasingly denunciatory. He now believed that the Discordian Society had been
infiltrated very early by C.I.A. agents (probably including me)
who had used it as a cover for an assassination bureau. The
logic of this was brilliant in a surrealistic, Kafkaesq ue sort of
way . Try to picture ajury keeping a straight face when examining a conspiracy that worshipped the Goddess of Confusion,
honored Emperor Norton as a saint, had a Holy Book called
"How I Found Goddess and What I Did to Her After I Found
Her," and fea tured personnel who called themselves Malac1ypse the Younger, Ho Chih Zen, Mordecai the Foul, Lady L,
F.A.B., * Fang the Unwashed, Harold Lord Randomfactor,
Onrak the Backwards, el al. ...
While the Suspect was receiving these letters and trying
to persuade Thornley, gently, that his imagination was growing faster than his evidence, various forms of paranoia were
breaking out in the local Leary-Starseed group. Every week
somebody would corne to the Suspect and warn, in urgent
whispers, that somebody else in the group was actually a government agent. Often, the person accused one week would be
the person corning around to accuse somebody else the nex t
week.
Of course, there must have bee n at least one real government agent in the group, since it is now established that
every piece of mail Leary wrote or received in prison was
Xeroxed by the California priso n sys tem, the F.B.I., the C.I.A.
and the D.E.A. (What did they think,jointly or severally,
about Joshua Norton and the Goddess Eris, not to mention
extraterrestrials and immortality?)
Around about then Dennis Martino managed to die of
murder, suicide and natural causes, all at the same time, in
Spain. That is to say, Martino's death was reported by the
press first as murder, then as suicide and finally as the result
of an accidental overdose of heroin. Martino had been a government agent assigned to infiltrate the Leary defense organization as a spy-a procedure the Supreme Court has found objectionable in other cases. Martino, it is claimed by some
-The initials refer to Lady L's title, "Fucking Anarchist Bitch," originally gjven
her by Eldridge Oeaver. "That's me," she said happily.
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actually Satan and his fallen angels, who will appear on Earth
as superhuman and benign beings; the masses will accept them
as saviors, not recognizing their Evil Nature; and then we are
done for. Satan will institute One World Government and
One World Religion - those twin bugaboos of the extreme
Right - after which money will be abolished and a computerized credit system will come into effect everywhere.
Everybody will be tattooed on the forehead and wrist
with a credit number, and every "purchase" will consist only
in having the numbers scanned by computers placed in every
store or bank . This is the key to a tyranny that can never be
resisted, because any rebel will merely have his credit cut off,
and will be unable to buy food, clothing or shelter.
All this, Mr. Cantelon assures us, is foretold in Revelations, chapter 13, 16-17:
He causeth all small and great, rich and poor, free

and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand or in
their foreheads : and that no man might buy or sell
save he that had the mark or the number.

I remembered the famous response of Robert Welch,
chairman of the John Birch Society , when told that his conspiracy theories were fantastic: "Yes, but we are living in fantastic times." I laughed out loud.
Only after weeks had passed did I begin to think tha t
I had, rather absent-mindedly, passed through what mystics
call "the dark night of the soul," or "crossing the abyss."
Whatever one calls it, I reached a depth of despair and deliberately decided to love the world instead of pitying myself;
and, afterwards, I was no longer afraid of anything.
It didn't even bother me when San Francisco conspiracy
buffs, looking at the same picture from a different angle, decided tha t Leary and I were really the ringleaders of the Illuminati and had masterminded the Kennedy and other assassinations. When the above-ground mouthpiece of the S.L.A.,
the Bay Area Research Collective, claimed I was Leary's C.I.A.
"babysitter," I laughed again. When an anonymous bomb
threat arrived the week after, the Fool was amused at his own
amusement. Sufism had vindicated itself: the heart-chakra
exercise works. "Perfect love casteth out fear." I was beginning to emerge on the other side of Chapel Perilolls.
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Mystery Babalon
Crowley mas I 974 - 0ctober 12, often associated with an
Italian navigator who introduced slavery to the New World
and syphilis to the Old -was celebrated at our apartment house
with weird and eldritch festivities . Arlen and I, representing
the Discordian Society, together with Stephen upstairs (Reformed Druids of North America), Claire and Carol in another
apartment (witches, connected with the New Reformed Order
of the Golden Dawn), and the Great Wild Beast Furtherment
Society (which is really Stephen and me and another neighbor
named Charles), opened aU our rooms to a Crowley mas Party
and invited nearly 100 local wizards and mystics.
"There .are always paranoid vibes at Crowleymas parties,"
Isaac Bonewltz, of the Chasidic Druids of North America, likes
to warn people, with an eerie chuckle.
In fact, Crowley has attracted the worst as well as the
best elements in the occult world, and a self-declared "Crowleyan" is as likely to be a dangerous kook as a high adept.
TIle party was just starting when the Shaman was called
to the phone, for a bitch of a conversation. My caller was a
Dr. H. (not his real initial) who is a very gifted psychiatrist,
rather fascinated with Leary and Crowley (and me). It seemed
that he was having a bad acid trip, couldn't get control of the
anxiety, and wanted my help. The Shaman has a reputation
for great healing and tranquilizing vibes in dealing with people
on bad acid trips, but he had never done it over the phone before. Twenty minutes later, when Dr. H. was calmed and going off into a good trip, I felt absolutely drained.
The Wizard returned to the living room . Immediately ,
Tom (another alias) sat down next to me, laughed shrilly,
cracked a silly joke, and said, "I think I may be going crazy
again." (He had been in a nut house for a few months about
eight years before.) The Philosopher spent three hours in the
midst of the kind of noisy party you find only in Berk~ley and
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only among hippies and witches, practicing psychotherapy
without a lice nse. Tom was convinced , finally, that he didn't
hal'e to go crazy again, that he was the programmer of hi s
own computer, and that it had only been a hallucin a tion that
made him think the computer was starting to program him .
The Wizard was now even more drained; and then
Jacques Vallee arrived.
I had wanted to talk tn Doctor Vallee for several
mon ths now and I immed ia tely kidnapped him into a room
which the o ther party-goers were not informed about. On
the way, we spotted Hymenaeus Alpha (Grady McMurty),
Caliph of the Ordo Templi Orientis, and his wife, Phylis.
Tom, still giggling at inappropriate moments but no longer
sure he was going mad, tagged along.
The Skeptic had heard J acq ues Vallee talk a t a co nference on Scien ce and Spirit, sponsored by the Theosophical
Society, earlier in the year. He had taken a new approach to
the UFO mys tery and was systematically feeding all the reports of ex traterrestrial contacts into a giant comput er. The
computer was programmed to look for various possible repea ted patterns. Ja cq ues said th at the evid ence emerging suggested to him that the UFOs we ren't ex trate rres trial at all,
but that they see med to be intelligent sys tems int ent on co nvincing us they were ex traterres trial.
Now the Skeptic started pumping J acq ues about his evidence that they were n' t ex traterres trial. He star ted to exp lain
tha t, analyzing the reports chron ologically , it appeared that
Th ey (whoever or whatever th ey are) always strive to give the
impression that they are something the society they are visiting can understand. In medieval sightings, he said , th ey
called the mselves angels; in the great 19 02 flap in several
states, one of the craft spoke to a Wes t Virginia farmer and
said they were an airship invented and flown from Kansas; in
I 940s-1950s sightings , they often said they were fro m Venus;
since Ven us has been examined and seems incapable of supporting life , they now say they are from ano ther star-system
in this galaxy.
"Where do you think they come from?" I asked.
Doc tor Vallee gave th e Gallic fo rm of the classic scientific Not-Speculating-Beyond-The-Data head-shake. " I can
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th eori ze, and th eorize, endlessly ," he said, "but is it no t better to just study the data more deeply and look for clues?"
" You must have so me personal hunch ," I insisted.
He gave in gracefully. " They rela te to space-time in
ways for which we have, at present, no concepts," he said.
"TIley cannot explain to us because we are not ready to understand. "
I asked Grady McMurty if Aleister Crawley had ever
said anything to him implying the ex traterrestrial theory
which Kenneth Grant, Outer Head of another Ord o Templi
Orientis, implies in his accounts of Crowley's contacts with
Higher Intelligences.
"Some of the things Aleis ter said to me," Grady replied
carefu lly, "could be int erpreted as hints pointing tha t way."
He went on to quote Crowley's aphorisms about various of
the stand ard ent ities conta cted by Magick. The Abramelin
spirits, for instance, need to be watched carefully. "They
bite," Aleister explained in his best deadpan am-I-kidding-or·
not? style. TIle Enochian "angels," on the other hand, don't
always have to be summoned . "When you're ready , they
com e for you, " Aleister said flatly.
(The Enochian en tities were first contacted by Dr. Joh n
Dee in the ea rly 17 th Ce ntury . Dr. Dee, court astrologer to
Queen Elizabe th and also an im portant mathematician , has
been controversial from hi s o wn time to ours, some writers
rega rding him as a gen ius of th e first rank and others as a clever lun a ti c. J\ccording to two interesting books, The World
Stage and Th e Rosicrucian Enligh tenment, both by a mos t
scrupulo us historian, Dr. Francis Yates, Dee was alm os t certainly a prime move r in the "Illuminati" and "Rosicrucian
Brotherhoods" of that time, which played a central role in
the birth of mod ern science. TIle alleged UFOnaut from Uranus which communicated with the two Naval Intelligence office rs gave a name, AFFA, which is a word in the "angelic" language used by the entities Dee contacted. It means Nothing.
George Hunt Williamson also got some words in "angelic"
from his Space Brothers, remember.)
TIle outstanding quality of UFO contactees, Jacques
Vallee said at this point , was incoh erence. "I now have grave
reservations abo ut all physical details they supply," he said.
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"They are like people aft er an aut o accid ent. All th ey know
is th at so me thing very seri o us has happened to the m. " Onl y
the fac t th at so ma ny cases involve o ther witnesses, who see
something in the sky be fore th e " co ntac tee " has his-her
strange expe rience, justifies the assumption th a t wh a t happens
.is more than " subjec tive."
"La rgely, " Doc tor Vall ee summarized, "th ey co me o ut
of it with a new pe rspective o n hum anity. A religio us perspec tive, in general term s. But all th e de tail s are co ntrad ictory and confusing." He regard ed green men, purple giantmen, p hysical craft with wind ows in them, e tc., as falling into
the ca tegory psychologists call "subs titute memory ," always
provided by the ingeni ous brain wh en the ac tual ex pe rience is
too shock ing to be classified .
I asked how many in the room had experienced th e contact o f wha t ap peared to be Higher Intell ige nce. Grady and
Phyli s Mc Murty put up th eir h and s, as did two yo un g magicia ns fro m th e Los Angeles area, and myself. Jacq ues Va ll ee,
curio usly, looked as if he might raise his hand , but th en evide ntly changed his mind and di d no t. I said' in cl in ed to believe the Higher Intelligences we re ex tra terres trial, a nd asked
what the o th ers th o ught.
Grady McMurty - Caliph of the O rdo T empli Orientissa id , in e ffec t, tha t the th eory o f higher d ime nsio ns made
more sense to him than the ex tra terrestrial the ory in terms
of ac tual space shi ps ent ering o ur biosphere.
Th e two Los Angeles magicians agreed.
Tom, who had been a wit ch fo r fi ve years and hadn't
raised his hand when asked for co nt ac tee testimony, said that
.the Higher In telligences are imbedd ed in our language and
numbers, as th e Caba lists th ink, and h ave no o ther k ind o f existence. He added tha t every t ime he tried to expl ai n this he
saw th a t peopl e tho ugh t he was going schizop hrenic and he
began to fea r th a t they might be right , so he preferred /lo t to
talk abo ut it a t all. To m-who is a computer progra m mer by
professio n, a witch only by religion - la ter ad ded a bit to this,
saying tha t all th a t ex ists is in fo rmat ion and coding ; we o nly
imagille we have bodies and li ve in space-tim e dim ensio ns.
Doc tor Vallee listened to all this with a bland smile, and
did no t seem to regard any of us as mad.
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(A few days la ter, in d iscussion with the forme r Vacaville priso n psycho logist, Dr. Wesley Hiler, I asked him wha t
he really thought of Dr. Leary's ex traterrestrial co ntac ts.
Specifi ca lly , sin ce he did n ' t regard Lea ry as crazy or hallu cinating, wha t was hap pening when Leary th ought he was rece iving ex tra te rres tria l communica tions? "Every man and
wo man wh o reaches the higher levels of spiritual and intellectual development ," Dr. Hile r sa id calmly, " feels the presence
o f a Higher Int ellige nce. Our th eories are all unprove n. Socra tes called it hi s dae moll. O thers ca ll it gods or angels. Leary
calls it ex traterrestria l. Maybe it's jus t another part of o ur
brain , a part we usually don ' t use. Wh o knows? " )
Sin ce everybody in the roo m a t this poin t had eith er
had the required experience, or was willing to specula te abo ut
it and stud y it objectively ra th er th an merely ba nishing it wi th
the label " hallucina ti o n," I wen t into my ra p abo ut the para llels be tween Leary and Wilhelm Reich. " The a ttempt to destroy bot h Dr. Reich and Dr. Leary reached it s mos t intense
pea k right after they repor ted their ex tra terres [rial con tac ts,"
' said . '" kee p having ve ry we ird theories a bout wh a t tha t
mea ns . . . "
Grady McMur ty nodd ed vigorously. " That's th e $64,000
q ues ti on," he said em phatica lly. "For years I've been ask ing
Phy lis and everybody else ' k now: why does the gnosis always
get busted? Every single time the energy is raised and largesca le gro up illuminatio ns are occurring, th e local branch of
the Inq uisition kills it dead . Why , why , why ?"
Nobod y h ad any very co nclusive id eas.
" I'll tell yo u wha t I think ," Grady sa id . "There's war in
Heaven. The Higher Intellige nces, whoever they are, aren' t all
playing on the sa me team. Some of the m are try ing to enco urage o ur evolutio n to higher levels, alld some oj them wallt to
keep us stuck just where we are . ..
Accord ing to Grady, so me occult lodges are working
with those nonhum an int elligences who wa nt to accelera te
human evo lu tion, but so me of th e others are working with
the intelligences wh o wisll to kee p us nea r an ani ma l level of
awa reness.
This is a standa rd idea in occult circles and it can safely
be stated , witho ut exagge ration, that every "schoo l" or " lodge "
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of adepts that exists is regarded, by some of the others, as belonging to the Black Brotherhood of the evil path. Grady's
own Ordo Templi Orientis, indeed, has been accused of this
more often than have most other occult lodges. I have personally maintained my good cheer and staved off paranoia,
while moving among various occult groups as studen t or participant, by always adhering rigidly to the standard AngloSaxon legal maxim that every accused person must be regarded
as innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
This obviously spares me a lot of worry, but the more guarded
approach is very well argued by Isaac Bonewitz, the author of
R eal Magick. "Paranoid magicians outlive the others," Isaac
says.
Somehow the conversation drifted away from Grady's
concept of "war in Heaven." Several times, Grady tried to
steer us back there, but each time we wandered on to a different subject. Tom said later that he felt a presence in the room
deliberately pushing us away from that topic ...
Dr. H. - the psychiatrist whose bad acid-trip had started
the Crowley mas party off so j umpily for mc - dropped by the
next day, to thank me for "talking him down" from his anxiety attack.
He also, it soon appeared, wanted to tell me about his
accelerating experiences with magick . It had started over two
years earlier, after an intensive seminar at Esalen. Dr. H. sud·
denly found that he could see "auras." (TIle aura of the hu·
man body, known to shamans and witches since time immemorial, has been repeatedly rediscovered by scientists, most
of whom were thereupon denounced as "cranks." Franz Anton Mesmer called it "animal magnetism," in the 16th cen·
tury . In the 19th, Baron Reichenbach called it "00." In the
I 920s, Gurvich named it "the mytogenic ray." Wilhelm
Reich rediscovered it in the I 930s, called it "orgone energy,"
and was destroyed by AMA bigots who charged that he was
hallucinating it. Kirlian photography has now demonstrated
beyond all doubt that this aura exists.) Dr. H. soon found,
further , that he could use the aura as a diagnostic tool in analyzing new patients. This experience, Leary's books, and a
lecture by me on Crowley's magick, led him to further experiments.
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On a beach in Sonoma County, after taking LSD the day
before and programming an opening of the self to higher beings or energies, Dr. H. (no longer under the direct innuence
of the drug) had an experience with Something from the sky.
"It wasn't exactly a Higher Intelligence," he said carefully,
"or, at least, I didn't receive that aspect of it, if it was Higher
Intelligence. To me, it was just energy. Terrible energy. My
chest was sore for hours afterward. I thought it would kill
me, but I was absolutely ecstatic and ego-less at the peak of
it. If the chest-pain weren't so intense, it would have been a
totally positive experience."
(MacGregor Mathers, Outer Head of the Hermetic Order
of the Golden Dawn, and the first occult teacher of such worthies as Aleister Crowley, poet William Butler Yeats and novelist ArUlUr Machen, once recorded a meeting with the Secret
Chiefs. These ambiguous entities, known in several schools of
occult training, are variously believed to be discarnate spirits
of the great Magi of the past, living Magi who can teleport
themselves about as easily as you or I telephone a friend,
"angels" in the traditional sense, or merely "beings we cannot
understand ." In any case, Mathers noted that the meeting,
although pleasant, left him feeling as if he'd been "struck by
lightning" and he also suffered chest pains and extreme difficulty in breathing. Dr. Israel Regardie has also noted that
Alan Bennett, who was Crowley's chief teacher for many
years, developed asthma, a chest disease. Crowley developed
asthma himself as his contacts with the Secret Chiefs occurred
more often; and Regardie finally "caught" asthma for several
years after studying with Crowley, a condition which was only
cured when he went through the bio-energetic therapy of Wilhelm Reich.)
Dr. H. went on to describe a second experience of the
Energy and Light explosion, about a year after the first. This
was also ecstatic and strangely frightening. Since then he has
felt "healing power" in his hands and has experimen tally
tried a sort of Reichian-Rolfian massage on some of his patients, with favorable results.
It occurred to me that, if less prepared for such experiences and less committed to scientific method as a habit of
mind, Dr. H. might well have remembered each of these
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experiences as an encounter with an angel or a UFO . ..
I remembered Crowley's discussion of Jesus, Buddha,
Mohammed, St. Paul and Moses in Book One of Magick. Jesus, Crowley points out, says nothing about the source of his
Illumination; Buddha speaks of being tempt ed by va rious de. mons and then seeing the Clear Light; St. Paul tells us he had
been "caught upon into Heaven and seen and heard things of
which it is not lawful to speak"; Mohammed claim s he was
visited by the Archangel Gabriel; and Moses simply says he
"beheld God." Crowley comments:
Diverse as these statements are at first sight all
agree in announcing an experience of the class which
fifty years ago would have been called supernatural,
today may be called spiritual, and fifty yea rs hence
will have a proper name based on an understan ding of
the phenomenon which occurred."

Leary emerges from darkness and Sirius rises again
My goodness, Toto, I don't think we're in Kansas
any more.

-L. Frank Baum

Early in 1975, I began to receive letters from Dr. Leary
again. We communicated at length about many subjects, including the Sirius mystery . Here's a selection of what Tim had
to say (and note that only later did he reveal to me that he was
being held in solitary confinement during these months):
I felt great compassion and affection to realize that
you have been worried about me - and tha t you have
trusted me with out understanding" ...
I am only interested in conversa tion wilh Higher
Intelligence - and know that Higher Intelligence is not
the least interested in politics . ..
·Or. Leary is naive here. Th e Mctaprogramme r had n't exactly "tru sted" him but
had kept an open mind, balancing the charges o f info rming made agOlinsl him with
his denials of those charges and deciding that one would gamble with him rollher
than his accusers. Bul one always knew one was gambling.
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By the way, I have always fe lt that Crowley 's "Do
What 11lOu Wilt " is good ... The question then be.
comes "What do we will to do." Most of the Crow.
leyi tes I've met (yourself excluded) seem to have de·
cided they will make pompous asses of themselves.
Which is fine wi th me. But I'm delighted that we've
found the three obvious steps that a reasonably edu·
ca ted God takes: SMI'LE.

(SMI'LE was Leary's new acronym for the Futurist scenari o
he had derived from the Starseed Transmissions. It mea ns
fuJace Migra tion + jntelligence' + J.:ife £.xtension .)
As soon as !/Ill/nil/alliS was published in September 1975,
people started sending me letters about weird 23s in their own
lives; and quite a few thought it worthwhile to inform me that
th e Morga n Guaranty Trust (an Illumin ati ho tbed, accord ing
to Birche rs) is at 23 Wall Stree t. The most interesting of these
communications came from an English flying saucer journal,
Fortean News, and was fo rwarded by a Mr. W.N. Grimstad o f
St. Pe tersburg, Florida. The context concems some mediumistic Contactees (persons allegedly in contact with ex traterres·
trial Higher Intelligences by means of a tran ce medium).
Here's the passage tha t the Wizard enjoyed most:
.
"An entity th a t frequently communicated with the
group called himself JIRO - a ludi crous appelation o f th e sort
that seems common to many con tactee accounts. The number 23 was communicated repeated ly both in the writings
and through the medium, but the members of the group
could never understand Why. We listened to one tap e that
co nsisted of the medium's transformed voice referring one
constantly to 23 and (phonetically) "Leer" (Lear, Leire ,
L1yr?) ... One entity claimed it came from LEHRA or LEHAR (L1yr etc. again) . .. The co mmunications contain refe rences to the numbers 666 and 33 (sometimes 333) as well as
23. "
Shortly after the Wizard received this tidbit , Dr. Leary
wro te to me from prison th a t he and a visitor, novelist Ken
Kesey, had thrown the I Ching toge ther, asking when Tim
wo uld be released from Durance Vile.
They received as answer Hexagram 23, "Breaking Apart."
(666, of co urse, is Crowley's favorite number , the Num167
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ber of the Beast and of the Stele of Revealing. 333 is the
Cabalistic number of "that mighty devil, Choronzon," who
once afflicted Dr. Dee in the 17th Century and gave Aleister
himself a rough time in Bou Saada, North Africa, 1909, as recounted in The Vision and the Voice, by AIeister Crowley.
33 has so many mystical meanings in freemasonry that I could
write a book about it.)
Mr. W.N. Grimstad, who sent me that clipping about
Lear-23-666-333, mentioned in an accompanying letter that
Florida anti-Illuminati groups (I assume he means Birchers)
are spreading the theory that llluminatus is a diabolical attempt to confuse the anti-Illuminati forces and that Shea and
I are actually high-ranking Illuminati ourselves.
That did not surprise the Suspect; I had expected from
the beginning that people of a certain cast of mind would regard a satirical treatment of the Illuminati theme as part of the
Illuminati's cover-up effort.
Later, Mr. Grimstad sent me a tape, entitled "Sirius Rising, n in which he and another conspiracy buff named Downard set forth the most absurd, the most incredible, the most
ridiculous Illuminati theory of them all. The only trouble is
that, after the weird data we have already surveyed, the Grimstad-Downard theory may not sound totally unbelievable to
us.
According to "Sirius Rising," the Illuminati are preparing
Earth, in an occult manner, for extraterrestrial contact. Part
of the magical preparation, which only Illuminated Ones can
understand, included:
(a) The founding of Cal Tech at 33° of latitude. (This
was actually partially the work of aerospace engineer and
occultist Jack Parsons, who was indeed a disciple of Crowley,
as we have seen. In fact, so many of the scientists at Cal Tech
were involved in Crowleyan magick, according to some reports,
that the government grew concerned and sent in agents to infiltrate the O.T.O. and find out how subversive it might be.
L. Ron Hubbard, founder of Scientology, was admittedly a
member of that lodge of the O.T.O. at that time, and later
claimed he had infiltrated it for Naval Intelligence.)
(b) The assassination of John F. Kennedy at 33° of latitude, to fulfill the alchemical ritual of "the killing of the
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divine king."
(c) The firing of the moon rockets from Cape Kennedy,
again at 33° latitude.
(d) Arranging that the first man to walk on the moon
would be a 33° Mason, which Neil Armstrong, it so happens,
was. (Mr. Grimstad and Mr. Downard seem to share the notion, widely held by anti-Illuminati buffs, that all 33° Masons
are Illuminati initiates.)
I emphatically don't believe that rigmarole myself, although it is similar to the kind of Cabalistic-numerological
magick to which the Illuminati would be inclined, if they
really exist. And the locations given are not all exactly on the
33° of latitude, although I must admit they are all close.
If you want to hear more of the Downard-Grimstad
numerological evidence, write to W.N. Grimstad at P.O. Box
14150, St. Petersburg, Florida, and ask how much he wants
for the tapes. (He sent me mine free, evidently hoping I would
publicize them. See how obliging I am, Mr. Grimstad?)·
The Grimstad-Downard theory shows again how different nervous systems picking up the same signals will organize
them into different tunnel-realities. Most curious to me was
Grimstad and Downard's rap on the Phoenix, beginnhtg with
the facts (already quoted from Kenneth Grant on our page
87) that "Phoenix" was Crowley's secret name in the Ordo
Templi Orientis and that the Egyptians put Sirius in their constellation of the Phoenix. Messrs. Grimstad and Downard find
it significant that the bird on the other side of the Great Seal
of the United States (behind the Eye in the Pyramid) is identified as a phoenix by some heraldists (most insist that it is
merely an eagle). They then find magick meaning in the coincidence-synchronicity that one of the Symbionese Liberation Army communiques, when they were holding Patty
Hearst prisoner, was released through the San Francisco

Phoenix.
That connection is, of course, absurd and, of course, only
coincidental. Of course. But it had "meaning" in the Jungian
sense, for me. I had been Book Editor of the San Francisco
*The Suspect also suspects that Mr. Grimstad suspects him of being in the real
illuminati and hopes he will give himself away in commenting on aU this.
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Phoellix whcn that tape was given to us by the S.L.A. , and I

was writing an articlc with Leary about Patty Hearst's brainwashing when th e Sirius tapes arrived from Grimstad.
Cosmic Coincid ence Control Center is still working overtim e on my case, I decid ed .

£
The Horus Hawk and Uri Geller
In September 1975, I was fin ally allowed to see Timothy Leary in the flesh again, in the office of a U.S. Marshal.
Timothy was conspicuously unbrailllVashed, I would say;
although he had been in solitary confinement for 19 months,
he was still the same high-energy, high I.Q., high-ex uberan ce
individual he had been since I first met him in 1964. He
see med more tough ened than aged, and had a grim determi.natio n abo ut him self and about the Terra II goals (space migration , higher intelligence, life extension) that reminded me
of other ex-cons and their goals.
"The universe is an intelligence test," he said at one
point - adding lat er, " Prison is an intelligence test, too. If a
mutant can't survive severe testing, it doesn't deserve to instigate the next evolutionary stage. That's a Darwinian law."
Tim has testified against four entrepreneurs who he feels
betrayed his trust, attempted to implicate him in their own
crimes, and exploited him financially . He denies testifying
against anyone else, and is emphatic in denying that he testifi ed against Weather Undergro und ("I know nothing that can
be used against them, actually") or against the alleged worldwide drug conspiracy known as "The Brotherhood of Eternal
Love." He says his talks with narcotics agents about that
"conspiracy" convinced the Drug Enforcement Administration th a t it never ex isted and led to the dropping of charges
against himself and others who had been accused of profiting
from it. "Nobody has gone to jail because of me, and nobody
will," he stated flatly; none of his criti cs have refu ted this by
producing a case of a perso n convicted and sentenced because
of Tim's testimony.
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The fo ur persons against whom Tim testified could not
be sentenced to prison anyway (the statute of limitations on
the one crime he could nail them for ran out in (975). Tim
was satisfied that these individuals no longer control his finances and that their fear about his testimony caused them
to take a public ro le as leaders of a campaign to discredit him.
That, he says delightedly, prevented them from pretending to
be part of his defense staff again.
Five months later, in February 1976, the Parole Board
met to decide on Dr. Leary's fate. They "downed him for a
deuce" in the argot of his c urrent peer group-that is, they
sen t him back for two more years in prison. His nex t hearing. they ruled, would be in February 1978, when he would
be 59-going-on-60 years of age. ll1is, you have to admit, is
pretty ungrat eful trea tment if Tim really had testified against
myriads of old associa tes.
At this point, PEN-the Poe ts, Essayists, and Novelists
Club - re-entered the case and drew up a letter to Congress,
ask ing for a Congressional hearing on the Leary case, to investigate charges of conspiracy to violate Leary's civil liberties,
which Leary claimed might include high-ranking Justice Department officials. Leary wished Congress to inquire into :
why a government agent (Dennis Martino) was placed in
Leary's lega l defense organiza tion against Supreme Court rulings making such infiltration illegal; why Tim served so much
time for an offense usually punished with no more than 6
months; why he was placed in solitary confinement with no
charges of violence against him; why government agents cooperated with unfriendly witnesses (the four entrepreneurs)
in spreading inaccurate reports that Tim was a wholesale inform er who had testified against "hundreds" of innocents
and was about to be assassinated; and evidence that two other
members of hi s defence team (besides Martino) might be government double-agent s. These two, Tim claims, have incited
left-wing crimes, a COINTELPRO opera tion since 1968.
COINTELPRO- Counter-Intelligence Program-was an
FBI project that involved infiltrating civil rights groups, peace
groups , New Left groups and other dissident organizations, in
a deliberate attempt to incite violence, destroy the reputation
of those opposing the Establishment, and spread paranoia
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against dissidents. Jane Fonda, the Black Panther Party and
the T~otskYists~ among others, have sued the government for
consplTacy to vIOlate their civil rights through COINTELPRO
operations. The family of assassinated Black Panther leader
Fred Hampton are also suing, claiming to have evidence that
the man who drugged Hampton before Hampton was shot
was an FBI agen t.
"The truth is much funnier than the myths" Tim told
me. "It's all exactly like your novel, !/luminatlls: At least
two of my public representatives were government agents involve~ wIth underground terrorist groups also. But that's not
anything odd or special- it's quite normal, I've found. The
Weather people could surface tomorrow without being prosecuted, because the case against them is equally tainted."
Four weeks after PEN published these charges, the Parole Board had an unscheduled meeting reversed themselves
and ordered Ti~ released on the follo~ing day. He departed
for the mountainS of New Mexico with Joanna for a vacation
and delayed honeymoon.
.
Th~ whole story of what ac tually went on behind the
scenes WIth Leary, the dozens of lawyers involved, the Justice
Department, Weather and COINTELPRO are not fully known
to me. But Weather has several times since then discussed
surfacing, as if convinced that Tim is right and they cannot be
prosecuted.
" , "I' ve Iearne d a I ot about mamlnalian politics," Tim says.
I ve held my own In dealing with the Justi ce Depa rtm ent
the na.rcs, the FBI, the CIA, Weather Underground, AI Fat~h
In A~glers, the local cops in dozens of states, prison guards and
adminIstrators In 29 pTlSons on 3 continents, and all the prison gangs of the California Archipelago-the Manson crowd
.the Aryan .B~~therhood, the JDL, the Black Muslims, the M~x
Ican a~d ~Iclhan Mafi.as ... No other social psychologist has
h~d t~IS kind of prachcal field experience with groups who
WIll kIll you in a minute if you show weakness. This has been
the greatest educational experience of my life."
Even before Leary was out of prison I began meeting
?nd c~rresp~nding with various sci en tists ~ho had been drawn
mto Ills SM'. LE ~cenario despite the potential risk to their
own reputatIons Involved in association with an allegedly
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insane convict. Most of them, like Dr. Paul Segall, were longtime Immortalists and concerned chiefly with life extension
research. Others were psychologists fascinated by Tim's neurological model to explain the higher consciousness states.
One group that held special interest for me were California
physicists concerned with parapsychology and Leary's work
in relation to their own theories on quantum mechanics.
This group included Dr. Jack Sarfatti (co-author of SpaceTime and Beyond), Dr. Fred Wolf, Saul-Paul Sirag and Dr. Nick
Herbert.
Sirag, in particular, soon became a close friend.
'" have four quantum models that cover that ," Saul-Paul
says whenever I tell him a new occult adventure. And he always does have (at least) three models. Once I asked him if
there wasn'l one model that he especially likes.
"Well," he said, "maybe it's all happening at once . .. "
By "all" he meant the models we had been discussing that
evening (extraterrestrials, time-travelers and a mutation in
human neurology).
Saul-Paul, when Uri Geller was in the United States in
1973, being investigated, once tried to "contact" SPECTRA,
the alleged extraterrestrial entity that supposedly communicates through Geller and enables him to read minds and bend
metal.
Geller said that Sirag could see SPECTRA, if he were
properly attuned, by looking into his (Geller's) eyes.
Sirag looked, and saw Geller's head turn into the head of
a bird of prey.
What is provocative about that inco nclusive experience
is that Sirag didn't know at the time, and only learned much
later, that SPECTRA had previously appeared in hawk-form
to Dr. Andrija Puharich.
Dr. Puharich's encounters with the SPECTRA-hawk are
described in his book, Uri. It manifested several times in connection with the Arab-Israeli war-weirdly synchronistic connections. 77
Even odder, shortly after Sirag "saw" the Horus hawk
through Geller, Analog Science Fact/Science Fiction magazine featured on its cover a man wearing a hawk-head hat, illustrating a story called "The Horus Errand." The oddity was
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that th e man's face was that of Ray Stanford , a Texas psychic
known to Sirag's friend , Alan Vaughn.
A letter to the artist who drew the cove r, Ke lly Freas,
drew a reply say ing that Frea s had never me t Stanford and
was no t consciously aware, at the time, that he was using
Stanford 's face in the illustra tion .
A leiter to Stanford drew an even more amazing reply.
Stanford claimed to have been in a car which Geller teleported
30 miles. Stanford also sa id that a hawk had appeared quite
dramatically during another me e ting with the remarkable
Geller.
All that happened between April and Dece mber, 1973.
, received my first Sirius impressions in July 1973 and Leary
and Benner received the Sta rseed signals in August 1973. For
a dramatic climax, while I was nearing completion of the firs!
draft of this book in July 1976, Saul-Pa ul Sirag ca lled me on
the phone to tell me that a friend in Southern California had
just reported another "teleportation" involving Geller, and
another hawk associated with it.
While Saul-Paul was telling me this over the phone I was
watching the TV picture in th e nex t room. As he me ntioned
the hawk manifestation , on screen came an advertisement for
a new movie, The Shadow of th e Hawk, starring Chi ef Dan
George.
Honest.
(More synchronicity: while working on the third draft
of this chapter in January 1977 , I received th e lates t issue
(Vol. 5, No.4) of Cllostica, an occult journal to which loften co ntribute. Inside, in an article titled "Novus Ordo Se clorum," editor-publisher Carl Weschke claim s the bird on the
Great Seal is neither eagle nor phoenix but hawk-and the
Horus-ha wk specifically.)
In Crowley's Book of th e Law we find such tex ts as the
following:
"Ra-Hoor-Khuit hath tak en his sea t in the East at the
Equinox of th e Gods." (Ra-Hoor-Khuit is ano ther name for
Ho rus, in his Warrior God aspec t.)
"Sacrifice cattle, liltle and big: after a child . But not
now. Ye shall see that hou r, 0 blessed Beast, and tho u the
Scarlet Concubine of his desire! Ye shal l be sad thereof. Deem
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Uri Geller and Dr. Pllharich were haullied by Ihe hawk ·like SPECTRA
so often that they nicknameJ it Horu s.
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not too eagerly to catch the promises; fear not to undergo
the curses. Ye, even ye, know not this meaning all."
"I am the Hawk-Headed Lord of Silence and Strength;
my nemyss shrouds the night-blue sky."
The emphasis on Ra-Hoor-Khuit as "hawk-headed," not
just hawkish in general, is interesting in the light of Saul-Paul
Sirag's vision of the hawk-headed extraterrestrial in Uri GeIler's eyes. Sirag was not familiar with the above passages until
I called them to his attention.
Crowlcy's works are always hermetic, coded, inscrutabl e.
Am I being overly-imaginative in suggesting, possibly, that some
readers have committed what Sufis call "the error of literalism" and are currently sacrificing "cattle, little and big," in
order to prepare for the apotheosis of the Eighties when the
Hawk-Headed Lord will cause the earth to "cower. , . and be
abased"?
The cattle mutilations have covered 15 states by now and,
unless we relapse into a supernatural explanation, the only
plausible theory is that these sacrifices are th e work of a large ,
well-<>rganized and very disciplined occult organization.
Mike Reynolds, a writer for aui magazine and the underground press, has been researching these mysterious mutilations for two years now and thinks he has found the ex planation for the mystery most stressed by sensational tabloids,
namely, the fact tha t many of the mutilated cattle are found
in muddy areas with no footprints around them. Army-style
helicopters, ranchers have told Mike, are often secn leaving
the scene just before the cattle are found. Many of the animals have broken legs. The explanation, Mike suggests, is
that those responsible pick up the cattle in helicopters and
then drop them overboard after th e mutilations.
Many small ranchers, Mike has also found, blame it all
on the major agricultural corporations and think it is a plot to
terrorize them out of the cattle business. Others, of course,
have tried to link the mutilations to UFOs, to the C.I.A.
(Army-style helicopters are often seen, remember), or to
"Bigfoot," the alleged half-ape half-human critter often reported in rural areas.
The sacrifice of cattle was, of co urse, part of Illany shaIllanic tradi tions throughout history.
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The Mothman Prophecies
Our contemporary cattle mutilations began in West Virginia in 1968. At the same time, as reco rded by reporter J ohll
Keel in his book, The Mothmall Prophecies, 78 the afflicted
parts of West Virginia were also visited by several differen t
kinds of unearthly or paranormal phenomena.
There were over 100 sightings of UFOs, and three "close
contact" cases, in which people saw "extraterrestrials" or
were taken aboard the "spaceships" for testing. There was
also an outbreak of those noisy psychic explosions called poltergeist disturbances in the farms of the area. To add to the
madness there were about 70 sightings of a traditional bogey
of West Virginia, "Mothman" (a monster with giant red eyes ,
a human form, and huge moth-like wings). Dozens of encoun·
ters with the famous Men in Black also were reported.
The MIBs, as UFO investigators call these spooks, alway s
dress in sinister black and drive black Cadillacs. They claim
to be U.S. government agents, but are denied by all government agencies. They usually scare the blue bejesus out of
people they visit, often leaving behind the impression that
they are either demons or hostile ex traterrestrials. They
have been described by hundreds of UFO witnesses since th e
early 1950s.
Obviously, there was a lot of contagious hysteria in West
Virginia that year, but there were also several objective radar
sightings of the UFOs. The cattle mutilations were objective
phenomena too. Keel received these predictions over and
over from the Contactees:
I. The Pope would be stabbed while visiting th e Mid-Ea -· !
2. Robert Kennedy was in danger, and the danger was ill
a hotel kitchen .
3. There would be a nationwide power failure on Decr,"
ber 24 at noon.
The first prophecy had English on it , as they say in base·
ball. The Pope was not stabbed during his visit to the Mid177

East. One year later, during a visit to Manila, he was stabbed.
The second prophecy was fulfilled when Kennedy was
shot dead in a hotel kitchen.
The third prophecy was false . But at noon on December 24, while Keel waited to see if the power failure would
. occur, a bridge collapsed in West Virginia, in the middle of
the UFO-Mothman-poltergeist area. Over 100 people were
killed.
"They've done it again," Keel said when he heard the
news of the tragedy. "Those lousy bastards have done it
again. They knew this was going to happen ... They just
didn't want me to be able to warn anyone ."
From that time to this, Keel has regarded the "ultraterrestrials" (his name for the en tities behind the UFO phenomena) as malicious and vicious.

Doggiez from Sirius
That innocent dog sleeping by the fire - little do you
realize that he's an invader from the Dog Star, Sirius.
- the Firesign Theatre's comedy album ,
Everything You Know is Wrong

In 1975, I met a young lady who claimed to be High
Priestess of all the Druid s in Ireland , In a psychic reading, she
told me that I was writing a book about Crowley (I was) and
that I am in contact with a Higher Intelligence (I sometimes
think I am), She said the Higher Intelligence was the evolved
spirit of an ancient Irish bard ,
In 1976, in Houston, I met another psychic, with the unbelievable name of Penny Loony , She told me that I was writing an article on Atlantis (I was), that the editors would demand some rewrite (they did) and that I would sell it on second submission (I did),
She also told me I'm in contact with a Higher In telligence, but she described it as the spirit of an ancient Chinese
Master. Can It be Irish, Chinese, and extraterrestrial aU at once?
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I have tried, experimentally, taking LSD with the assullIp '
tion that the Higher Intelligence is actually the fairy-peopl e
of ancient Gaelic lore. I had a classic experience of being taken into fairyland, undergoing the usual time-warps characteristic of fairy-Iore - I thought I was "over there" for several
hours, but it all happened in a few minutes of the consensustime of the witches with whom I was working. I even met
Our Lady of Space in her familiar Celtic guise as La Belle
Dame Sans Merci.
Later, I found the whole experience entered as a dream
in my diary, two weeks before it occurred. And, of course,
all the time I was over there in the Cosmic Fun House they
kept trying to tell me something unintelligible about time . . .
More amusingly, I happened to see the old movie, Harvey, on TV a few weeks later, and began to notice that Elwood P. Dowd, the hero, has the same relation with "Harvey," an invisible white rabbit, as any shaman has with his
"ally." I began to wonder if the author of Harvey might have
been an initiate of some witch-coven, Crowley an lodge or
similar psychic group. At this point in the play , a character
named Wilson, learning that Harvey is a pookah, looks up
pookah in the dictionary. The entry begins, "A Celtic elf or
vegetation spirit of mischievous nature . . . " and ends, remarkably, "and how are you tonight. Mr. Wilson?" TIle actor playing Wil son dropped the book in shock, and I was a bit startled
mysel f.
A bit later, Elwood has a long speech about Harvey's
ability to stop time and enter eternity.
One more bit of spookery-a last haunting laugh from
the Cosmic Fun House-and we will pass on to Part Two and
the search for an explanation of all this.
In late 1976, quite independent of Discordianism,a
group of political non-Euclideans, the Natural Surrealist Party ,
began running a chap named George Papoon for President.
Papa on went around with a paper bag over his head and used
the campaign slogan "Not insane!" Somehow, I got on their
mailing list and one day they sent out the following press
release :
The thing most feared by the people of San Francisco has come to its inevitable head, Office·workers
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and non·working executives in the prestigious financial

district here were startled to see a huge doughnut
perched atop the Transarmellia Pyramid Building .. .
No one seems to know why it picked the Pyramid to
be its parking place, altho one thing is certain accord·
ing to Sur/Gen Zippo Klein, the foremost authority
on the vehicle and its alleged occupants: "They won't
get a ticket up there ... I'd bet my shoes those are
the Doggiez from Sirius, and only Grid knows what
they're planning up there . .. "

This was followed by a series of equally humorous press releases about the "Doggiez from Sirius," who are allegedly at
large in our midst. This is all a joke, of course, just as lIluminatus was when Shea and I rust conceived it. Probably, the
Papoon people will think I am a bit over-imaginative if I sug- .
gest that none of us begin to understand what a joke is or
where important ideas come from ...
Of course, I/luminatus fans, at this point, are thinking
about the mystery of Joe Malik's disappearing dogs. That
riddle was deliberately left unanswered at the end of the
trilogy, as one of our time-delay jokes. On rereadings, close
students will eventually discover that Malik's dogs did not disappear because they never existed in the first place. They
were illferential. The fact was that people heard doggy howls
and barks from Malik's apartment, and the dogs never did
exist except as a hypothesis. The source was, of course, the
Museum of Natural History album, Language and Music of
the Wolves.
It is odd, however, that one of the theories discussed by
the detectives (Vol. I, p. 49) is that Malik's dogs came from
the Dog Star, Sirius.

First there is a mOlllltain,
Then there is I/O mOllntain,
Theil there is.
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Part II:
Models and Metaphors

./

Models and Metaphors:

I SlEPT WITH mlTH

FURTHER FABLES AND ALLEGORIES

~Wt.lKENING

From the Sufi
A man who had studied much in the schools of wisdom
finally died in the fullness of time and found himself at the
Gates of Eternity.
An angel of light approached him and said, "Go no further, 0 mortal , until you have proven to me your worthiness
to enter into Paradise!"
But the man answered, "Just a minute, now. First of all.
can you prove to me this is a real Heaven and not just the
wishful fantasy of my disordered mind undergoing death?"
Before the angel could reply , a voice from inside the
gates shouted:
"Let him in-he's one of us!"

& FOUND II (OfiPSE INM1~~MS~.

ON

;
1DMNt'l sUaNCWAll

WITH DOUBT & fOUND HEf\

A VIRGIN IN 1HE MOf'lNI

From the Jewish
A young man went to his Rabbi and said, "I have lost
Faith."
"So," said th e Rabbi , "and how did you lose Faith ?"
"I studied Logic at the university," said the young mall .
"and I found out that you can prove either side of any case il
you're clever enough ."
"Indeed," said the Rabbi. "Can you prove that you ha l'''
no nose?"
"Certainly," said the student. "To begin with - "
But at this point the Rabbi punched him hard right UII
the nose.
"What hurts?" the Rabbi asked solicitously.
From the German
Erwin Schriidinger, Nobel Laureate in physics, propoulld -183
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Bozo tribes, and some seeded it into the cosmologies of Egypt
and Babylon. As we have already seen, Kenneth Grant traces
the Crowley tradition back to 4500 B.C. in the Near East,
and J .G. Bennett traces the Gurdjieff tradition back also to
that time and that place. Neither Grant nor Bennett could
have anticipated that Temple would demonstrate, with a great
deal of archaeolof!ical evidence. that some sort of Contact with
Sirius did occur at that time, at that place. Yet both of them
assert secret teachings concerning Sirius were passed on by
Crowley and Gurdjieff.
Temple also demonstrates that the whole Egyptian calendar revolved around the movements of Sirius-the year began with the "dog days'7when Sirius started to rise behind the
sun (J uly 23 in our calendar; the date on which I had my first
Sirius experience); that the earliest hieroglyphic for Osiris (the
Dark God, Sirius B) was an eye plus a throne; and that the
most secret of the rituals of Osiris, the "black rite," is described in one Hermetic text as being so cryptic in its total
meaning that men will only understand it fully when they
pursue the stars "unto the height"-which may mean when
86
we travel to the stars.
The most obvious and economical explanation of all this
seems to be that an Earth-Sirius communication has occurred,
at least once, probably several times.
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Every book on the lUuminati has a ch
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or victims.
Ip were you are one of the underdogs

Let us try another perspective on the problem; let us see
what modem physics has to offer. The flow-chart on the following page, by Saul-Paul Sirag, represents the main problems
in quantum theory and the directions of current speculation.
The Einstein-Rosen-Podolsky demonstration (ERP, for
short) indicated that, if quantum mechanics is true, some particles are in instantaneous contact even if at opposite ends of
the universe. (This is only true of particles that were once in
physical contact, but that is a technical point that doesn't
matter in this context.) The trouble with ERP is that (a) such
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explanation and is hard to think about anyway and (b), even
worse, such instantaneous communication is forbidden by
Special Relativity , which allows no instantaneous effects,
everything being limited by the speed of light.
The intent of ERP was a reductio ad absurdum of quantum theory. ERP is deduced by rigorous mathemati cs from
quantum mechanics, and appears to be false for the two reasons given above. In math, if the conclusion is false, then th e
antecedent is false. Ergo, quantum mechanics is not true.
This was a happy thought to Einstein, Rosen and Podolsky, all of whom had grave reservations about the random element implicit in all quantum equations-reservations summed
up in Einstein's famous maxim, "God does not play dice."
Alas, ERP was promulgated in 1935 and everything since
then-the greatest period of experimental work in the history
of physicS, there being more physicists alive today than in all
previous history -indicates that quantum mechanics is not
false at all. It works beautifully. Ergo, if the antecedent is
true , the conclusion is true, and ERP effects must exist-even
if they are forbidden by Special Relativity .
Now, physicists are not particularly happy with this conclusion , since they wish to preserve both quantum mechanics
and Special Relativity . Something has to be done about the
ERP paradox - but what?
In 1964, Bell's Theorem suggested three possible interpretations of th e ERP effect , all of them con troversial. Bell's
Theorem appears (as this is written, 1977) solid as steel, so at
least one of the alternatives must be included in the new paradigm, when physics finally does produce a new paradigm. Let
us look at the three alternatives.
Quantum mechanics fa ils ...
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and/or
Objectivity fails ...

and/or
Locality fails .. .

If quantum mechanics fails. it is going to fail radically
and totally . The Clauser experiment (Berkeley 1974) showed
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that attempting to redefine quantum connections would not
get around Bell's Theorem , so quantulII theory as knolVn must
be revolutionized totally if we take this path. This means we
are in for a bigger epistemological revision than that connected
with Relativity and Quantum Theory themselves; probably,
we are in for the biggest redefinition of reality in the history
of science. This mind boggling event will be the biggest revolution in scientific history beca use almost everything in modern physics depends on the truth of quantum theory. Giving
up quantum mechanics is equivalent to a religious person's
giving up God; everything-not just a few things - will then
change in our thinking.
Saul-Paul Sirag laconically sums this alternative up as
"New Ball Game" at the right of the chart.

as the result of quantum interactions between my brain and
th e events I have intersec ted since becoming interested in 23 .
We are very close to Jano Watts's "Net" here, and to th e old
shamanic belief-system which Sir James Frazer called "the
Law of Contagion." Crowley called it "the magickallink ."

and/or
The second non-objective model is the parallel-worlds
idea long used by science-fiction writers. A mathematical formulation of this has been devised by Wheeler (the same Wheel er as above) with Everett and Graham. TItis leads to the concept that there are 10 1001- universes existing "simultaneously"
in different dimensions. (10 10 0+ is only an estimate, but it
means 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,

000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 universes- ten million

and/or
If Objectivity fails, we are in for an equally gigantic revolution in thought, but we can at least suggest what form it
will take. Objectivity , in this context, means the doctrine
that the universe exists apart from the ideas or the will of the
investigator. Two models have been developed without the
doctrine of Objectivity. The first is the "participatory universe" or "observer-created universe" of Nobel Laureate
Werner Heisenberg and Dr. John A. Wheeler of Princeton.
In Heisenberg's version, quantum events exist in potentia before human measurement and in reality only after such measurement has occurred. "Weirdness," Heisenberg says, is the
characteristic of potentia; time nows forward and baeklVard
there, and none of the usual laws of physics apply. Those
laws only come into action after human intervention (measurement) has occurred.
and/or
Wheeler's observer-created universe, like Heisenberg's,
portrays "reality" as the result of human-<Iuantum interaction,
but adds the possibility that ERP transmissions may effect
this result even before measurement is made. This , of course,
leads directly to the possibility of psychokinesis (magick ... )
and might explain all sorts of eerie events, from religious
"miracles" to Uri Geller's alleged metal-bending. A slight extension of this hypothesis will allow us to consider all my 23s
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million, million, million, million, million , million, million,
million, million, million, million, million, million, million,
million universes atleast.J Each of these universes is as comptete, and as vast in time and space, as our own, and we exist
in each of them , but in different ways.
In other words, everything that can happen does happen .
As Saul-Paul Sirag explains this model , "In the universe next
door, J'm still a physicist but working at a different area of
research. A few universes over, I.m an actor who dropped out
of physics and never came back to it. In another universe, I
died in the concentration camp and don't exist in the 'present'
at all."
Most physicists can't take this model seriously, and it is
rumored that Wheeler, Everett and Graham, who created it,
don't believe in it. Yet it is one legitimate interpretation of
the problem raised by Bell's Theorem .

I
I

i

I
I

alld/or
If Locality fails, we are in a particularly interesting predicament. Locality has a rather technical meaning in physi cs.
but basically you can think of it this way: The local universe,
to any intelligent being, is bounded by the speed of light. That
is, any signal received is traveling at, or at less than, the speed
of light. TI,is "local" universe - everything we can deteetmoving within the limiting velocity of light - is the only universe,
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according to Special Relativity. A "non-local" universe would
be one outside that limitation. By Special Relativity, such a
non-local universe is metaphysical and "meaningless," in the
sense that, even if it did exist, we could never possibly delecl
it.
However, if we interpret ERP and Bell's Theorem to
. mean that quantum events are, after all, in inslantaneous
communication, then we can contact a non-local universe on
the medium of the quantum communication net. This is virtually indistinguishable from saying that we can be in California and Arizona at the same time, or in Califontia and the
Sirius double-star system at the same time, or in the past, present and future "at the same time."
A possible way of looking at this rather incomprehensible thought has been developed by Dr. Jack Sarfatti, who
assumes that ERP transmissions (faster-than-Iight) are illformation without transportation. Limiting our view to a local
universe- to transmissions at, or at less than, the speed of
Iisht-is "electromagnetic chauvinism," Sarfatti has proposed.
Information without transportation is information without
energy, without "signals" in the ordinary sense. The rule of
Special Relativity is, thus, not challenged but merely reduced
to a definition of locality; it applies only to signals and energy
systems. Pure information can take the form of ERP transmissions not limited by signals or the speed of ligh t.
This superluminal information (ERP transmission), Sarfatti argues, might underlie the interstellal ESP which has
been claimed by recent writers (myself included) as well as
ordinary planetside ESP.

and/or
Superluminal information might also, Sarfatti and Sirag
have proposed elsewhere, account for the damnable and mindboggling phenomena of synchronicity; e.g., my 23 space-time
hologram. S~nchronicity, as formulated by Jung and Pauli,
merely descnbes what happens: coincidences form into patterns that are acausal but meaningful. Superluminal information transfer on the quantum level might explain how this
happens. Every sub-atomic system in the universe, or in the
multiverses, adjusts instantaneously into conformity with the
194

whole, by synergetic feedback faster-than-light. Here we ap·
proach Dr. Capra's "Bootstrap Theory" which makes everything the cause of everything, as in I a/ing or Taoism.
We have constructed, within these alternative models ~t
the forefront of physics, a series of partial explanations of the
weird data I have offered .
If quantum mechanics fails, then all my data - however
incompatible with current reality-maps- is merely a series of
events which will be explained later, when physics has advanced a few decades (or centuries, or millennia).
If objectivity fails and there is a world of potentia under·
lying the world of measured reality, then all my data and all
the data of shamanism from the beginning of humanity's his·
tory are just records of abrupt interference between potelltia
and reality. Heisenberg's concept of potentia does, indeed,
sound a lot like "the other world": the nagual described in
Castaneda's books, the "astral" realms of Cabala, the "fairyland" of the Celts, the "Side" of witchcraft. In raw potelltia,
literally anything can happen, forward or backward or sideways in time; only in measured reality are we limited by the
laws of physics.
If objectivity fails and there are parallel worlds, maybe
as many as 10 100+ of them, it is easy to see how communications from here to there could be bedeviled by incoherence
and confusion. Various humans who had turned on to the
universe next door or to various universes two or more quantum jumps away might carry back signals which they would
organize into such Gestalts as "I talked to God ," "I traveled
in time," "I met an extraterrestrial," etc. In particular, they
might bring back both prophecies that succeed and prophecies that fail, our universe being tangent to the parallel universes at some points but not at all points.
The "Mothman Prophecies" of John Keel, remember,
worked out this way:

Prophecy #1: The Pope will be stabbed fatally in the
Near East in 1968.
Result: TIle Pope was stabbed, non-fatally, in Manila, in
1969.
Prophecy #2: Robert Kennedy was in danger in a hotel
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kitchen.

Result: Robert Kennedy was shot to death in a hotel
kitchen.

Prophecy #3: All the power in the U.S. will fail at noon
on December 24, 1968.
Result: The power didn't fail, but a bridge in the center
of Mothman territory collapsed at that moment, killing 100.
Keel interprets this mindfuck to mean tha t the communicating entities were mischievous, had a nasty sense of humor, and are deliberately misleading and tormenting those
who get involved with them. Al though he calls them " ultraterrestrials," his concept of them is not much different from
what earlier centuries meant by "demons."
In terms of the multi-universe model, however, the entities could be totally honest. All of their predictions came
true, in one universe or another. Keel just happens to be in
one of the universes at a tangent to theirs, where only part of
the prophecies came true.
Interestingly, Dr. Vallee has found a similar pattern of
prophecies partially succeeding and partially failing among
many alleged Contactees. 87
If locality fails, and faster-than-light information really
exists, we are in a J ung-Pauli universe in which synchronicity
is at least as important as linear causality.
And, if locality fails, and some advanced races are using
superluminal information as casually as we use electricity,
some of it must intersect this plan et occasionally, although
most of it is not on wavelengths usually picked up by us. This
is Dr. John Lilly's "Network."
It seems, in short, tha t there is nothing in Part One of
this book, however incredible to the ordinary reader, which
cannot be accounted for within the possibilities of the growing
edge of quantum theory.
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Tunnel-Realities and Imprints
Let's try Dr. Leary's perspective on these mysteries.
To understand neurological space, Dr. Leary assumes
that the nervous system consists of eight potential circuits, '"
"gears," or mini-brains. Four of these brains are in. the usuall y
active left lobe and are concerned with our terrestrial survival :
four are extraterrestrial, reside in the "silent" or inactive
right lobe, and are for use in our future evolution. This explains why the right lobe is usually inactive at this stage of
our development, and why it becomes aclive when the person ingests psychedelics.
We will explain each of the eight "brains" briefly.
I. The bio-survival circuit. This inverteb rate bram was
the first to evolve (2 to 3 billion years ago) and is the first activated when a human infant is born. It programs perception
onto an either-or grid divided into nurturing-helpful Things
(which it approaches) and noxious-<langerous Things (which it
flees , or attacks). The imprinting of this circuit sets up the
basic attitude of trust or suspicion which will last for hfe. II
also identifies the external stimuli which will ever after trig.
ger approach or avoidance.
II. The emotional circuit. 1l1is second, more advanced
bio-computer formed when vertebrates appeared and began
to compete for territory (perhaps 500,000,000 B.C.). In the
individual, this bigger tunnel-reality is activated when the
DNA master-tape triggers the metamorphosis from crawllllg
to walking. As every parent knows, the toddl er is no longer"
passive (bio-survival) infant but a mammalian politician, full
of physical (and psychic) territorial demands, q~lck to meddle in family business and decision-making. Agalll the first
imprint on this circuit remains constant for hfe (unless bralllwashed) and identifies the stimuli which will automatically
trigger dominant , aggressive behavior or submissive, cooperative behavior. When we say that a person is behaving emotionally, egotistically or "like a two-year-old, ". ,,:,e mean tha I
s/he is blindly following one of the tunnel-reahlies Imprinted
on this circuit.
Ill. The dexterity-symbolism circuit. This third brain
was formed when hominid types began to differentiate from
other primate stock (circa 4-5 million B.C.) and is activated
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for the linear left-lobe functions of the brain determine our
?orma! mo~es of artifact-manufacture and c~ncePtual thought
'
J.e., third circuit "mind."
It is .no accident, then, that our logic (and our comp.ute~-deslgn) follows the either-or, binary structure of these
qrcults. Nor is it an accident that our geometry, until the
last cJentu~, has been E~clidean. Euclid's geometry, Arist?t.lc s logic and Newton s physics are meta-programs syntheSJZlOg and gener?lizing .first brain forward-back, second brain
up-down and thIrd braIn right-left programs.
T~e fourth brain, dealing with the transmission of tribal
o~ ethn!c cul.ture across generations, introduces the fourth
dImensIon, tIme.
. . Sin~e each of these tunnel-realities consists of biochem~callml!Tlnts or matrices in the nervous system, each of them
IS specificall! triggered by neuro-transmitters and other drugs.
acttvate the first brain take an opiate. Mother Opium
a?d SJst~r Morp?i~e bring you down to cellular intelligence,
blo-~urvlv~1 ~asslvJty, the floating consciousness of the newborn. (l1us IS why Freudians identify opiate addiction with
the desae to return to infancy.)
~o activate the second tunnel-reality, take an abundant
qua?hty of ~cohol. y~rtebrate territorial patterns and mammalian emotional politIcs immediately .appear when the booze
flo~s, as Tho"?as Nashe intuitively realized when he charactcnzed the vanous alcohol states by animal labels: "ass drunk"
"goa t d run.'
k "" swme
. drunk," "bear drunk," etc.
'
!o ~cttvate the third circuit, try coffee or tea, a highproteIn dIet, speed or cocaine.
The spe~ific neurotransmitter for circuit four has not
been syntheslze~ yet, but it is generated by the glands after
pubescence and flows volcanically through the bloodstreams
of adolescents.
.
!Vone of these terrestrial drugs change basic biochemical
lmprllzt.s. T!te behaviors which they trigger are those which
~ere.wlred Into the nervous system during the first stages of
l?1pnnt vulnerability. The circuit I I drunk exhibits the emot~ona.l game,~ o~ C~?s learned from parents in infancy. The
clrcul! I I ~ mmd never gets beyond the pennutations and
combInatIons of those tunnel-realities originally imprinted, or
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abstractions associated with the imprints through later conditioning. And so forth.
But all this Pavlovian-Skinnerian robotism changes drastically and dramatically when we turn to the right lobe, the
future circuits and extraterrestrial chemicals.
The four evolving future "brains" are:
V. The neurosomatic circuit. When this fifth "bodybrain" is activated, flat Euclidean figure-ground configurations explode multi-dimensionally. Gestalts shift, in McLuhan's terms, from linear visual space to all-encompassing sensory space. A hedonic tum-on occurs, a rapturous amusement,
a detachment from the previously compulsive mechanism of
the first four circuits. I turned this circuit on with pot and
Tantra.
This fifth brain began to appear about 4,000 years ago
in the first leisure-class civilizations and has been increasing
statistically in recent centuries (even before the Drug Revolution), a fact demonstrated by the hedonic art of India, China,
Rome and other affluent societies. More recently, Ornstein
and his school have demonstrated with electroencephalograms
that this circuit represents the fast jump from the linear left
lobe of the brain to the analogical right lobe.
.
The opening and imprinting of this circuit has been the
preoccupation of "technicians of the occult"-Tantric shamans and hatha yogis. While the fifth tunnel-reality can be
achieved by sensory deprivation, social isolation, physiological
stress or severe shock (ceremonial terror tactics, as practiced
by such rascal-gurus as Don Juan Matus or Aleister Crowley),
it has traditionally been reserved to the educated aristocracy
of leisure societies who have solved the four terrestrial survival problems.
About 20,000 years ago, the specific fifth brain neurotransmitter was discovered by shamans in the Caspian Sea
area of Asia and quickly spread to other wizards throughout
Eurasia and Africa. It is, of course, cannabis. Weed. Mother
Mary Jane.
.
It is no accident that the pot-head generally refers to
his neural state as "high" or "spaced-out." The transcendence
of gravitational, digital, linear, either-or, Aristotelian, Newtonian, Euclidean, planetary orientations (circuits I-IV) is,
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in evolutionary perspective, part of our neurological prepara.
tlon for the inevitable migration off our home planet, now
beginning. This is why so many pot·heacJs are Star Trek
freaks and science·fiction adepts. (Berkeley, California, certainly the Cannabis Capital of the U.S. , has a Federation Trading Post on Telegraph Avenue, where the well-heeled can easily
spe nd $500 or more in a single day, buying Star Trek novels,
magazine s, newsletters, bumper stickers, photographs, poslers,
tapes, etc., including even complete blueprints for the starship Enterprise. )
The extraterrestrial meaning of being "high" is confirmed by astronauts themselves; 85% of those who have entered the free-fall of zero gravity describe "mystic experiences"
or rapture states typical of the neurosomatic circuit. "No
photo can show how beautiful Earth looked ," raves Captain
Ed Mitchell , describing his lIIumination in free -fall. He sounds
like any successful yogi or pot-head. No camera can show this
experience because it is inside the nervous system.

Free·fall, at the proper evolutionary time, triggers the
. Ileurosomatic mutation, Leary believes. Previo usly this mutation has bee n achieved "artificially" by yogic or shamanic
training or by the fifth circuit stimulant, cannabis. Surfing,
skiing, skin-diving and the new sexual culture (sensuous massage, vibrators, imported Tantric arts, etc.) have evolved at
the same time as part of the hedonic conquest of gravity.
The Turn-Dn sta te is always described as "f1oa ting," or, in
the Zen metaphor, "one foot above the ground."
VI. The neuroelectric circuit. The sixth brain consists
of the nervous system beco ming aware of itself apart from
imprinted gravitational reality-maps (circuits I·IV) and even
apart from body-rapture (circuit V). Count Korzybski, the
semanticist, called this state "consciousness of abstracting."
Dr. John Lilly calls it "metaprogramming," i.e., awareness of
programming one's programming. This Einsteinian, relativistic
contelligence (consciousness-intelligence) recognizes, for instance, that the Euclidean, Ne wtonian and Aristotelian realitymaps are just three among billions of possible programs or
mod els for experience. I turned this circuit on with Peyote ,
LSD and Crowley's "magick" me taprograms.
This level of brain-functioning seems to have been re202

ported fust around 500 B.C. among various "o~cult" ~roups
connected by the Silk Route (Rome-North Ind Ia). It IS so
far beyond the terrestrial tunnel-realities that those. who have
achieved it can barely communicate about It to ordmary hu·
manity (circuits I-I V) and can hardly be understood even by
fifth circuit Rapture Engineers.
The characteristics of the neuroelectric circuit are high
velocity multiple choice, relativity, and the fi ssion-fusion of
all perc~ptions into parallel science-fiction universes of alternate possibilities.
TIle mammalian politics which monitor power struggle s
among terrestrial humanity are here transce~de~, i.e., seen as
static artificial, an elaborate charade. One IS neIther coercivel; manipulated into another's territo~al reality nor f~rced
to struggle against it with reciprocal emotJOnal game-playmg
(the usual soap-opera dramatics). One sim~IY ele.cts, consciously, whether or not to share the other s reahty:mo?eL
Tactics for opening and imprinting the SIxth CHcUlt are
described and rarely experi enced in advanced rajah yoga, and
in the hermetic (coded) manuals of the medieval-Renaissance
alchemists and lIIuminati.
.
No specific sixth circuit chemical is yet available,.?ut
strong psychedelics like mescahne (from my 1962-?3 s~cred
cactus," peyotl) and psilocybin (from the MeXIcan m~glc
mushroom," teonactl) open the nervous system to a I:"~ed.
media series of circuit V and circuit V I channels. ThIS '.s ap'
propriately called "tripping," as distinguished from straIght·
forward fifth circuit "turning on" or "getting high ."
The suppression of scientific research in this area has
had the unfortunate result of turning the outlaw drug culture
back toward fifth circuit hedonics and pre-scientific tunnelrealities (the occult revival, solipsism, Pop Orientalism).
Without scientific discipline and methodology, few can sue·
cessfully decode the often-frightening (but philosophic~lIy
crucial) sixth circuit meta programming signals. ' Such sClen '
tists as do continue to study this subject dare not pubhsh
their results (which are illegal) and record ever-wider tunnel·
realities only in private conversations- like the scholars of ti ll'
Inquisitorial era. (Voltaire announced the Age of Reaso n tlVII
centuries too soon . We are still in the Dark Ages.) Most
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underground alchemists have given up on such challenging
a.nd f1 sky self-work and restrict their trips to fifth circuit eroIIc tunnels.
The evolutionary function of the sixth circuit is to enable us to communicate at Einsteinian relativities and neuroelectric accelerations, not usi ng third circuit laryngeal-manual
s,Ymbols but directly via feedback , telepathy and computer
!~nk-up. "Neuro~el.ectric signals will increasingly replace
speech (homlOJd grunts) after space migration.
When humans have climbed out of the atmosphere-gravity well of planetary Me, accelerated sixth circuit contellige~ce will make possible high-energy communication with
"HIgher Intelligences," i.e., ourselves-in-the-future and other
post-terrestrial ra ces.
It is charmingly simple and obvious, once we realize
that the spaced-out neural experiences really are extraterrestr.'al , .that getting high. and spaci?g out are accurate metaphors.
CJrclUt V neuroso.matlc rapture IS preparation for the nex t
s.tep m our evolutIOn, migration off the planet. Circuit V I is
prepar~tlOn for the step after that, interspecies communicahon wIth advanced entities possessing electronic (post-verbal)
tunnel-reali ties.
. Circuit VI is th~ "universal translator" often imagined
by sCIence-fictIOn wflters, already built into our brains by
the DNA t~pe. lust as the circuits of the future butterfly are
already bUIlt mto the caterpillar.
.
VII. The neurogenetic circuit. The seventh brain kicks
II1tO actIOn when the nervous sys tem begins to receive signals
from wlfhm the individuailleuroll, from the DNA-RNA dialogue. The first to achieve this mutation spoke of "memories
of past lives," "reincarnation," "immortality," etc. That
these adepts were recording something real is indicated by the
fact [hat many of them (especially Hindus and Sufis) gave
marvelously accurately poetic vistas of evolution I 000 or
2,000 years before Darwin, and foresaw Superhum~nity before NIetzsche .
,!,he ::akashic records" of Theosophy, the "collective unconscl.ous of lung , the "phylogenetic uncon scious" of Grof
a?~ Ring, are three modern metaphors for this circuit. The
VISIOns of past and future evolution described by those Who
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have had "out-of-body" experiences during c1ose-to-death
episodes also describes the trans-time circuit V II tunnelreality.
Specific exercises to trigger circuit V II are not to be
found in yogic teaching; it usually happens, if at all, after several years of the kind of advanced rajah yoga that develops
circuit VI facility.
The specific circuit V" neurotransmitter is, of course,
LSD. (Peyote and psilocybin produce some circuit VII experiences also.)
Circuit VB is best considered, in terms of 1977 science,
as the genetic archives, activated by anti-histone proteins. The
DNA memory coiling back to the dawn of life. A sense of the
inevitability of immortality and interspecies symbiosis comes
to all circuit VII mutants; we can now see that this, also, is
an evolutionary forecast, since we stalld right /IOW 011 the doorstep of extellded longevity leading to immortality.
The exact role of the right-lobe circuits and the reason
for their activation in the 1960s cultural revolution now becomes clear. As sociologist F.M. Esfandiary writes in Upwillgers,
"Today when we speak of immortality and of going to another world we no longer mean these in a theological or metaphysical sense. People are now traveling to other worlds.
People are now striving for immortality. Transcendence is
. concept. I t Ilas b ecome rea I't
no longer a metaphYSIcal
I y. "88
The evolutionary function of the seventh circuit and it s
evolutionary, aeon-spanning tunnel-reality is to prepare us for
conscio us immortality and interspecies symbiosis.
VIII. The lIeuro-atomic circuit. Hold on to your hats
and breathe deeply-this is the farthest-out that human intelligence has yet ventured:
Consciouslless probably precedes the biological unit or
DNA tape-loop. "Out-of-body experiences," "astral projection ," contact with alien (extraterrestrial?) "entities" or with
a galactic Overmind , etc., such as I've experienced, have all
been reported for thousands of years, not merely by the ignorant, the superstitious, the gullible, but often 'by the finest
minds among us (Socrates, Giordano Bruno, Edison, Buckminster Fuller, etc.). Such experiences are reported daily to
parapsychologists and have been experienced by such scientists
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as Dr. John Lilly and Carlos Castaneda. Dr. Kenne th Ring has
attnb~!ed these phenomena to what he calls, very appropriately, the ex traterres trial un conscious."
Dr. Leary sugges ts that circuit VI II is literally neuroatomlc -:mfra, supra and m eta-physiologi ca l- a quantum
n~cclla.lllcal com.munication sys tem wh ich docs not require a
. bIologIcal container. The attempt to construct a quantum
model of consciousness and/or a conscious model of quantum
mechaniCS by the turned-on physicists discussed previously
(Prof. John ArchIbald Wheeler, Saul-Paul Sirag , Dr. Fritjof
Capra, Dr. Jack Sarfatli, etc.) indicates strongly that the
"atomic consciousness" first suggested by Leary in "The Seven Tongues of God" (1962) is the ex planatory link which will
umte parapsychology and paraphysics into the first scientific
empirical experimental theology in hi story .
~h e ~ the nervous ~y s tem is turn ed on to this quantumlevel cIrcuIt, space-lime IS o bliterated . Einstein's speed-of-light
?amer IS tran sc~ nded; in Dr. Sarfatti's metaphor, we escape
elec tromagne tIc chauvinism." TIl e contelligence within the
quantum proj ection booth is the entire cosmic "brain," just
as the mlcro-mllllatunzed DNA helix is the local brain guiding
planetary evo lullon. As Lao-tse said from his own Circuit
VIII perspec tive, "The greatest is within the small es t."
Circuit V II I is triggered by Katamine, a neuro-chemical
researched by Dr. John Lilly, which is also (according to a
WIde-spread but unconfirmed rumor) given to astronauts to
p:ep,:,"e them for space. High doses of LSD also produce some
cIrcuIt VI II quantum awareness.
This ne uro-atomic contelligence is four mutations be~o nd terrestrial domest!city. (TIle current ideological struggle
IS between CIrCUIt I V tflbal moralists-o r-co llec tivists and cirCUI~ V hedo.nic in?ividualists.) When our ne ed for higher intelhgence, ncher ~nvolvement in the cosmic script, further
transce ndence, WIll no longer be sa tisfi ed by physical bodies
not even by i:nmortal ~odi es hopping across space-time at '
Warp 9, cIrcuIt VI II WIll open a further fronti e r. New universes and realities. "Beyond th eology: the science and art of
Godmanship," as Alan Watts once wrote.
It is therefore possible that th e my steri o us "entities"
(angels and ex traterrestrials) monotonollsly reported by

circuit V I I I visionaries are members of races alread y evolved
to this level. But it is also possible, as Leary and Sarfatti more
recently suggest, that They are ourselves-in-the-future.
The left-lob e terres trial circuits contain the learn ed le ssons of our evolutionary past (and present). The right-lobe
ex traterrestrial circuits are the evolutionary script for our
future.
Thus far, there have been two alternative exp lanati ons
of why the Drug Revolution happened. TIle first is present ed
in a sophisticated way by anthropologist Weston laBarre, and
in an ignorant, moralistic way by most anti-drug propaganda
in the schools and the mass media. This explanation says, in
essence, that millions have turned away from the legal down
drugs to illegal /rig/r drugs because we are living in troubled
times and many are seeking escape into fantasy.
This theory, at its best, only partially explains the ugliest and most publicized aspect of the revolution-the reckless
drug a buse characteristic o f the immature. It says nothing
about the millions of respectable doctors, lawyer>, engineers,
etc., who have turned away from seco nd 'ci rcuit intoxication
with booze to fifth circuit rapture with weed.
Nor does it account at all for the thoughtful , philosophical sixth circuit investigations of persons of high intelligence
and deep sensibility, such as Aldous Huxley, Dr. Stanley
Grof, Masters-Houston, Alan W. Watts, Carlos Castaneda , Dr.
John Lilly and thousands of scientific and lay researchers on
consciousness.
A more plausible theory, devised by psychiatrist Norman
Zinberg out of the work of Marshall McLuhan, holds that
modern electronic media have so shifted the nervous system 's
parameters that young people no longer enjoy "linear" drugs
like alcohol and find meaning only in "non-linear" weed and
psychedelics.
This is certainly part of the truth, but it is too narrow
and overstresses TV and computers without sufficiently stressing the general technological pictu re- the ongoing ScienceFiction Revolution of which the most significant aspects arc
Space Migration, In cre ased Intelligence and Life Extension ,
which Leary has co ndensed into his S.M.l2.L.E. formu la.
Space Migration plus Increased Intelligence plus Life Ex ·
20 7
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,
tension means expansion of humanity into all space-time.
S.M. + I'. + L.E . = 00 .
Without totally endorsing Charles Fort's technological
mysticism ("It steam-engines when it comes steam-engine
time"), it is obvious that the DNA metaprogram for planetary
evolution is far wiser than any of our individual nervous systems-which are, in a sense, giant robots or sensors for DNA.
Early science-fiction pulps ; the crudities of Buck Rogers; the
sophistica ted science-fiction of brilliant writers like Stapledon, Clarke, Heinlein; Kubrick's 200J-all were increasingly
clear DNA signals transmitted through the intuitive right lobe
of sensitive artists, preparing us for the extraterrestrial mutation.
It is scarcely coincidental that mainstream "literary"
intellectuals - the heirs of the Platonic-aristocratic tradition
that a gentleman never uses his hands, monkeys with tools or
learns a manual craft-despise both science-fiction and the
dope culture. Nor is it coincidental that the Whole Earth Catalogs-crea ted by Stewart Brand, a graduate of Ken Kesey's
Merry Pranksters-are the New Testament of the rural dropoui culture, each issue bulging with tons of eco-technological
information about all the manual , dextrous, gadgety knowhow that Plato and his heirs conside r fit onty for slaves. Not
surprisingly, Brand 's latest publication, Co-Evolution Quarterly. has been largely devoted to publicizing Prof. Gerard
O'Neill's space-habitat, L5 .
Nor is it an accident that dopers seem to prefer sc iencefiction to any other reading, even including the ex traterrestrial-flavored Hindu scriptures and occult-shamanic circuit
VI-VIII trip-poets like Crowley and Hesse.
The circuit VI drugs may have contributed much to the
metaprogramming consciousness tha t has led to sudden awareness of "male chauvinism" (women's Iiberationists) , "species
chauvinism" (ecology, Lilly's dolphin studies), "type-G star
chauvinism" (Carl Sagan), even "oxygen chauvinism" (the
r:ET[ conference), etc. The imprinted tunnel-realities which
identify one as "white-male-American-earthian" etc. or "blackfemale-Cuban" etc. are no longer big enough to enclose our
exp loding contelligence.
As Time magazine said on November 26, 1973, "Within
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ten years. according to pharmacologists, they will have perfected pills and cranial electrodes capable of providing lifelong bliss for everyone on Earth." 11te 1960s hysteria about
weed and acid was just the overture to this fifth circuit breakthrough . Nathan S. Kline, M.D., predicts real aphrodisiacs,
drugs to speed up learning, drugs to foster or terminate any
behavior. Those who were burned or jailed at the beginning
of the 17th century (Bruno, Galileo, etc.) were forerunners
of the Revolution of Outer Technology. Those who were
jailed or beaten by cops in the 19605 were forerunners of the
Revolution of Inner Technology.
Star Trek is a better guide to the emerging reality than
anything in the New York Review of Books. 11te life-support
and defense-system engineer, Scotty (circuit I) , the emotionalsentimental Dr. McCoy (circuit I I), the logical science-officer
Mr. Spack (circuit [II) and the alternately paternalistic and
romantic Captain Kirk (circuit [V) are perpetually voyaging
through our future neurological history and encountering circu it V, VI, VII, and VIII intelligences, however crudely
presenteo.
[n short, the various levels of consciousness and circuits
we have been discussing, and illustrating, are all bi"ochemical
imprints in the evo luti o n of the nervous system. Each imprint
creates a bigger tunnel-reality. [n the Sufi metaphor, the donkey on which we rid e becomes a different donk ey after each
imprint. 11te metaprogrammer continually lea rns more and is
in creasingly able to be aware of itself ope rating. We arc thus
evo lving to intelligence-studying-intelligence (the nervous system studying the nervous sys tem) and are more and more capable of accelerating our own evolution.
Leary now symbolizes intelligence-studying intelligence
by the mark, I'.
On the lower levels, you see with one "[," so to speak.
On the higher levels, you see with many "I"s.
And space-time shifts from three Euclidean dimensions
to non-Euclidean multi-dimensionality.

•
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The Octave of Energy
The Law of Octaves was first suggested by Py thagoras in
ancient Greece. Having observed that the eight notes of the
conventional Occidental musical scale were governed by d efinite mathematical relationships, Pythagoras proceeded to create a whole cosmology based on 8s. In this octagonal model
Pythagoras made numerous mistakes, because he was generaliZUlg from insufficient data. However, his work was the first
attempt in history to unify science, mathematics, art and
mysticism into one comprehensible system and as such is still
intluential. Leary, Crowley and Buckminster Fuller have all
described themselves as modern Pythagoreans.
In China, roughly contemporary with Pythagoras, the
Taoists built up a cosmology based on the interplay of yang
(positive) and yin (negative), which produced the eight trigrams
of the I Ching, out of which are generated the 64 hexagram s.
In India, Buddha announced, after his illumination under the Bodh.i tree, the Noble Eightfold Path . Patanjali subsequently reduced the science of yoga to eight "limbs" or as
-we might say, eight "steps."
'
TI,e game of chess appeared , somewhere in the East with
'
a grid based on 8 x 8 (64) squares.
Kepler discovered the laws of planetary motio n serendipitously , willIe trying to make the planets fit into the Pythagorean octave.
In the 1860s, English chemist John Newland showed that
all the chemical elements fall into eight families . Since Pythagorean mysticism was unfashionable at that time Newland
was literally laughed at and rejected by the Royai Chemical
Society. In the 1870s, with much more detail than Newland
the Russian chemist Mendeleyev proved once and for all that
the elements do, indeed, fall into eight families . His Periodi c
Table of the Elements, an octave of hauntingly Pythagorean
harmony, hangs in every high-school chemistry class today.
(The Royal Society later apologized to Newland and gave him
a Gold Medal.)
We have already seen that Nikola Tesla, in the visions
from which he deduced the mechanism of alternating current
also intuited a basic Law of Octaves governing universal ener~ .
Modem geneticists have found that the DNA-RNA "dia210

logue"-the molecular information system governing life and
evolution - is transmitted by 64 (8 x 8) codolls.
R. Buckminster Fuller, in his Synergetic-Energetic Geo metry, which he claims is the "co-<Jrdinate system of Universe," reduces all phenomena to geometric-energetic constructs based on the tetrahedron (4-sided), the octet truss
(8-sided) and the COl/pier (8-faceted with 24 phases). Fuller
argues specifically that the 8-face, 24-phase COl/pier und erli es
the 8-fold division of the chemical elements on the Mend eleyev Periodic Table.
In 1973, unaware of Fuller's COl/pier-which I called to
his attention later- Dr. Leary began to divide his 8 circuits
into a 24-stage Periodic Table of Evolution (see diagram).
Leary also began attempting to correlate tltis with the PeriodicTable of Elements in chemistry.
TIle eight families of elements are:
I. Alkalis.
2. A1kalines.
3. Borons.
4. Carbons.
5. Nitrogens.
6. Oxygens.
7. Halogens .
8. Noble gases.
The first four families, Leary argues, are terrestrial; that
is, they are heavy and tend to fall to Earth. The second four
families are extraterrestrial; that is, they tend to tloat off into
space. Similarly, he says, the first four circuits of the nervous
system are terrestrial; their function is to control survival and
reproduction at the bottom of the 4,OOO-mile gravity well in
which we presently live. The second four circuits, then, arc
extraterrestrial; they will come into full play only when we
live normally in zero-gravity - in free space.
If the higher circuits have been appearing (partially and
in rare mutants) for a few thousand years, this -is because ti ll'
DNA blueprint is gradually modifying us for future evolutio n_
If higher circuit functions are increasing at an accelerating
rate- as many parapsychologists think - it is because we are
now mutating rapidly toward extraterrestrial migration .
Mathematically, the first four circuits are Euclidean211

Newtonian, orienting us to the 3-dimensional space and l-dimensional time of planetary life. The second four circuits are
Fullerian-Einsteinian, orienting us to interstellar zero-gravity
It is possible to see the development of an individual (if
slhe evolves all the way to the 8th circuit) and the development of life itself as the working out of this Octave of Evolu-

THE PERIODIC TABLE OF EVOLUTION

0

CIRCUIT

DENDRITIC
(Input)
FUNCTION

CELL BOD y
(Integrative)
FUNCTION

AXONIC
(Output)
FUNCTION

Neuro-Atomic
(Metaphysiological)

Cosmic
Consciousness

Cosmic
Engineering

Cosmic
Fusion

Neurogenetic

DNA
Awareness

DNA
Engineering
(Longevity)

DNA
Fusion
(Ecological
Symbiosis)

ESP
Precognition

The
Neurologician
(the shaman)

"The Conscious
Circle of
Humanity"

Neurosomatic

Hedonic
Passivity

Hedonic
Engineering
(Yoga)

Hedonic
Synergy
(Tantra)

Domestic
(Socio-Sexual)

The Ad olescen t
(Barbarian
Bands)

The Parent
(Pa triarch aI
Civiliza tion)

Cen traJized
Socialism
(Hive-Unity)

LaryngealManual
(Symbolic)

The Learning
Child
(paleolithic)

The Skillful
Child
(Neoli tide)

The Creative Child
(Bronze Age)

EmotionalTerritorial

The Toddler
(trickster
mammal)

The Fighting
Child
(predator
mammal)

The Political
Child
(pack-bonding)

The Demanding
Infant
(marine
consciousness)

Mother-Child
bonding
(amphibian
consciousness)

Neuro-Elec tric

Bio-SurvivaJ

The Newborn
(unicellular
co nsciousness)

Read from
• f ant begms
. at "The Newborn"·
every
adult the
a -bottom
t I up Every In
rrlVes a east at "Central" d S " 0 "
'
Control Center or ma'or "
lZe oCl8hsm (although the
Fighting Child" or" ~ IDIPut) may be back at "The Toddler" or "The
ID any s ot . So-caUed g "
.
people with wild (psionic) talents ar
t_emuses, mystics or weird
slot from "Centralized SOCI°all"sm" t oe ,PCososmic
l~aFIuSlono"
a~d may reach any
0

tion" Thus:
Circuit I
Circuit II
Circuit III

studen t Mind

Circuit IV

pos t-pubescen t
domesticity
neurosoma tic
rapture
neuroelec tric
me ta programming
neurogenetic
consciousness

Circuit V
Circuit VI
Circuit VII

-

Individual
infant bio-survival
passivity
"toddler" emotional
politics (Ego)

Circuit V III Sa tori

Life
uni-cellular life
vertebrate life, territoriality, hierarchy
hominid languages and
tool-making
urbanized civilization
free-fall (extra terrestrial
migration)
12
immortali ty
Cosmic Union

But this is strikingly similar to the teachings of Gurdjieff
(which may be. according to many, the secret inner teachings
of Sufism). The Gurdjieff vibration numbers and the levels of
consciousness, as named by Gurdjieff, fit the table as follows:
384 Movement center
192 False emotional center

96 False intellectual center
48 False personality

24 MagnetiC Center
12 True Emotional Center
6 True Intellectual Cen ter
3 The Essence

Circuit I
Circuit II .
Circuit III
Circuit IV
Circuit V
Circuit VI
Circuit VII
Circuit V I II

Invertebrate reality
Mammalian reali ty
Paleolithic reality
Civilized reality
HedoniC reality
Psionic reali ty
Immortal reality
Cosmic reali ty

Leary began to divide the 8 circuits into 24 phases when
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he became convinced that each circuit has an input phase, a
decision-making phase, and an output phase. (On the synaptic level, this appears as dendrites, receiving signals; cell-bodies,
making decisions; and axons, transmitting signals.) This 24stage chart can be correlated with the Hebrew alphabet, thereby casting new light on the Cabala; with the Tarot cards (a
Sufi invention, it is claimed); and with the Zodiac (if we allow 12 extraterrestrial types to complete the 12 terrestrial
types of traditional astrology). These correlations are not indicated on the diagram; a full explanation will be found in
two later books. *
Working independently of Leary and myself, Prof. Peter
Flessel of the University of San Francisco has begun developing correlations between the 8 x 8 codons of the genetic code
and the 8 x 8 hexagrams of the I Ching, which he will be publishing soon. It is to be hoped that in further work on the
Leary Periodic Table, Flessel's correlations and Ful1er's 24phase geometric coupler, science will eventually find a "Rosetta Stone" by which the traditional symbols of occultism
can be'decoded in modern, operational, scientific categories.
It will be seen by the thoughtful reader that this emerging synthesis evades entirely the usual dichotomy of "spiritual" versus "material," being purely geometric-energetic. It is
thus in the same philosophical category as the unitary systems of the East (Zen, Taoism, Vedanta, etc.) and outside the
dualisms of Greek logic and Christian theology. Any attempt
to describe this octave as "mystical" or as "materialistic"
misses the real point of Leary's work.

The law of acceleration
In the 1890s, Henry Adams became convinced that technology was following a geometric or exponential law. That
is, basic advances do not follow a linear sequence such as:
-The Periodic Tobie of Evolution, by Timothy Leary and Robert Anton Wilson
88 Books, San Diego, 1977; The Game of Life, Leary and Wilson, 88 Books, Sa~
Diego, 1977.
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2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

etc.

but rather an exponential sequence like:
2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 etc.
Adams calculated that, projecting forward the acceleration from Galileo's time to his own, we would have infinite
energy at our disposal in the 1920s. Obviously, he was somewhat inaccurate in his calculations.
But he was not entirely wrong. Korzybski, Buckminster
Fuller Alvin Toffler and others have shown, with countless
exam~les that many things in technology are advancing exponentially,' and the one general tendency ~s cl~arl~ t~at there
will be more basic breakthroughs (both 10 sClentl~c theor~
and in technological applications) in each generatIon than In
any previous generation.
.
As Toffler in particular emphasizes, there are more sCIentists alive in the 1970s than in all previous history added together. Thus, this generation should witness more break~
throughs than all previous history added to~ethe~. In thIS .
context, Leary's SMP LE scenario (Space MIgratIon + Intelhgence 2 + Life Extension) is only the overture to a pl~netary
(and extra-planetary) Awakening that we can only dImly begin to discern.
.
This indeed is the thesis of a remarkable book offenng
the final ~et of m~els and metaphors which we shall be discussing-The Invisible Landscape, by Terrence L. McKenna
and Dennis J. McKenna. 89
The McKenna brothers, who between them have a background that includes anthropology, biology, chemistry and
botany, conducted a metaprogrammi~~ ex~eriment in th~
Upper Amazon Basin, using the local . magl~ musl~room,
which contains psychedelics in the psilocyblO family: For ~7
days they experienced a high level of ESP, the usuallntenslltcation of coincidence-synchronicity, and the pr~sence of an.
"alien" insectoid entity which seemed to be an anthropologlsf
from the future. Twentieth century history appeared as a
frantic (although unconscious) effort to build a craft to escape Earth and return to Galactic Center. This occurred in
March of 1971. (Leary and Benn~r received the Starseed transmissions, urging return to Galactic Center, in July-August 1973.
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Since the McKennas did not publish an account of their experience until 1976, it could not have influenced Leary and
Benner.)
In the six years since the Amazon Basin experience the
McKennas have been developing a model to account for the
action of psychedelics in general and their own experience in
particular. This model is detailed and specific in more ways
than I can summarize here and suggests numerous experiments
in neuro-psychology, chemistry and quantum physics, which
might prove of crucial importance to science as a whole.
Briefly, the McKennas regard our universe as a hologram,
created by the interaction of two hyper-universes, just as an
ordinary hologram is created by the interaction of two lasers.
One consequence of this model is that, if our universe is a
hologram, every part contains the infonnation of the whole,
as in normal ~olography. As we have seen, the Sarfafti interpretation of Bell's Theorem and the Leary theory of eighth
circuit consciousness also lead to this conclusion, which, in
effect, means that every atom contains the "brain" of the
whole universe.
This is also the basic axiom of magick and was originally stated in the Table of Hermes in the famous sentence,
"That which is above is in that which is below." AJchemists
and occultists have usually referred to it as the principle that
"the macrocosm is within the microcosm."
But the McKenna theory goes far beyond this. There
are 64 time-scales in the hologram of our universe, they say,
and each one is related to one of the 64 (8 x 8) hexagrams of
the I Ching. What we caU "mind" or "consciousness" is a
standing wave form in these 64 time-systems. As the two
hyper-universes making up the hologram of our known universe interact in time, "mind" manifests further in our continuum. This means, in concrete physical terms, that the
quantum bonds of the DNA are evolving faster and faster.
We are riding not one but 64 evolutionary waves all mounting toward a cosmic A wakening something like the Omega
Point suggested by pafaeontoIogist TeiIhard de Chardin.
The action of psychedelics, in the model, opens the quantum information system within the DNA to inspection by the
higher neural centers. When Dr. John Lilly says he has trav216

eled in time with LSD, and then adds that this is "only" a
metaphor, he is perhaps too modest. If the McKennas are
right in their basic theory, every psychedelic trip is literally a
voyage through the quantum information system at fasterthan-light velocity, i.e., outside "time" in the local (Einsteinian) universe.
This sounds much like a more scientific formulation of
the incoherent ideas about time that many UFO Contactees
have tried to communicate.
The natural question, of course, is just when are the
McKennas' 64 time-scales reaching their peak in our linear
time?
The McKennas have programmed a computer with their
64 I Ching time systems and the answer is that everything
goes jackpot around A.D. 2012.
(For some perspective on this rather apocalyptic notion,
consider one of the regular studies performed by the McGrawHill Publications Company, in which a cross-section of scientists are asked to predict the technology of the next quartercentury. In the latest McGraw-Hill poll, the majority predicted that by A.D. 2000 we will have:
drugs to cure cancer
artificial eyesight for the blind
drugs to permanently increase intelligence
chemical con trol of aging
chemical control of senility
successful cryogenic preservation.)9o
The McKenna scenario is somewhat more dramatic than
the exponential accelerations suggested by Henry Adams,
Korzybski, Fuller, Toffler and even Leary, because, within
the McKenna theory, aU of the 64 time-scales peak together.
That is, they assert:
a 4,300-year cycle from urbanization to the dawn
of modem science;
a 384-year cycle in which science has caused more
upsurge of novelty than in that 4,300-year cycle;
a 67-year cycle (from the technological breakthroughs of the I 940s, including nuclear energy and
DNA, to the peak in 2012) in which there win be more
acceleration than there was between Galileo and Hiroshima'
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a 384-day cycle in 2011-2012 when there will be
more transformations than in all the previous cycles;
a 6-day cycle at the end of that in which things will
move even faster; and so on, down to a grand climax in
which, as they say,
in the last 135 minutes, 18 such barriers (i.e., bar·
riers comparable to the appearance of life, the inven·
tion of language or the achievement of immortalityRAW.) will be crossed, 13 of them in the last 75 x
10" seconds.· '

That is, in the last two hours before Peak, we will
achieve 18 extensions of consciousness and power, each one
comparable to the passing from sea to land or from Earth to
Space.
And in the last .0075 seconds of the Great Cycle we will
pass through 13 such transformations.
On a recent lecture tour, I have spoken to literally hun·
dreds of scientists about the SMI'LE scenario, and the major·
ity of .them agree that we can indeed have Space Migration,
Intelligence' and Life Extension by the 1990s. Some agree
with Leary 's optimistic claim tha t we can have them by the
I 980s, if we try hard enough.
By the turn of the next century, then, we will be a completely new species in many dimensions: living in space, not
on a planet; able to program our nervous systems for any degree of any function we wish; possessing a lifespan in centuries, and well on our way to Immortality. Between 2000 and
2012, if the McKenna scenario can be trusted, the real Cos·
mic Action will begin. As the McKennas say, it is hard to
avoid hyperbole in trying to contemplate what this means.
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A FINAL FABLE
From the Egyptian
The goddess Isis married her older brother Osiris, whom
she loved very much. Set, the old serpent of envy, hated their
happiness and murdered Osiris by stealth. Then, to prevent all
possibility of resurrection, Set dismembered the body of
Osiris and scattered the pieces up and down the Nile River.
When Isis learned what had been done, She called upon
Thoth, god of Eternity, to stop the now of Time, so that she
could find all the parts of Osiris before the sun set. And
Thoth stopped the wings of time, and the universe stood still .
and Isis went forth weeping and griefstricken to hunt one by
one for the pieces of the dead Lord Osiris. And when she had
found all of them, she performed the Black Rite, and eternit y
gave birth to Time again, and Osiris was alive.
And the secret of the Black Rite is tile Secret of Secrets.
and even those who know it do not know it fully; but it will
be revealed when we pursue Isis and Osiris unto th e heights.
yea, into the starry infinity above us.

~
Sirius Rises Again
Three more bits of data have come to me recently . Alall
Vaughn, a well-known West Coast occultist and edi tor of
Psychic magazine, read a draft of this book and immediatel y
phoned me in high excitement. Mr. Vaughn also had the illi '
pression of being contacted by Sirius in 1973-J anuary 197.1 .
to be exact. Those who want to confirm this, or get more
details, can contact Mr. Vaughn at Psychic, 680 Beach Strel'i
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San Francisco.
The second datum is most striking when we notice that,
whether we approach the Sirius Mystery from the modern end
and work backward from Aleister Crowley, or start from the
ancient end and work forward from the Egyptians, we continually c?lIide with the mysterious and enigmatic history of
Freemasonry. I recently acquired Morals and Dogma of the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, by
General Albert Pike 33°. Standard references agree in considdering Pike the highest initiate in 19th century American
freemasonry. Concerning Sirius, he says:
To find in the BLAZING STAR of five. points an
allusion to Divine Providence is also fanciful; and to
make it commemorative of the Star that is said to
have guided the Magi is to give it a meaning comparatively modem. Originally, it represen fed SIRIUS, or
the Dog Star. 92

This blazing star appears in every Masonic lodge, needless to
say.
My third new clue comes from a rather sensational book
called The Curse of the Pharaohs, by Phillip Vandenberg.
According to Vandenberg, an archeologist named Duncan
MacNaughton discovered in 1932 that the long dark tunnels
~n the Great Pyramid of Cheops function as telescopes, makIng the stars visible even in the daytime. The Great Pyramid
is ori~nt~d, according to MacNaughton, to give a view, from
the King s Chamber, of the area of the southern sky in which
Sirius moves throughout the year. 93
Despite my skepticism and my alternative models I can't
help wondering: but what if it's true? What if Earth add Sirius do have some strange cosmic link? As Robert K.G. Temple
says in his Sirius Mystery:
I would even venture that we may be under observation or surveillance at this very moment, with an
extraterrestrial civilization based at the Sirius system
monitoring ow development to see when we will ready
ourselves for their contacting us ... Would they think
that [this book] was their cue? If what I propose in
this book really is true, then am I pulling a cosmic
trigger?94
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Sirius is only 8.6 lightyears away. The British Interplanetary Society already has a design for a starship that could be
sent to Barnard's Star (61ightyears away) in 2000. The first
O'Neill space cities will be orbiting the earth by then, and by
2004, according to Dr. Asimov's calculations, the biological
revolution will be producing DNA for any purpose we want,
possibly including immortality. In 2012, if the McKenna
scenario is right, comes the Omega Point. In that case, Dr.
Temple, we are all pulling a cosmic trigger.

Blood of the Gods?
Recently, Ancient Astronauts magazine printed an article
claiming that a number of prominent occultists and consciousness-researchers were interstellar hybirds-descendants of the
matings between normal humanity and von Daniken's spacegods. I was pleased to find myself on the list of Godlings. The
article asserted that what all of us have in common, besides a
proclivity for the higher states of consciousness, is Rh-negative blood.
I t is a charming theory. The only thing wrong with it is
that your humble Narrator happens to have Rh-positive blood.
Sorry about that ...
Weirdness and synchronicity continue to haunt me.
("Beyond a certain point," Crowley wrote, "the whole universe becomes a continuous Initiation.") When the psychic
lady with the incredible name, Penny Loony, gave me the
prophecies mentioned on page 178, she added that within a
year I would be traveling to Europe and diving into the ruins
of Atlantis. I didn't put much faith in either of those forecasts, especially not the second, since I don't believe in Atlantis.
.
But on November 23, 1976-a sacred Discordian holy
day, both because of the 23 and because it is Harpo Marx's
birthday-a most ingenious young Englishman named Ken
Campbell premiered a ten-hour adaptation of Ilium ina tus at
the Science-Fiction Theatre of Liverpool. It was something
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of a success (the Gu.ardian reviewed it three times, each reviewer being wildly enthusiastic) and Campbell and his partner, actor Chris Langham, were invited to present it as the
rust production of the new Cottesloe extension of the National The~tre, under the patronage of Her Majesty the Queen.
. This seemed to me the greatest Discordian joke ever,
since l/luminatus, as I may not have mentioned before, is the
most overtly anarchistic novel of this cen tury. Shea and I
quite seriously defined our purpose, when writing it, as trying
to do to the State what Voltaire did to the Church-to reduce
it to an object of contempt among all educated people. Ken
Campbell's adaptation was totally faithful to this nihilistic
spirit and contained long unexpurgated speeches from the
novel explaining at sometimes tedious length just why everything government does is always done wrong. The audiences
didn't mind this pedantic lecturing because it was well integrated into a kaleidoscope of humor, suspense, and plenty
of sex (more simulated blow jobs than any drama in history,
I believe). The thought of having this totally subversive ritual
staged under the patronage of H.M. the Queen, Elizabeth I I,
was nectar and ambrosia to me.
The National Theatre flew Shea and me over to London
for the premiere and I fell in love with the whole cast, especially Prunella Gee, who emphatically has my vote for Sexiest
Actress since Marilyn Monroe. Some of us did a lot of drinking and hash-smoking together, and the cast told me a lot of
synchronicities connected with the production. Five actors
were injured during the Liverpool run, to fulfill the Law of
Fives. Hitler had lived in Liverpool for five months when he
was 23 years old. The section of Liverpool in which the play
opened, indeed the very street, is described in a dream of Carl
Jung's recorded on page 223 of Jung'sMemories, Dreams.
Reflections. The theatre in Liverpool opened the day Jung
died. There is a yellow submarine in Illuminatus, and the
Beatles first sang "Yellow Submarine" in that same Liverpool
Theatre. The actor playing Padre Pederastia in the Black Mass
scene had met Aleister Crowley on a train once.
TIle cast dared me to do a walk-on role during the National Theatre run. I agreed and became an extra in the Black
Mass, where I was upstaged by the goat, who kept sneezing.
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Nonetheless, there I was, bare-ass naked, chanting "Do what
thou wilt shall be the whole of the law" under the patronage
of Elizabeth II, Queen of England, and I will never stop wondering how much of tha t was programmed by Crowley before I was even born.
And so Penny Loony's prediction that I would travel to
Europe came true, and Crowley and the Illuminati were involved in it.
As for the prediction that I would dive into the ruins of
Atlan tis: after I go t back from England, an occultist named
Alve Stuart contacted me and invited me to join an expedition to the Bermuda Triangle to investigate various legends,
including the idea that part of Atlantis was down there, and
reports from natives of the area that UFOs are often seen rising from the waters. I declined, partly because of competing
projects that seemed even more bizarre and amusing, and
partly because I wanted to see what would happen if I refused "Their" evident desire to get me to Atlantis.
A month later, Charles Berlitz claimed to have found a
sunken pyramid in the Bermuda Triangle. He said it was twice
the size of the pyramid of Cheops, and that was really amusing, because Shea and I had put a pyramid "twice the size of
the pyramid of Cheops" right there, in Illuminatus, but we
thought we were writing fiction at the time.
As we go to press, I hear from Carl Weschcke, an occult
publisher who has printed many of my articles in his magazine, Gllostica, that Berlitz has joined forces with Alve Stuart,
the man who wanted to take me to Atlantis. The two of them
are down there now, hoping to bring back photos of that
damned pyramid Shea and I think we invented, and of the
UFOs rising in to the stars. Lovely. J am still living in J ungland. I turned on TV last night and picked up an ad for a film
called Airport 7Z The ad began with a radar operator shouting "Flight 23 is down in the Bennuda Triarigle."
I have by now encountered the "real" Head of the "real"
Illuminati several times. (The fellow who gave me $200 when
I was on Welfare did not claim to be the Head of the Illuminati, only an agent.) The first real Head I met was Rev. Thomas Patrick McNamara of San Francisco. He is a channing and
witty person. The second real Head is Robert Shell of Roanoke,
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Virginia. I haven't met him in person yet, but we've corresponded quite a bit, and he seems charming and witty also.
The third real Head is an individual in southern California
who shaH be nameless and who is neither charming nor witty.
lie thre~tened to sue me for a put-on letter I had written to
an occult journal, Green tgg, in which I had jokingly pretended I was the real Head of the Illuminati. I sent him back
a form saying his letter would not program into my computer
and would he please resubmit it in Fortran; I haven't heard
from his since. Another real Head of the Illuminati is a chap
called Frater Paragranis, in Switzerland, who registered his
claim to that title in Francis King's book, Sexuality, Magick
and Perversion.
I have also been corresponding for a year now with a 33°
freemason in Texas. Part of the time I think he's the real Real
Bead of the Illuminati. Part of the time I think tha t he thinks
I'm the ReaJ Head. And part of the time I think he just likes
to correspond with professional writers about occult subjects.
Recently, English playwright Heathcote Williams sent me
a Xerox of There Is No More Firmament, a one-act play written by the pioneer surrealist, Antonin Artaud, back in the
early 1920s. This strange, weirdly suggestive drama certainly
deserves to be mentioned as part of the Sirius Mystery.
There Is No More Firmament begins with discordant music indicating "a far-off cataclysm." The curtain rises on an
ordinary street scene, with actors coming and going rapidly.
There are bits of ordinary conversation ("Wines ... windowglass ... gold's going down "), suggestions of violence and insanity ("He's undressing me. Help, he's ripping my dress
off ... " "I'm on fire, I'm burning, I'm going to jump") and,
finally, the word "Sirius" repeated in every tone of voice and
every pitch of the scale: SIRIUS ... SIRIUS ... SIRIUS ...
SIRIUS ... Then a loudspeaker thunders, "THE GOVERNMENT URGES YOU TO REMAIN CALM."
Actors rush about c1aitning that the sun is getting bigger,
the plague has broken out, there is thunder without lightning,
etc. A reasonable voice tries to explain: "It was a magnetic
phenomenon ... " TIlen the loudspeaker tells us:
"STUPENDOUS DISCOVERY. SKY PHYSICALLY
ABOLISHED. EARTH ONLY A MINUTE AWAY FROM
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SIRIUS. NO MORE FIRMAMENT."
. . One actor claims it is the end of the world. Another says
It IS two worlds ramming each other.
Tom-toms beat and a chorus sings the Internationale.
Communist and anarchist slogans are shouted. One actor suggests, "There, you see, it was the Revolution." There is a
chant, hailing the new ruler, King Mob.
A group of scientists appear and disagree with each other
vehemently about what is happening, while a Revolutionary
objects, "It isn't science any more, it's immoral." Another
promises us, not very reassuringly, "We won't see the Antichrist yet." FinaJly, one scientist comes forth to explain to
the audience, "The molecular grouping in Sirius is everything.
These two forces, ours and theirs, had to be put in touch with
each 0 ther. "
The curtain falls and violent percussion instruments and
sirens create a din as the audience leaves.
(For the curious, the whole text of this play can be found
in Antonin Artaud, Collected Works, Vol. I I. Calder and Boyars: London, 1971.)
Artaud went "insane" about ten years after writing this
play, and spent the World War II years in a mental hospital.
After the war ended, he regained his "sanity" and lived his
final years in Paris as a hero to the young intelligen tsia who
regarded him as a prophet. The people who were al1eg~dlY
"sane" during the years of Artaud's hospitalization spent most
of their time trying to blow up as much as possible of the civilized world.

The Dark Companion
.. On JuJr 23, 1976-the third anniversary of my original
SInus expenence-;-I made an attempt to duplicate the effect
which is certainly;interesting and suggestive, however one ex:
plains it. This time I did a formal invocation of Hadit the
In~elligence identified with Sirius in Crowley's symboiogy ,
usmg a1l the paraphernalia of ceremonial magick. I was assisted
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by Isaac Bonewits, author of Real Magick, and Charles Hixson, a computer programmer with an interest in Cabala.
Neither Isaac nor Charles experienced anything out of
the ordinary. I got into a high, spaced-out "mystical" state,
but with no objective phenomena immediately forthcoming,
even though I had focused my energy on producing some sort
of objective effect.
The next week, however, Time magazine ran a full-page
review of Temple's The Sirius Mystery. I found this, quite
simply, infuriating: it was so easy to see it as an answer to my
ritual, and it was equally easy to dismiss it as a "mere coincidence." Somewhere, I seemed to hear a mocking laugh and a
cryptic whisper, "We're going to keep you guessing a while
longer."
Another full-page item that week, alas, was even more
suggestive and even less conclusive. Rolling Stone had a display ad for a new rock group caned Rameses, which came
from Germany and featured a singer named Winifred. That
was weird by itself, because in the novel Illuminatus, The
Illuminati turn out to be run by a German rock group (called
not Rameses but the American Medical Association) featuring
a singer named JVini[red. What was really provocative, however, was that this group was being promoted in this country
by Annuit Coeptis records and the ad featured the eye-on-thepyramid design which we have seen so many times linked with
the Illuminati and with Sirius.
Several readers of Illuminatus actually cut the ad out of
Rolling Stone and sent it to me, asking how I had "managed"
tillS trick. I told them it was magick.
Saul-Paul Sirag has suggested recently, perhaps with
some whimsy, that the SMI 2 LE scenario will eventually, as
science works on the theory of interstellar propulsion, result
serendipitously in time-travel. Some time in the 1990s, he
told me, some of us will be involved in the first experiments
on a time-machine. Like all prototypes, this will have some
bugs in it, and it will create, unintentionally, a series of
wrinkles or weirdnesses in the time-flow, which rolling backwards will create the "occult" events which drew so many of
us into the Starseed scenario in the late I 960s and early
1970s. The Higher Intelligence behind all this is, then, literally
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ourselves-in-the-future.
Was all that Sirius material just a red herring then? Oddly enough, perhaps not; perhaps, if we are to have time-travel,
Sirius will be intimately involved in it. Astronomer A. T. Lawton and journalist Jack Stonely, in their book CETI, pain t
out that rotating Black Holes, produced by collapsing neutron stars, would theoretically make fine time-machines. The
closest dwarf star we might use for this purpose, they point
out, is the Dark Companion of Sirius. 9s
This reminds me that Osiris, the Dark Companion of
Sirius in Egyptian mythology, was the God of Resurrection
and of Eternal Life. I cannot help recalling a Hermetic treatise quoted by Temple which says that the Dark Rite of Osiris
(granting Immortality) wiJJ not be fully understood until we
"pursue the stars unto the heights. n As Temple remarks, that
does seem to mean going out there in spaceships.

Via Dolorosa

~

In September 1976, I was teaching a seminar on these
ideas with physicists Sirag and Sarfatti, psychologist Jean
Millay and mathematician Michael Mohle. Jean Millay, in the
course of her presentation of bio-feedback instruments, demonstrated how to harmonize the brain-waves of all the participants. When we entered the alpha state simultaneously, I
recognized it at once; it was the state in which I find myself
whenever my ESP suddenly kicks into action. I wondered if
I would get a flash of that sort, and immediately it told me
that my son, Graham, would die soon.
Everybody who gets involved in parapsychology at aU
eventually realizes, with some anxiety, that you are likely to
get that kind of precognition at any time. I threw myself, by
concentration methods learned from Crowley, into a highenergy state and banished fear and anxiety.
Then, superstitiously J and feeling that I was finally succumbing to the gullibility I have seen capture many occult investigators, I set out on a course of rituals, in the following
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The Dark Rite of Osiris (granting Immortality) will only be IInderstood
when we pursue the gods to their home in the Stars.

weeks, to protect Graham. Since I was aware that, according
to magick theory, this might only deflect the calamity slightly ,
I included rituals to protect the rest of my family also.
I also prayed, for the first time in my adult life, for the
strength to bear it, if I could not deflect it.
On October 2, Luna - she who had perhaps levitated
once, and who had most certainly taught me much about the
Wheel of Karma - came to my room while I was writing and
asked me to recommend a novel for her to review for a class
at school. While we were discussing this, I was suddenly
moved to say to her, "I'm awfully busy these days and we
hardly ever talk together. I hope you know I love you as
much as ever."
She gave me that wonderful Clear Light smile of hers,
and said, "Of course I know that."
11lat was our last conversation, and I will always be
grateful for the impulse that led me to tell her one last time
how much I love her.
On October 3, Luna was beaten to death at the store
where she was working after school, in the course of a burglary.
I was sleeping (taking a very uncharacteristic afternoon
nap) when Officer Butler, a Berkeley policeman, came to the
door and asked to speak to both my wife and myself. It has
occurred to me tha t, because I never nap in the afternoons
normally, my unconscious might have known and was preparing me with extra rest.
"It's about your daughter, Luna," the officer said.
"Please sit down."
We sat down.
"I'm sorry," he said. He was black and had the most
pained eyes I have ever seen. "Your daughter is dead."
"Oh, God, no," I said, starting to weep and thinking how
trite my words were: the Author who writes is always walching the human who lives, in Illy case. Horribly, I empathized
totally with Officer Butler's pity and embarrassment; I had
lived this scene many times, 20 years ago, when I was an ambulance attendant and medical orderly. But in those cases I
had played the role of the pitying and embarrassed witness to
the grief of a suddenly bereaved family; now, abrnptly and
unbelievably, I was on the other side of the drama.
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The nex t hour is very vague. I remember telling Arlen,
"We were very, very lucky to have that Clear Light shining
within our family for 15 years. We must never stop being
grateful for that, even in our grief." I was thinking of Oscar
Ichazo's luminous remark that "nobody is truly sane until he
feels gratitude to the whole universe," and beginning to understand what Oscar mean t.
I remember sitting in the living room, talking very rationally with Graham, my son, and Karuna, my oldest
daughter, and thinking, "Hell, grief isn't so bad. I'll get
through this"; and a minute later I was sobbing uncontrolably again.
Late in the evening, I realized fully with total horror
that this was going to be worse, much worse, than any other
bereavement I have known. Having lost my father, my brother and my best friend in the last few years, I thought I was
acquainted with grief and could distance myself from it by the
Crowley techniques of breaking any emotional compulsion.
But this was of a different order of hellishness than other
griefs: losing parents or brothers or friends just does not compare with losing a child you have adored since infancy. I am
going to suffer as I have never suffered before, I thought, almost in awe; and I remembered Tim Leary's gallantry in prison and determined to bear my pain as well as he had borne
his.
Then the phone rang and my dear friend, cyberneticist
Michael McNeil asked me, gen tly, if we had considered cryonic preservation for Luna's body, in the hope that future
science would be able to resurrect her.
I was off Welfare by then, and earning decent cash regularly from my writing, but it was impossible. "We don't have
that kind of money," I said.
"We can raise it," Michael said. "Paul Segall and all the
people at the Bay Area Cryonics Society will donate their
labor free. I've got pledges for enough money to cover the
first year's expenses ... "
"Pledges? Who?" I said stupidly.
"People who appreciate your writings on longevity and
immortality, and want to help you now."
I was stunned. It seemed to me that my writings were
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still, even with the success of Jlluminatus, known only to
sma1l coteries in places like Texas and Missouri. By national
standards, I was still very much an unknown.
"Hold on," I said, and went to talk to Arlen. I t was an
excruciating moment. We had both felt that cryonic preservation was impossible on our income, and we were trying to
accept the death of Luna with all the stoicism and forbearance
we could muster. Would it be an unnecessary cruelty to ask
Arlen to consider the long-range hope of resurrection?
Within a few seconds, after I had stumbled through an
explanation, Arlen said, "Yes. Even if it doesn't work for
Luna, every cryonic suspension contributes to scientific
knowledge. Somebody, some day, will benefit."
"Oh, my darling," I said, beginning to weep again. Like
Luna, Arlen was teaching me one more time how to stop the
Wheel of Karma, how to take bad energy and turn it into
good energy before passing it on.
The next day was a melodrama, since Luna had not died
naturally and we were creating a precedent: nobody, anywhere, had ever before tried to cryonically preserve a murder
victim. Michael McNeil and Dr. Segall consulted a lawyer before confronting the coroner and the D.A. directly; one false
move and we might have lost the gamble, snared in bureaucratic red tape and police business-as-usual. Fortunately, the
coroner turned out to be a most broad-minded man and was
immediately captured by the idea of the cryonic gamble. *
Then, when all was going well, the next blow fell. Paul
Segall called to inform me, haltingly, that Luna's body had
decomposed so far between the murder and the time she was
found that cryonic preservation seemed virtually pointless.
"I suggest preservation of the brain," he said.
I understood at once: that gave us two chances that were
thinkable at this time (brain transplant and/or cloning), and
who-knows-how-many other scientific alternatives in the future that we cannot imagine now.
"Do it," I said.
·Prof. R.C.W. Ettinger has written a detailed mathematical proof of the obvious:
however you calculate the odds on cryonic preservation. and whatever way you
estimate scientific advances. you come out with a chance above zero. Burial or
ere rna tion give you a chance of exactly zero.
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And so Luna Wilson, who tried to paint the Clear Light
and was the kindest child I have ever known, became the first
murder victim to go on a cryonic time-trip to possible resuscitation. We are the first family in history to attempt to cancel
the God-like power which every murderer takes into his hands
when he decides to terminate life. Understanding fully the implications of what we were doing, J knew the answer to those
who would ask me, as they did in later months, "Do you still
oppose capital punishment?" The reply is, of course, that I
oppose it more vehemently than ever. I have made a basic
choice for life and against death and my whole psychology
has changed in the process. If I still remember that all realities are neurological constructs and relative to the observer, I
am nonetheless committed now to one reality above all alternatives: the reality of Jesus and Buddha, in which reverence
for life is the supreme imperative.
I found myself remembering, over and over, the famous
lines from Macbeth:
Most sacrilegious murder hath broke ope
The Lord's annointed temple
These lines had puzzled me once, in high school; Duncan was murdered in his bedroom, not in a church. Later, of
course, I learned that Shakespeare was employing the medieval metaphor that the body is the temple of the soul. In
that metaphor, all murder is sacrilegious: for the body is the
Lord's dwelling and to kill it is to dispossess God, a bit, from
the universe.
Sacrifice cattle, little and big: after, a child.
And I recalJed poor John Keel when the bridge collapsed, killing one hundred Godlings, most of them asleep
and not aware of their Godliness: "The lousy bastards have
done it again. They knew this was going to happen."
Luna was so beautiful that she could telI macho adolescent hoods to stop shoplifting because stealing makes more
bad Karma, and they would stop. Even the cops loved her.
And how many fathers and mothers, in this cruelly insane century, have wept over murdered children as Arlen and I wept
that night, and the next day, and many days.
Mos / sacrilegious murder . ..
The most elegant formulation of BelJ's Theorem, Saul-
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Paul Sirag was teHing me the other day, is that there is no true
separation anywhere. "Send not to ask for whom the bell
tolls; it tolls for thee."
When the king of Wu sent Confucius into exile, many
discipJes followed the philosopher, but in later years one of
them said he wished he could see his home again. "How is it
far," Confucius asked, "if you can think of it?"
Those words ran through Ezra Pound's mind in the deathcelIs at Pisa, where he watched a man hanged every morning
and waited to Jearn if he, too, would be sentenced to death.
The words of Confucius appear, both in Chinese and English,
in The Pisan Can/os, which Pound wrote in those horrible
months, usuaJly associated with the images of the diamond
tha t is not destroyed in the avalanche and the "rose in the
steeJ-dust," the visible form created by an invisible magnetic
field.
How;s;/ far, ;fyou can think o/it?
The police caught the killer in a few days. He was a
Sioux Indian, welJ-known around Berkeley, given to threats
of suicide, constanf aJcoholism and grandiose claims that he
would do something "great" for his people some day. I suppose, in his mind, he was getting even for Wounded Knee
when he beat my daughter to death. The guys who dropped
the napalm on the Vietnamese children thought they were
protecting their homes from the barbarian hordes of "gooks."
Gurdjieff used to say, "Fairness? Decency? How can you expect fairness and decency on a planet of sleeping people?"
And during the first World War, he said, "Of course, if they
were to wake up, they'd throw down their guns and go home
to their wives and families."
In the following week, I often found myself in a room,
going somewhere, without knowing how I had gotten there,
or what I was looking for. I would think, aJmost with humor,
"Oh, yes, you're in Shock."
I spent hours sitting on the sundeck, looking down over
the cities of Berkeley, Oakland, San Francisco and DaJy City,
and musing on the Zen paradox that every man, woman, and
child down there thought they were as important as me, and
they were all correct. I tried to write down or write out some
of my feelings on the fourth day, but aJJ I typed was "The
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murder of my child is no worse than the murder of anybody's
child; it only seems worse to the Ego."
Meanwhile, literally hundreds of people came by, to express their own grief or to contribute to expenses. Over 100
merchants of Telegraph Avenue, where Luna was especially
known and loved, contributed generously, without being
asked.
Tim Leary offered to cancel his lecture tour and come
stay with us for a week, to help. I told him that it was more
importan t to spread the SMI 2 LE message; but he called frequently on the phone thereafter to offer words of help to each
of us in the family. One day he sent a telegram saying:
YOU ARE SURROUNDED BY A NETWORK OF
LOVE AND GRATITUDE. WE ARE ALL WITH
YOU AND SUPPORT YOU.
A network of love ... the phrase struck me hard; after
all, I had spent at least ten years asking if the occult matrix in
which I was embroiled was a conscious Network or just a
quantum Net of synchronicity. A network of love was what
the Chfistians mean by the Communion of Saints, the Bud~hjsts by the Sangha, occultists by the Secret Chiefs, GurdJleff by the Conscious Circle of Humanity.
.
The Berkeley Barb called and asked if I could pick out a
few of Luna's poems for a memorial page they were doing.
(Over and over, that first week, I was to be astonished to find
how many people outside the family realized what I had
thought only we knew: how special Luna was, how rare and
loving ... )
Going through Luna's notebook, I picked out five poems
to send to the Barb. Among them was
The Network
Look in to a telescope
to see what I can
see:
baffled by the sight of
constellations
watching me.
I was overwhelmed by the coincidence-synchronicity
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with Leary's telegram (YOU ARE SUPPORTED BY A NETWORK OF LOVE ... ) and my long years of speculation
about the Net or the Network. I took a new imprint, Tim
would say; I entered a belief system in which the Network of
Love was not one hypothesis among many but an omnipresen t
Reality.
Once my eyes were truly open to it, the Network was
everywhere, in every tree, every flower, in the sky itself, and
the golden merry light that had been Luna was part of it.
Once, such is the power of Will and Imagination, She spoke to
me and said "Foot doot. n That had been among Her first
spoken words and we had heard it daily for about a year, in
1963; it meant "fruit juice," which She always preferred to
milk.
I t is absurd for a 45-year-old man to sit at a typewriter
weeping over the words "Foot doot."
Among Luna's papers, Arlen found a note Tim Leary
had sent Her from Vacaville Prison in 1974, when She asked
for a personal message in Tim's handwriting. He had written:

Beloved Satellite,
We will be coming to join you in outer space
It is four months since Luna en tered cryonic suspension.
I am now a Director of the Prometheus Society, a Marylandbased group engaged in lobbying Congress to create a National
Institute of longevity and immortality research. Tim Leary and
I are both deeply involved with the L5 Society, a group of scientists who are determined to send out the first space-city
(designed by Prof. Gerard O'Neill of Princeton) by 1990.
Working also with the Physics Consciousness Research Group
and Jean Millay and other bio-feedback investigators, I am
convinced that Intelligence 2-a planetary rise in intelligencewill also be achieved in our time. The Starseed Signals, however you explain them, did indeed contain the evolutionary
imperative awaiting our generation.
Looking out my window down at the vast urban sprawl
of the Bay Area, I sometimes recall that somewhere down
there another young girl lies beaten to death, another poor
cop is breaking the news to another pair of bereaved parents.
We still have one murder every 14 minutes in this mad society.
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I know, tnt/y, that I have been a lucky man, and my family
has been lucky, compared to what happened to the Jews (and
1I10st of Europe) in the 1930s and I 940s, or to the colored
races on this continent for three centuries, or to the nightmare
horror in Vietnam between 1940 and 1973. Or compared to
1I10st of human history, which is still, as Joyce said, a nightmare from which we are seeking to awake.
Tim Leary was here last week, lecturing at UC-Berkeley.
The news arrived that his appeal had been rejected by the New
Orleans court and he might have to go back to jail again. Tim
didn't let anybody know about this (I found out from the
only person in the room when the news came on the phone);
Tim continued to radiate humor, cheer and optimism.
Arlen had a conversation with Tim, in which she expressed gratitude for the example he had given us during the
last three years of his confinement. "You convinced us that
it is possible to transcend suffering," she said, "and that
helped us more than anything else in the first weeks after
Luna's death."
Tim said, "That's the whole point of all my work on
brain change!" He hugged her excitedly. "That's it! You've
got it! Positive energy is as real as gravity. I've felt it."
Two hours later, at the door, Tim was stopped by one of
our guests with a final question before he left.
"What do you do, Dr. Leary, when somebody keeps giving you negative energy?"
Tim grinned that special grin of his that so annoys all
his critics. "Come back with all the positive energy you have . ..
he said . And then he dashed off to the car, to the airport, to
the next lecture .. . and to God-knows-what fate in the fourteenth year of his struggle with the legal system.
And so I learned the final secret of the Illuminati.
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AFTERWORDS
by Saul-Paul Sirag
I first met Uri GeJler in Berkeley in April 1973. I was
working on a story about Geller for Esquire, and I went to
New York in May and June to pursue the story. After several
interviews with Geller and Dr. Andrija Puharich, both in the
city and at Puharich's house in Ossining (where Geller often
stayed), they began mentioning the extraterrestrial aspects of
their story. They spoke of a computer-like entity which had
communicated with them and claimed it was "millions of
light-years into the future" (and Puharich was quite aware
that light-year is a distance, not a time). They showed me a
typical UFO photo that Geller was supposed to have shot from
a plane window over France. They told me of a red laser-like
thing that identified itself as one form of the communicating
entity. ("Now you can see how we look," it allegedly said.)
They mentioned tapes that recorded themselves and, even
more miraculously, subsequen tJy erased themselves-a fan tastic yarn that weirdly foreshadowed the Watergate tape erasures
many months later.
I was intrigued by these extraterrestrial claims, although
I regarded them as pretty far-fetched. Finally, I asked Geller
if it might be possible for me to sec the communicating entity if I were in an expanded state of consciousness due to
some psychedelic.
Puharich was already famous (or infamous if you will)
for psychedelic research in the 1950s and had written a book
on ESP experiments he had conducted with Amanita muscaria, caned The Sacred Mushroom. Uri was wary of psychedelics, but he said he wondered what it would be like to see
me in a psychedelic state. And so I came to spend a few hours
with Uri Geller while tripping on LSD. The experiment was
conducted in a friend's apartment in Manhattan, and the
friend remained straight so we could compare notes later.
At one point in the evening, I felt that the time was right
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and asked Geller if it would now be possible for me to see the
Entity. He told me to look into his eyes and tell him what I
saw.
My first thoughts were, "This is no way to do it. I'll
only see those red lights they've been telling me about.
Doesn't he realize that's al1 I'll see? Of course, he does-it's
just a psychological trick. When I see the red lights, he'll
tell me I've seen the Entity tou, but it won't prove a damned
thing. "
Instead, when I looked into Uri's eyes, they became
quite bird-like, and suggested a bird of prey. Then his nose
became a beak, and his entire head sprouted feathers,down
to his neck and shoulders.
I jumped back a bit, startled. "Uri, you look just like an
eagle!" I exclaimed, and I must have sounded awestruck.
Uri became very excited-as only Uri can. But he
wouldn't comment about what I had seen; he was very mysterious about it. Instead, we became involved in telepathy
and bel)ding things. I had to put my Eagle experience into
the IDUNNO file. I didn't know what to make of it-it was
hardly how I expected an extraterrestrial to look.
My memory of the event went active again only in November of that year. I had returned to Berkeley in June and
had become a research associate at the Institute for the Study
of Consciousness. (To show how convoluted this whole business is, I might mention that Arthur Young, founder of the
Institute, was the one who originally turned Robert Temple
on to the idea of trying to find out how the Dogon tribe
knew so much about the dark companion of Sirius. And Arthur Young, in turn, had fust heard of this tribal lore from
Harry Smith, a fdm maker, who claims to be a son of Aleister
Crowley . .. )
Anyway, in November 1973 I started to hear about Ray
Stanford's teleportation stories from Alan Vaughn, who had
gone to Texas to interview Stanford for Psychic magazine.
Stanford claimed to have been teleported in his car twice during the Fall of 1973. Each time the teleportation occurred,
Stanford said, he had been driving to the airport to pick up
Uri GeUer.
Stanford attributed the teleportations to SPECTRA242
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the name GeJler and Puharich were now using to refer to the
extraterrestrial entity. By this time Puharich had written his
book, Uri, which has a chapter on SPECTRA, but I had not
heard either Geller or Puharich use this term nor refer to
SPECTRA as a hawk. To Ray Stanford, SPECTRA was a
very powerful being who came to him in the form of a hawk.
Stanford, you must understand, is a psychic who has long
been involved in UFO research and, long before hearing of
GeJler, had associated UFO experiences with hawk-like entities. In fact, before the teleportations Stanford had some
rather strange hawk-infested dreams in which he was invited
to join forces with SPECTRA.
In this context, my "eagle" experience with GeIJer began to take on a certain significance.
TIlen in mid-December] 973, the January 1974 issue of
Ana/og hit the stands with a cover story called "The Horus
Errand." The cover illustration showed a man in a white-andgold uniform with a hawklike helmet and the Eye of Horus
over his left breast pocket. Over his right breast pocket was
his name tag, which was (are you ready?) Stanford.
This was, to me, an incredible Jungian synchronicity,
and r called Alan Vaughn to tell him about it. He TUshed out
to buy that issue of Analog and called me back with the news
that the figure on the cover even looked like Ray Stanford.
The synchronicity was getting heavier-and we didn't know,
yet, about Timothy Leary and Robert Anton WiJson and their
synchronicitous links with all this.
Vaughn wrote to the artist who had done the "Horus"
illustration for Analog-Kel1y Freas, one of the best in the
science-fiction business. It turned out that Freas had never
met Ray Stanford, and had not been consciously using Stanford's face in the illustration. There was a link, however.
About ten years earlier, Freas had had a psychic reading done
by Stanford via mail. In the reading, Stanford claimed that
Freas had been some sort of illustrator in a past life in ancient Egypt. For that reason Freas uses Egyptian symbols
whenever he gets the chance-as he did in illustrating "The
florus Errand." The Egyptian themes are very minor in the
story itself, and the hero's helmet, for instance, is never described beyond its white and gold col~rs. Freas had turned it
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into a hawk's head because Horus, the hawk-headed Lord of
Force ·and Fire, was the oldest known Egyptian god.
Freas also said that he hadn't made any conscious connection between the Stanford in the story and the Ray Stanford who had given him a psychic reading by mail ten years
earlier. He emphasized that he didn't know what Ray Stanford looked like.
Another unusual feature of the Analog cover, Freas said,
was that he usually paints human figures from either photos
or live models, but in this case he had simply painted from
imagination.
The A nalog cover also shows a red laser-beam streaming
off the top of a pyramid-shaped building directly behind the
figure of Stanford. The story mentions no such laser-beam,
but that was what I had expected to see in Uri Geller's eyes
There is a further dimension to this whole story. Geller
and Puharich had fust described the extraterrestrial entity
to me as a spacecraft computer. By November of 1973 I had
learned that they were also describing the entity as a hawk and
calling it SPECTRA. In Puharich's book, Uri (published in
1974), SPECTRA is described as a giant computer which occasionally projects a hawk-like entity onto this planet.
People tell me tha t the name, SPECTRA, smacks of
grade B science-fiction. While that's true, it is also true that
RCA used to manufacture a large computer called Spectra70. RCA suddenly went out of the computer business entirely in October 1971 under mysterious circumstances. Two
months later, in December 1971, SPECTRA came through
to Geller and Puharich as a mechanical sounding voice claiming to be a spacecraft-computer "53,069 light-ages" away.
Later SPECTRA came in the form of a hawk. Of course, Dr.
Puharich has a long background in electronics and the name
of the RCA computer, Spectra-70, was undoubtedly buried
somewhere in his conscious or unconscious. But that does
not explain my own bird-of-prey experience with Geller, or
Ray Stanford's hawk-SPECTRA dreams, or the teleportations
that Stanford (and others) have claimed occur around Geller.
Since meeting Robert Anton Wilson, I have been learning the occult lore of Horus, and have discovered that synchro244

nicities are to be found everywhere. For instance, after Illuminatus was published, I half-jokingly told Wilson that he
should have put San Francisco into his conspiracy-mythos
since San Francisco, like the Illuminati, was founded in 1776.
We both laughed about that. Then a few months later I came
across the fact that Phi Beta Kappa was founded in 1776, and
suggested that Wilson include that if he ever writes a sequel to
Rluminatus.
Later, just to check, I looked into Heckethorn's The Secret Societies o{ All Ages and Countries. There was the flat
statement that Phi Beta Kappa was a Bavarian Illuminati order
introduced to the United States on December 5, 1776. Their
motto, incidentally, was Philosophy is the Rule 0/ Life.
The most comprehensive conspiracy theory I know of is
the interpretation of quantum mechanics devised by Sir
Arthur Eddington. (Remember that Wilson claims that every
time he tells me something weird I can fmd a model in q uantum theory that might explain it-so here goes ... )
Eddington says that the lesson from physics and especially from quantum mechanics is that insofar as we can describe the world at all we are necessarily describing the structure of our own minds. In case you think I'm over-simplifying
Eddington's view, let me quote from his Philosophy of Physical Science, page 148:
The starting point of physical science is knowledge
of the group-structure of a set of sensations in a consciousness. When these fragments of structure, contributed at various times and by various individuals,
have been coUated and represented according to the
forms of thought that we have discussed [Le. group
structure J ... we obtain the structure known as the
physical universe.

In case Eddington's meaning is not perfectly clear to you,
I will quote a slightly more poetic version, from an essay of
his reprinted in The World of Mathematics, edited by James
Newman, page 1104:
We have found a strange foot-print on the shores
of the unknown. We have devised profound theories,
one after another, to account for its origin. At last, we
have succeeded in reconstructing the creature that
made the foot-print. And Lo! It is our own.
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Recently, I have been using Eddington's approach to derive the proton-eiectron mass ratio. (Actually, I'm using a
slight modification of Eddington's approach, to be exact.)
From Eddington's group-theoretical point of view, creatures
to whom space-time has four dimensions will find algebraic
structures having 10 elements and 136 elements playing a very
fundamental role.
Eddington attempted, unsuccessfully, to derive the proton-electron mass ratio from the two numbers 10 and 136, together with the number of unity, 1. I have pointed out that if
you have 136 elements and want to order them two at a time
(e.g., one for the proton, one for the electron), you will have
18,360 ways to order these 136 things. (This holds true, of
course, whatever the 136 things are.) Since I want to do something with Eddington's 10, I divide our ways of ordering into
10 parts (for the 10 dimensions of curvature in space-time).
We then obtain I ,836-which is very close to the desired proton-electron mass ratio.
Like much of the data in this book, this might seem like
"mere coinCidence." But after making this calculation, I
found in an old Scientific American (May 1963) an article
by P.A.M. Dirac, which states that "The gravitational field is
a tensor field with 10 components. One finds that six of the
components are adequate for describing everything of physical importance and the other four can be dropped out of the
equation. One cannot, however, pick out the six important
components from the complete set of JOin any way that does
not destroy the four~imensional symmetry."
Dirac, one of the founders of quantum theory, was here
attempting to marry quantum mechanics to general relativity
and was running into trouble. His extremity was my opportunity. I had gotten the proton-electron mass ratio by dividing 10 into 18,360. So from what Dirac proposed, I decided
to see what would happen when I divided 18,360 by 9, by 8,
by 7 and by 6. What I got was the electron mass numbers of
the other Baryons, the Lambda, the Xi, the Sigma and the
Omega.
Dirac had complained tha t when one uses fewer than 10
tensors one destroys space-time symmetry; but that isjust
what I want. The reason is that, since Dirac wrote in 1963, it
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has been discovered that mass splittings can come about by
breaking an underlying gauge symmetry. This is how the
weak force is gotten out of the electromagnetic force by Steven Weinberg and various other physicists much in vogue today. I am now preparing a paper in which I get the strong
force out of the gauge symmetry of general relativity. (Actually, this has already been done by Abdus Salam and Jack
Sarfatti. I'm just giving them more ammunition.)*
But things begin to look positively contrived when one
notices that Eddington's I, 10 and 136 are members of a weIlknown mathematical series that goes I, 10,45, 136, 325 ...
etc.
The next number in that series is 666.

Berkeley, California
Summer, 1977

I
~

.For those who wish to see the entire mathematical derivation. see "A Combinatorial Derivation of Proton-Electron Mass Ratio." by Saul-Paul Sirag. published
in Nature. FaU.1971.
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Crowley, Aleister, 3, 7.62.66-72,74,
75,77,79,81,84,96.106-10.
136-7,139.141,142-5,159.161,
165.166,169.189,193,201,224.
225.242
and asthma, 165

Crowley. Aleister (continued)
and Cabalah, 110, 111
and concentration methods. 224
and emotional techniques. 71.232
and Illuminati, 64
and Invocation, 83, 85. 87
and Leary. 103. 115-7
and rr.agick, 66, 72,100.164. 193.
202
and medita tion. 78
and mind expansion techni(IUes. 71.
184
and numbers, 110-11, 167, 185
and occultism. 9
and Py thagoras, 210
and rituals. 184
and sex-magick. 66, 68.187
and Sirius mystery. 88. 184, 186. 222.
227
and Sufism. 104
and Tantric sex. 1-8.66,68, 75, 84,
88.99,141,187
and teachings. 10
and writings. 176.208,223.224
and Yoga, 149
books about. 66.95, 178
exercises, 70-72
quotes, 17. 133
Crowley, Rose, 106-7
Crowley an groups, 179
Crowleymas.159-64
Cryobiology. 121
Cryonics. 124, 232.233, 234. 237
Cryonics Society of Michigan, 28
Culling. Louis, 68, 100
Culpepper. Walter. 94
Curse of the 0"01 Room (Leary). 54-5
Curse of the Pharaohs (Vandenberg), 222
Cybernetics. 121. 128
Cyborgs. 127
Dante (Allghieri), 187
Daraui, Akron, 8, 100
Dark Companion of Sirius. See Sirius B
Dark Rite of Osiris, 189.221, 229
Dark Star. See Sirius B .
Darwin. Charles. 128-9,204
Darwinism. 170
Davis, Elizabeth Gould, 79
Do)' the Dollar Dies (Cantelon), 157
DEA. See Drug Enforcement Admini·
stration (DEA)
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Death, 85, 91, 109, 118, 120-4, 127,
Einsteinian theory, 36, 37.40,202,
128,130,205,217
204.206,213,217
Death-rebirth ritual, 139, 201
Electroencephalograms. 20 I
Dee, John, 70,118,144,161,168,185,
Eleusianian Mysteries, 70,141.187
186
el Hallaj. Mansur. 100
Dermis frobe (Shah), 100
Energy
Diary of a Dope Fiend (Crowley), 116
negative. 238
positive, 238
Dieterlen, Germaine, 186
Dirac, P.A.M., 246
Enochian angels. 161, 184-5
Discordian Society, 63,102, ISS, 159
Equinox (journal), 74
Discordianism, 31,56-60,61-3,64-5,
Eris. 51-59.60.155
71,92,103,152,179,185,223,
ERP demonstration (Einstein-Rosen224
Podolsky). 189-96
first law, 62
Esalen,l64
mystic sign, 64, 65
Esfandiary, F.M., 205
DMT,129
ESP. 73, 78,80,90,91,93-4.99.100,
DNA, 47,84,94,105-6,109,120,128,
t07. 118. 139. 194. 212. 215, 229.
130,197,198,204,205,206,208,
241
210,211,212,216,217,223
intersteDar, 9,80,89.94, 118, 194
Dog Star. See Sirius
See also Telepathy
Dogon tribe (Africa), 9,10, Ill, 185-7,
Eternal Man (Pauwels and Bergier), 122
242
Ettinger, R.C.W., 120,233
Dollarbill, 3
Euclidean geometry, 45, 117, 199. 200,
Don Juan, 66, 148,201
201,202,209,211-2
Doors of Perception (Huxley), 21
Exo-psychology, 60, 119
Drug Enforcement Administration
Extended Youth (Prehoda), 122
(DEA), ISS, 170
Extraterrestrial contacts. See UFO conDrugs (see also names of specific drugs).
tacts and contactees
20-24,33,34,38-40,73,99,105,
Extraterrestrial rnigra tion, 211. 213
109,118,121,124,147,200,203,
Ex tra terrestrial visitors, 9, 10, II, 14,
207,209,215-6,241-2
24-7,40-42,19,91-3,111,155,
life extension, 124. See also Immor117, 184, 186,241-4. See also
tality pill
UFOnauts
Druids, 159, 178
Eye in pyramid symbol. See Eye in
triangle symbol
Eagle symbolism, 169, 174,242,243.
Eye in tile Triangle (Regardie), 66
See also Hawk symbolism
Eye in triangle symbol, 66, 76, 145,
Earth People's Park, 126-7
169,184.228
Eckhart, 84
Eye of Horus symbol, 114, 145. 186,
Ecology, 208
243. See also Horus
Eddington, Arthur, 245, 246,247
Edge of Reality (Hynek and VaDee), 97
FAB,ISS
Edison. Thomas, 25, 130, 138, 205
Fables
Ego, 6, 35, 38,71, 198, 199,213
Sufi, 19,29,59,62,72,183
Egyptian calendar, 189
Zen, 19-20
Egyptian mysteries and mythologies, 9,
Babylonian, 19
42,70,77,79,84,87-8,101,
Jewish,183
106-14, 169,185, 187, 222, 229,
German, 183-4
243. See abo 1UImes of Egyptilln
Egyptian, 221
gods and goddesses
Fact Gournal), 33,34
Einstein. Albert. 36.44,103.119,123,
Fairies, 26
189
Fang the Unwashed, 155
and ERP. 189-96
Fatima, 42
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FBI, 151,155,156,171,172
Fechner, Gustav, 25
Federation Trading Post. 202
Feiffer, Jules, 32
Fertility rites, 25
Festival of Yoga and Esoteric Sciences,
143
Finnegans Wake (Joyce), 48
Firesign Theatre, I, 178
First Sex (Davis), 19
Fitzhugh Ludlow Memorial Library,
104,131
Fives, law of, 59, 65,224
Flash Gordon, 9
Flesh of the Gods (Furst), 147
Flessel. Peter, 214
Flying Saucers. See UFOs
Folsom Prison. See Leary. Timothy
and imprisonment
Fonda, Jane, 172
Fort, Charles, 93, 95, 96, 139.208
Fortean News (journal), 167
Foundation for Research on Immortality,
122
Four hundred and eighteen (418), 110-11
Frazer, James, 32,17,193
Freas, KeDy, 114, 243. 244
Free fall, 117. 202, 213. See a/so Gravity
Freemasons. See Masons
Freud, Sigmund, 30, 32,5 1,52
Freudians and Freudianism. 37, 53,
98.200
Fuck God Up the Ass (Sanders), 63
FuUer. Buckminster, 41.80,205, 210,
211,215.211
Fullerian concepts, 213
Fundamentalist, 14
Furst, Peter. 147
Futurists and Futurism, 3, 167
Gabriel (archangel), 166
Galactic Center. 109.215
Galileo, 55,209,215,217
Game theory, 36, 37-8
Gandhi, Mohandas, 84
Gardiner, Edward, 143
Gardner, Martin, 101
Garrison. Jim, 61-3, 64,65, 74,
144-50
Garrison, Omar, 88
Gee. PruneDa, 224
Geller, Uri, 3, 19, 91.170,113,114,
176,192,241-4

Genetic Code (Asimov), 129
Gerontology. See Aging
Ghost Dance: Origins of Religioll
(laBarre), 147
Ginsberg, Allen, 18
Ginzburg. Ralph, 33. 34

Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (Yates), 131
Glenn, John. 97
Gnostic Christianity, 75
Gnoslica (journal). 143, 114,225
Gnosticism, 4. 70, 100, 101. 11 J
God, 20. 27,29,57,60, 11 0, 192. 195
Goddard, Robert M., 130. 141
Goethe. Johann Wolfgang von, 25
Gospel According 10 Fred (Thornley).
65
Grant. Kenneth. 81, 95. 96,132,141,
142.145,161,169,184,186,189
Graves. Robert, 42, 141
Gravity. 238. See also Free fall
weD, 191.204,211
zero. 202. 2 J 1
Great Seal (U.S.), 169. 174
Great pyramid of Cheops, 222, 225
Great Wild Best Furtherment Society.
159
Greetr Egg (journal), 226
Gregory. Dick, 152
Griaule. Marcel. 186
Grimstad. W.N., 161-10
Grimstad-Downard theory. 168-9
Grof, Stanley. 204, 207
Group therapy. 36, 37-8
Guanine. 105
Gurdjieff,Georgc 1.,15,103,104,135.
142-4.146,184.189,213,236
Gurdjieff: Making a New World (Bennett). 142
Gwvich. Aleksandr. 164
Hadil.227
Hallucinogens, 21. See also names oj"

specific drugs
Hallucination. 11. 12. 13,20,21.23,
24.21,41. 42,105, 121. 145. 160.
163. 164
Hals. Jorgen, 140
Hampton. Fred, 112
Hanlon. Brian, 144
Harold Lord Randomfactor, 155
Harrington. Alan, 122
Harvey (movie and play). 119
Hashish, 100, 121, 137,224
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Hashish. 100. 121. 137, 224
Hawk symbolism, 3, 107,170, 173,
174,176,242,243.244. Seealso
Horus; GeUer, Uri
lIearst. Party, 169-70
llearH:hakra exercises, 148, 149. 157.
158
Heckethorn, 245
Hefner. Hugh. 43. 48, 157
Heinlein. Robert, 208
Heisenberg, Werner, 192, 195
Herbert, Nick, 173
Hermetic Brotherhood of Light, 96
Heroin, ISS
Hesse. lierman, 103, 208
Hidalgo, father Miguel, 76, 77
High IQ Bulletin (journal), 5
High Priest (Leary), 144
Higher intelligence, 16, 147, 148, 162,
167,170,178-9,187,207-8,209,
213,215,218,228-9,237
extraterrestrial and/or interstellar, 89,
143,146.147,157,16I,162,16S.
166, 167,204
Hiler. Wesley, 104, 163
Hill, Gregory, 56, 59,64,73, lOG-I.
103, 152
HWiard, Da vid, 116
flindus and Hinduism, 84, 116, 119,
147,204,208
lIislory of Secrel Societies (Daraul), 100
110 Chih Zen, 155
Hoffman, Abbie, 62
Hofmann. Albert, 142
Hologram, 28,89,216
Hoover, J. Edgar, 64
Horowitz, Mike, 104, 131-2
Horus, 107, 11 0, 111, 114, 145, 170,
173, 174, 185, 186,243,244. See
also Hawk symbolism; Eye of Horus.
"How I Found Goddess and What I Did
to Her After I Found Her," 155
How the Wesl Was Lost (HiU), 64
Hoyle, Fred, 44
Hubbard, L. Ron, 168
lIume, David, 13
Humphrey, Hubert, 120-1
Huxley, Aldous, 21, 22, 54, 71, 73, 74,
207
Huxley, Laura Archera, 73
Hynek, J. Allen, 11-12,97-8
Hypnosis, 51,83, Ill, 150
self-hypnosis, 136
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12. See Higher intelligence
Jehing, 44,45, 167, 195,210, 213,
214,216,217
Ichazo, Oscar, 232
Idea-transference. See ESP; Telepathy
D1uminati, 7,14,64,66,70, 75, 76. 88,
96,99,100,111,131,142,144,
145,158,161,167,168,169,184,
203,225--6,228,238,245
anti-Wuminati propaganda, 4,8,157,
168
Bavarian. 3-8,62-3,83,96, 157,245
symbol (eye in triangle), 66,76,145,
228
illumination, 89, 166
Illumina/us (Wilson and Shea), 3, 8, 31,
32,45,56,57,64.66,71,73,95,
98,99, 145, 148,152, 154, 155,
167,168,172,180,187,223-4,
225,228,233.245
IIIuminoids, The (Wilgus), 8
Immorlalist (journal), 120
Jmmorta/ist (Harrington), 122
Immortalists, 3, 28. 127, 173
Immortality, 28. lOS, 109.118. 120-6.
126-30.146,155,204,205,213,
217,218,223,229,237
Immortality Factor (Segerberg). 118
Immortality piu, 109, 118, 139, 209
Imprinting, 21,35,38,39-40, SO, 85,
118,126,197-201,208.237
Institute for the Study of Consciousness,
242
International Psychoanalytic Society,
53
InterpersonDl DiIlgnosis of Personality
(Leary),35
Interstellar communication
biological signals, 140-1
radio signals, 140-1
See also UFOs
Invisible College (Vallee), III
Invisible Landscape (McKenna), 215-8
Is There Life on Earth? (Bennett), 143
Ishmaelian sect, 100
Ishtar, 19
Isis, 187,221

Jackson, Donald, 54
Japanese people, 106
JDt. See Jewish Defense League
Jefferson, Thomas, 4.64,88. 145
Jehovah, 84

Jesuits, 4, 5, 64,76,154
Jesus, 13,24.91, 166,234
Jewish Defense League (JDL), 172
John Birch Society, 158, 167, 168. See
also Welch, Robert
Johnson, L. Baines, 63
Joy 0/ Sex (Comfort), 123
Joyce. James, 43. 144,238
Jumped by Jesus (Sirag), 10
Jumper. Dean F., 123
Jung, Carl. 25, 27, 31, 32,42.44,77.
81,96,97,194,196
Jungian Archetypes. See Archetypes.
Jungian Collective Unconscious. See
Collective Unconscious
Jungian Synchronicity. See Synchronicity
Jungiansand Jungianism, 8, 37, 80, 83,
96, 150. 169
KabaUa. See Cabala
Kali, 84, 137
Karma, 133-5,231,233
Kast, Eric. 54
Katamine, 206
Katz. Martin. 54
Keel, John, 14,97,98, 177, 178. 195-6.
234
Kennedy, Edward, 49-50
Kennedy, John
assassination of, 3, 31-3,56.61-3,
74,149-52. 154, 158. 168-9
Kennedy, Robert, 177, 178. 195-6
Kepler, Johannes, 210
K~y,Ken,132. 167.208
KGO.5-6
King. francis. 7, 100, 226
King, Martin Luther. Jr.,
assassination of, 151,152, 154. 158
Kirk, Russell, 21, 22,74
Kirlian photography, 164
Kline, Nathan S.• 209
Knights Templar, 4, 70,187
Koestler, Arthur, 32,44
Kohoutek (comet), 106
Koot Hoomi, 143
Koran, 75. 184
Korzybski, Alfred, 16,52,202.215
Krassner. Paul. 34,52
Krishna, Gopi, 15. 138
Kropotkin. Peter A., 78
Kubrick, Stanley. 208

1.5,208,237
laBarre, Weston, 207
Lady L, 155, Lady of Guadalupe
Lady of Guadalupe, 76, 77.79. See also
BVM; Peyote woman; Nuit; Space
Lady; etc.
Lady of Space. See Space Lady
Laing, R.D., 49
Lanalus, 13,27
Lane, Mark, 61
Langham, Chris, 224
Lao-tse, 133,206
Larry Blake's Pub (Berkeley), 98
Lawrence. L George, 140-1
Lawton, A.T., 229
Leary,Joanna,94,104, 105, 131. 132,
172
Leary, Timothy, 23, 33-40, 47-50. 53-6
68,74, 75, 109, 111, 127, 129, 134.
139,142,144,148,158,159,164,
166.170-4,238.243
and Behavior O1ange, 39~0
and circuits, 15, 117-8. 197-209,
211-4,216
and Crowley, 103, llS~
and drug synergetic theory (dosage. set,
setting), 35-6.38,40.50,54
and idea-transference, 185
and immortality, 122-6·
and imprisonment (Folsom. Vacaville.
etc.). 40.77-8,80.81-3,93-5
102-6. 114-20, 124~, 131, 132.
133,155,170-72,237
and interstellar telepathy, 80, 146,
163
and marijuana connection. 55
and neurological relativism, 60, 61
and Periodic Table of Evolution,
210-14,216,217
and Pythagoras, 210
and Reich, 163
and SMI2LE, 167, 172,218,236
and Starseed Transmissions, 110, 155
and Two Commandments, 38, 40
and Wilson family. 232, 236, 237
LeBarre, Weston, 147
Lehrman, Nat, 98
Lenin, 64
Leprechauns, 27, 28, 31
Le\itation, 78-9, 94,134,231
Liber Aleph (Crowley). 136
Libertarianism, 56, 71, 90
Liddy. G. Gordon, 34, 77
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Ufe extension, 167, 170, 173, 207-8,
215,218. See also Immortality,
Death; etc.
Light, speed of,44,193. 194.206,241
Lilly, John, 21, 29, 32,41.19, 83. 85.
87, Ill, 114,148,196,202,206,
201.208.'216-1
Linear ca usalit y, 196
Locality, Doctrine of, 191.193-4,196
Longevity. See Immortality; Death;
Aging; etc.
Loony. Penny, 118,223.225
Lorentz, Hendrik. 123
Los Angeles Free Press (newspaper), 64
Lowdes,42
Lovecraft, II.P.• 3, 95-6,
Loyola, Saint Ignatius, 12
LSD, 35, 38.39-40,48,49-50,51,53,
54,68,83,85. 117.118, 120, 121.
129,142.159,165,119,202,205,
206.209,217,241-2
LSD (Solomon), 54
McAuley, Stephen. 90

Macbeth (play). 234
McDivitt, Jim, 91
McGraw-Hill Publications poll. 217
McKenna, Dennis. 215-8
McKenna, Terrence. 215-8
McKenna Theory, 215-8, 223
McLuhan, Marshall, 15-16,201.207
McMurty,Grady, 141-2. 160, 161.162.
163,164
McMurty, Phylls, 160, 162, 163
McNamara, Thomas, 225
MacNaughton, Duncan. 222
McNeil, Michael. 232.233
Machen, Arthw. 165
Magical Revival (Grant), 87. 132
Magick, 26-21. 66,70, 75, 78, 81, 81,
90, 100, 106, 107, liD, 161, 164,
168,169,192,193,216,228,231
Magick (Crowley), 136, 166
Magickal diary, 81, 87, 119
Magick in Theory and Practice, 84
Malac1ypse the Younger (see also HiD,
Gregory), 64, 13, 155
Malik, Joe, 180
Manson Group, 172
Manual of Sex Magick (Culling), 68
Marconi, Guglielmo, 137
"Manual for Discordian Evangelists"
57-9
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Marijuana, 5 1-2, 55,68, 117, 121, 142,
154,201,202.207,209
Mars, 101
Martino, Dennis, 155, 111
Marx, Harpo, 223
Mary, Virgin. See Blessed Virgin Mary
Masons, 4,5, 1, 64,70,76,139,168,
169,185,222,226. See abo nlirtythree (33)
anti-Masonic Party, 5
Massage, 202
Masters and Johnson sex research, 53,
199
Materialism, 60,101,139
Mathers, MacGregor, 165
Ma tus, Don Juan. See Don Juan
Maya (hallucination), 5 1,52, 121. See
also Hallucination
Mechanical Bride (McLuhan), 15
Meditation, 70, 18,85
and sex, 68
Memories, Dreams, Reflections (Jung),
224
Man Against Mortality (Jumper), 123
Men in Black, 154. 117
Mendeleyev. Dimitri. 210
Mendeleyev Periodic Table, 210-11
Merry Pranksters, 208
Mescaline, 21,85, 129,203
Mescalito, 24-6, 27, 28, 29, 42
Mesmer. Franz Anton, 164
Metaprograms and metaprogramming,
21.24,29-30,34.47,59.62,13.
19.89.92.99, 111, 120, 141, 148,
202.203,208,209,213,215
Mickey Mouse. 103
Microwave Instrument Company, 124
Millay t Jean, 114,229. 237
Millbrook Ashram, 34, 36. 40. 48
MUler, Arthw. 78
Mind, 198, 199-200,213. See also Circuits; Perception; Reality
Mini-brains. See Circuits
Miracles, 42. 76, 79,134,192
Mr. M., 150-1, 152
Mitchell. Ed. 117-8. 202
Mitrinovic. 75
Mohammed, 166
Mohle, Michael. 229
Moody, Raymond. 91
Moonchild, 142
Moonchild (Crowley),142
Moon rockets, 121, 169

Mordecai the Foul, 155
Morgenstern, Oscar, 36

Morning of the Magicians (Pauwels and
, Bergier),122
Morphine, 142,200
Moses. 166
Mothman, 171, 178, 195-6
Mothman Prophecies (Keen, 177
Multi-model approach. 15-16
Murray, Margaret, 147
NASA. 97. See also Astronauts; and

names of specific astronauts
Nasbe. Thomas. 200
Nasrudin, MuUah, 19,29,59.62, 72.
209
National Guardian (newspaper), 32-3
National Repiew (journal), 21, 22
Native American Church, 24
Natural Surrealist Party, 179-80
Net, 31. 32, 33,44. 74, 75, 193, 196,
236,237.
quantum communication net, 194
Network. See Net
Network (poem). 236
New Libertarian (journal). 56
New Reformed Orthodox Order of the
Golden Dawn. 135, 159

New York ReJ'iew of Books, 209
New York Times (newspaper), 114
Newbwg, Victor, 7
Newland, John. 210
Newman, James, 245
Newport, Robert, 59
Newton. Isaac, ] 48
Newtonian phYSiCS, 37,44, 111.200,
201,202,211-2
Nietzsche. Friedrich, 30. 204
Ninety-three (93), 110
Nitrous Oxide, 68
Nixon, Richard Milhous, 11,54,63, 78,
98,99,116.121.126,149
Noetic Studies, Institute for, 118
Nommo, 111
Norton, Joshua, 102-3, 155
Norton I, 102-3, 155
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe. See Lady
of Guadalupe
Nuit, 42. 71,84.109,111, 114, 131,
187
Numbers (5, 23, 88, 666, etc.). See spe·

cific number

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 124
Oannes, 111
Objectivity, Doctrine of, 191, 192, 195
Occult, The (Wilson. C). 8
Octaves, Law of. 138.210-14
Oersted, Hans, 129
Olsen, Hal, 95
Omega Point, 216,223

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
(Kesey). 132
O'Neill. Gerard, 56,208.223,237
Onrak the Backwards, 155
Operation Mindfuck. 32, 59, 64
Opiates. See names of specific drugs.
Opium, 200
Oral sex, 68
Ordo Templi Olientis. 87, 95, 96,100,
141-2. 160. 161, 162, 164, 168,
169,184
Orgasm, polyphase. 68
Orgone, 25, 66, 136. 164
Oriflamme (journal), 142
Osk~.23, 187,189,221,229
Osmond, Humphrey, 21.54
Oswald, Lee Harvey, 31, 32,56,61,64,
74,150, 151
Other Tongues, Other Flesh (WWiamson).
144
Ow Lady of Space. See Space Lady;
Blessed Virgin Mary; Peyote Woman;
etc.
Pan, 83, 84, 137
Pancakes, 3, 11-12,27,28,93. 137
Papoon, George, 179-80
Paracelsus. 25
Paragranis, Fra ter. 226
Parallel worlds. 193, 195
Paraphysics, 206
Parapsychology. 21. 118, 124, ISO, 113.
206,229
Parcifal, 100-1, 111
Parker, Quanah, 24
Parsons, Jack, 141-2, 168
Pa tanj ali. 210
Paul, Saint, 166
Pauli. 194
Pauwels, Louis, 122
Pavlovian responses, 201
Payne, Ruth. 31
PCP. 85
Pederastia. Padre, 224
PEN. See Poets, Essayists and Novelists
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Oub (PEN)
Pentagon, 65
Perception. 28,148.152.162.197. See
also Reality
Periodic Table of Evolution, 210-14
Peyote, 21, 22, 23.24,27.31.33.35.
74,85,142,141-8,202,205
Peyote' Cult (laBarre), 147
Peyote Woman, 42
Phi Beta Kappa, 245
Philosophy of Physical Science (Eddington). 245
Phoenix
as bird. 169, 174
as constellation, 169
as name, 87, 169
as newspaper, 120, 157, 169-70
Physics, 14-16,37,44.189-96,216,
245-7
Physics Consciousness Research Group,
237
Pike, Albert, 222
Pison Omtos (Pound), 235
Plato, 208
Pillyboy (journal), 43,47,48,50-51,
52, 7~, 98-9, 157
Podolsky, Boris. See ERP
Poets, Essayists and Novelists Oub
(PEN). 171,172
Poltergeist disturbances, 73, 177, 178
Pookah,119
Pooler, Margaret, 41-2
Pope Paul VI, 117-8, 195-6
Popkin, 31,15 I
Potentia, 192, 195
Pound, Eua, 235
Prehoda, Robert, 122
Principio Discordia (Hill), 59,65,73
PROBE,94
Proclus, 186
Programmed death, 128-9.
Programming and Metaprogramming
the Human Biocomputer (Lilly). 111
Project Cyclops, 119
Projection, 30,5 1,52
Prometheus Society. 28, 237
Propinquities. See Coincidences; Synchronicity
Prospects of Immortality (Ettinger),
120
Prosthetics. 12 7
Proteins, anti-histone. 205
Proton-electron mass ratio, 246

Psilocybin, 85,129,203,205,215
Psychedelics, 24. 35, 38-9, 73, 74.117.
129,139,197,203,207,215,216,
217,241-2. See also namesofspecificdrugs
Psychic (journal), 221, 242
Psychokinesis, 73. 192
"The Psychology of Hashish tt (Crowley).
137
Psycho-pharmacology, 36,48
Puharich,Andrija. 79. 91,147.173,
241,243,244
PURSE, 63
PurZ,63
Pyramid. Great, of Cheops. See Great
Pyramid of Cheops
Pythagoras, 210
Quantum Inseparability Principle, 44
Quantum mechanics, 3,173. 184,
189-96,206,216,245-7. See
also ERP; Physics
Quantum models. 173,206.245
Rabelais, Francois. 110
Ra-Hoor-Khuit. 174-5. See also Horus
Rameses (rock group), 228
Randolph, P.B., 96
Rasputin, 103. 104
RCA. 244
Real Magick (Bonewitz), 164
Realist, The (journal). 34,52
Reality, 28,51,52.60,61,62, 72, 79,
152,162,192,195.203. See also
Perception
Recidivism, 39
Reformed Druids of North America, 159
Regardie, Israel, 66, 116-7, 165
Reich, WUhelm, 25,53, 55-6, 66. 163,
164, 165
Reichenbach, Baron, 164
Re-imprinting. See Imprinting
Reincarnation, 88, 116, 118,133,204
Relativity, 192,246-7
special, 191, 194
Reprogramming. See Metaprograms and
Metaprogramming
Resuscitation (of dead), 127,234
ReJ'ellltions (Bible). 158
Reynolds. Mike, 176
Rh blood factor, 223
Rinehart, Keith Milton, 73, 74
Ring. Kenneth, 204, 206

RNA, 94. 95.204,210
Rockefeller, Nelson. 149
Rockefeller Family, 6, 154
Rolling Stone (journal), 228
Roosevelt, F. Delano, 64
Roots of Coincidence (Koestler). 32
Rosen. Nathan. See ERD
Rosicrucian Enlightenment (Yates). 161
Roshi. Suzuki. 85
Rosicrucians, 70, 161
Roubecek. 38
Rowan, Jack. 83, 88
Rush to Judgment (Lane). 61
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